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Abstract
Observations have shown that blazars (a special sub-class of active galactic nuclei)
of the high synchrotron peak type (HSPs) play a crucial role in TeV/Very High En-
ergy (VHE) astronomy. To provide a large list of potential VHE emitters, and therefore
candidate targets for current and future TeV instruments, we have assembled a catalog
including over 2000 confirmed and candidate HSP blazars selected on the basis of multi-
frequency data. The catalog, named 3HSP, is currently the largest and most complete
sample of HSP blazars, and can be used for detailed statistical properties of the whole HSP
population and may shed light on some of the the long-standing issues in the cosmological
evolution of blazars.
The most recent successful case is a new TeV source, PGC 2402248, was detected
by the MAGIC (Major Atmospheric Gamma Imaging Cherenkov Telescopes), applying
a 3HSP source as observation seed. Moreover, with a dedicated gamma-ray analysis on
the position of bright 3HSP sources using Fermi PASS8 data, we have found 150 new
gamma-ray detections recently published in the 1BIGB catalog.
To optimise the search for new blazars making full use of all available multi-frequency
data we have developed a new software tool, called VOU-Blazars. The tool, based on
Virtual Observatory (VO) protocols and developed within the Open Universe initiative,
can identify blazars in relatively large regions of the sky, such as γ-ray and neutrino
uncertainty regions.
Using radio and γ-ray flux limited and largest ever subsamples of the 3HSP catalog we
explored the statistical and evolution properties of HSP blazars, deriving the radio and
γ-ray LogN-LogS, luminosity function, as well as testing for the presence of cosmological
evolution using the V/Vmax test. Our results confirm with unprecedented statistical
robustness the presence of negative evolution. The luminosity function and LogN-LogS of
HSP blazars imply that there is no preference for high νpeak sources in faint luminous/flux
bins, contrary to the predictions of the “blazar sequence”.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The statistical properties of blazars is a long-lasting mystery for around 20 years.
The main purpose of this thesis is to build a latest and largest high synchrotron peaked
blazars (HSPs) catalog and discussing the intrinsic and statistical properties of HSPs.
Another aim to build a new generation HSP catalog is for future very high energy (VHE)
observations, to unveil more γ-ray or TeV sources effectively with multi-frequency anal-
ysis knowledge. Apart from that, the thesis also introduces a tool to find more blazars
candidates to make the HSP catalog more complete.
1.1 AGNs and Unification Model
Compared with normal galaxies, some galaxies have special spectra or variability such
as extremely broad emission lines or obviously brightness changes in a short time. These
abnormal phenomena usually come from the center part of the galaxies, and the special
phenomena are called ”active galactic nuclei (AGNs).” HSPs are a special type of AGNs
which are expected to emit the highest frequency non-thermal emission among AGNs.
According to the observations, there are several different types of AGNs (Carroll and
Ostlie, 2006; Peterson, 1997; Padovani, 2017)[27, 110, 95]:
1. Quasars
(a) Radio-loud quasars: They are strong radio sources with variations in all ob-
served wavelengths. They have broad emission lines in their spectra and usually
have high redshifts.
(b) Radio-quiet quasars: They also have broad emission lines in spectra, high
redshifts, and variability in all studied wavelengths, but they are weak in radio.
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They usually are brighter than -23 magnitude in B band.
2. Seyfert Galaxies
(a) Type 1 Seyfert galaxies: They are similar as radio quiet quasars, while dimmer
than -23 magnitude in B band by definition. The width of Hβ is larger than
2000 km/s, and the line ratio of [OIII] to Hβ is smaller than 3. They have
X-ray emission. Most of them are located in spiral galaxies.
(b) Type 2 Seyfert galaxies: They are not variable and merely have weak X-ray
and radio emission. They have only narrow lines in their spectra. The width
of Hβ is lower than 2000 km/s, and the line ratio of [OIII] to Hβ is greater
than 3. They also host in spiral galaxies mostly.
(c) Narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxies: They are similar as Seyfert 1 galaxies, but they
are narrow line targets. The width of Hβ is less than 2000 km/s, and the line
ratio of [OIII] to Hβ is smaller than 3.
3. Radio galaxies
(a) FR Is: They are radio sources from core-halo with no variation. They usually
have narrow lines in their spectra only. The majority of them are located in
elliptical galaxies.
(b) FR IIs: They are strong radio sources from double-lobe. Some of them are
variable in all studied wavelengths, and some of them have broad emission
lines in their spectra. Most of their host galaxies are elliptical.
4. Blazars
(a) BL Lacs objects: They have strong radio emission and rapid variability at
visible wavelengths. The spectra are almost devoid of emission lines. They
host in elliptical galaxies mostly.
(b) Flat spectrum radio quasars (FSRQs): They are also strong radio sources
and are rapid variable in all observed wavelengths. However, they have broad
emission lines in their spectra.
5. Low ionization nuclear emission-line regions (LINERs): Their spectra are similar to
low-luminosity Seyfert 2 with low-ionization emission lines in their spectra. They
2
might be related to star-burst phenomena. Most of the host galaxies of LINERs are
elliptical.
6. Broad absorption line quasars (BAL quasars): They have broad absorption lines
instead of emission lines in their spectra.
7. Ultra-luminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs): They might be dust-enshrouded quasars,
and alternatively might be star burst phenomena.
Unfortunately, scientists have no certain conclusions about the properties and classifi-
cation of AGNs; there are many uncertainties lie in the classification of AGNs. Till now,
the ”unification model” (Blandford and Rees, 1978; Antonucci, 1993; Urry and Padovani,
1995)[19, 11, 140] is the most accepted model of AGNs. Type 1 and type 2 AGNs has
been remarkably successful connected by the unification model. The schematic picture of
the unification model is shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: The unification model of AGNs. Picture credit: Urry and Padovani, 1995[140]
The unification model assumes a super massive black hole (SMBH) at the center of
AGNs. There are several components surrounding the SMBH. The materials near the
SMBH will be attracted, circling around the SMBH, falling into the black hole, and
forming an accretion disk. The materials in the inner part of the accretion disk may emit
X-ray when falling into the SMBH, while the materials located at the outer part of the
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accretion disk will generate ultraviolet and optical with a lower velocity. There is a torus
outside the accretion disk, absorbing optical and ultraviolet and re-radiating at infrared.
There are also some gas clouds in AGNs. The gas clouds near the black hole will be
excited by stronger radiation, generating broader emission lines called broad line region
(BLR). The gas clouds farther away from the SMBH will be excited by weaker radiation,
emitting narrow lines called narrow line region (NLR). Jets might appear perpendicularly
to the accretion disk when the materials fall into the SMBH.
According to the unification model, observations of different phenomena of AGNs are
caused by different angles. Torus is the region that optical cannot penetrate. When
observing the AGNs from different angles, one will see particular phenomena due to
the shielding of the torus. There were separated the AGN by radio-quiet and radio-
loud. For radio-quiet AGNs (mostly non-jetted AGN [95]), if observing from the face-
on direction, one might see the BLR mainly. This is the phenomenon of radio-quiet
quasars. If observing from an angle away from the face-on direction, one can see both
BLR and NLR-the classification of Seyfert 1 galaxies. Finally, if observing from the edge-
on direction, the BLR is covered by the torus, and one can see only the NLR. This is
the observation of Seyfert 2 galaxies. For radio-loud AGNs (mostly jetted AGN [95]),
there are jets at the face-on direction. If observing from that direction, one would see jets
coming toward us, the observation of blazars. If observing from an angle away from the
face-on direction, one could see the phenomena of broad-line radio galaxies and radio-loud
quasars. At last, if one observes at the edge-on direction, there will be seen NLR only,
the classification of narrow-line radio galaxies.
Recently, there are some evidences from [95] and [92] suggest that a unified picture
based primarily on orientation and obscuring material is incomplete. Padovani 2017 [95]
suggests that there are other key elements necessary to describe the model of AGNs,
such as accretion rate, torus covering factor, jet strength, and host galaxy properties. A
schematically new unified model with accretion rate and jet strength is proposed in [95]
and shown in Figure 1.2.
From the new model in [95], AGNs are divided into two main classes, jetted or non-
jetted AGNs. The jetted AGNs mostly are known as radio-loud sources, while the non-
jetted AGN mainly are radio-quiet. They further introduced radiatively efficiency factor
into the model to separate jetted and non-jetted AGNs. For example, according to this
new model, blazars are jetted AGNs comprises high-accretion (radiatively efficient) radio
flat quasars and low-accretion (radiatively inefficient) BL Lacs. Note that radiatively
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Figure 1.2: Scheme of new unified model of AGNs with two parameters, jet and accretion.
Picture credit: Padovani et al. 2017 [95]
efficient blazars usually has radio flat spectrum given that they are not radio extended. It
is believed that the high-extinction radio galaxy (HERG) and low-extinction radio galaxy
(LERG) are the parent population of FSRQ and BL Lac, respectively.
1.2 Brief introduction of blazars
It is known that BL Lac objects and flat spectrum radio quasars (FSRQs), also known
as optical violent variable quasars (OVVs) are collectively called “blazars, ” and blazars
are a class of active galactic nuclei (AGN) hosting a jet oriented at a small angle with
respect to the line of sight [140]. However, the optical spectra of BL Lacs objects and
FSRQs are very distinct. The FSRQs generally have broad emission lines which dominate
in their spectra, while the emission and absorption lines of BL Lac objects are very weak
relative to the continuum. The example spectra of FSRQs and BL Lac objects are shown
in Figure 1.3. Compared with those of the BL Lac objects, the redshifts of FSRQs tend
to be large.
Both of the BL Lac objects and FSRQs are characterized by rapid and large amplitude
spectral variability due to the presence of a relativistic jet from the observed direction
(See the example light curves in Edelson et al, 1995)[45]. In a few months, the optical
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fluxes of blazars can vary over several magnitudes. The apparent luminosities and the de-
gree of continuum polarization could determine the strength of the continuum variations,
indicating strongly for a non-thermal origin of the continuum of BL Lac objects (Edelson,
1992)[44]. All observed blazars are radio-loud sources dominated by center AGNs; no
radio-quiet blazars have been found, although they have been searched for (Stocke et al.,
1990)[130].
Figure 1.3: Example spectra of FSRQs and BL Lacs. Spectra Credit: Sloan Digital Sky
Survey. The left one is a sample spectrum of FSRQs, and the right one is a sample
spectrum of BL Lac objects.
Blazars are believed to emit non-thermal over most or the entire electromagnetic
spectrum, from radio frequencies to hard γ-rays. The observed spectral energy distri-
bution (SED) of them presents a general shape composed of two bumps. One typically
is located in the infrared (IR), and sometimes extending to the X-ray band, and the
other is in the hard X-ray to γ-rays. The low-energy bumps are from synchrotron emis-
sion, while the high-energy bumps are from inverse Compton emission. According to
the locations of the peaks on the SEDs, blazars can be divided into three groups: low
synchrotron peaked blazars (LSP), intermediate synchrotron peaked blazars (ISP), and
high synchrotron peaked blazars (HSP) (Abdo et al., 2010; Padovani and Giommi, 1995)
[1, 97]. If the peaked frequency of the synchrotron bump (νpeak) in ν - νFν space is larger
than 1015 Hz (corresponding to ∼ 4 eV), a source is usually called high synchrotron peaked
(HSP) blazars. On the other hand, if the synchrotron emission peaked in IR or optical
(νpeakless than 10
14 Hz), it will be classified as LSP. Figure 1.4 shows the example SEDs
of several blazars.
There were selected SEDs of four well-known bright blazars to illustrate in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: Sample SEDs of blazars. SED credit: SSDC SED builder. Up: example SEDs
of high synchrotron peaked blazars. Bottom: example SED of low synchrotron peaked
blazars. Green lines represent the emission from host galaxy, and the blue lines mean the
emission from accretion and BLR.
From upper left to lower right, there is Mrk 421, Mrk 501, 3C 279, and 3C 273. Mrk 421
and Mrk 501 are high synchrotron peaked BL Lacs with no accretion and BLR clues from
SED. The host galaxy emission (green line) from Mrk 421 is more or less the similar level
as AGN emission, while for Mrk 501, the host galaxy dominated the other non-thermal
emission in IR and optical. 3C 279 and 3C 273 both are LSP blazars; however, 3C 279
is a BL Lac with radiatively inefficient accretion at the center SMBH, while 3C 273 is an
FSRQ with radiatively efficient accretion. There is no accretion feature from the SED of
3C 279, implying a featureless optical spectrum for the source. For 3C 273, the UV and
part of X-ray are dominated by the accretion and BLR emission (blue lines, with radio-
optical spectral slope, assumed 0.6) from center AGN. The emission from host galaxies
(green lines) of both 3C 279 and 3C 273 are swamped by the non-thermal from jet; the
green line in the 3C 279 case are plotted with redshift 0.536 ([80]) and that in the 3C 273
case are plotted with z=0.158 ([133]).
From the SEDs of the BL Lacs, it is known that sometimes (like the cases of 3C 279)
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there are no identifiable features (such as the big blue bump and the sub-millimeter break)
at particular frequencies, as there are in non-blazar AGN SEDs (Peterson,1997)[110]. The
missing of characteristic features of AGN SEDs in the SEDs of BL Lacs suggests a non-
thermal origin of the spectra of BL Lacs, and the estimation of redshift is relatively hard
for these featureless sources.
Apart from classifying blazars with optical spectrum, Giommi and Padovani (2012)
[60] proposed “a simplified view” of blazars and suggested a more clear classification for
blazars. According to the simplified view of blazars, there were two groups of blazars,
separated by the accretion efficiency, either LERG or HERG observed at the direction
of the jet. They suggested that some of the cataloged BL Lac are actually FSRQ with
high accretion rate but the SED features from accretion and BLR are overwhelmed by the
non-thermal jet. These sources are called “masquerading” BL Lac as there is no emission
line from their optical spectra. Moreover, some of the BL Lacs are misclassified as radio
galaxies when the IR and optical part of their SED are dominated by the host galaxy,
while in fact, they are good blazars with non-thermal emission from jet also very strong.
Padovani, Giommi, and Polenta (2015) [98] concludes their results in a table, which are
shown in Table 1.1 here.
LERG HERG viewing angle
strong jet dilution (EW< 5A˚; Ca H&K< 0.4) BL Lac BL Lac 1 θ < θblazar
weak jet dilution Radio Galaxy 2 FSRQ θ < θblazar
misdirected jet Radio Galaxy Radio Galaxy θ > θblazar
Italic denote “masquerading” sources, 1 misclassified FSRQ, 2 misclassified BL Lac
where θblazar ∼ 15− 20◦ [140]
Table 1.1: The simplified blazar view scenario. Table from Padovani and Giommi, 2015
[98].
The observed radiation of HSP blazars shows extreme properties, mostly owing to
relativistic amplification effects. They are also considered as extreme sources since the
Lorentz factor of the electrons radiating at the peak of the synchrotron bump γpeak are
the highest within the blazar population, and likely of any other type of steady cosmic
sources. Considering a simple SSC model, where νpeak = 3.2× 106γ2peakBδ [60], assuming
B = 0.1 Gauss and Doppler factor δ = 10, HSPs characterized by νpeak ranging between
1015 and >∼ 1018 Hz demand γpeak ≈ 104 − 106.
The typical two-bump SED of blazars and the high energies that characterize HSPs
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imply that these objects occupy a distinct position in the optical to X-ray spectral index
(αox) versus the radio to optical spectral index (αro) color-color diagram [131]. Consid-
ering the distinct spectral properties of blazars over the whole electromagnetic spectrum,
selection methods based on αox and αro have long been used to search for new blazars.
For example, [124] discovered 10 new BL Lacs via a multi-frequency approach with radio,
optical, and X-ray data, and their BL Lac nature with optical spectra.
In a series of papers, [84, 37, 83] show that most blazars occupy a specific region of the
IR colour-colour diagram, which they termed the blazar strip. In 1WHSP, they extended
the blazar strip in the WISE colour-colour diagram to include all the Sedentary Survey
blazars and called it the Sedentary WISE colour domain (SWCD). The SWCD is wider
than the WISE blazar strip since it contains some blazars whose host galaxy is very bright,
such as Mrk 421 and MKN 501 (see Figure 1.4). It is understood from previous works
that many low-luminosity HSP blazars have the IR colours dominated by the thermal
component of the host giant elliptical galaxy. Therefore, a selection scheme adopting
IR colour restrictions may work effectively for selecting cases where the non-thermal jet
component dominates the IR band but is less efficient for selecting galaxy-dominated
sources (since they are spread over a larger area in the IR colour-colour plot).
HSP blazars play a crucial role in very high energy (VHE) astronomy. Observations
have shown that HSPs are bright and variable sources of high energy γ-ray photons
(TeVCat)1 and that they are likely the dominant component of the extragalactic VHE
background [96, 56, 41, 59, 9]. In fact, most of the extragalactic objects detected so
far above a few GeV are HSPs [57, 98, 14, 135], see also TeVCat. However, only a few
hundred HSP blazars are above the sensitivity limits of currently available γ-ray surveys.
For example, the 1WHSP catalog (Arsioli et al. 2015, hereafter 1WHSP ) [14], which
was the largest sample of HSP blazars when it was published, shows that out of the 992
objects in it, 299 have an associated γ-ray counterpart in the Fermi 1/2/3FGL catalogs.
Nevertheless there is a considerable number of relatively bright HSPs which still lack a
γ-ray counterpart. These are likely faint, point-like sources at or below the Fermi-LAT,
detectability threshold and were not found by the automated searches carried out so far.
Indeed, [13] have detected ≈ 150 new γ-ray blazars based on a specific search around
bright WHSP sources, using over seven years of Fermi-LAT Pass 8 data.
In the most energetic part of the γ-ray band photons from high redshift sources are
absorbed by the extragalactic background light (EBL) emitted by galaxies and quasars
1http://tevcat.uchicago.edu
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[40, 112, 23]. Therefore, the TeV flux can drop by a very large factor compared to GeV
fluxes, making distant TeV sources much more difficult to detect. 1WHSP paper has
shown that, with the help of multi-wavelength analysis, HSP catalogs can provide many
good candidates for VHE detection.
1.3 Current HSP catalogs
The currently known HSP blazars are listed in catalogs such as the 5th Roma-BZCAT
[82] (hereafter 5BZCat), the Sedentary Survey [58, 61, 115], Deep X-ray Radio Blazar
Survey (DXRBS) [109, 74, 99], Kapanadze 2013 catalog[73], and 1WHSP..etc.
[14] (1WHSP) built an HSP catalog, 1WHSP, based on the color-color diagram, using
data from the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer mission (WISE) color-color diagram
and selecting sources only inside the SWCD region. They cross-matched the AllWISE
sources [36] in the SWCD with different radio and X-ray catalogs using TOPCAT2, applied
three spectral slope criteria, and selected sources with νpeak > 10
15 Hz. There were NVSS,
FIRST, and SUMSS radio catalogs applied in 1WHSP; for X-ray catalogs, the 1WHSP
make use of RASS, IPC, XMM, SWIFT. The slope criteria3 applied in Paper I are the
radio to IR spectral slope, IR to X-ray spectral slope, and the AllWISE channels W1 to
W3 spectral slope; the criteria are obtained from normalized and rescaled SEDs of three
well-known HSP blazars. It includes 992 known, newly-identified, and candidate high
galactic latitude (b > |20◦|) HSPs.
The 5BZCat is the largest compilation of confirmed blazars, containing 3 561 sources,
around 500 of which are of the HSP type. It collected blazars discovered in surveys
carried out in all parts of the electromagnetic spectrum and is also based on an extensive
review of the literature and optical spectra. [73] built a catalog of 312 HSPs with flux
ratio (fx/fr ≥ 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 Jy−1) selected from various X-ray catalogs, the NVSS
catalog of radio sources, and the first edition of the Roma−BZCAT catalog [81].
The Sedentary catalog, built with X-ray to radio flux ratio fx/fr ≥ 3×10−10 erg cm−2 s−1 Jy−1,
implying that the synchrotron peaked of Sedentary sources (logνpeak& 16.5 Hz) will be at
higher energy then that of typical HSP sources (logνpeak≥ 15 Hz). They began with cross-
matching The NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS) with the ROSAT All-Sky Survey Bright
Source catalog (RASS-BSC) with cross-matched radius 0.8 arcmin and then taking the
2http://www.star.bris.ac.uk/~mbt/topcat/
30.05 < α1.4GHz−3.4µm < 0.45, 0.4 < α4.6µm−1keV < 1.1,
and− 1.0 < α3.4µm−12.0µm < 0.7
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radio-X-ray matched sources with the optical counterpart in the APM [71] or COSMOS
[150] catalog. The Sedentary sample selected only sources with δ > −40◦ and out of the
Galactic plane (|b| > 20◦). Apart from that, a radio cut at fr > 3.5 mJy, X-ray cut at
cts/s > 0.1, and optical cut at V ≤ 21 are applied to the Sedentary.
The Sedentary paper further employed the αox-αro diagram to narrow down the number
of candidates, taking the sources only in HBL zone in the diagram4. After removing the
sources with broad emission lines or with ROSAT hardness ratio HRI < −0.5, in the end,
the Sedentary catalog contains 150 extreme HBL.
DXRBS applied all serendipitous X-ray sources in WGACAT with quality flag > 5
and cross-matching the WGACAT with the Green Bank 6-cm survey (GB6) catalog [63]
in the north celestial sphere and with Parkes-MIT-NRAO survey (PMN) catalog [64] in
the south. They further cross-matched the northern sources with NORTH20CM [146], the
sources having −40◦ < δ < 0◦ with NVSS, and the sources having δ ≤ 40◦ with Australia
Telescope Compact Array5 (ATCA) at 3.6 cm and 6 cm. To select sources efficiently, they
adopt a spectral index cut αr ≤ 0.7, selecting all FSRQ and basically all BL Lacs and
excluding most of the radio galaxies; that is α6−20 ≤ 0.7 for δ > −40◦ and α3.6−6 ≤ 0.7 for
δ ≤ −40◦. Note that the DXRBS covers almost all the fields of WGACAT but excluding
the areas such as δ > 75◦ (outside of the NORTH20CM coverage), |b| < 10◦ (avoid the
Galactic plane region), several regions not observed by the PMN and the GB6 surveys,
and circular regions around M31, LMC, SMC, and the Orion Nebula.
Moreover, the flux cuts f20cm ≥ 150 mJy for NORTH20CM, f6cm ≥ 51 mJy for PMN
at −87.5◦ ≤ δ < −37◦ and −29◦ < δ < −0◦, and f6cm ≥ 72 mJy for PMN at −37◦ ≤
δ ≤ −29◦ were applied to the sample. Ultimately, there are 129 FSRQs, 24 BL Lacs,
and 16 unidentified sources in DXRBS catalog. DXRBS contains both FSRQs and BL
Lacs selected in the same sample, providing the possibility to compare the properties of
the two classes. In particular, the DXRBS is the first catalog to include both LBL and
HBL within one sample in sizeable numbers, and this makes it possible to compare their
properties independently of different selection bands and methods which result in salient
selection effect [60].
The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 describes how an HSP catalog is built.
The statistical properties, evolution, and selection effects are discussed in Chapter 3. In
Chapter 4, there was introduced a new tool, VOU-blazars, to find more blazar candidates
4αro > 0.2 and αrx > 0.65, the later equivalent to fx/fr ≥ 3× 10−10 erg cm−2 s−1 Jy−1
5http://www.narrabri.atnf.csiro.au/observing/
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and identify possible counterpart for VHE detections. Chapter 5 explains the possible
connection between VHE astronomy and HSP blazars. Discussion and Conclusion are
in the last Chapter. Throughout the thesis, there were adopt a Flat-ΛCDM cosmology
with the following parameters [28]: Ωm = 0.3 and H0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1. Besides, the
1 − σ Poisson errors [54] was applied when the number counts is ≤ 50 in logN-logS and
luminosity functions.
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Chapter 2
The 3HSP Catalog
HSPs are extremely essential objects for γ-ray or TeV researches. The number of
known HSPs is still relatively small compared to other types of AGNs, with less than
≈ 1, 000 cataloged HSPs in 1WHSP catalog (Arsioli et al., 2015; hereafter 1WHSP)[14].
Significantly, enlarging the number of high energy blazars is important to better under-
stand their role within the AGN phenomenon, and should shed light on the cosmological
evolution of blazars, which is still a matter of debate. By extending the 1WHSP catalog
to lower Galactic latitudes (b > |10◦|), a larger catalog including ≈ 2000 HSP blazars
expected to emit at VHE energies by means of multi-frequency data was established. The
main purpose of building a new and more complete HSP catalog is to provide seed sources
for TeV surveys and to better understand the TeV background. The processes of building
the catalog are shown in this Chapter.
2.1 Initial data selection, cross-matching, and slope
criteria
Blazars are known to emit electromagnetic radiation over a very wide spectral range,
from radio to VHE photons. As discussed in the 1WHSP paper, an effective way of
building large blazar samples is to work with multi-frequency data, especially from all-
sky surveys, and to apply selection criteria based on spectral features that are known to
be specific to blazar SEDs. At least three points are needed to describe the Synchrotron
emission with a parabolic curve and to examine if the spectral shape is similar as typical
HSPs. In general, there are much more sources detected in Infrared and optical than in
X-ray and radio. Thus, the idea to find the blazar candidates is to identify the sources
with both radio and X-ray counterparts and check if the radio-X-ray matched sources
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have IR/optical data or not. In this way, the pre-selected candidates will reduce to the
minimum, and will not miss the majority of blazar candidates.
Following the 1WHSP catalog, the very first step of building an HSP catalog started
by cross-matching the AllWISE whole sky infrared catalog (Cutri et al., 2013 [36]) with
three radio survey, NVSS, FIRST, and SUMSS (Condo et al., 1998; White et al 1997; and
Manch et al., 2003). [34, 147, 69, 77]. Taking into account the positional uncertainties
associated with each target, the matching radii of 0.3 arcmin was applied for the NVSS
and the SUMSS surveys and 0.1 arcmin for the FIRST catalog. Then an internal match
for all IR-radio sources to eliminate duplicate entries coming from the different radio
catalogs was performed. Keeping only the best matches between radio and IR, there were
2 137 505l selected objects. The reason to start by cross-matching radio and IR catalogs
since the position accuracy in these two wavelengths bands is generally better than in the
X-ray band.
After this, there were demanded all radio-IR matching sources to have a counterpart in
one of the X-ray catalogs available to us (RASS BSC and FSC, 1SWXRT, Swift deep XRT
GRB (SwiftFT), 3XMM, XMM slew, Einstein IPC, IPC slew, WGACAT, Chandra, and
BMW: [141, 142, 39, 118, 143, 123, 67, 90, 145, 46, 106]). Therefore cross-matching the
IR-radio subsample with each X-ray catalog individually was done, taking into account
their positional errors. For instance, a radius of 0.1 arcmin was adopted for the cross-
correlations (as in 1WHSP), unless the positional uncertainty of a source was reported to
be larger than 0.1 arcmin, as in the case of many X-ray detections in the RASS survey. In
these cases, there were applied the 95% uncertainty radius (or ellipse major axis) of each
source as maximum distance for the cross-match. Some X-ray catalogs have a very wide
range of positional uncertainties, thus separating the data by positional errors and used
different cross-matching radii for these X-ray catalogs is necessary. The radii used for
cross-matching the IR-radio subsample with each X-ray catalog are reported in Table 2.1.
The sample also is restricted by Galactic latitude |b| > 10◦ to avoid complications in
the Galactic plane. There were combined all the IR-radio-X-ray matching sources and
applied an internal cross-check, keeping only single IR sources within 0.1 arcmin radius;
this procedure reduced the sample to 28 376 objects.
Next, taking advantage of the fact that HSP blazars show radio to X-ray SEDs which
distinguish them from any other type of extragalactic sources, two constraints on the
spectral slopes were imposed, namely
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Catalog Error position Cross-matched
radius
RASS 0-36 arcsec 0.6 arcmin
>37 arcsec 0.8 arcmin
Swift 1SWXRT 0-5 arcsec 0.1arcmin
>5 arcsec 0.2 arcmin
Swift deep XRT GRB all data 0.2 arcmin
3XMM DR4 0-5 arcsec 0.1 arcmin
>5 arcsec 0.2 arcmin
XMM Slew DR6 all data 10 arcsec
Einstein IPC all data 40 arcsec
IPC Slew all data 1.2 arcmin
WGACAT2 all data 50 arcsec
Chandra all data 0.1 arcmin
BMW-HRI all data 0.15 arcmin
Table 2.1: The cross-matching radii of the X-ray catalogs.
0.05 < α1.4GHz−3.4µm < 0.45
0.4 < α4.6µm−1keV < 1.1,
(2.1)
where αν1−ν2 = − log(fν1/fν2)log(ν1/ν2) , which are the same conditions applied to the 1WHSP
catalog, with the exception that here we do not apply the criterion −1.0 < α3.4µm−12.0µm <
0.7. This choice was necessary to prevent the loss of IR galaxy-dominated HSPs, which
could still be promising VHE candidates (See Massaro et al (2011) and Arsioli et al.
(2015) for detail) [84, 14].
The parameter ranges given in equation 2.1 are derived from the shape of the SED of
HSP blazars, which is assumed to be similar to those of three well-known bright HSPs, i.e.
Mrk 421, Mrk 501, and PKS 2155−304 shown in Fig. 3 of Paper I, which also fit within
the limiting slopes (α1.4GHz−3.4µm and α4.6µm−1keV) used for the selection. By avoiding the
application of the IR slope constraints used for the 1WHSP, more HSP candidates were
selected, reducing the incompleteness at low radio luminosities where the IR flux is often
dominated by the host galaxy.
The final pre-selection led to a sample of 5,518 HSP-candidates, 922 of which are also
1WHSP sources. Note that this initial sample includes most of the HSP blazars that
had to be added to the 1WHSP sample as additional previously known sources that were
missed during the original selection procedure.
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2.2 Deriving νpeak and classifying the sources
The 5,518 pre-selected candidates derived from section 2.1 contain not only HSPs but
all kind of sources with radio, X-ray, and Infrared emissions and with SED slope similar
to HSP blazars. To refine and further improve the quality of the sample, there were used
the SSDC SED builder tool1 to examine in detail all the candidates, accepting only those
with SEDs that are consistent with that of genuine HSPs. The synchrotron component of
each object that passed our screening was fitted using a third-degree polynomial function
to estimate parameters such as νpeak, and νpeakfνpeak , the energy flux at the synchrotron
peak.
The host galaxies of HSP blazars are typically giant ellipticals, and their optical and
near IR thermal flux sometimes dominate the SED in these bands. To only fit the syn-
chrotron component of HSP blazars, it is crucial to distinguish the non-thermal nuclear
radiation from the flux coming from the host galaxy. A standard giant elliptical galaxy
template ( CWW elliptical template, [31]) of the SSDC SED builder tool was applied to
judge if the optical and IR data points were due to the host galaxy or from non-thermal
synchrotron radiation. If the source under examination had ultraviolet data (such as
Swift-UVOT or GALEX [89] measurements) it was straightforward to tell that there was
non-thermal emission from the object. Sometimes the SDSS [20, 3] flux near UV bands
are apparently higher than the other optical bands (g and r band), and such excess im-
plies that the near UV band data are from non-thermal emission. On the other hand, if
the WISE W2 flux drop quickly regarding the W1 flux, then both W1 and W2 emission
are from the host galaxy. Note that sources with less than 3 data from non-thermal at
different frequencies are eliminated directly to avoid extremely uncertain sources.
Additionally, to avoid selecting objects with misaligned jets, which are expected to be
radio-extended, the accepted spatial extension of the radio counterparts (as reported in
the original catalogs) was limited to 1 arcmin. This procedure was carried out whenever
possible, based on the 1.4 GHz radio image from NVSS, which includes the entire sky
north of δ = −40◦, similarly to what had been done for the 1WHSP catalog. It is possible
to identify radio extended sources from their SED since radio extended objects typically
display a steep radio spectrum. All cases where there are shreds of evidence of radio (or
X-ray, typically from clusters: see section 2.2.1) extension found were eliminated from the
sample.
1http://tools.asdc.asi.it/SED
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For some cases, the optical data were consistent with thermal emission from the host
galaxy, and the remaining few radio, IR, or X-ray measurements that could be related to
non-thermal emission were very sparse. More multi-frequency data are needed for these
sources to beter determine the νpeak value. Many of the candidates have been observed by
Swift with multiple short exposures. To allow for a more accurate estimation of νpeak and
νpeakfνpeak , there were summed all the Swift XRT observations that were taken within a
three-week interval. For those without SWIFT observations or data yet but with relatively
bright νpeakfνpeak , there were collected as a observation proposal to Swift. A total of 210
proposed souces has been submited to Swift, and 151 of them have been observed and
applied to calibrate the νpeak estimation already. Another 59 sources are still observing
and the upcoming data will be used to increase the accuracy of the Synchrotron peak
estimation. All the sources submitted to XRT are list in table G.3, and the dedicated
analysis for these sources are further discusses in section 2.4.2.
There was still a number of unclear cases owing to the lack of good multi-frequency
data, and these unclear sources were flagged asteroid accordingly. There were no reasons
to exclude these unclear sources. In addition, since the positional accuracy in X-ray
surveys is usually not as precise as that of optical or radio surveys, the position of the
X-ray counterparts sometimes may be 20 to 40 arcsec away from the radio and optical
counterparts, introducing more uncertainty.
At the end of the selecting process, only objects with νpeak > 10
15 Hz (Padovani and
Giommi, 1995)[97] are accepted, leading to the selection of 734 new HSPs in addition
to those already included in the 1WHSP catalog. For each source, we adopted as best
coordinates those taken from the WISE catalog. The new sample including previously
known, newly discovered, and candidate blazars. Clearly, most bright sources in the
current list are also included in the 1WHSP catalog. Many of the new catalog entries are
fainter sources or objects located at low Galactic latitudes (10◦ < |b| < 20◦).
2.2.1 Avoiding X-ray contamination from cluster of galaxies
Blazars are certainly not the only objects that emit X-rays. For instance, galaxy
clusters also show X-ray emission that is, however, normally spatially extended with a
spectrum that peaks at ≈ 1 − 3 KeV resulting from the emission of giant clumps of hot
and low density diffused gas (≈ 108 K and ≈ 10−3 atoms/cm3: [122, 21, 108]. ) Since
blazars and radio galaxies are often located in clusters of galaxies, the X-rays of clusters
from the hot gas, if not correctly identified, might cause the SED of the candidate source
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to look like that of an HSP object, introducing source contamination for our sample. That
is, even though the sources are detected in both X-ray and radio, and optical emission like
elliptical galaxies. Obviously, it is necessary to avoid selecting sources where the X-rays
are due to extended cluster emission instead of the non-thermal Synchrotron.
HSPs usually have a steep X-ray spectrum, but if there is not enough spectral infor-
mation in the X-ray band, it is difficult to tell whether the X-ray spectrum is steep or
hard. Apart from that, the optical spectra and SEDs from clusters could mimic a giant
elliptical galaxy. To avoid this problem an extensive check of bibliographic references2
and catalogs of clusters of galaxies (e.g. ABELL, PGC, MCXC, ZW, SDSS WHL...etc:
[2, 107, 114, 152, 144]) have carried out, excluding cases where cluster emission could be
responsible for the observed X-rays. There were cross-matched the sample with the posi-
tions of RASS extended sources and with those of the Planck SZ sources [116] to further
rule out the ones already classified as a cluster member.
In addition, Swift XRT imaging data (which are available for ≈ 60% of the sample)
were applied to distinguish between X-ray emission from blazar jets, which is point-like
in the XRT count maps, and that from the clusters, which is often extended. The same
procedure was followed using XMM images, whenever these could be found in the public
archive. Visually inspecting optical images and the error circle maps built with the SSDC
explorer tool3 also works to look for targets that could be related to clusters of galaxies.
When the error circle map shows that the region around the source is very crowded and
there are several X-ray detections around the source, the source might be a cluster member
and X-ray is extended.
To illustrate the processes above, which removing objects that satisfy our multi-
frequency selection criteria but where the X-ray flux is likely due to extended emission
from a cluster of galaxies, 3 cases are shown here. First, WHL J151056.1+054441, a giant
cluster of galaxies also cataloged as Abell2029. The X-ray peak in the SED is located
at around 1 KeV, meaning that the X-ray might be from the hot gas in the clusters not
from the jet of the blazars. The radio emissions also are extended since there are several
detections at 109 Hz and the radio spectrum is clearly steep from the SED. Since the
strong X-ray emission is clearly extended both in the Swift-XRT and XMM images (see
Fig. 2.1), this source was not selected to the HSP catalog.
2For the cross-check with ADS references on each source there were used the Bibliographic Tool
available on the SSDC website.
3http://tools.asdc.asi.it
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Figure 2.1: Up: optical (left) and X-ray (right: XRT count map) images of WHL
J151056.1+054441. Bottom: the SED of WHL J151056.1+054441. See text for details.
Another example is shown in Fig. 2.2, where the candidate blazar is at the center
of a cluster of galaxies LCRS B113851.7−115959. Although the X-ray emission is over-
all extended, the region around the sources shows clumps, and there are several X-ray
detections; the non-thermal emission is very clear in the SED. Apparently, there is an
AGN at the center that also emits in the UV. However, based on the available data, we
cannot know if the X-ray is mainly from the non-thermal jet or from the cluster. Only the
sources which show conspicuous non-thermal X-ray emission would be selected, therefore,
this source is not included in the catalog.
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Figure 2.2: Up: optical (left) and X-ray (right: XRT count map) images of LCRS
B113851.7−115959. Bottom: the SED of LCRS B113851.7−115959. See text for de-
tails.
Last, 5BZBJ0837+1458, Fig.2.3, is a known HSP with both host galaxy and central
point source are very bright. The X-ray count map looks accumulate at the center, and
the SED indicates that X-ray emissions mainly are from the non-thermal jet. Besides,
the optical spectrum shows clear non-thermal emission and looks like a typical BL Lac.
Without a doubt, this source is selected to the catalog.
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Figure 2.3: Up: optical (left) and X-ray (right: XRT count map) images of
5BZBJ0837+1458. Bottom: the SED of 5BZBJ0837+1458. See text for details.
2.2.2 Improving the sample completeness
The procedure described above totally select 734 sources, containing previously known,
newly discovered, and candidate HSP blazars. To evaluate the efficiency of the method
that selecting VHE emission blazars, there were cross-matched the sample of 1,645 objects
( combining 1WHSP sources ) with the Fermi 2FHL [8] and with TeVCat. Unfortunately,
there are still several missing cases.
The 2FHL sources are detected by the Fermi-Large Area Telescope (LAT) in 50 GeV-
2 TeV energy band with the newly delivered PASS-8 event-level analysis. Only 146 out of
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the 360 sources in the 2FHL catalog (257 at |b| > 10◦) are also in this preliminary sample.
To verify if there are genuine HSPs in the 2FHL catalog that were missed during the
selection, there were closely examined the remaining 214 2FHL sources to see if they are
good blazars or blazar candidates. 31 high Galactic latitude blazars with νpeak > 10
15 Hz
were found to be added to the catalog. These sources were initially missed since they just
did not match the slope criteria (equation 2.1) during the preliminary selection process.
To sum up, out of the 177 HSPs located at |b| > 10◦ in the 2FHL catalog, the selection
method detected 146 objects, for an efficiency of 82.5%.
In addition, there are 14 HSP blazars in the 2FHL catalog that are located at Galactic
latitudes |b| < 10◦; the area of sky was not considered in previous processes as reducing
complications connected to the Galactic plane. Since the aim of the work is to provide the
most complete list of HSPs for VHE energy and these sources are detected in hard γ-ray,
these 14 low latitude objects were added to the sample. Totally, there were 45 additional
HSPs found in the 2FHL catalog. Only one good HSP blazar found among the 2FHL low
Galactic latitude sources had no WISE data (J135340.2−663958.0). The radio position
instead of the IR position was applied in this case.
Next is to check catalogs of sources detected at TeV energies. Currently, the most
complete list of objects detected in this band is TeVCat, which consists of 175 sources de-
tected by Imaging Atmospheric/Air Cherenkov Telescope/Technique (IACT). At present,
there are three main IACT systems operating in the ∼ 50 GeV to 50 TeV range: the High
Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.), MAGIC (Major Atmospheric Gamma Imaging
Cherenkov Telescopes), and VERITAS (Very Energetic Radiation Imaging Telescope Ar-
ray System). There are 38 TeVCat sources that are also in the preliminary catalog, and
the other high Galactic latitude sources are checked to see if they were classified as HSP
blazars, concluding that only one HSP source was missed. Note that, previously, three
TeV sources were added to the 1WHSP catalog, since these were missed during its selec-
tion. In total there are 39 HSPs at |b| > 10◦ in TeVCat, 35 of which satisfy the selection
criteria. The selection efficiency, in this case, is 89.7%.
Similar as in the case of the 2FHL catalog, all missing TeV sources have been lost
because they just did not meet the slope criteria used in section 2.1. In all cases, the
spectral parameters turned out to be very close to the limits of the selection criteria, with
νpeak ≈ 1015 Hz or with host galaxy dominated the non-thermal emission. This selection
inefficiency could be due to flux variability, lack of sufficiently high-quality multi-frequency
data, or simply to a non-optimal choice of parameter values in Equation 2.1. Two sources
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are missed due to no AllWISE data but in the first generation of the WISE survey. Note
that there are ≈ 10 sources in the catalog that have only first generation WISE survey
data rather than have AllWISE data.
At the end of the all selecting processes, 1,691 sources remained. Since most of the
“missing” sources result from the slope criteria, some source with νpeakat around 10
15Hz
or with host galaxy dominated in IR will not be selected. This kind of sources might be
ruled out by slope criteria as the X-ray fluxes are just below the standard or as the IR
fluxes are slightly brighter than the criteria or, but they are HSP with the νpeak≥ 1015Hz.
To avoid this problem, extending the range of slope criteria might be a choice; however,
it will remain a bulk number of subsample to be clean. Detail discussion about the slope
criteria is written in section 2.3.2.
2.2.3 The 2WHSP catalog
The final sample after the whole selections includes a total of 1,691 sources, 288 of
which are newly identified HSPs, 540 are previously known HSPs, 814 are HSP candidates,
45 are HSP blazars taken from the 2FHL catalog, and four from TeVcat. The sample
is called 2WHSP, and the name “WHSP” stands for WISE high synchrotron peaked
blazars given that almost all 2WHSP sources have WISE counterparts, except for 2WHSP
J135340.2-663958. The catalog has been published in A&A (Chang et al., 2017 [30]:
hereafter 2WHSP). The complete list of 2WHSP sources is available in electronic form
at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http://www.
ssdc.asi.it/2whsp/.
The 2WHSP has been used as a seed to HE and VHE observations to find new VHE
detections or counterparts of VHE catalogs. Works like [13] and [103] have shown that
the HSPs are good proposed sources for future γ-ray or VHE surveys and shown that,
among the blazar family, HSPs may be the most possible counterparts for high energy
neutrinos. There will be more details about the VHE and HSP blazars in Chapter 5.
2.3 Testing the completness of the 2WHSP
Apparently, there are still some good HSPs not selected in the catalog. When a source
did not have Infrared data yet, obviously, it will not be selected to 2WHSP. For example,
5BZB J0403-2429 (Fig.2.4, left), which does not have infrared counterpart, but is a good
extreme HSP in 5BZCat with Fermi counterpart (3FHL J0403.2−2428). The source is
missed in the current version of the 2WHSP, simply because there is no infrared detection
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Figure 2.4: The SEDs of 5BZB J0403-2429 (Left) and 5BZG J0903+4055 (Right). The
two sources were not selected to 2WHSP due to the slope criteria and no IR data.
for this source.
Moreover, for sources with bright host galaxy dominated in Infrared and optical will
affect the α1.4GHz−3.6νm to a smaller value and out of the radio-Infrared slope criterion.
Like 5BZG J0903+4055 (Fig.2.4, right), which is not in our catalog since it violates the
slope criteria owing to host galaxy contamination in IR; though it is another good 5BZCat
HSP with X-ray counterpart originating from non-thermal emission. This would be an
HSP worth concern as the X-ray emission from this source might vary with time, causing
the νpeak value change during the different period. v
Last but not least, some sources without radio data could be good HSPs with extreme
νpeakvalue. For instance, 6dF J0213586-695137 (Fig. 2.5), is clearly an HSP without radio
counterpart except for upper limit from SUMSS (orange arrow), but it is an HSP with
3FHL counterpart. Apparently, this kind of very faint radio sources will not be selected
when using current 2WHSP selection setup. The Fermi Pass 8 analysis was done for this
sources, showing that the γ-ray fluxes are consistent with data from the lower energy
bands. In the sense that this source is classified as an HSP, the γ-ray data suggests that
its Inverse Compton emission will peak at TeV.
Besides the cases above, the sources with νpeakclose to 10
15 Hz sometimes will out of
the X-ray-Infrared slope criterion. Lots of sources with νpeak on the border between ISP
and HSP might be lost during the selection. Further discussions of the incompleteness
owing to the inefficiency or criteria in finding sources in 2WHSP are written in later
sections.
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Figure 2.5: The SED of 6dF J0213586-695137. This source was missed in 2WHSP since
there is no radio data available for the source.
2.3.1 Radio-X-ray flux plane
As that the 2WHSP are selected from various radio and X-ray catalogs and that the
IR catalog usually has better sensitivity than the radio and X-ray ones, the inefficiency
tests beginning with the constraints due to the radio and X-ray catalogs. Among the
radio and X-ray catalogs been applied to the 2WHSP selection, NVSS and RASS have
the largest coverage, thus in this section, all the test are focused on the subsample of
2WHSP sources with both NVSS and RASS counterparts. Figure 2.6 illustrates the
radio - X-ray flux plane of 2WHSP, comparing with Sedentary and DXRBS. The corre-
sponding proximate synchrotron peak frequency using extrapolation and the relationship
between νpeak and X-ray to radio flux ratio (fx/fr) were estimated with the equation,
νpeak = (fx/fr + 14.62 ) / 0.298.
The black dotted line stands for X-ray to radio flux ratio that distinguishes between
the low-energy peaked BL Lacs (LBL) and high-energy peaked BL Lacs (HBL), which is
fx/fr = 3.2× 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 Jy−1 in [101, 99]. Three black dashed lines represent the
flux ratios, from left to right, fx/fr = 8×10−14, 3×10−10, and 2×10−9 erg cm−2 s−1 Jy−1,
respectively. The ratio, 8 × 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 Jy−1 (νpeak ≈ 105.1 Hz), is the minimum
radio to X-ray flux ratio for both BL Lac objects and FSRQs ( [99], based on the data
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Figure 2.6: The sampling of the radio flux density - X-ray flux plane with the 2WHSP,
Sedentary, and DXRBS. The black dashed lines are the slope limits for BL Lacs and
FSRQs. The black dotted line is the flux ratio that separates the LBL and HBL. The
green and yellow dotted lines mean the forbidden region for BL Lacs and FSRQ. The red
dashed lines are the incomplete regions of 2WHSP.
from: [93, 128] ). The maximum flux ratio for FSRQs is 3 × 10−10 erg cm−2 s−1 Jy−1
(νpeak ≈ 1017 Hz), while that for BL Lacs is 2× 10−9 erg cm−2 s−1 Jy−1 (νpeak ≈ 1020 Hz)
[101, 99].
Given that the minimum radio flux cut applied is 3.5 mJy for NVSS-RASS-2WHSP
subsample, the radio limit of 2WHSP on this figure is set to 3.5 mJy. Besides, the
2WHSP X-ray limit is set to the minimum RASS flux value, ≈ 10−13 erg cm−2 s−1, of the
subsample. However, note that the true radio and X-ray flux limits of the whole 2WHSP
catalogue is not 3.5 mJy and 10−13 erg cm−2 s−1 as there were cross-matched/internal
cross-matched with several radio and X-ray catalogs, not only with the NVSS and RASS
samples, to build the 2WHSP. Practically, the exact radio and flux limits of 2WHSP
might be slightly smaller than the limits set here; there exits 2WHSP sources with radio
flux < 3.5 mJy and X-ray flux < 10−13 erg cm−2 s−1.
According to the Figure 2.6, the 2WHSP is not complete neither in radio nor in
X-ray; the Sedentary is more complete than 2WHSP when selecting relatively extreme
HBLs. For some sources with radio flux brighter than 3.5 mJy but X-ray flux fainter than
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10−13 erg cm−2 s−1 (the red triangle region in Fig. 2.6), they are not selected to the current
catalog as they are dim X-ray sources and are not detected by current X-ray surveys. On
the other hand, some bright X-ray but faint radio sources (the red trapezoid region in
Fig. 2.6) were missed; these sources are not included in today’s large-area radio catalogs
since their radio flux densities could even be less than 1 mJy. If there were enlarged the
radio flux limit to ≈ 22 mJy, there will select all sources with radio flux larger than that;
similarly, when setting the X-ray flux limit to a higher value ≈ 7× 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1, the
sample becomes complete in X-ray. It is compatible with the radio and X-ray logN-logS
results in the 2WHSP paper.
It is believed that the lost sources in red triangle region are principally lower νpeak
blazars, while those in red trapezoid region are mainly higher νpeak blazars. The con-
sequences of the slope criteria are the blue dashed lines displayed in Fig. 2.6, and the
estimated lower and upper limits of fx/fr for 2WHSP are 1.490 × 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 Jy
(νpeak ≈ 1014.2 Hz) and 2.063 × 10−9 erg cm−2 s−1 Jy (νpeak ≈ 1019 Hz), respectively.
The two 2WHSP slope criteria limits are estimated with the assumption that the average
X-ray spectral slope is 0.9 and IR slope is 0.3. Further description about the conversion
between the slope criteria in equation refeq:slope and fx/fr are in Appendix C.
Thus, to build an X-ray complete sample, one need deeper radio surveys and vice
versa. Although the 2WHSP is not exactly a complete sample in radio, it is practically
complete “thanks to” the slope criteria. The sources in red triangle region mostly are low
synchrotron peaked blazars and are out of our slope criteria. Apart from that, there might
miss more very faint radio sources with X-ray flux ≥ 10−13 erg cm−2 s−1 than expected;
the red trapezoid might be extended down to become a triangle region.
The 2WHSP is far from completeness in X-ray, and there were lost lots of sources (in
red trapezoid area) due to the flux limit from the radio surveys, like the Figure 2.5 shown.
However, by examining all the possible blazar counterparts in γ-ray catalogs, there are
able to find these sources with γ-ray emission and will not miss important HSPs that
might be the seed for future VHE surveys. Another way to select more HSPs is to avoid
using radio databases and cross-matching the X-ray catalogs with HE/VHE catalog; in
doing so, we may find fainter radio sources and enhance the sample completeness in X-ray.
2.3.2 The slope criteria
To further understand the influences of slope criteria, they are discussed with a well-
known host galaxy dominated HSP, Mrk 421 (2WHSP J110427.3+381230) in this section,
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Figure 2.7: The radio-IR slope and redshift relationship under different fix radio fluxes
for Mrk421.
under the hypothesis that the IR luminosity here is fixed to that of Mrk 421 as the luminos-
ity of the host galaxy will not change much. Figure 2.7 shows the radio-infrared spectral
slope with respect to redshift and different radio flux densities. Figure 2.8 illustrates the
relationship between radio flux density and redshift under different α1.4GHz−3.4νm.
Both figures indicate that when the redshifts are low, only high radio flux density
sources match the α1.4GHz−3.4νm criterion, and vice versa. The radio flux density would be
decreasing if the redshift is increasing. Once there were lower the α1.4GHz−3.4νm to < 0.05,
there may be able to select low redshift faint radio sources (the bottom left corner in
Fig. 2.8). It is suggested that there were lost some nearby faint radio sources in 2WHSP
due to α1.4GHz−3.4νm criterion and host galaxy.
Fig. 2.7 also suggests that there exist such correlations between α1.4GHz−3.4νm and
redshift and between α1.4GHz−3.4νm and radio flux density. It is known that all low
α1.4GHz−3.4νm sources are also nearby faint radio sources. There were intimated that the
correlations might be bona fide; however, when the α1.4GHz−3.4νm is higher, the correlated
trends become not transparent. Besides, the average radio fluxes for 2WHSP is ≈ 25 mJy,
average redshift is ≈ 0.3, and average α1.4GHz−3.4νm is ≈ 0.3. From these values and ac-
cording to Fig. 2.8, there were spatulated that the HSPs non-thermal emission averagely
is ≈ 6 times brighter than the host galaxy emission.
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Figure 2.8: The radio flux with respect to z for a given radio-IR slope and IR luminosity
of Mrk421. The IR luminosity is set to 1044 erg s−1 (solid lines), the typical luminosity
of the host galaxy, or 1045 erg s−1 (dashed lines), 10 times the galaxy luminosity. In the
dashed line cases, there were assumed that the galaxy is swamped by the non-thermal
emission and the IR luminosity are brighter than typical elliptical galaxy luminosity by
an order.
The relation among IR-X-ray slope, X-ray 1 keV flux, and redshift are shown in
Figure 2.9, inferring that the bright X-ray sources located in the nearby universe, while
the faint sources are more distant. Clearly, there were missed faint X-ray low redshift
sources, and these lost sources are generally low synchrotron peaked sources, as low νpeak
sources have fainter X-ray. Majority of these sources are also non-featureless sources, as
the host galaxy contamination would induce large slope value. Apart from that, the mean
radio flux density of low redshift sources is believed to be higher than that of the high
redshift sources. To sum up, the faint X-ray and low redshift sources would easily be
missed in 2WHSP, and these sources mostly are also bright radio low νpeak HSPs.
The low α1.4GHz−3.4νm sources missed in 2WHSP are mainly host galaxy dominated
but faint in radio. It is suggested that although those sources (might be low νpeak or high
νpeak) are with good redshift measurement, they are low radio flux sources due to the
extremely low α1.4GHz−3.4νm. On the other hand, the low νpeak sources with low z, faint X-
ray flux, and bright radio flux lost due to α3.4νm−1keV might actually be high α1.4GHz−3.4νm
sources.
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Figure 2.9: The IR-X-ray slope versus redshift with certain X-ray flux 1.01×10−12 (black),
3.03× 10−12 (purple), 6.06× 10−12 (blue), 1.52× 10−11 (green), 3.03× 10−11 (yellow), and
1.52× 10−10 (red) erg s−1 Hz−1 cm−2, for Mrk421.
Radio flux density (mJy) Lower limit of z Upper limit of z
3.5 0.151 0.987
5.0 0.128 0.854
7.0 0.109 0.745
10.0 0.093 0.644
15.0 0.077 0.544
20.0 0.067 0.483
30.0 0.055 0.407
50.0 0.043 0.327
70.0 0.037 0.283
100.0 0.031 0.242
300.0 0.018 0.147
1000.0 0.010 0.084
Table 2.2: The corresponding redshift range that agrees with the slope criteria with a
certain radio flux density.
Note that for the same color lines in Fig. 2.7 and 2.9, the radio flux and X-ray flux they
represent have the identical ratio with the radio and X-ray fluxes of Mrk 421. Table 2.2
illustrates the corresponding redshift range that will match the slope criteria for a given
radio flux density. Unfortunately, the α4.6νm−1keV, are highly related to the synchrotron
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peak frequency. Here there were just displayed an approximately brief test using Mrk
421, with no consideration of various νpeak values. The radio and X-ray fluxes here in the
Figures also refer to Mrk 421; a 75 mJy source other than Mrk 421 might be with X-ray
flux density ≤ 1.01× 10−12 erg s−1 Hz−1 cm−2.
2.3.3 Concluding the lost sources in 2WHSP
In this subsection, there were concluded on the overall incompleteness to which the
2WHSP is subjected to and also on the nature of sources probably missed during the
selection processes. Collective all of the evidence discussed in previous sections suggest
that the 2WHSP is neither complete in radio nor X-ray; although it is close to a radio
complete catalog. Because of the instrumental constrain, it is not able to select some
faint X-ray or faint radio sources to the catalog; generally, they are not included in
current large-area radio and X-ray catalogs. The missing faint X-ray sources mostly are
higher synchrotron peaked blazars, while the lost faint radio sources mainly are lower
νpeak blazars.
Given that the sensitivity of X-ray surveys might not be the same on the whole sky,
there were some faint X-ray sources lost, as the observed area of them are smaller than
the bright X-ray sources. The faint X-ray sources typically are low νpeaksources; therefore
the sources missed are faint X-ray sources with low synchrotron peak frequency. Note
that faint X-ray flux does not necessarily imply faint radio flux.
Furthermore, as section 2.3.2 depicts, there were not able to select some of the low
redshift and faint X-ray sources with Synchrotron slope close to 1015 Hz. The faint X-ray
low νpeak HSPs with host galaxy spectral feature will tend to be rejected by the IR-X-ray
slope criterion. Given that the radio flux densities of firm z sources will be higher than the
others on average and that the sources with host galaxy contaminant are mainly nearby,
there were some high radio fluxes, low νpeak, and low z sources missed in 2WHSP.
From section 2.3.2, there were summarized that the losing of faint radio flux low
redshift sources in 2WHSP ascribed to the radio-IR slope criterion and host galaxy. Both
low νpeak sources and high νpeak sources will suffer this deficiency. The overall deficiency
of the 2WHSP can be summarized in Table. 2.3.
Next, the selection bias of 2WHSP will also be concluded in this section. Fig. 2.7 and
2.8 indicate that high redshift and bright radio flux are the only two sufficient conditions
for high α1.4GHz−3.4νm sources. The Figures also suggest that low radio flux or low redshift
are the necessary conditions for low α1.4GHz−3.4νm sources. The three common trends of
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Low νpeak Sources
Instrumental constrain faint radio sources
α1.4GHz−3.4νm criterion faint radio low z sources
α4.6νm−1keV criterion bright radio low z faint X-ray sources
RASS sensitivity map faint X-ray sources
High νpeak Sources
Instrumental constrain faint X-ray sources
α1.4GHz−3.4νm criterion faint radio low z sources
Table 2.3: The general lost sources of the 2WHSP catalog.
2WHSP could be inferred as:
• Low α1.4GHz−3.4νm, low z, and low radio flux sources.
• High α1.4GHz−3.4νm, low z, and high radio flux sources.
• High α1.4GHz−3.4νm, high z, and low radio flux sources.
The first trend mainly contains host galaxy dominated sources. As the slope criteria
do not allow us to select faint radio nearby source, some sources obey the first trend are
probably missed during the 2WHSP selection procedure. Additionally, the host galaxy
dominated sources are practically extended and easily be classified as radio galaxies. The
majority of the second trend sources are high synchrotron peak, since the low νpeak, firm
z (relatively lower z), and bright radio sources would frequently be out of the IR-X-ray
slope criterion. That is, there were missed some sources following the second trend in our
catalog. Hence, it is suggested that the 2WHSP tend to select third trend sources, high
α1.4GHz−3.4νm, high z, and low radio flux sources.
2.4 Adding “missing” sources
The 2WHSP catalog is close to complete; however as section 2.3 described, there are
still some good HSPs are missing in the catalog. Apparently, it is necessary to add more
source to the 2WHSP to establish a more complete catalog. Among the factors that
cause the deficiency of 2WHSP, the slope criteria are the most relevant reason; also, as
Fig.2.4 shown, a good HSP does not necessary detected by WISE. To “find out” those
missing sources, there were freed the slope criteria, not demand all candidates to have an
IR counterpart, and applied only X-ray to radio flux ratio. The first step to increase the
completeness of the 2WHSP is cross-matching the RASS and NVSS catalogs with radius
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0.8 arcmin and choosing sources with X-ray to radio flux ratio larger than 9 × 10−11.
Sources that already in the 2WHSP catalog are ruled out using cross-matching radius
0.3 arcmins. There are ≈ 3000 candidate sources additional to the original sample to be
examined.
To narrow down the number of candidates and make the selection become more ef-
fective, the further cross-matching of these 3000 sources with 5BZCat [82], XMMOM
[105], and Fermi 3FHL [135], individually, are done. The cross-matched radii for 5BZCat,
XMMOM, and 3FHL are 0.3, 0.3, and 20 arcmin, respectively. After the cross-matching,
the number of pre-selected candidates reduces to ≈ 300, and around 60 of them are good
HSPs or HSP candidates.
Note that a good HSPs, especially the one with γ-ray detection, is not necessary with
both radio or X-ray data, as Figure 2.5 illustrated. Missing HSPs with γ-ray emission is
not what has been expected for the catalog; however, there are still some sources out of the
radio-X-ray flux ratio criteria or out of RASS/NVSS catalog but are detected in γ-ray. To
find these missing sources, a careful examination of the 3FHL detected sources and their
counterparts were performed. In total, ≈ 160 missing sources with 3FHL counterparts
were further added to the catalog. These sources are either without radio or X-ray data
or have special X-ray to radio flux ratio.
Apart from the Fermi 3FHL catalog, the FL8Y catalog 4 also detected some good
HSP candidates but not in the 2WHSP yet. Thus, there were checked each FL8Y sources
with hard γ-ray photon index (Γ < 2.0) that are not in the 2WHSP as well; 120 HSP
blazars/candidates out of ≈ 400 sources were added to the catalog. As expected, the
FL8Y sources selected here mostly do not have radio or X-ray detection yet.
While adding and cleaning the sources for 2WHSP catalog, there is a tool, VOU-
Blazars, being developed (See Chapter 4). There were 10-20 good HSP candidates selected
to the catalog with VOU-Blazars; given that the tool is still under development, there will
be more new HSP candidates found in future. Most of these sources have X-ray detections
only from Swift or 3XMM, which the latest data are not always available from the SED
tool, thus lost X-ray data to be selected by all of the above procedures. However, with
VOU-Blazars, there were more data could be retrieved and more HSP candidates could
be found.
Eventually, there are 379 new sources apart from the 2WHSP catalog selected after all
the processes above. The comparison between the new sources and the 2WHSP sources
4https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/fl8y/
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are shown bellow.
Figure 2.10: The νpeak (left) and radio flux density (right) distribution of the new sources
and the 2WHSP.
Figure 2.10 clearly depicts that most of the new sources added in this section are low
νpeak sources and shows that the new sources averagely have higher radio flux, compared
to the old 2WHSP sample. Note that the majority of the new sources are with γ-ray
counterpart, which might affect the radio flux density distribution as well, leading to a
sample with more bright sources.
Figure 2.11: The radio-IR slope (Left) and the X-ray-IR slope (Right) distribution of the
new sources and the 2WHSP.
It is illustrated in Figure 2.11 that there are several low αr−IR sources, most are host
galaxy dominated, found in the new sample. The new sample comprises some sources with
relatively high αr−IR as well. Moreover, the Figure also indicates that there are more high
αIR−X−ray sources selected in the new sample, suggesting that relaxing the slope criteria
works for selected more new HSPs to the catalog.
Figure 2.12 suggests that there is no big difference in X-ray flux between the new
sample and 2WHSP; however, it shows that the new samples generally have lower z than
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Figure 2.12: The X-ray flux density (Left) and redshift (Right) distribution of the new
sources and the 2WHSP.
the old one. Majority of the high z sources are already in 2WHSP, implying that most of
the new sources added here are not non-thermal dominated.
In conclusion, compared with the sources in 2WHSP, there were more low νpeak sources,
more bright radio sources, and more low redshift sources added, meaning that after re-
moving the slope criteria, there were more sources with νpeak on the border of the ISP
and HSP selected. Given that there are no slope criteria applied anymore and that most
of the new sources here are with νpeak around 10
15 Hz, from the Table 2.3, sources with
low redshift, low X-ray flux, and bright radio flux density lost due to X-ray-IR criterion
may be selected to the catalog now. The new sample does fill some of the missing sources
(most are high αIR−X−ray low νpeak ) from slope criteria. Moreover, there are less host
galaxy dominated sources in the new sample than expected.
2.4.1 Redshift estimations
It is known that some BL Lacs are not easy to measure the redshift as there are little
features on their optical spectrum. Some HSP sources lack redshift due to their completely
featureless optical spectrum; however, from their SED, most of the time, the thermal
emissions from the host galaxy still could be recognized. Even though the host galaxy
features could not be seen in optical, sometimes, they could be told in IR. Therefore, there
were estimated the photo-z for sources without optical spectrum yet or with featureless
spectrum, when the host galaxy contributions of these sources could be distinguished from
the non-thermal emission on SED. In this cases, the reason which causes the featureless
spectrum is inconspicuous 4000A˚ calcium break, synchrotron emission has similar flux
density with thermal component, with blue part of the optical data are from non-thermal
while red part of that is from the host galaxy. By fitting the host galaxy contributions
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using CWW elliptical template (Coleman, Wu, and Weedman 1980)[31] and assuming
that the luminosity of the elliptical galaxy is the same, the approximately photometric
redshift could be estimated for those sources.
Figure 2.13: Illustrated of the photo-z. Spectrum (Left) and SED (Right) of
J154433.1+322148.
The evaluation of photo-z is depicted in Figure 2.13 with an example source J154433.1+322148.
Clearly, from the SED, host galaxy emission of this source still could be distinguished even
it with featureless optical spectrum like the one observed by SDSS Dr14 [20, 3]. Accord-
ing to the SED (right of the Figure 2.13), the 2MASS data (blue points) and the WISE
W1 and W2 data (dark purple points) of the source are from its host galaxy instead of
non-thermal processes. By fitting the 2MASS, W1, W2, and part of SDSS data using
the elliptical model from SSDC SED builder (the green line on the SED), the photo-z is
estimated with 0.32.
For the other sources with non-thermal dominated in all wavelength on SED and
with featureless spectrum, as in 1WHSP, there were estimated lower limit redshifts for
these sources. Assuming that in the optical band the host galaxy is swamped by the
non-thermal emissions and leaves no imprint on the optical spectrum when the observed
non-thermal flux is at least ten times larger than the host galaxy flux, there were used the
distance modulus (for details, see Eq. 5 in 1WHSP paper) to calculate the lower limits
redshifts. Note that, some of the redshifts obtained from the several references and are
listed accordingly in the final sample.
Apart from that, some of the sources in the catalog still do not have redshift measure-
ments/estimations yet, either photo-z or spectral-z. For those non-thermal dominated
sources but without available optical spectrum yet, the redshift is left to 0. It is supposed
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that most of those without spectral observations are featureless or too faint in optical; the
redshift of these sources is much higher than the observed value. According to [60], the
average predicted redshift of BL Lacs with featureless spectrum is around 1.2. Moreover,
according to Figure 9 of 2WHSP paper, the sources with featureless spectra might be
much more distant than we thought. Therefore, there were assumed the mean redshift
of those sources is 1.2 and randomly assigned them redshift values assuming a Gaussian
distribution with mean value 1.2 and sigma 0.3 in next Chapter.
2.4.2 XRT data analysis with Swift Deepsky pipline
During the selection of 3HSP, there were 210 sources proposed to Swift (50 from
1WHSP, 80 from 2WHSP, and 80 from 3HSP), 190 out of 210 are in 3HSP. Before March
2018, 151 of them have been observed by XRT team. For these 151 sources, there were
running the Swift DeepSky pipline5, which provides deep observations of the X-ray sky
seen by the Swift XRT via contaminating all the observations up to date.
After analyzing the data with Swift DeepSky, there were 147 new detections at the
3HSP position out of 151 observations. Around 97% of the proposed 3HSPs with detec-
tions, proving that with multi-frequencies analysis HSP sample, it is more effective to find
potential X-ray sources. There were re-estimation the νpeak of the 3HSPs with these 147
detections, as the pipeline provides more dedicated analysis in X-ray. The four sources
without detections might be due to a non-enough exposure time. The 147 sources are
listed in table G.3, and the rest no-observation or no-detection sources are also shown in
Appendix G.3.
2.5 The 3HSP catalog - the most complete HSP cat-
alog nowadays
Compared with 2WHSP, there are totally 379 new HSP blazars/candidates selected in
section 2.4. Furthermore, with new optical spectrum or XRT data, 58 sources in 2WHSP
were eliminated since these sources are either ISP/FSRQ or part of X-ray extended cluster.
In total, the new version of the catalog contains 2012 sources with 88 source close to
Galactic plane b < |10|◦. This new 2WHSP catalog is named 3HSP, which means the third
catalog for HSP blazars. Among these 2012 sources, 1633 sources are also in 2WHSP, 999
have Fermi counterpart.
5https://github.com/chbrandt/swift deepsky
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Figure 2.14: Aitoff projection of 3HSP sources. Figure credit: Paolo Giommi.
The Galactic coordinate system are applied here. Red, blue and green points represents
FOM > 1.0, 0.2 < FOM < 1, and FOM < 0.2, individually.
The procedures of building the 3HSP catalog are concluded as
1. Cross-matching radio-IR-matched sample with various X-ray catalogs
2. Applying slope criteria and selecting sources with log νpeak ≥ 15 Hz
3. Checking miss source with Fermi 2FHL and TeVCat ⇒ 2WHSP
4. Cutting NVSS-RASS matched sources with flux ratio ≥ 9× 10−11
5. Cross-matching with 5BZCat, Fermi 3FHL, and XMMOM
6. Adding more hard-photon-index good HSPs from 3FHL and Fermi 8 years catalogs
7. Applying Swift DeepSky and VOU-Blazars to refine the νpeak and find more sources
8. Cleaning 2WHSP sources, especially the one with no Fermi detections
The 3HSP catalog are listed in Appendix G.5 and the electronic form of the 3HSP
blazars table is available via http://wwwdev.asdc.asi.it/3hsp/. In the table, there
were νpeak value, redshift, γ-ray counterpart, 2WHSP counterpart, BZCat counterpart,
and Figure of Merit (FOM) presented. The FOM value, defined in [14] as the ratio between
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the synchrotron peak flux νpeakfνpeak of a given source and that of the faintest blazar in the
1WHSP sample that has already been detected in the TeV band was introduced to provide
a simple quantitative measure of potential detectability of HSPs by TeV instruments (See
1WHSP paper and Chapter 5 for more detail).
There were flags for νpeak and redshift value which also are listed in the table. For flag
1, 2, and 3 means firm estimation, uncertain value, and lower limit, individually. Two
extra flags, 4 and 5, are applied for redshift, and which represents that the redshift is photo
redshift as that could not be measured from optical spectrum. The difference between
these two flags is that sources with flag 4 have optical spectrum while with flag 5 has no
available spectrum yet. Like the Figure 2.13 illustrated, flag 4 sources are with featureless
spectrum but the non-thermal emissions are not totally overwhelmed by the host galaxy,
thus the photo-z still could be estimated from IR data or part of the optical data on SED.
Redshift flag 3 (upper limits) sources also with featureless spectrum; however, from their
SED, the Synchrotron radiation swamp over the host galaxy emission and left no host
galaxy “clue” on SED.
There are still some non-thermal sources without optical spectrum observation yet,
and the redshift for them remain 0 with flag 0. Only 12.72% of sources in 3HSP does not
have estimated redshift value. To sum up, for no optical spectrum sources, there were flag
0 or 5; for non-thermal dominated sources, there were flag 0 or 3; for featureless optical
spectrum, there were flag 3 or 4; and for photo-z, there were flag 4 or 5.
The 3HSP catalog is currently the largest and probably most complete HSP catalog,
and the statistical properties, such as νpeak distribution, completeness, evolution, bias,
et cetera, of the 3HSP is worth testing. With multi-messenger analyzed HSP catalogs
like 3HSP, it is possible to find more VHE sources, as HSPs are suggested to be one of
the few kinds of objects that emit the most energetic radiation. Chapter 3 will describe
various properties, evolution, deficiencies, and biases for 3HSP and Chapter 5 will show
the importance, applications, and connections of 3HSP with very high energy astronomy.
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Chapter 3
Statistical Properties of the HSP
Blazars
The demographic and evolution of blazars have been a debating issue for a long time.
The existence of the blazar sequence also is one of the controversial topics among blazars.
In this chapter, with largest ever HSP blazar catalog, the overall properties of the 3HSP
will be discussed thoroughly. There were two different 3HSP subsamples, 3HSP-NVSS-
RASS, 3HSP-NVSS-Fermi considered in this chapter as well, cutting the 3HSP with radio
(NVSS) and with X-ray (RASS) or γ-ray (FL8Y). The 3HSP-NVSS-RASS subsample
includes 1247 sources, while the 3HSP-NVSS-Fermi subsample has 727 HSP candidates;
the whole 3HSP catalog contains 2012 sources in total. These cut catalogs are built to
construct more complete subsamples, avoiding the missing sources due to instrumental
constrain. Note that all these two subsamples are independent; the source detected by
RASS does not imply the detection in Fermi.
3.1 General properties of the 3HSP catalog
3.1.1 Synchrotron peak
The νpeak distributions of the 3HSP sources with three different samples are shown
in Fig. 3.1. For the whole sample, the peak of the distribution locates at ≈ 1016.3 Hz
and not at the threshold of νpeak = 10
15 Hz used for the sample selection. This is very
likely due to the incompleteness of the sample near the νpeak border for HSPs, as the
selection criteria in Chapter 2 were tuned to avoid too large an LSP contamination. The
distribution is similar to that of the 1WHSP sample and of the subsample of HSP sources
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in the 5BZCat.
Figure 3.1: νpeak distribution between 3HSP and 3HSP subsamples. The different color
lines mean different subsample. The samples are independence.
When compared with other catalogs of extreme blazars, the peak value of the νpeak dis-
tribution of our sample is a bit lower. For example the Sedentary and the [73](hereafter
K13) catalogs have peak values ≈ 1016.8 and ≈ 1016.7 Hz, respectively. This difference
results from the criteria and different selected methods applied. The Sedentary and [73]
catalogs, for example, were tuned to select sources with relatively large νpeak values. Note
that the νpeak of some 3HSP sources is particularly high, with values
>∼ 1018 Hz, which
is especially crucial for VHE astronomy, and are described in section 5.1.1.
Sometimes, the severe variability of HSPs may result in displacements for νpeakin
different phases, such as MRK501 (See Fig. 5.3); not to mention that the intense variability
will make the νpeakfνpeakvary by an order of 1-2 or even worse. In these cases, there were
fit the νpeakand νpeakfνpeakwith the mean values to estimate the proper values for the
synchrotron component averagely, avoiding having extreme values for the synchrotron
peak and reduce the effects of variability.
The green lines in Figure 3.1 suggests that the subsample cut with Fermi catalogs are
more complete in νpeak than the whole sample, while the blue lines indicate that a RASS
cut subsample is less complete than the entire 3HSP catalog. Obviously, the 3HSP is not
complete for lower νpeak sources, owing to those sources may have relatively faint X-ray
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flux, radio flux, or γ-ray flux to be detected by current instruments (See section 2.3.1 for
more details). Subsamples with flux cut are expected to solve this problem; however, it
seems worse for X-ray cut sample. The problem may come from the RASS catalog.
Figure 3.2: Calibrated νpeak distribution for X-ray cut subsample with different mjy cuts.
The sensitivities of a telescope or a survey may not be the same everywhere in the
sky, like ROSAT survey; especially, only a small fraction of sky is actually observed
with the highest sensitivities. Given that fainter sources need better sensitivities or more
exposure time to be detected by the telescope and that for RASS catalog, there are only
a few degrees in the sky to have deep enough sensitivity to detected faint X-ray sources,
causing that some of the faint X-ray sources might be lost. Clearly, area calibrations need
to be done before comparison general properties for RASS selected sample in order to get
reasonable results, considering the observed area of each source according to the RASS
whole sky sensitivity map [141, 142]. The RASS detected sources should be counted
regarding the survey coverage area, counting the source in same degrees of the area;
otherwise, there may underestimate the number for the faint sources.
It is expected that after the calibrations with the observed area for X-ray selected
sample, the radio-X-ray cut subsample will be more complete in νpeak than the whole
3HSP catalog. As Figure 3.2 illustrates, there are more low νpeak sources, as most of
them are with faint X-ray flux than in Figure 3.1. It seems that there are still some
sources with νpeak close to the threshold miss for the bright sources in the double cut
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subsample, suggesting that the incompleteness probably results from the slope criteria or
flux ratio criteria applied to distinguish between ISP and HSP. The figure also suggested
that 3HSP subsample with both radio and X-ray cuts should be complete when νpeak
larger than 1016 Hz.
3.1.2 Flux
Figure 3.3: Radio flux density distribution between 3HSP and 3HSP subsamples.
Next, distribution of the radio flux density for 3HSP sources is depicted in Figure 3.3.
Like the last subsection, there are 3 different samples shown in the Figure. The Figure
indicates that all the threes subsample are not complete in radio. The peak of the distri-
bution for all 3HSP sources is at around 25 mJy, similar to the X-ray-radio cut subsample,
while that for γ-ray-radio selected subsample is higher. It seems that the Fermi selected
subsample in averagely are brighter in radio than the whole 3HSP sources, may resulting
from the constraint of Fermi sensitivity.
The X-ray cut sample is expected to be more complete in radio after the calibration for
RASS observed area, and Figure 3.4 is the distribution of radio flux density for radio-X-ray
selected subsample with area calibration. Obviously, there are many more faint sources
“appear” after considering number count with the same area. From the Figure, the double
cut subsample are very close to complete when the radio flux density F1.4 GHz & 6 mJy;
however, comparing with the distribution from Sedentary, the slope is flatter. There still
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Figure 3.4: Radio flux density distribution with different νpeak cuts.
some sources with F1.4 GHz between 6 to ≈ 25 mJy lost for the X-ray selected sample,
implying that the 3HSP is not complete unless the radio flux is brighter than 25 mJy.
The figure also shows that the subsample is not complete even for higher νpeak cut, some
faint radio sources with higher νpeak values are not selected to 3HSP. Those relatively high
νpeak sources might be lost due to evolution since there was already radio cut applied for
the subsample and it is not expected to loss high νpeak sources.
Figure 3.5 is the RASS flux distribution for X-ray and radio cut subsample after the
RASS coverage calibration. All the subsample are far from complete in X-ray as these
faint sources in X-ray mostly with relatively lower νpeak value; low νpeak sources, especially
the ones close to the νpeak threshold, might not be selected due to slope/flux ratio criteria.
It is suggested from the Figure that the higher the νpeak cut, the less the faint RASS flux
sources, resulting from the selection effect that it is more likely to find high νpeak sources
for an X-ray selected sample.
3.1.3 Redshift
Fig. 3.6 shows the redshift distribution for the whole 3HSP sample, which peaks just
above 0.25. For all 3HSP sources, 〈zall〉 = 0.363± 0.004; for firm redshift 3HSP sources,
〈z〉 = 0.311 ± 0.007. Clearly, sources without firm redshift are, on average, farther away
than sources with firm redshift. That is, the redshifts of distant sources are not easy
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Figure 3.5: RASS flux distribution with different νpeak cuts.
Figure 3.6: The redshift distribution between 3HSP and 3HSP subsamples.
to estimate since the optical spectra of far and bright blazars usually are dominated by
the non-thermal emission. High redshift sources in flux-limited samples tend to have
featureless optical spectra as those sources usually have brighter luminosity in average
and the host galaxy contribution is overwhelmed by the synchrotron emission. [60] have
predicted that the redshift distribution of BL Lacs without redshift in radio flux-limited
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surveys will peak around zpredict ≈ 1.2. The results again suggest that source with only
lower limit redshift, or without redshift, could be much further away than objects with
measured redshift.
Considering only sources with firm z values, the redshift distribution of 3HSP sources
is similar but not identical to other HSP catalogs/subsamples. The average redshift of
the 1WHSP catalog is 〈z1whsp〉 = 0.306, that of the subsample of HSPs (νpeak > 1015 Hz)
in 5BZCat is 〈zbzcat〉 = 0.294, that of the Sedentary sources is 〈zs〉 = 0.320, and that of
the K13 catalog is 〈zk〉 = 0.289. The differences between may come from, for instance in
K13, the redshifts range is 0.031 < zk < 0.702 while, in 3HSP, there were selected several
sources with relatively high redshift (z > 0.7) that are not in previous catalogs.
Comparison of redshift distribution between 3HSP and the subsamples are shown in
Fgiure 3.6. It seems that there are no big differences in redshift between whole 3HSP and
X-ray subsample, while for Fermi cut sample, the average redshift is lower, suggesting
that most of the sources with high z may not be detected by Fermi yet. Given that high
redshift sources typically with lower flux, those sources might be fainter than the Fermi
limit.
Figure 3.7: Fraction of non-thermal dominated sources w.r.t. νpeak.
Figure 3.7 suggests that most of the non-thermal dominated sources are with relatively
lower νpeak. However, it is believed that the opportunities to find a non-thermal dominated
sources among low νpeak HSPs and high νpeak HSPs are same. The tread may result from
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several facts. First of all, there are less/no high luminous high νpeaksources in 3HSP,
implying that the high νpeak sources may have totally different evolution properties than
low νpeak sources. It is not expected to lose high νpeak sources with such bright luminosity,
so the only explanation for this scene is that there are no such bright high νpeak sources, at
least it is not easy to find them than expected. Another fact from Figure 3.7 is that there
are some low luminous low νpeak sources missed in 3HSP. As there were discussed before,
the 3HSP catalog loses some low νpeak faint sources due to flux ratio criteria. Note that
since there are more low νpeak sources with no available optical spectra than high νpeak
sources and since the mean redshift value assumed for sources without spectra is higher
than the observed one, there exists an artificial anti-correlation between synchrotron peak
and z.
Figure 3.8: Fraction of non-thermal dominated sources w.r.t. mJy.
According to Figure 3.8, the ratio of non-thermal dominated sources are not depend
on radio fluxes. However, there were expected to have more high luminosity sources when
fluxes go higher. Again it is no possible to miss bright fluxes sources, there might be no
such sources in reality. Thus it may be the evolution that causes no high fluxes bright
luminous sources in 3HSP. Note that for very faint radio flux sources, most of them are
with host galaxy dominated.
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Figure 3.9: The radio-IR slope and radio-UV slope w.r.t. νpeak
3.1.4 Slope and synchrotron peak
The relation between spectral slope and synchrotron peak frequency are explored in
this subsection. Figure 3.9 illustrates that the average radio-IR slope (α1.4GHz−3.4µm) and
radio-UV slope (α1.4GHz−NUV) does not depend on νpeak. The mean value for radio-IR
slope is ≈ 0.3, while that of radio-UV slope is ≈ 0.43. Regardless of the νpeak, the radio-
IR slope remains the same, indicating that the host galaxy plays little role on averagely
and the slope of non-thermal emission for each source does not vary much. Note that the
radio-UV slope is slightly flatter than that of the radio-IR slope is simply because that
the UV is more close to the synchrotron peak for HSPs. The mean α1.4GHz−3.4µm value
between non-thermal dominated sources and sources with features from host galaxy on
SED does not have a big difference. The host galaxy affections on radio-IR slope generally
will not bias the statistics.
Figure 3.10: The IR-X-ray slope and radio-X-ray slope w.r.t. νpeak
From Figure 3.10, the average IR-X-ray slope (α4.6µm−1kev) and radio-X-ray slope
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(α1.4GHz−1kev) are decending while νpeak are increasing. The flatness between 1017 to
1018 Hz is absolutely where the location of the synchrotron peak for X-ray peaked blazars.
The anti-correlation between radio-X-ray flux and synchrotron peak frequency could
be applied to estimate the approximate νpeak value for a radio-X-ray matched blazars.
α4.6µm−1kev = 1, the turning point, locates at log ν ≈ 15.8, which is exactly the middle
frequency between 4.6µm and 1 keV.
Figure 3.11: The UV-X-ray slope w.r.t. νpeak
The Figure 3.11 suggests that there is an anti-correlation between the UV-X-ray slope
(αUV−1kev); however, the anti-correlation is not strictly decreasing as there are two flat-
nesses in the plot. It is not surprising that the first flatness occurs at the UV band and
the second flatness is at the X-ray band. When the νpeak goes to a higher frequency, the
UV-X.ray slope will be slightly smaller than 0.8 and then remain constant if the νpeak
extended to more extreme value.
3.1.5 Synchrotron component and Flux
In this section, there were discussion the flux and νpeakrelation. The average radio flux
density with respect to the Synchrotron νpeak are shown in Figure 3.12, suggesting that
the radio flux density does not depend on the synchrotron peak. The probability to find
high νpeak sources is the same as to find low νpeak sources in every radio flux bins. Without
radio cut, the average radio flux density is slightly higher on both ends, probably resulting
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from the incompleteness of the faint radio sources. If there were applied the radio cut
with 30 mJy, likes the blue points in the Figure, the relation is more clear that the radio
flux density does not depend on the νpeak.
Generally, for certain slope and synchrotron peak flux, the synchrotron peak frequency
decreases with increasing radio flux density averagely. Our result is not similar to this
statement but is similar to those of [97] and the Sedentary and DXRBS Papers. It might
be genuine that the radio flux has no relationship with νpeak, indicating that the fraction of
HSP among blazars is independent of radio fluxes. Moreover,3HSP also applied radio cut,
avoiding selecting the very faint infrared sources and thus faint radio sources when νpeak is
higher. Apart from that, the previous results indicate that there were less faint radio high
synchrotron peaked sources and missed both faint and bright low νpeak sources, resulting
in the overestimation of radio flux for high νpeak sources. Definitely, the bias will increase
the controversy of radio flux - νpeak relationship. Conclusively, the intrinsic relationship
between radio flux and Synchrotron peak frequency is still a debating issue, but our work
suggests that there may be neither no correlation nor anti-correlation between radio flux
and Synchrotron peak frequency.
Figure 3.12: The radio flux density versus νpeak.
The last properties of the 3HSP sources to be discussed in this thesis is the Fermi
photon fluxes and photon indexes. Figure 3.13 shows that the Fermi fluxes averagely
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do not depend on νpeak and it is similar to Figure 3.12. The νpeak does not have any
relationship with both radio flux and γ-ray photon flux.
Figure 3.13: The γ-ray flux versus νpeak.
The relationship between the γ-ray photon indexes and νpeak are presented in Fig-
ure 3.14; as expected, the higher the νpeak, the harder the γ-ray spectrum. With this
anti-correlation between the νpeak andΓ, there could estimate approximate synchrotron
peak value from the observed γ-ray photon index. The γ-ray photon index Γ = 2 be-
tween energy from 1− 100 GeV is at ≈ 1015 Hz while that between 10− 1000 GeV is at
≈ 1016 Hz, indicating that the Inverse Compton peak might be located at ≈ 50 GeV and
≈ 500 GeV for them, respectively.
Figure 3.14: The γ-ray phpton index versus νpeak.
3.2 Number count and completeness
A good way to check the completeness of the catalog is to evaluate the logN-logS
figures. The integral radio logN-logS for the 3HSP sample with different νpeak cuts is
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Figure 3.15: The radio logN-logS.
shown in Fig. 3.15. Number counts for Sedentary HBL [58, 61, 115], the Deep X-ray
Radio Blazar Survey (DXRBS) BL Lacs , and DXRBS HBL only ( [99]) are shown as well
for comparison. The logN-logS for DXRBS are in 5 GHz; however, given that BL Lacs
typically have flat radio spectra, there is no conversion between the 5 GHz counts and
1.4 GHz. The dashed lines in bright bins correspond to a fixed slope of -1.5, the expected
value for a complete sample of a non-evolving population in a Euclidean Universe. Since
the radio surveys that we use have different sensitivities in the northern and southern sky,
we only considered sources with δ > −40◦ and radio flux density ≥ 3.5 mJy.
It is clear from Fig. 3.15 that the surface density of the 3HSP sample is approximately
a factor of ten larger than that of the Sedentary Survey, which is expected since the
latter includes more extreme sources (its νpeak distribution peaks at log νpeak ∼ 16.8,
as compared to log νpeak ∼ 15.5 for the 3HSP sample). Similarly, the DXRBS all BL
Lacs outnumbers the 3HSPs in every flux bins. For 3HSP subsamples, the higher the
νpeak cut, the lower the density, and the Sedentary number density are consistent with
3HSP subsample with a νpeak cut at 10
17.2 Hz. The DXRBS HBLs are also in very good
agreement with the 3HSP number counts in the region of overlap, which shows that our
selection criteria are robust.
Apart from the different normalizations, the logN-logS of every samples/subsamples
show similar trends deviating from the Euclidean slope at radio flux densities lower than
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≈ 25 mJy. The number densities for different BL Lac group and different νpeakHBL are
almost parallel to each other, implying that the ratio between high νpeak BL Lacs and
low νpeak BL Lacs remains the same regardless of the radio flux. It is consistent with
Figure 3.12 that the average radio flux does not depend on synchrotron peak frequency
and it seems that there is no preference for high νpeak sources with faint flux and vice
versa. A clear trend can be seen going from the Sedentary Survey extreme HSP to the
3HSP sample and to the whole DXRBS BL Lac population, with an increase in number
by a factor ≈ 10 at every step.
The logN-logS indicates that both samples are complete in the bright end but do
not obey the non-evolution slope, −1.5 (dashed line), in the faint end. The Sedentary
is believed to be complete in radio, and the flattening for faint sources may due to its
cosmological evolution, meaning there are less faint radio sources in the young universe.
The 3HSP flattening; however, appears to be stronger than that of the Sedentary Survey,
which suggests the onset of some degree of incompleteness at lower radio flux densities,
on top of the evolutionary effects discussed by the Sendentary paper.
The faintest bins for 3HSP has number density ≈ 0.06deg−2, indicating the 3HSP
maximum surface density corresponds to a total of ∼ 2, 400 HSP blazars over the whole
sky with radio flux above 3.5 mJy. Given that this number refers only to sources with 1.4
GHz flux density ≥ 3.5 mJy, and because of the incompleteness discussed above, this has
to be considered a robust lower limit.
Fig. 3.16 illustrates the X-ray logN-logS for 3HSP and Sedentary catalogues. Both
catalogs manifest significant incompleteness for dim sources. The deviation from the
euclidean slope happens at RASS flux ≈ 4 × 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 for 3HSP. Although
the Sedentary is complete in radio [58], it is not complete in X-ray due to instrumental
and observational restrictions. Not like in radio, the 3HSP and Sedentary have similar
number counts in the X-ray band. When X-ray flux is brighter, it will be easier to find
more extreme (high νpeak) blazars, while there are more low νpeak blazars for faint X-ray
flux sources. It is a consequence of the selection effect among blazars as more extreme
blazars typically peak in the X-ray band. The logN-logS for the Sedentary is flatter and
less than that for the 3HSP at X-ray flux . 9× 1012 erg cm−2 s−1.
The maximum number densities for 3HSP in X-ray is ≈ 0.07deg−2, corresponding to
roughly 2800 HSPs detected in X-ray in the whole sky. It is suggested that there might
be more HSPs in the whole sky since the 3HSP catalog is not complete in X-ray, and the
“intrinsic” number of HSPs detected by X-ray may be much more than 2800 due to the
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Figure 3.16: The X-ray logN-logS.
severe incompleteness in X-ray. Note that the number is more than that selected in radio
as the fact that it is more easier to find high synchrotron peaked blazars in X-ray and the
fact that there was no radio cut applied in Figure 3.16. Figure 2.6 in the previous Chapter
also shown that the “red trapezoid” area, in which the sources might not be detected by
current radio survey but with detectable X-ray flux, is much larger than “red triangle” in
size.
If we select blazars in radio, we will find more sources with relatively low energy
synchrotron peak; extreme peaked HSPs only constitute a small fraction of all blazars
in radio-selected samples. Conversely, we will find more extreme blazar if we select from
X-ray since extreme blazars usually have their synchrotron peak in the X-ray band.
There were illustrated the cumulative distribution of νpeak with different radio cuts in
Figure 3.17. The Figure suggests that there were less both high νpeak sources and low
νpeak sources in faint radio cuts, while there are only miss low νpeak sources for higher
radio cuts. For low νpeak sources, the missing might due to those sources are very close
to the critical point of flux ratio/slope criteria. While for high νpeak sources, the lost of
faint sources is evidence for negative evolution for HSPs.
The dashed lines in the Figure is fitting with a fixed slope, which is estimated from
the intercepts between the different νpeak cut sample in radio logN-logS with the bright
source. After the fitting, there were applied the intercept difference between 3.5 mJy
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Figure 3.17: Cumulative distribution of νpeakw.r.t. different mJy cuts.
and 30 mJy in this figure to obtain the slope for faint bins in radio logN-logS, which is
around 0.5 and re-fit the faint part of the radio number density. There were double check
the slope of number density for bright radio sources by using the intercepts difference in
Figure 3.17, and the estimated slope is 1.3, not very different than what expected.
Figure 3.18: The γ-ray logN-logS.
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LogN-logS in γ-ray between 0.1-100 GeV for 3HSP subsamples as well as 3 LAC all
BL Lac [7] is shown in Figure 3.18. Conversion between photon flux and energy flux are
written in Appendix D. Note that the 3 LAC BL Lac suffers from severe incompleteness
as they did not include the blazars with uncertain types in their logN-logS for BL Lac.
From the Figure, it is clear that the number surface density with respect to γ-ray flux
for several different νpeak blazar subsamples has no relationship with synchrotron peaks.
This is consistent with the radio logN-logS, suggesting the HSPs only consist around 10%
of all BL Lacs. There are no more high νpeak sources among all BL Lacs for faint γ-ray
fluxes and no more low νpeak sources for bright γ-ray fluxes.
3.3 V/Vmax value and evolution
Figure 3.19: The average V/Vmax for three different samples with various mJy cuts.
To test the cosmological evolution and deficiency for 3HSP sources, there were cal-
culated the V/Vmax value, the ratio between enclosed volume and maximum available
volume for a source [125, 15], with respect to different radio cuts in Fig. 3.19. The sta-
tistical error of 〈V/Vmax〉 for a catalogue is given by 1/
√
12N, where N is the number of
sources in the catalogue [15].
To explore the Vmax properties, there were 2 subsamples, 3HSP-RASS-NVSS and
3HSP-Fermi-NVSS considered. The radio flux limit is set to various values in this section;
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the subsample undergoes various radio flux cuts here. The X-ray flux limit is the RASS
sensitivity map, while the Fermi flux limits are obtained with the 8 years catalogs (See
Figure F.1 and Appendix F for more details). For those 3HSP sources without redshift
measurements, their redshifts were assumed to abide by a normal distribution with average
1.2 [60].The V/Vmax values with the Sedentary ones (the green triangles) are also shown
in the Figures for comparison.
A sample with 〈V/Vmax〉 = 0.5 is believed to be complete and non-evolving. HSP
blazars are believed to have little negative cosmological evolution, with 〈V/Vmax〉 ≈ 0.5,
from previous results (Padovani and Giommi 1995[97],Sedentary Paper, DXRBS Paper,
and so on). Figure 3.19 shows that for lower radio cuts (which select more sources), the
〈V/Vmax〉 for both 3HSP subsamples are lower than 0.5, while the 〈V/Vmax > are slightly
higher than 0.5 for higher radio cuts. There are more low V/Vmax sources for low radio
cuts; conversely, the high V/Vmax sources dominate in the high radio cut cases.
By definition, for a certain radio cut and certain source, the higher the radio flux
density, the lower the V/Vmax value. When radio cuts are smaller than ≈ 20 mJy, the
low 〈V/Vmax〉 indicates that we might lose some faint radio and high V/Vmax sources.
Comparing with the Sedentary 〈V/Vmax〉 values, the catalog is complete in radio, and the
lower value of the 〈V/Vmax〉 indicates that there are less faint radio HSPs in the universe.
However, for the 3HSP sources, in cases of low flux radio cuts, the lower 〈V/Vmax〉
values mean not only that evolution might exist among HBLs but also mean that the
3HSP do lose some faint radio sources. The 3HSP double cut subsamples are more or
less complete for radio flux densities larger than around 30 mJy, as the 〈V/Vmax〉 value is
around 0.5. For our V/Vmax results, the incompleteness in faint radio flux bins (. 20 mJy)
are caused by the absence of low radio and relatively low synchrotron peaked sources.
The 〈V/Vmax〉 values for Fermi selected subsample is lower than that for X-ray selected
subsample, may resulting from missing of the faint radio sources in Fermi catalog. With
dedicated γ-ray analysis, like the 1BIGB catalog [13] (section 5.2.1) or future 2BGIB, the
Fermi subsample will be more complete in radio.
Figure 3.20 depicts the 〈V/Vmax〉 value with respect to differenet νpeak cuts. It is clear
that the overall 〈V/Vmax〉 values for lower νpeaksubsample is larger than that for higher
νpeak subsamples. This trend is due to the negative evolution of high νpeak BL Lacs,
causing less faint radio sources in the high νpeak subsample. As it is believed that 3HSP
is complete in radio for the high νpeak subsample, the lower 〈V/Vmax〉 values of them
may represent the true evolution feature for HBL on V/Vmax. Note that the Sedentary
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Figure 3.20: The average V/Vmax for different νpeak subsamples.
catalog, which is also complete in radio, have higher 〈V/Vmax〉 values than high νpeak
subsample. It may due to the fact that not all the sources in Sedentary have relatively
high νpeak, even though most of the sources in that are high νpeak.
When the radio cuts are higher, the 〈V/Vmax〉 are slightly larger than 0.5. The diver-
gence seems fine as it is within the error. However, it may also result from the contam-
ination of 3HSP with low νpeak blazars in high radio cut cases. These lower synchrotron
peaked blazars are supposed to be evolving sources, with higher 〈V/Vmax〉.
The average V/Vmax with respect to various γ-ray cuts for different νpeak subsamples
of 3HSP is shown in Figure 3.21. The Fermi cut subsample is not complete in γ-ray
given that there are some faint γ-ray sources miss in Fermi catalogs, and dedicated Fermi
analysis with multi-frequency knowledge is need to get a more complete sample in γ-ray
( see Arsioli and Chang (2017) [13] for more details). The Figure also suggests that the
incompleteness in γ-ray mostly are from low νpeak sources.
Besides various radio cuts there were tested other possible V/Vmax dependencies with
radio-X-ray selected subsample. Figure 3.22 is the 〈V/Vmax〉 with respect to synchrotron
peak frequency. The 〈V/Vmax〉 for high νpeak sources are lower than 0.5 when setting the
radio cut to≤ 10 mJy, implying that there are less faint radio sources for high νpeaksources.
While for higher radio cuts, the trend is not clear, and the 〈V/Vmax〉 are around 0.5 for
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Figure 3.21: The average V/Vmax w.r.t various γ-ray cuts for different νpeak subsamples.
Figure 3.22: The average V/Vmax w.r.t to different νpeak.
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every νpeak bins.
There seems to be an anti-correlation between the 〈V/Vmax〉 and synchrotron peak for
the 3HSP-RASS-NVSS subsample (radio cut = 3.5 mJy), and in Sedentary, the 〈V/Vmax〉
is also decreasing when the νpeak values are rising. The anti-correlation exits only for faint
radio cut cases. This tendency might be a genuine result from the negative evolution
nature for high νpeak blazars; the higher the synchrotron peak frequency, the less faint
radio or evolving sources were found.
Figure 3.23: The V/Vmax for different redshift cut subsamples.
Given that the 3HSP radio-X-ray selected subsample is complete when νpeak is larger
than 1016 Hz, the further V/Vmax tests will apply νpeak cut at 10
16 Hz. The 〈V/Vmax〉
for subsample with two different redshift cuts is illustrated in Fig. 3.23, suggesting that
the higher redshift cut subsample have lower 〈V/Vmax〉 value. The two subsamples are
adopted with redshift cut 0 < z ≤ 0.25 and 0.25 < z ≤ 0.6, respectively. There were
assumpted that the universe is limited by the cuts; that is, the maximum distant could be
observed is the applied z cuts. The difference between 〈V/Vmax〉 for the subsamples means
that the there is a de-evolution effect among HSPs. HSPs are not distributed uniformly
between these two bins, especially for high z bin. As redshift go higher, the sources are
less in density or in luminosity, causing less faint flux sources and low 〈V/Vmax〉 value. It
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is obvious evidence that the HSP blazars are encounter negative evolution.
Figure 3.24: The V/Vmax for different luminosity subsample.
Figure 3.24 is 〈V/Vmax〉 for different luminosity bins, showing that the low luminous
sources and high luminous sources have totally different evolution. The Figure suggests
that there are less high luminosity sources in the universe, which is another evidence for
negative evolution, and the negative evolution is stronger in faint radio sources.
3.4 Luminosity function
In this section, there were calculated and discussed the luminosity function, number
of sources per luminosity within the maximum available volume [126, 33], in radio and
γ-ray to explore the evolution of the 3HSP catalog. To obtain the luminosity function,
there were applied double cut subsample (in radio and X-ray for radio luminosity function
and in radio and γ-ray for γ-ray luminosity function) to estimate the maximum available
volume for a source since the 3HSP catalogue is constrained mainly by both radio and
X-ray fluxes or selected according to γ-ray catalogs. The radio flux limit is set to 3.5 mJy
at 1.4 GHz, the X-ray flux limit is same as the RASS sensitivity, and the γ-ray flux limit
is defined source by source with γ-ray photon index.
Figures 3.25 and 3.26 present the luminosity function for 3HSP (all HSPs) in radio and
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Figure 3.25: The radio luminosity function.
Figure 3.26: The γ-ray luminosity function.
γ-ray respectively. Besides, there were also compared the radio luminosity functions with
that of the DXRBS all νpeak blazars and more extreme νpeak Sedentary HSPs (Section 1.3),
and there were compare the γ-ray luminosity function with all BL Lac from Ajello et al.
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2014 [10]. The luminosity function for all BL Lacs in Ajello et al. 2014 [10] is de-evoluted
to z=0, so the slope is different and steeper than that of 3HSP subsamples.
Both 3HSP luminosity functions in radio and γ-ray are consistent with the logN-logS
in section 3.2. That is, the ratio between high νpeak sources and low νpeak sources does not
go higher or lower when luminosity goes brighter. The luminosity functions for different
mean νpeak subsamples of blazars have the similar slope. The high νpeak sources do not have
higher number density in low luminosity bins or lower number density in high luminosity
bins. Note that for the last two points of the 3HSP subsample with νpeak> 10
16.5, there
are obviously lower than the others, and the density for the most luminous bins of that
subsample seems lower. It may due to the negative evolution facts that the high luminous
sources tend to close to us.
The 3HSP catalogue suffer from incompleteness when radio luminosity density is lower
than ≈ 1024.4 W Hz−1 and when γ-ray luminosity is fainter than ≈ 1044.5 erg s−1. The
slope for radio and γ-ray luminosity functions are −2.598 and −2.263, individually, which
are very similar to the DXRBS one, −2.12± 0.16. Given that 3HSP undergoes deficiency
when radio luminosity density is . 1024 W Hz−1, there were applied lower limits instead
of the real value here. Those faint luminosity sources mostly are low νpeak on the threshold
of 3HSP selection criteria.
In conclusion, our radio luminosity function and logN-logS results are consistent with
the results from the Sedentary and DXRBS Papers, indicating that the HSPs constitute
∼ 10% of all BL Lacs, and only ∼ 10% of the HSPs are extreme objects with synchrotron
peak& 1017 Hz, independent of the radio flux/luminosity density. In the X-ray band, the
position of νpeak tells a different story: the number ratio between higher νpeak HSPs and
lower νpeak HSPs increases at lower X-ray flux/luminosity. When the energy goes to γ-ray
it is similar to what radio results show. The number density ratio between different νpeak
subsamples remains almost the same for every γ-ray bins. Our results deviate from the
predictions of the blazar sequence [50, 51, 94], in which the number ratio between high
νpeak and low νpeak blazars will be smaller when at higher radio luminosity/flux density
and more or less constant with X-ray luminosity bin (see Table 3. in [50]).
The relative number of low νpeak BL Lacs and high νpeak BL Lacs are different in the
radio and in the X-ray bands, and the number ratio between low peaked BL Lacs and
high peaked BL Lacs is a debatable topic. However, given the unbiased nature of radio
selection with respect to νpeak, this is a direct consequence of BL Lac demographics, with
HBL making up only ∼ 10% of the total BL Lacs see also, for example, [99]. There
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does exist some current evidence support a scenario that the high synchrotron peaked BL
Lacs only occupy a small minority (≈ 10%) of the BL Lac family. [97, 60]...etc. Aside
from that, the luminosity function and logN-logS results tend to support low synchrotron
peaked blazar leading scheme as well, with high νpeak blazars being the minority in the
whole blazar family.
The luminosity function presented in Figure 3.25 could not illustrate the number
density with respect to different redshifts, thus could not show the evolution in redshift.
Luminosity function results from [88] have show that X-ray selected BL Lacs (mostly high
νpeakBL Lacs) undergoes negative evolution. To illustrate the negative evolution of HSPs,
as we know from Figure 3.23 that there is a negative evolution exists, it is necessary to
plot the luminosity function in different z. Figure 3.27 is the radio luminosity function
from two different redshift subsamples, z < 0.15 and 0.45 < z < 0.7.
Figure 3.27: The radio luminosity function for two different z subsamples.
It could infer from the Figure that sources in high z bin generally are less dense or less
luminous than that of in low z bin. That is, the red points are either shift down (density
evolution) or shift left (luminosity evolution), compared with the blue points. There is
evidence of de-evolution trend in HSPs. Note that there were avoid the sources in higher
redshifts as most of them are with featureless spectrum and no observed redshift available.
Simulation is necessary for further analysis in future, but definitely, the conclusion that
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negative evolution exists among high νpeak blazars is still true.
3.5 Exploring the statistical properties and the se-
lection effects of the sample of HSP blazars
A full understanding of the selection effects and of the incompleteness level among
3HSP sources is essential to explore the intrinsic statistical properties of HSP blazars. If
there were no double cuts (in radio and X-ray flux) applied to 3HSP catalog, there would
be significant incompleteness at low radio or X-ray fluxes as many sources near the flux
limit would be lost in the selection process. Therefore, all the discussion here concerns
results obtained using radio and X-ray cut subsamples.
The main cause for the incompleteness of the 3HSP catalog is the flux ratio criteria,
which, because of the non-uniform coverage of the existing X-ray catalogs, results in the
loss of some weak sources with νpeak close to the selection threshold of 10
15 Hz. From
Figure 3.17, Figure 3.3, and Figure 3.12, we note that there are some high νpeak sources
with faint flux that seem to be missing; however, because of the radio flux cut applied,
no significant loss of high νpeak sources is expected, and therefore this is likely due to
negative evolution of high νpeak objects. The V/Vmax results (Figure 3.23 and 3.24) and
Luminosity function for different redshift bins subsamples (Figure 3.27) indicate a negative
evolution for HSP blazars. A de-evoluted sample means that the sources are either less
common or less luminous in high redshift. That is the sources in a negative evolution
sample are concentrated in the recent, and especially, bright sources are accumulated in
low redshift. Either way will result in less faint flux sources.
As the high luminosity sources are rare to find and required larger space in the universe
to find one; for non-evolution sample, the average z of bright L sources is higher than that
of faint L sources. However, the de-evoluted sample will cause the bright sources mean
redshift lower. Thus, there was not enough space to find one bright source as they gather in
a relatively small region, resulting in missing of bright sources, unless one is lucky enough
to focus on a region just next to the luminous sources. The missing of high luminosity
sources will lead to loss of non-thermal dominated sources as non-thermal dominated
sources are also bright luminosity sources. Since the negative evolution is stronger for
high νpeaksources, most of the high νpeaksources are not non-thermal dominated, as shown
in Figure 3.7.
Conclusively, the 3HSP should be complete when νpeak is larger than 10
16 Hz and
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applying both radio and X-ray cuts. Apart from that, for high νpeak sources, given that
they are undergone negative evolution, there are less faint radio flux sources and less
high luminosity sources. Table 3.1 lists all the possible selection effects and evolution
consequences for 3HSP catalog.
Selection Effect Consequence
Instrumental constrain miss faint radio low νpeak sources
Instrumental constrain miss faint X-ray high νpeak sources
RASS sensitivity map miss faint X-ray sources
flux ratio / slope criteria miss low νpeak sources
Negative Evolution Fact Consequence
average flux higher less faint radio high νpeak sources
not enough volume could not find high L high νpeak sources
Table 3.1: The general statistical of 3HSP catalog.
Note that according to the logN-logS and luminosity function in radio, the probability
that a found blazar is a high νpeak source or a low νpeak source remains almost the same
at arbitrary luminosities/fluxes for whole redshift sample. Thus, in the entire universe,
the high νpeak sources are not average brighter or fainter than low νpeak sources. The
high luminosity sources with high νpeak, although is extremely rare, are there, and it
is the negative evolution of high νpeakblazars that cause them very difficult to find. The
negative evolution does not mean that there are no high νpeak sources with high luminosity
nor means most of the high νpeak sources are less luminous. This is totally different than
what is expected with the “blazar sequence”.
The missing of high luminosity high νpeaksources on luminosity function should not
affect the fact that there is no privilege for finding high νpeak sources in low luminosity/flux
conditions. If the blazars sequence exists, the luminosity function for higher νpeak blazars
should be steeper than that of lower νpeakblazars. Blazar sequence may be one of the
selection effects because of the nonuniform distribution of the high νpeak source on the
sky. Moreover, if there does exist such sequence, there will be more high νpeak blazars
found as there are low luminous than low νpeak blazars; however, observations have shown
that the high νpeak sources only consist at most 10 % of the blazars.
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Chapter 4
The VOU-Blazars Tool
In this Chapter, a brand new tool, VOU-Blazars, that find the potential interesting
blazar candidates automatically are presented.
4.1 Brief introduction
VOU-Blazars tool is being developed in the framework of the United Nations Open
Universe initiative1 using Virtual Observatory protocols2 (VO). The main purpose to build
this tool is to search blazar candidates effectively at a certain position within a specified
area. The name, VOU, is taken from the combination of VO and OU (open universe). It
was written in BASH shell to run several programs compiled with Fortran and Python
under macOS or Linux system. The PGPLOT3 were applied to plot the figures.
The tool is made up with two phases; the first phase “points out” all the candidates
in a relatively large area, while the second phase deal with one interested candidate at a
time, plotting the SED and error circle map for that candidate. Given that the majority of
blazars are detected in both radio and X-ray, the VOU-Blazars find sources in all available
lists of radio and X-ray emitters in the first phase. It searches the data from plenty of
catalogs through VO services and estimates the possible blazar candidates. After the first
phase is done, a list with all the implicit candidates as well as the coordinate and radio
and X-ray flux of them will be readily passed to the second phase.
The user then specifies an interested source from the candidate list to send to the
second phase. VOU-Blazars will further retrieve the data from catalogs other than radio
and X-ray which already applied in the first phase, such as high-frequency radio, far IR,
1http://www.openuniverse.asi.it/
2http://www.ivoa.net/
3http://www.astro.caltech.edu/ tjp/pgplot/
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IR, optical, UV, and γ-ray, for that source via VO conesearch. The second phase will do
the data analysis as well as the source classification to plot the SED for the source or to
rule out the source if no further non-thermal data could be found. The SED data could
further be upload to the SSDC SED builder tool 4.
A particular process might be “triggered” automatically to find more possible candi-
dates as intermediate phase before running the second phase. The intermediate phase
checks the sources inside the error region but without radio-X-ray matched. The checked
sources with GALEX [89, 18] counterpart or GB6 [63]/PMN [65, 66, 148, 64, 149] counter-
part will be delivered to second phase as well. If no sources without radio-X-ray matched
inside the error area, the intermediate phase will not be called.
The VOU-Blazars is already applied to point out potential neutrinos counterpart, it
could effectively show all the possible blazar candidates around VHE detected region.
Apart from that, the tool also finds several good HSPs HSP candidates and contributes
several sources to 3HSP catalog. The tool is still under developing and could be download
from https://github.com/ecylchang/VOU_Blazars.
4.1.1 Aims and motivations
There are more and more VHE sources detected; however, some of the γ-ray or VHE
cataloged sources (in Fermi catalogs5, TeVCat6, or neutrino event[136] ) are not associted
to lower frequency sources yet. Association of the VHE sources always is a highly con-
cerned issue, especially the connection between neutrino / cosmic ray and astronomical
objects. Motivating by the fact that most of the extra-Galactic γ-ray sources are believed
to be blazars (See TeVCat or 3FHL[135] ), to find more possible counterparts for the VHE
sources, a tool to quickly identify all the possible blazars or blazar candidates was built.
Apart from that, as Chapter 2 mentioned, a complete HSP catalog is essential for VHE
astronomy, while it is known that there are still some blazars which are not in current
blazar catalogs yet. Making the current blazar catalogs more complete and finding still
missing blazars is an critical work. Unfortunately, it is time-taking to go through all the
possible candidates; For example, in 3HSP, there were checked around 6000 sources one
by one to selected 2000 HSPs. Thus, VOU-Blazars also was built to find more blazars
candidates effectively based on searching with various multi-frequency VO catalogs. It
4https://tools.asdc.asi.it/SED/
5https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/
6http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/
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could examine every possible radio or X-ray sources, rule out most of the uncertain or
non-blazars sources automatically from an enormous sample, and then pass back only
good blazar candidates. That is, the VOU-Blazars will help the users to save time and
focus on only the interesting plausible blazars; by doing this, the numbers of pre-selected
candidates are substantially reduced.
The SSDC SED builder is an excellent tool to explore the full band SED of a source,
while there are some of the catalogs not applied by the SED builder yet, such as Gaia
[53, 52], Pan-STARRs[29], and XMMOMSUMSS[105]...etc. The data from these cata-
logs could be attained from VO conesearch; besides, the latest version of XMMSL [123],
Chandra[46], and GALEX...etc also could be obtained from the conesearch. With a tool
retrieving data using VO, an SED with more data than the SED builder could be dis-
played.
Conclusively, the main purpose of the VOU-Blazars is to figure out potential blazar
counterpart for VHE detections. Moreover, cutting down the pre-selecting sample and to
check only reasonable good sources when finding new blazars is another goal of the tool.
Last, plotting the SED for interesting sources also is an important purpose for the tool.
4.1.2 Setting up for the tool
The dependencies of the VOU-Blazars are:
• Fortran: GFortran compiler
• Python: astropy, pyvo, and pyyaml packages
• Anaconda: to install eada environment and conesearch pipeline
• PGPLOT
• BASH: awk, ps2eps, open...etc
To run the VOBlazars, one need Fortran and Python compilers and PGPLOT first.
Given that the GFortran compiler is fully compliant with the Fortran 95 Standard and
includes legacy F77 support, it is applied to compile all Fortran programs in the tool.
The GFortran compiler and Python could be download from https://gcc.gnu.org/
wiki/GFortran and https://www.python.org/downloads/, correspondingly. For Ma-
cOS user, the PGPLOT could be installed with homebrew7 via command brew install
7https://brew.sh/
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pgplot; otherwise, PGPLOT could installed following the instruction from http://www.
astro.caltech.edu/~tjp/pgplot/install.html.
Besides, Anaconda and “conesearch” pipeline are also required. The Anaconda is
available through https://www.anaconda.com/download/#macos, while the conesearch
pipeline to obtain the various catalogs data from VO link could be cloned from https://
github.com/chbrandt/eada. After cloning everything and putting the whole conesearch
setup files/folders under Anaconda folder, there were set up a Python environment called
“eada” via the comment conda create -n eada ipython python=2 astropy8. Note that
eada environment should be built under the conesearch installation main folder and that
the environment will contain all packages required by VO conesearch pipeline.
The commands source activate eada and source deavtivate are use to activate and
deactivate the eada environment. To install the pipeline and related mandatory packages
under eada environment, there were activated the environment before the next step of
the installation. There are three Python packages, astropy, pyvo, and pyyaml, nessaccary
when running the conesearch, and commands pip install XXX or conda install XXX are
applied to install them to eada environment. The python setup.py develop command is
the final step of the whole installation of the conesearch pipeline.
Once the pipeline is installed, try to run conesearch to see if it works. It is worth
mentioning that the conesearch pipeline needs to be run under eada environment. A file,
“setupeada”, written all the commands to install the conesearch pipeline and set up the
eada environment, might be an easier choice to set up the conesearch. With setupeada,
one could simply use source setupeada to run all the processes at a time.
The last thing to set up the VOU-Blazars is to compile all the Fortran programs as well
as subroutines, “mylib.f”, into object files. Note that the -c option tells gfortran to create
an object file; using gfortran -c XXX.f -ffixed-line-length-132 to compile a program into
object file. To compile other Fortran main programs, command gfortran -o XXX XXX.f
-ffixed-line-length-132 mylib.o -lpgplot is used. A script with all the compiling commands,
compile.sh, could be applied to compile the Fortran programs in a more convenient way.
With compile.sh, the user could simply compile all the program and subroutine at once
by running the script.
Conclusivelly, there are 7 Fortran executable files (Find candidates1, Find candidates2,
Find Candidates int, plot sed, gnomo plot types, readcat, and convert sed), 1 Fortran ob-
ject file (mylib.o), 2 shell scripts (vou-blazars and quesh.sh), 2 conesearch catalog lists
8To remove the environment, using: conda remove -n eada –all.
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(cats1.ini and cats2.ini), one staus code, and one folder contains filter responses for X-ray
surveys (count rate) required to run VOU-Blazars.
The overall steps to set up the tool are sumarized here:
1. Installing the Fortran compile, PGPLOT, and Python.
2. Cloning the conesearch pipline and downloading the Anaconda.
3. Command: conda create -n eada ipython python=2 astropy
4. Command: source avtivate eada
5. Command: pip install astropy
6. Command: pip install pyvo
7. Command: pip install pyyaml
8. Command: python setup.py develop
9. Compiling mylib.f into object files.
10. Compiling other Fortran programs into executable files.
4.1.3 Included programs and files
There are totally 15 files/folder which makes up the VOU-Blazars; in addition, two
files to set up the conesearch pipline and compile all the fortran programs as well as 1
readme document is availalbe.
• vou-blazars
Main shell script to run the VOU-Blazars.
• cats1.ini
A list for the conesearch pipline to search the first phase data.
• cats2.ini
A list for the conesearch pipline to search the second phase data.
• queue.sh
A script to run conesearch in parallel.
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• Folder: count rate
A Folder with X-ray telescopes filter responses that use to calibrate the X-ray data.
There are XRT, IPC, ROSAT PSPC, and ROSAT HDI responses as well as a con-
figuration file inside the count rate.
• mylib.f
Fortran subroutine that contains several common used subroutines and functions
that are necessary for the Fortran main programs which are run in VOU-Blazars. In-
cluding subroutine to calibrate the X-ray countrate into integral flux with calibrated
the absorption from neutral Hydrogen and subroutine to convert the equatorial
coordinate system from hours:minutes:seconds/degrees:minutes:seconds to decimal
degrees.
• status.code
The status code that required by mylib.f
• readcat.f
Fortran program to read the various output from VO searching into a single file in
unified format.
• find candidates1.f
Fortran program running the first phase.
• gnomo plot types.f
Fortran program plotting the source map.
• find candidates int.f
Fortran program running the Intermediate phase.
• find candidates2.f
Fortran program running the second phase.
• plot sed.f
Fortran program to plot the SED.
• convert sed.f
Fortran program to convert the SED into format used by SSDC SED tool.
• compile.sh
A script to compile all the fortran programs/subroutines at a time.
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• setupeada
All the commands to set up the eada environment and to install the conesearch
pipline.
4.2 How does it work?
In this section, the detailed operated process of the VOU-Blazars are introduced. A
brief sheme for the VOU-Blazars is shown in Fig. 4.1.
4.2.1 To run the tool
In order to run the VOU-Blazars, make sure all the necessary files/folders are put
in the working directory, all the set up in section 4.1.2 are done, and all the required
programs are compiled. Besides, the eada environment needs to be activated and BASH
shell is obligatory to operate it.
The tool requires the user to specify an interested position in Equatorial system and
interested size of the area to run. Three parameters, RA, Dec, and searching radius, are
mandatory to input to the tool. The RA and Dec are in the unit of degree, and the
searching radius is in the unit of arcmin. For example, the tool could be run with the
command source vou-blazars 77.43 5.72 80.
The other parameters, such as nH column density and error circles and/or ellipticals,
also could be inserted into the tool. One circle, one elliptical, one circle and one elliptical,
two circles, or two ellipticals could be input as error regions. Unit of the nH applied in
the tool is cm−2, that of the radius and axes for error circle and elliptical are arcmin,
and that of the position angle for error elliptical is degree, north to east on the sky. The
input parameters are sorted by R.A., Dec., Searching Radius, nH ( if specified ), and error
circles or/and ellipticals ( if specified ). One cardinal thing to mention is that if two error
circles or ellipticals are specified, the one with a larger size should input first.
Several examples of input are listed below:
∗ source vou-blazars 77.43 5.72 80
The simplest input.
∗ source vou-blazars 77.43 5.72 80 3.e21
Specify the nH with 3× 1021 cm−2.
∗ source vou-blazars 77.43 5.72 80 3.e21 50
Specify nH value and an error circle radius 50 arcmin.
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Figure 4.1: A simple scheme of the VOU-Blazars. The blue part means the mandatory
processes as well as the initial input parameters and final outputs. The green part is
the conditional processes which are executed only if there are further sources need to be
checked. Under the conditions inside “diamond”, the tool will further go through the
green processes. The red ellipticals are three main phases of the VOU-Blazars. Round
rectangles represent the file that input to or output from the tool, and clouds indicate the
resulting figures. Cylinders illustrate the data from VO conesearch.
∗ source vou-blazars 77.43 5.72 80 50
Specfiy error circle radius 50 armin, but did not specify nH value.
∗ source vou-blazars 77.43 5.72 80 50 30
Specify two error circles with radii 50 and 30 arcmin, respectively.
∗ source vou-blazars 77.43 5.72 80 3.e21 60 25 45
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Specify nH value and a error elliptical with major axis 60 arcmin, minor axis 25
arcmin, and position angle 45 degree.
∗ source vou-blazars 77.43 5.72 80 50 60 25 45
Specify one error circle and one error elliptical. Note that if one circle and one
elliptical are inserted as error areas, circle go first. If the elliptical major axis is
larger than the error radius of the circle, the tool will plot the error elliptical first;
otherwise, the circle will be plot first.
∗ source vou-blazars 77.43 5.72 80 3.e21 50 60 25 45
Specify nH value, one circle, and one elliptical.
∗ source vou-blazars 77.43 5.72 80 60 25 45 30 15 200
Specify two error ellipticals. The second one has major axis 30 arcmin, minor axis
15 arcmin, and position angle 200 degree.
∗ source vou-blazars 77.43 5.72 80 3.e21 60 25 45 30 15 200
The maximum parameters that could be input to the VOU-Blazars. Specify nH
value and two error ellipticals.
If the nH are not assigned to the VOU-Blazars, the default value is 5× 1020 cm−2; if
no error circles and ellipticals are specified, the error radii are set to 0. Note that if there
was HEASoft9 installed and if the user did not input the nH value to the tool, the nH
value will be calculated by the HEASoft instead of the value 5× 1020 cm−2.
The tool will then read all the input parameters and return a candidate map with
all the blazars and blazar candidates it found during the first phase. A map with all
radio and X-ray sources found from conesearch also are presented. Figure 4.2 (Left) is
an example of the candidate maps and Figure 4.2. (Right) is the map of every radio and
X-ray sources in the first phase. The indications of the color and symbol for these maps
are presented in Table 4.4 Further information about the candidates are shown as well
and will be discussed in section 4.3.
All sources returned are with number on the candidate map, and the user could select
an interested source from the map and pass the source to the VOU-Blazars. By entering
the source number to the tool, it will process to get further data for that source. Only
one source could be sent to the tool during this period at a time. The zoom in area for
9https://heasarc.nasa.gov/lheasoft/
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Figure 4.2: Example output of the candidates map (left) and RX sources map (right).
the error circle map, size of the error circle map, of that candidate also could be specified,
in arcsec. Besides, if the user wants to check the SED points flux value or the points are
from which catalogs, there is an option to show all the SED data for that source as well,
with typing “osed” to the tool before it runs the second phase.
To sum up, all the available parameters input to the tool at this stage are following
the order like, the candidate number, the zoom in radius (optional), and open sed option.
If there is no zoom in radius inserted, the default size of the error circle map will be
zoomed into 1 arcmin. The VOU-Blazar will output the SED and the error circle map of
that interested source at the end of running the whole process. Examples of the SED and
error circle map are shown in Figure 4.3.
The procedures described above are in a loop, which means that the user could keep
inserting the source number for every candidates many times. To stop the loop and leave
the VOU-Blazars, type “q” to quit the whole blazar finding process. All the figures and
the coneserch outputs with being sorted in the folder “Results.” The detailed explanation
of the output results from the tool will be described in section 4.3.
In the “Results”, there are folders represent every run, with different coordinates
and different searching radius, from the VOU-Blazars. The name of the folder is the
combination of RA value, dec value, and the searching radius. Furthermore, all the SED
data produced by VOU-Blazars could be uploaded to SSDC SED builder. The data for
SED builder, one file means one source/candidate, are saved inside the “SEDtool” folder
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Figure 4.3: Example output of the error circle map and the SED.
under “Results”.
One thing needs to be mention is that the VOU-Blazars might stop before the interme-
diate phase and before asking the user to insert an interested source number. When the
radius or major axis of first specified error circle or error elliptical is larger than 20 arcmin,
the tool will stop and ask if the user want to keep processing the Intermediate phase. If
the user wants to skip the intermediate phase and directly go to the second phase, type
“n”; otherwise, press “ENTER” key to keep searching candidates in the intermediate
phase.
There is an option in VOU-Blazars to skip finding blazars candidates and only plot the
SED and error circle map of a source at the given position called “SED mode.” SED mode
is run by replacing the output comment “vou-blazars” with “ vou-sed”, and followed by
specified RA DEC. In principle, there are no big differences between the SED mode and
Find Candidate mode, except that there is no candidate list and candidate map returned,
and the SED mode is built to illustrate the SED with all the possible counterparts around
the inserted coordinate.
4.2.2 First phase
Now the details process of the first phase in VOU-Blazars will be introduced. As
described in section 2.1, the most effective way to find blazar candidates is beginning
with multi-frequency data, especially the radio and X-ray catalogs. The main purpose of
the first phase is to identify a number of possible blazar candidates within a large area
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(few tenths arcmin to several degrees) from various radio and X-ray catalogs.
Once the user specifies the input parameters to the tool, the tool will begin to recognize
the parameters. Examples of the input parameters are shown in section 4.2.1. The
minimum number of the input is 3, and the maximum number of that is 10; the tool
will begin the next step until the number of input parameter is between 3 and 10. VOU-
Blazars basically determined the parameters, like does the nH be specified or does the
error circles/ellipticals be specified, from the number of inputs. If the nH is not inserted
into the tool, a mean value of 5× 1020 cm−2 all over the sky will be applied to that. The
error radii will be set to 0 if no error circles or error ellipticals are input.
The tool then checked if HEASoft and Docker10 is installed or not. Under the condition
when the nH is not specified, if the HEASoft was installed, the nH value will be calculated
by the HEASoft; otherwise, nH will be the set value 5× 1020 cm−2. The further SWIFT-
XRT data could be retrieved from a pipeline, Swift DeepSky11, if Docker was installed.
The Swift DeepSky pipeline combines multiple latest observations made by Swift XRT
at a given position in the sky, and the data will later be applied in the first phase. This
option is turned down by default, but if the user wants to get the deep data from XRT
survey with the pipeline, they could remove the comment symbol in regarding lines in
the vou-blazars script. Note that the Swift Deepsky pipeline could do the data reduction
only with largest area 16 arcmin, and that the field of view for XRT is 12 arcmin.
With all the input parameters are ready, the coordinate and the searching radius will
be passed to the conesearch pipeline to retrieve the data from various radio and X-ray
catalogs. The conesearch will obtain the data from VO in parallel. Not only the radio
and X-ray catalogs, in the first phase, there were made used of other blazars, pulsar,
and cluster catalogs. In the first phase, there were totally 28-catalog data searching
through VO conesearch. The catalogs applied in the first phase are listed in Table 4.1,
and Table 4.2 presents the retrieved frequencies of the X-ray data from each catalog.
After getting all the first phase data, the VOU-blazars is ready to reduce the data.
For the intensity of the X-ray data, there were count rates or absorbed flux obtained from
the VO. The subroutine “nhdeabsorb” will calculate the de-absorbed flux assuming X-ray
spectral slope αx = 0.9, following power law relation Fν ∝ ν−α. For those catalogs that
count rate is obtained, the filter responses are considered when estimated the de-absorbed
flux. For the RASS and WGA catalog, the ROSAT PSPC filter responses are applied;
10https://store.docker.com/
11https://github.com/chbrandt/swift deepsky
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Radio/Fermi Catalog X-ray Catalog Blazar/Pulsar/Cluster Catalog
NVSS [34] XMMSL Dr2 Clean [123] 5BZCat [82]
FIRST [147, 69] 3XMM Dr7 [143] 3HSP
SUMSS V2.1 [77] RASS 2RXS [22] ATNF PULSAR [78]
CRATES [68] WGACAT2 [145] Fermi 2PSR [134]
Fermi 8YRS Swift 1SXPS [47] ZW CLUSTERS [152]
Fermi 3FHL [135] SDS82a PLANCK SZ2 [116]
Fermi 3FGL [6] Einstein IPC [67] ABELL [2]
1BIGB SED [12] Einstein IPC slew [90] MCXC [114]
BMW-HRI [106] SDSS WHL [144]
Chandra[46] SW XCS [76]
a Swift DeepSky data over Stripe82, http://vo.bsdc.icranet.org/sds82/q/cone/info
Table 4.1: Catalogs applied in the first phase
and for 1SXPC catalog, the XRT filter response are applied. For IPC / IPC slew and
BMW-HDI catalogs, there were IPC and ROSAT HDI filter responses regarded. For other
catalogs like 3XMM, XMMSL, and Chandra, there were absorbed flux retrieved from the
VO; thus, no filter response necessary.
The de-absorbed flux then are converted to flux density at 1 keV (for total-band flux)
or other certain frequency (for other band flux, if available) with αx set to 0.9; detail
description is written in Appendix D. For a detection from a catalog with at least three
different bandwidths, like XMMSL, when the soft band has detected value while the hard
band has not, there were assumed that the majority detected photons are coming from
the soft band. Hard-band flux is more difficult to be detected than soft-band. So, the
total-band fluxes are always converted to 1 keV, to avoid bias in cases of no hard band
flux.
According to different catalogs, the corresponding photometric flag/criteria are ap-
plied. For example, there were only detections with sidelobe probabilities p(s) < 0.15
in FIRST catalog are accepted. Besides, the XMM catalogs have several different fluxes
from different cameras, PN, M1, M2, and EPIC, and there were applied the value from
EPIC, which is the mean of the band-specific detections in all cameras.
Sometimes, there is no flux value or only upper limit for the sources in X-ray total
band, like the b8 in 3XMM / XMM slew, C0 in 1SXPS, and total band in Chandra, the 1
keV flux then converted from the other nearby frequency band. There were only flux data
with the error smaller than the value accepted. For the 1SXPS and Chandra catalogs,
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X-ray Catalog Retrived Frequencies Converted Frequency
XMMSL Dr2 Clean b8 (0.2 - 12 keV) 1 keV
b6 (0.2 - 2 keV) 1.1 keV
b7 (2 - 12 keV) 7 keV
3XMM Dr7 EP8 (0.2 - 12 keV) 1 keV
EP1 (0.2 - 0.5 keV) 0.35 keV
EP2 (0.5 - 1 keV) 0.75 keV
EP3 (1 - 2 keV) 1.5 keV
EP4 (2 - 4.5 keV) 3.25 keV
EP5 (4.5 - 12 keV) 8.25 keV
RASS 2RXS 0.1 - 2.4 keV 1 keV
WGACAT2 0.24 - 2 keV 1 keV
Swift 1SXPS Total 0.3 - 10 keV 1 keV
Soft 0.3 - 1 keV 0.65 keV
Medium 1 - 2 keV 1.5 keV
Hard 2 - 10 keV 6 keV
XRT DeepSky / SDS82 Total 0.3 - 10 keV 3 keV
Soft 0.3 - 1 keV 0.5 keV
Medium 1 - 2 keV 1.5 keV
Hard 2 - 10 keV 4.5 keV
Einstein IPC / IPC slew 0.2 - 3.5 keV 1 keV
BMW-HRI 0.1 - 2.4 keV 1 keV
Chandra Full band 0.5 - 7 keV 1 keV
Ultra Soft 0.2 - 0.5 keV 0.35 keV
Soft 0.5 - 1.2 keV 0.85 keV
Medium 1.2 - 2 keV 1.6 keV
Hard 2 - 7 keV 4.5 keV
Table 4.2: Retrived frequencies of X-ray catalog
some data with only upper errors but no flux values, thus there were applied 3− σ upper
limits for the data.
For radio catalogs, the position error will be applied as the geometric average of
the fitted Gaussian model for the deconvoluted flux instead of the error value from the
catalogs, which is the accuracy of the position value and not always works for extended
radio sources. The position may be good, but for radio extended sources, the other
counterpart of the extended sources may not exactly close to the position from radio
catalogs. Thus there were applied the deconvoluted flux size as the position error not the
error value from radio catalogs. However, sometimes the fitted major axis and minor axis
from the NVSS catalog have only upper limit value instead of real value. When there is no
real fitted value from NVSS, the position error will be the error value from the catalogs.
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Still, there are some catalogs applied in the first phase without position error could be
retrieved from VO, like the second version of RASS catalog (2RXS) and SWIFT catalogs.
If the 2RXS count rate is larger than 0.1, the position error is set to 20 arcsecs; otherwise,
the position error is assumed 40 arcsecs. For SWIFT catalogs, the position errors are
limited to 10 arcsecs.
The VOU-Blazars begins the cross-matching when the data are properly reducted.
There were considered the radio sources one by one to find nearby X-ray detections. Each
radio sources is cross-matched with every X-ray catalogs, checking if that radio source
has matched X-ray data nearby. The cross-matched radius between radio sources and the
X-ray catalogs depends on sources by sources, and that will be the propagation of the
position errors from both radio and X-ray sources to be matched. That is the radius is√
(radio position error)2 + (Xray position error)2. If the cross-matched radius from both
catalogs is smaller than 2 arcsec, it will be set to 2 arcsec.
Once the radio source has any X-ray counterpart nearby (radio-X-ray matched source),
the VOU-Blazars will calculate the spectral slope α1.4GHz−1keV(αrx) and define the type
of the source in the first phase preliminary. If spectral slope 0.42 < αrx ≤ 0.78, the
source probably is HBL or IBL, then the tool will estimated the approximately νpeak with
log νpeak = (1.44 − αrx)/0.05. The source will be classified as HBL if log νpeak> 15.5;
Otherwise, it will be classified as IBL. Apart from that, the source will be catalogrized
as LBL, if spectral slope 0.78 < αrx ≤ 0.95. For those radio-X-ray matched sources with
spectral slope αrx ≤ 0.42, the tool will classify them as non-jet AGN. Other sources will
be called unknown type, as they have unusual slope αrx > 0.95; those sources probably
with very faint X-ray flux. Some sources without X-ray flux values, maybe only with
upper limits in 3XMM in all wavebands, will be defined as unknown type too.
As the radio sources might have more than one X-ray detections from various of
catalogs, and the αrx also are different for different X-ray catalogs. The types classified
from those X-ray catalogs might be different; a source might be classified as IBL with
3XMM data, but might be classified as HBL with RASS data. The final type of each
matched sources in the first phase will be defined as the majority type. All the radio-
X-ray matched sources, as well as the radio and X-ray data of them, will be sent to the
second phase. Considering the radio position is more accurate than that of X-ray, there
was radio position applied to be passed to the second phase.
After the final type of the radio-X-ray matched sources are determined, the VOU-
Blazars then checks if there the sources are already cataloged in 5BZCat, 3HSP, Cluster
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catalogs, or Pulsar catalogs. The matching radius is the maximum value between the
position error of the matched radio sources and 10 arcsecs. There were considered the
matched source is part of those catalogs if the distance between the matched source and
cataloged position is within the 10 arcsecs, even though the radio position error is smaller
than 10 arcsec. If the radio-X-ray matched sources are in those catalogs, they will be
shown on the candidate source map as well.
As each candidate is found by matching every radio sources with each X-ray catalogs,
there may be two radio sources, one from FIRST and one from NVSS, from the same
object be treated as different candidates. If the two radio detections are very close to each
other, says the distances between them are smaller than 0.1 arcsecs, the tool will consider
the two detections are from the same source. Therefore, in this multiple radio detection
case, only one candidate instead of two candidates being sent to the next step, following
the order of priority, FIRST, NVSS, SUMSS. If the multiple radio detections are from
the same catalog, the coordinate of the brighter one will be applied in the second phase.
Although there was only one candidate position passed to the second phase for multiple
radio situation, all the fluxes and position error values from every multiple detections
(required by the second phase) will be passed.
Till now, all the radio-x-ray matched sources have been sent to the second phase;
however, some good cataloged blazars does not have both radio and X-ray counterparts,
but should not be missed. Thus, the tool checks every cataloged sources (3HSP, 5BZCat,
and PSR) without radio and X-ray matched along with their radio or X-ray data and
passes them to the second phase as well. The cross-matched radius is defined as the
position error of the radio or X-ray sources to be matched, with accepted minimum value
10 arcsecs.
Last, there are some sources without radio-X-ray matched, hereafter single radio or
single X-ray sources could be interesting as well. A particular phase is designed to deal
with them; the phase is triggered between first and second phase thus called intermediate
phase. If those single radio or single X-ray sources are inside the error region specified
to the tool and if the sources are not in other blazars/clusters/pulsars catalogs, they will
also be passed to the intermediate phase. The intermediate phase will further examine
those sources.
Now all the possible blazar candidates, that is radio-X-ray matched source, no radio-
X-ray matched cataloged sources, and single radio or single X-ray source been sent to
intermediated phase, are selected, the VOU-Blazars then plots the source map of all the
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candidates. Another source map which illustrates all the radio and X-ray sources also are
shown. The example of the candidate map and radio-X-ray sources map are shown in
Fig.4.2 and will be described in section 4.3. After saving all the output figures and VO
results, the VOU-Blazars has done the first phase and processes the next step.
4.2.3 Intermediate phase
Intermediate phase is built to find extra good blazar candidates without both radio
and X-ray data. An LSP blazar might not be detected in X-ray as the X-ray are too faint,
while an HSP with relatively high νpeak value might not be detected in radio. That is,
for HSPs with very faint flux, might not be detected by current radio survey, as Fig.2.5
depicted, especially for those extreme νpeak blazars. It is worth checking those single radio
or single X-ray sources in order not to lose good blazar candidates.
As there are too many single radio or single X-ray sources, the VOU-Blazars checks
only the sources inside the error area. The intermediate phase will be activated only
if there are any single radio or single X-ray sources within the error circle/elliptical;
otherwise, the tool will directly go to the second phase. If the error circle radius or
error elliptical major axis ≥ 20 acrmin, the tool will ask the user want to continue the
intermediated phase or not. To skip the intermediate phase, input “n”, and then the tool
will jump to the second phase. Once the user wants to keep processing the intermediate
phase for the occasion of large error circle, the intermediate phase will be operated.
In the intermediate phase, there were only GALEX, PMN, and GB6 catalogs applied.
The preliminary step to find extra interesting candidates from single radio or X-ray sources
is to search the UV counterparts around them. Except for radio and X-ray emission, a
good blazars candidates usually have UV emission as well. If a source only has the radio
from non-thermal but without X-ray and UV or a source only have X-ray but not radio
and UV data, it is too uncertain to be selected as a blazar candidate. Moreover, for single
radio sources, there were searched the 4.8 GHz radio catalogs as well to find steep radio
sources. The searching radius for VO conesearch in this step is set to same as the input
radius, same as in the first phase. The GALEX data then be reduced and de-reddened
using Fitzpatrick extinction rule [49].
There might be more than one X-ray detections (either from the same catalog like
3XMM or from different X-ray catalogs) very close to each other. If the distance between
two X-ray detections is less than 12 arcsec, the tool considers them are from the same
sources. Likewise, there might be both NVSS and FIRST detections for a radio source,
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and these detections are regarded as the same source when they are closer than 6 arcsec,
as that are been done in the first phase.
Here there were 12 arcsec applied for X-ray as the position uncertainties of X-ray
catalogs generally are larger than that of radio catalogs. Note that the order of priority
for multiple X-ray detections sent to next step during the intermediate phase is SWIFT,
Chandra, XMM, BMW, ROSAT, and IPC. If the detections for a source are from the
same catalog, such as the multiple detections from 3XMM, the position with the smallest
error among them will be passed to the second phase.
The tool then cross-matching each X-ray detections and radio detections sources by
sources with every GALEX data. For radio sources, there were further cross-matching
with 4.8 GHz PMN and GB6 catalogs. Like the cross-matching in the first phase, the
matched radius is the combination of the position error of two sources being matched and
the minimum value of that is set to 2 arcsec. Slope between UV and X-ray sources are
calculated for matched sources, and there are only matched sources with αUV−X−ray ≤ 1.4,
αr−UV ≤ 0.75, or α1.4GHz−4.8GHz ≤ 0.7 accepted. If there are UV sources matched one of
the X-ray detections from an X-ray source and there are either UV sources or 4.8 GHz
sources matched one of the radio detection from a radio source, the sources will be passed
to the second phase.
Once the intermediate phase was triggered and found further single radio and X-
ray candidates, the VOU-Blazars will plot the candidate map again with those further
candidates. The differences between the sources maps with/without the intermediate
phase are presented in Figure 4.4 with a Fermi 8 years detection, FL8Y J0439.4-3202.
Figure 4.4 shows that there were two extra candidates without radio and X-ray
matched found from the intermediate phase. One single X-ray and one single radio sources
within larger error are found during the Intermediate phase.
4.2.4 Second phase
Plotting the SED, refining the type of the candidates, and showing only good blazar
candidates is the purpose of the second phase. Before processing the second phase, the
VOU-Blazars required users to input source number of an interested candidate, one can-
didate at a time. Other optional inputs to the second phase are discussed in section 4.2.1.
The tool then reads the radio position of that candidate assigned and begin to retrieve
further data, like 4.8 GHz, far IR, IR, optical, UV, Gamma-ray, for that sources with
VO. In the second phase, the searching radius of conesearch is not the parameter inserted
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Figure 4.4: Example output with (right) and w/o (left) intermediate phase.
into the tool but set to some values according to the waveband of the searching catalog.
As the aim is to find more data for the interested candidate and the reason that those
catalogs usually have much more data than radio and X-ray, the tool only searching the
data for the candidate within a small radius. The catalogs applied in the second phase
are shown in Table 4.1.
There were only flux data with an error smaller than the value accepted except for the
Fermi data, that described in the catalog, those points are upper limits. Several catalogs,
like GB6, PMN, AT, WISE...etc, are with the photometric quality available, if the data
already marked as problematic/unreliable points, they will be illustrated with a different
symbol on SED in the later phase. The SDSS points will be considered doubtful with
VOU-Blazars, if the flux is smaller than 10 times zero-magnitude flux, meaning that the
observed magnitude maybe is differed by larger than 1 %, as largest as 0.25 magnitude
deviation (Stoughton et al. 2002)[132]. Apart from that, no flux error available from
NORTH20CM, CRATES, USNO, and GAIA catalogs. When the flux/magnitude error
retrieved from the conesearch is 0, there were upper limits applied to the SED.
Note that the reduction of IR, optical, and UV catalogs required the calibration of
extinction. Fitzpatrick (1999) [49] template are applied to de-redden the magnitude of
these catalogs, and Appendix B explains all the details to do the reduction. Effective
wavelengths and zero-magnitude fluxes applied for every bands of those catalogs are listed
in Table 4.6.
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4.8/8.6 GHz Catalog Searching Radius WISH and Plank Catalog Searching Radius
GB6 [63] 30 arcsec WISH 352 MHz [38] 15 arcsec
GB87 [62] 30 arcsec PCCS2 44 GHz [138] 3 arcmin
PMN [65, 66, 148, 64, 149] 30 arcsec PCCS2 70 GHz [138] 3 arcmin
ATPMN [85] 15 arcsec PCCS2 100 GHz [138] 3 arcmin
AT20G [91] 15 arcsec PCCS2 143 GHz [138] 3 arcmin
NORTH20CM [146] 2 arcmin PCCS2 217 GHz [138] 3 arcmin
CRATES [68] 15 arcsec PCCS2 353 GHz [138] 3 arcmin
Far IR / IR catalog Searching Radius Optical Catalog Searching Radius
SPIRE250 [127] 15 arcsec USNO-B1 [87] 10 arcsec
SPIRE250 [127] 15 arcsec SDSS Dr14 [20, 3] 10 arcsec
SPIRE250 [127] 15 arcsec HST GSC2.3.2 [75] 10 arcsec
2MASS [129] 10 arcsec Pan-STARRS Dr1 [29] 10 arcsec
AllWISE [36] 10 arcsec Gaia Dr1 [53, 52] 10 arcsec
UV / X-ray Catalog Searching Radius γ-ray Catalog Searching Radius
UVOT SSC 1.1 [104, 151] 15 arcsec Fermi 3FGL [6] 20 arcmin
GALEX [89, 18] 15 arcsec Fermi 2FHL [8] 20 arcmin
XMMOMSUSS 3 [105] 15 arcsec Fermi 3FHL [135] 20 arcmin
XRT spectral data a 15 arcsec Fermi FL8Y b 20 arcmin
BAT 105 Months [16] 10 acrmin 1BIGB SED [12] 10arcmin
a http://vo.bsdc.icranet.org/xrtspec/xrtspec/cone/info
b https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/fl8y/
Table 4.3: Catalogs applied in the second phase
The position error of CRATES, SDSS, USNO, and GALEX could not be retrieved
from the catalogs, and there were assumed 5, 0.5, 0.5, and 1 arcsec for them, respectively.
Besides, some of the catalogs (WISH352, ATPMN, AT20G, NORTH20CM, and GSC)
gives only the accuracy of the position instead of a real error value. For those catalogs,
the position errors are applied as 10 times of the accuracy, assuming the actual errors are
not larger than the applied one.
There was applied likelihood analysis for every sources from 4.8 GHz, PLANK, far
IR, or Fermi with every first-phase candidates within their error circle, not only the
interested one been specified to the second phase. As the positional error of these catalogs
is relatively larger than that of from IR, optical, or UV catalogs, the likelihood test is
applied only for them. The likelihood, for example, of a far IR source or a Fermi source
is the counterpart of the candidate is calculated using
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LIKELIHOOD =
Q(≤ S) exp− r22
2pin(≤ S)σ2
σ =
√
σ12 + σ22
r2 = 2(
∆
σ
)2
(4.1)
where S is the intensity or flux of the first-phase candidates, σ represents the propagation
of the position errors of the two sources being tested, and ∆ means distant between the
two sources. Q(≤ S) is the a priori probability that a “true” counterpart brighter than
the S exists in the association. For simplicity, the Q(≤ S) is fixed to 1, assuming that
there always were counterpart found in every trial. Number density n(≤ S) is estimated
with NVSS sample with breaking line.
The “best” counterpart among the first-phase candidates for a far IR source or a Fermi
source will be the one with largest LIKELIHOOD value. When the “best” counterpart
is the interested candidate specified, the far IR or Fermi data will be shown on SED,
assuming that the far IR or Fermi source is the counterpart of the interested candidate.
However, sometimes, the likelihood method does not always work especially in the case
of there are other bright sources very close to the candidate. In that case, the tool will
ignore the result from likelihood method.
Next, the tool cross-matches every sources from the catalogs applied in the second
phase with the interested candidate. Following what have done in the first phase, the
matched radius is the propagation of the position errors from both sources to be matched,
with the minimum accepted value of 2 arcsec. Sometimes, there is more than one source
from the same catalog inside the matched radius, like there are two WISE detections
within the combined position errors of candidate and WISE. The VOU-Blazars accepts
the closer detection as the counterpart for the candidate when there are multiple detections
from the same catalog.
After all the counterparts for the interested candidate are defined, the tool will show
every matched counterpart from the second phase. Other information like the spectral
slope between radio and IR, radio and UV, UV and X-ray, γ-ray photon index...etc are also
displayed. The tool then outputs files that contain all the counterparts flux and position
error of the candidate (See section 4.3 for more details). At the end of the second phase,
an SED and an error circle map, examples are shown in Figure 4.3, will be illustrated
as well. An SED file could be uploaded to SSDC SED tool is available to compare the
differences between the SED produced by VOU-Blazars and from the SED tool.
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The user could keep specifying interested sources until inserting “q” to stop the VOU-
Blazars. Before going to the next candidate, there were saved the SED, error circle map,
and conesearch results from the second phase. The final thing that VOU-Blazars do is to
remove original files from VO conesearch, which produces a file for every catalogs searched
if there are sources found in the catalogs.
4.2.5 SED mode
The SED mode of VOU-Blazars is designed to illustrate the SED of a source at a given
position quickly without going through the processes of finding blazar candidates. In SED
mode, the tool finds all the counterparts from every catalogs applied in the first phase
and second phase. Comparing with the usual Find Candidate mode, the SED mode only
returns flux and error circle along with the SED and error circle map for all the matched
counterparts rather than returns a list and a map of potential candidates. Thus, the user
does not need to further specified an interested candidate during the working process.
Cross-matched radius in SED mode is the position error of each searching catalogs.
4.3 Results from the VOU-Blazars
Figure 4.5: Output from conesearch. If there were source found in the searching catalog,
it will be illustrated with bold green.
The outputs of the VOU-Blazars, including detailed descriptions for the figures and
the terminal outputs, will be explained in this section. There were illustrated some of
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the outputs with six examples, which includes a neutrino source, 2 FL8Y sources, and
3 random assigned positions. First of all, the output from conesearch of the neutrino
detection during the first phase are depicted in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.6: Candidate map examples.
After the first phase is done, the tool will list all the candidates with a map. Examples
of candidate map for all 6 cases are shown in Figure 4.6, and the meaning of the symbols
in source map from VOU-Blazars are explained in Table 4.4.
Case 1, the upper left in Figure 4.6, is the candidate map which lists all the possible
counterparts for a neutrino event, IceCube-170922A [136]. The larger error elliptical is the
90 % of the neutrino position, and the smaller error circle is set to 15 arcmins for testing.
Source number 4, and ISP, TXS 0506+056, also cataloged in 5BZCat (5BZBJ0509+0541)
and CRATES (J050926+054143) with the blue square and golden diamond on the figure,
is the closet and most possible counterpart [100] for the neutrino event. The ISP is also
detected by Fermi and in 3FHL catalog (3FHL J0509.4+0542), with purple triangles
nearby. Two HBL candidates found around the neutrino detection, source number 2 are
inside the 90% error elliptical and in 3HSP catalog (3HSP J050833.3+053109, with golden
star) as well, while source number 3 is not in the error elliptical.
Source number 1 is an LSP candidate in 5BZCat (5BZQ J0505+0459) and CRATES
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Color Meaning Symbol Meaning
Orange HBL candidate Hallow Circle X-ray component
Light Blue IBL candidate Filled Circle Radio component
Dark Blue LBL candidate
Green Non-jetted AGN candidate
Black Unknown type source
Symobol and Color Meaning Symobol and Color Meaning
Gold Star 3HSP source Red Filled Circle Single radio source
Gold Diamond 5BZCat source Blue Hallow Circle Single X-ray source
Question Mark Cluster Purple Pentagon Pulsar
Blue Square Crates source Purple triangle γ-ray sources
Table 4.4: Symbol meaning of the candidate map and Radio-X-ray map
(J050523+045945), and source number 5 is an ISP candidate close to galaxy cluster
(zw 4472), with the question mark on the figure. There are γ-ray detections (3FHL
J0505.4+0458 and FL8Y J0505.3+0459), purple triangles around candidate number 1 as
well. There is a CRATES source, J051256+060835, without radio-X-ray matched, source
number 6, shows as the red filled circle with the blue square on it. Note that for candidate
number 1, 4, and 5, the X-ray counterpart converted to size on candidate map is smaller
than that of for radio counterpart, causing the hollow circle will be covered by the filled
circle and could not be distinguished. In these situations, the X-ray counterparts are
illustrated with magenta color.
Case 2 and Case 3, the middle up and upper right candidate maps in the Figure,
are the result maps from random positions, (105.6 , 50.67) and (183.55 , 14.1), with
applied error circles roughly half of the searching radius. Candidate number 2 in case 2
is classified as unknown type, and source number 3 in case 3 is a non-jet AGN candidate.
Besides, there are an LSP, an ISP, and an HSP candidate found in Case 2, and two LSPs
and an HSP candidate found in Case 3, with source number 3 in case 2 also might be
a cluster member (zw 5047). Several interested single X-ray sources and a single radio
source (blue hallow circles and red filled circle) in the specified error circle are selected
from the Intermediate phase in case 3.
In case 4, the lower left in the Figure 4.6, there were run the VOU-Blazars with
the position of a Fermi FL8Y source, FL8Y J0439.4-3202. The smaller error elliptical
is the error region for that FL8Y source, and the larger circle is a trial value which
is approximately half of the searching radius. The candidate map around the source
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suggests that there are a 3HSP (3HSP J043932.2-320052) and a 5BZCat LSP (5BZU
J0439-3210), which is also in CRATES (J043929-320956), within the specified radius.
The 3HSP source, candidate number 1, is inside the error region of the Fermi source and
may be the most possible counterpart for that. Two extra single radio and X-ray sources
within the assigned larger error circle are found and may be worth checking as well.
In case 5, the middle low candidate map in the Figure, the tool is run with an arbitrary
coordinate (298.5 , 15.0) with error radius set to 10 arcmins. An LSP and an HSP candi-
date are found in this case. Candidate number 3 is a 5BZCat source (5BZQ J1955+1358)
without X-ray detection yet; the candidate is also detected by Fermi. Furthermore, there
is a Pulsar, PSR J1952+1410, source number 4 with the purple pentagon, in the searching
region.
The last case, case 6 in the lower right, is a trial with FL8Y detection, FL8Y J0213.8-
6950. The candidate map shows that the most probable counterpart for the FL8Y source
is 3HSP J021358.6-695137, source number 1, without radio counterpart. Another two
CRATES sources (J021405-702701 and J021545-701448) without radio-X-ray matched
also are found as well within the searching radius. The two sources might be interested
especially for the candidate number 2, the source might be Fermi counterpart as there is
another FL8Y source (FL8Y J0214.3-7025) nearby.
Figure 4.7: Output from first phase
Figure 4.7 is the example output from the terminal after the first phase is done for case
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1; the other cases are shown in Appendix A. VOU-Blazars will list all the possible blazars
candidates, as well as the no radio-X-ray, cataloged sources after the first phase. For
each candidates, every radio detections and X-ray detections are illustrated to the user;
for a candidate with multiple radio detections, there were assigned the same number and
considered as repeated radio counterpart. The tool will show if the candidates already in
some blazars, galaxy clusters, or pulsar catalog as well. For the other without both radio
and X-ray counterparts but cataloged in some catalogs like 5BZCat, 3HSP, CRATES,
Pulsars...etc, they will also be presented.
Figure 4.8: Output from intermediate phase
Figure 4.9: Output from second phase. The conesearch result from every catalogs.
There were selected a candidate from case 4 shown here, candidate number 1 in case 4,
and the candidate is also cataloged in 3HSP; more examples are illustrated in Appendix A.
After specifying the number of the interested candidate, the tool will list it’s RA dec and
how many points in available catalogs, like Figure 4.9 depicts, and then will find extra
counterparts for the candidate. The terminal output from the second phase is presented
in Figure 4.10. Figure 4.11 depicts the SED and error circle map for several interested
candidates The meaning of color for each error radius is shown in Table 4.5.
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Figure 4.10: Output from second phase. The counterparts of the interested candidate.
Figure 4.11: The error circle map and the SED.
All the counterparts for the interested candidate are shown in the second phase. There
were listed fluxes and slope information for every counterparts as well. The SED of this
3HSP shows that there is variability in X-ray and the synchrotron peak may locate at
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≈ 1015.4 Hz; γ-ray data also consistent with the Synchrotron emission. According to the
error circle map, there is no wrong or problematic counterparts for the candidate.
Color Waveband
Red Radio
Orange Infrared
Gold Optical
Green Ultraviolet
Blue X-ray
Purple γ-ray
Table 4.5: Color represented in error circle map
Next, there were introduced some good applications for the VOU-Blazars. First of
all, there were many good HSPs found by running the tool; specifically, some of the new
sources add to the 3HSP in section 2.4 are selected with the VOU-Blazars. The tool
retrieved data from more catalogs (GAIA, PanSTARRS, XMMOM...etc) or the latest
version of some catalogs (GALEX, XMM, Swift XRT...etc) than the SED tool. Thus,
the SED built by VOU-Blazars may contain more data and could identify more HSP
candidates. With more data, the synchrotron peak value could be refined as well.
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Figure 4.12: Extra sources found with VOU-Blazars
Figure 4.12 illustrates a new 3HSP source found by the tool. The Figure shows that
from the SED builder, the SED lacks UV and X-ray data to be verified as an HSP.
However, the SED from VOU-Blazars contains extra X-ray data from SWIFT deepsky
and extra UV data from GALEX. With additional data, the source could be classified as
an HSP with νpeak at ≈ 17.3 Hz.
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Figure 4.13: Peak refined with VOU-Blazars
As Figure 4.13 shown, VOU-Blazars also helps to revise the νpeak. There is no X-ray
data from SED builder, and without the X-ray data, the position of the synchrotron peak
could not be evaluated precisely. There were latest version XMMSL data applied by the
tool and the peak could be estimated more accurately with extra X-ray data. In this
case, with XMM data, the peak is known at ≈ 1016.3 Hz. Moreover, additional data from
far IR and UV make the illusion of the synchrotron emission on VOU-Blazars SED more
explicit.
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Figure 4.14: Peak refined with VOU-Blazars
There is another example how estimation of νpeak could benefit with VOU-Blazars,
illustrated in Figure 4.14. Without the X-ray data, like the SED from SED builder, it
is not possible to estimate a real value for the synchrotron peak. Given that the Swift
Deepsky pipeline provides dedicated X-ray analysis and further deep X-ray data and that
VOU-Blazars could retrieve the data from the pipeline, there is extra X-ray data from
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XRT on VOU-Blazars SED. After calling Swift Deepsky when running the VOU-Blazars,
the peak could be refined at ≈ 15.8 instead of putting an upper limit.
Last but not least, the VOU-Blazars could quickly recognize all the possible coun-
terparts for a VHE detection within a relatively large area, given that most of the VHE
sources are known to be blazars. For example, the tool has been applied to identify the
probable counterparts for an neutrino detection, IceCube-170922A [100]. Among these
candidate counterparts, the TXS 0506+056 might be the most possible counterpart for
IceCube-170922A, after dedicated multi-frequency data analysis. For sure there will be
more VHE sources whose counterpart be identified with VOU-Blazars in future.
4.3.1 Ouput files
There will be up to 20 files generated after the whole process are done with VOU-
Blazars. The eventually outputs from the VOU-Blazars are concluded as following,
(I) First and Intermediate phase
• RX map.eps
A map shown all the radio and X-ray sources.
• candidates.eps
A map shown all the possible blazar / blazar candidats.
• phase1
First phase output that list all the candidates information.
• output1.csv
VO conesearch results for the first phase. The original data retrieved from
every catalog are store in this csv file.
• find out temp.txt
A List with the candidates coordinate and code for plotting.
• output int.csv
VO conesearch results for the intermediate phase.
• no matched temp.txt
A list with the sources that will send to intermediate phase, containing R.A.,
Dec., flux, position error information.
• Sed temp.txt
A list with the sources that will pass to second phase, containing R.A., Dec.,
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flux, position error information.
• RX sorted.txt
A list with all radio and X-ray source coordinate and code for plotting.
• catlist1.txt
List all the name of the catalogs which have found the data with conesearch
in first phase.
• catlist int.csv
List all the name of the catalogs which have found the data with conesearch
in intermediate phase.
• Intermediate out.txt
Output from intermediate phase, list of the sources that will send to second
phase. Have similar format as find out temp.txt and SED temp.txt, and will
be add to them later.
(II) Second phase
• sed.eps
Sed for the interested source.
• error map.eps
Error circle map for the source.
• phase2
Second phase output that list the couterpart and slope at each waveband.
• output2.csv
VO conesearch results for the second phase.
• Sed.txt
SED data with frequency, flux, upper limit flux, and lower limit flux.
• Out4SedTool.txt
SED data in SSDC SED tool format.
• error map.txt
The file of the error circle
• catlist2.txt
List all the name of the catalogs which have found the data with conesearch
in second phase.
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4.4 To be developed
Even though the current version of the VOU-Blazars is good enough to achieve goals
that finding good blazars candidates and finding the possible counterpart for VHE sources,
there are still some points need to be done. The first cardinal thing needs to be improved is
the matching algorithm and position in the second phase. For example, sometimes, there
are no IR counterparts around the radio-X-ray matched sources but with UV or optical
counterparts around that, and the tool needs to identify this kind of case. Besides, the
optical, IR, and UV counterparts, usually with a better position, might not be close to
radio position for radio extended sources, causing the tool to miss those counterparts.
The likelihood method also needs to be modified to reduce the percentage that making
a wrong association. Moreover, the likelihood is not applied to IR, optical and UV yet,
and later with the logN-logS from these bands are estimated, it will be used to estimate
the counterparts in these frequencies. Confidential level of the likelihood estimation will
be applied to the tool as well.
Figure 4.15: HSP SED template for different νpeak
Another crucial thing needs to be done is to solve the problem of multiple radio
detections. Those detections from the same source might be farther than 0.1 arcmins,
which is applied in current VOU-Blazars. To solve the problem, a new method to carefully
define radio counterpart is necessary.
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Currently, the tool classifies the sources based on only radio-X-ray slope ratio. Later,
there will be updated to define the source type according to more information, like slope
from other bands and the photon index of γ-ray. Eliminating uncertain (too few non-
thermal data) sources is another purpose of the VOU-Blazars in near future.
Apart from that, there were more catalogs such as RASS FSC and BSC, VLA, VLASS,
and MAGIC, could be applied to the tool to make the searching more complete and have
more data on SED. An HSP model according to different νpeakalso will be illustrated, like
Figure 4.15, as well as the SED. With these templates, it is easier to tell if a source is a
good HSP. The templates are built by collecting, averaging, and rescaling the SED of 5
3HSP sources, and then extracting the data by Plot Digitizer 12 in each bin.
Finally, there will be a configuration file read by the VOU-Blazars containing all the
critical parameters such as various slope values to classify the sources or the VO links for
conesearch. Machine learning is another goal to be applied to VOU-Blazars later. From
previous resulted slope values and classifications with the help of machine learning, the
tool could automatically update the values in a configuration file. With all the above
modifications, there will be an updated and better version of VOU-Blazars in near future.
12http://plotdigitizer.sourceforge.net/
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Catalog Band Zero-magnitude flux Effective wavelength Reference
2MASS J 1594 Jy 12350 A˚ Skrutskie et al. 2006[129]
H 1024 Jy 16620 A˚
K 666.7 Jy 21590 A˚
AllWISE W1 309.540 Jy 34000 A˚ Cutri et al. 2013[36]
W2 171.787 Jy 46000 A˚
W3 31.674 Jy 120000 A˚
W4 8.363 Jy 220000 A˚
USNO B 4260 Jy 4400 A˚ Bessell 1979[17]
R 3080 Jy 6400 A˚
SDSS u 3631 Jy 3568 A˚ Doi et al. 2010[42]
g 3631 Jy 4653 A˚
r 3631 Jy 6148 A˚
i 3631 Jy 7468 A˚
z 3631 Jy 8863 A˚
GSC U 1810 Jy 3600 A˚ Bessell 1979[17]
B 4260 Jy 4400 A˚
V 5500 Jy 3640 A˚
R 3080 Jy 6400 A˚
I 2550 Jy 7900 A˚
PanSTARRs g 3631 Jy 4810 A˚ Tonry et al. 2012[139]
r 3631 Jy 6170 A˚
i 3631 Jy 7520 A˚
z 3631 Jy 8660 A˚
y 3631 Jy 9620 A˚
GAIA G 2918 Jy a 6730 A˚ Jordi et al. 2010[72]
UVOT u 3631 Jy 3501A˚ Poole et al. 2008[117]
b 3631 Jy 4329A˚
v 3631 Jy 5402A˚
w1 3631 Jy 2634A˚
m2 3631 Jy 2231A˚
w2 3631 Jy 2030A˚
GALEX FUV 3631 Jy 1538.6A˚ Morrissey et al. 2012[89]
NUV 3631 Jy 2315.7A˚
XMMOM u 3631 Jy 3440A˚ Page et al. 2012[105]
b 3631 Jy 4500A˚
v 3631 Jy 5430A˚
w1 3631 Jy 2910A˚
m2 3631 Jy 2310A˚
w2 3631 Jy 2120A˚
a The G band magnitude is measured in Vega system, depend on the flux densities of A0V
star, the zero magnitude flux here is obtain from A0V star template from STSDAS calibrated
database system at http://www.stsci.edu/hst/observatory/crds/calspec.html.
Table 4.6: Magnitude reduction details for catalogs applied in second phase
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Chapter 5
Very High Energy astronomy with
HSP Blazars
5.1 High energy emission from blazars
5.1.1 Extreme peaked HSPs
HSP blazars are believed to be the only few kinds of extragalactic object that emit
in high energy or even very high energy (VHE). The synchrotron νpeak of HSPs are the
highest among blazars, usually with values around 1016 to 1017 Hz, sometimes extending
up to 1018 Hz in the most extreme cases. Accordingly, the Inverse Compton peak of
these extreme cases may be few tens of even few hundreds TeVs, the highest energy end
of the electromagnetic spectrum. Values of νpeak
>∼ 1018 Hz imply that the electrons
responsible for the synchrotron radiation must be accelerated to extremely high energies
(see the Introduction and, for example, Rybicki & Lightman 1986; Costamante et al. 2001
[121, 35]). Those extreme peaked HSPs obviously are particularly crucial sources for TeV
astronomy.
There are 82 sources in the 3HSP sample with νpeak around or above 10
18 Hz. Ta-
ble G.1 gives the list of all the extreme sources with νpeak ≥ 1017.9 Hz or sources with
lower limit νpeak; this includes many more such objects than any previous catalog. These
extreme sources are particularly important since they may be candidate VHE, neutrino,
or ultra-high energy cosmic ray (UHECR) sources (section 5.2 and 5.4). Figures 5.1 to
5.3 illustrate five examples of SEDs of representative objects from Table G.1.
Sometimes, it is hard to estimate the positions of the synchrotron peak for such ex-
treme sources, since the available data in the X-ray band is often limited to a few keV,
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where most of the sensitive existing detectors operate. For about 20 sources the frequency
of the synchrotron peak could not be estimated accurately since the soft X-ray data show
a still rising spectrum in the SED, and no hard X-ray data exist to cover the peak of
the emission. In these cases, there were only estimated a lower limit to νpeak. For some
strong X-ray variable sources with many X-ray observations we also could not obtain
well-estimated νpeak values with the third degree polynomial fitting in SSDC SED tool
since the curvature in the X-ray spectrum (and with it νpeak) changes with time. However,
in all these cases, the available multi-frequency data imply that the synchrotron peak is
within the X-ray band; in these sources, there were estimated an average νpeak value using
a second-degree polynomial in the X-ray band.
• 3HSP J023248.5+201717 (1ES0229+200). This is an extreme source with
VHE data available. The ebl-deabsorbed VHE data (shown as dark blue filled
circles) are from Finke et al. 2015 [48]. The synchrotron peak is at ∼ 1018 − 1019
Hz and the peak frequency is one of the highest among the 3HSP sources. In the
VHE band, with the VHE fluxes after correcting for EBL absorption, the inverse
Compton peak will be at energies > 1 TeV. Since the inverse Compton peak is at
VHE, this could also be a good candidate for neutrino event during the flaring.
• 3HSP J035257.4−683117. This is a known blazar with log νpeak ≈ 18.1. It has
hard X-ray and γ-ray detections, but no TeV detection and not in 5BZCat yet. This
source might be a good target for next generation TeV telescopes.
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Figure 5.1: The SED of the extreme objects 3HSP J023248.5+201717 and 3HSP
J035257.4−683117. The dark blue points are ebl- deabsorbed data from [48]. See text for
details.
• 3HSP J215305.2−004229 (5BZBJ2153−0042). This source has a very hard
X-ray spectrum and the SED in the X-ray band keeps increasing up to the highest
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energies, implying a νpeak larger that 10
18 Hz. The X-ray emission is not likely to
be related to a cluster of galaxys since it is compact. According to the γ-ray data
from the source, it may be a good candidate for TeV obsersvation as well.
• 3HSP J143342.7−730437. This is another example of a extremely hard X-ray
SED source. The source has UV data but so far did not have any γ-ray data untill
3FHL [135]; moreover, this source is in the list of new γ-ray detections in Arsioli
and Chand 2017; Arsioli et al. 2018 [13, 12] (The gree and yellow data).
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Figure 5.2: The SED of the extreme objects 3HSP J215305.2−004229 and 3HSP
J143342.7−730437.
.
• 3HSP J165352.2+394536. This is the well-known HSP, MRK501. On average,
log νpeak ∼ 17.9 Hz; however, during an X-ray flare, as shown by the BeppoSAX
data (yellow points in the SED, Giommi et al. 2002 [55]), νpeak reached > 10
18 Hz.
Note that in [113], they discussed the BeppoSAX observation of MRK501 in April
1997 and showed that the νpeakof that shift at least two orders of magnitude with
regard to previous observations. This was the first time this scenario had been seen.
The source also is detected in TeV, and may be a good seed for neutrino observation
as well.
5.2 HE and VHE observations for 3HSP
The main purpose of building the 3HSP sample is finding seed sources for HE or
VHE surveys. As the emission from HSPs are expected to reach the HE part of the
electromagnetic spectrum, HSP catalog provides good candidates for the search of sources
in Fermi catalogs and in the VHE band. There are still around half of the sources in 3HSP
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Figure 5.3: The SEDs of the extreme object 3HSP J165352.2+394536.
without any γ-ray or VHE detection yet. Some of them may be too faint to be detected
by current VHE instruments, while the other of them already could be detected with finer
analysis.
For example, 3HSP J083724.6+145820 (see Fig. 5.4), has νpeak ∼ 1016.7 Hz and
νpeakfνpeak∼ 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 (or FOM= 2), but it had no γ-ray counterpart un-
til recently. The green points in Fig. 5.4 correspond to the new γ-ray data presented
in [13]. Another example is 3HSP J225147.5−320611, which has νpeak > 1018 Hz and
νpeakfνpeak > 10
−11.3 erg cm−2 s−1 (FOM > 1), but also had no γ-ray counterpart in
current available γ-ray or VHE catalogs (1/2/3 FGL, 1/2 FHL, and TeVCat) until it
was detected by [13] according to 3HSP coordinate, which points to promising HE/VHE
targets.
Apart from that, the CTA flux limit/sensitivity could be as low as 3×10−13 erg cm−2 s−1
[120] or ∼ 1 mCrab at 1 TeV for 50-hour exposure. Clearly, from Fig. 5.4, 3HSP
J083724.6+145820 and 3HSP J225147.5−320611 may be detected by CTA in the fu-
ture (since they are above the CTA sensitivity for an exposure time of 50 hours, the blue
lines).
The Figure of Merit (FOM), defined in [14] is reported for all 3HSP sources and gives
an objective way to assess the likelihood that a given HSP may be detectable as a TeV
source. The two sources in Figure 5.4 have high FOM, thus later, with better/higher
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Figure 5.4: VHE observations candidates. Right: 3HSP J083724.6+145820; Left: 3HSP
J225147.5−320611. The red line and blue lines are the Fermi Pass 8 and CTA sensitivities,
respectively. The green circles are the data from Fermi Pass 8, and the black points are
the data from other wavebands. The Pass 8 data are obtained from the Fermi tool with
the 3HSP position. These sources are not yet in the 3FGL catalog [13].
resolution instruments, the high energy counterpart of these sources might be found. As
discussed in Arsioli et al. 2015 [14], relatively high FOM sources (FOM > 0.1) are good
targets for observation with the upcoming Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA). Another
upcoming instrument, the Large High Altitude Air Shower Observatory (LHAASO), is
currently designed to survey with unprecedented sensitivity the whole northern sky for
γ-ray sources above 300 GeV. Therefore, high FOM 3HSP sources may also provide seed-
positions for searches of γ-ray signature embedded in LHAASO data [25].
Recently, a new TeV source, PGC 2402248, was detected by the MAGIC collaboration
[86], which is also in 3HSP. This is another good example that extreme peaked HSP
provided good candidates for TeV instruments. Furthermore, as section 2.4.2 described,
there were 147 new XRT detections proposed by 3HSP sources. In conclusion, with the
benefit of multi-wavelength work, like 3HSP catalog, there were provided many candidates
for future VHE observations.
5.2.1 The 1BIGB catalog
Less than half of the 3HSP sources are cataloged in Fermi catalogs till now. To
better assess the percentage of detection of HSP blazars in the γ-ray band, [13] have
recently performed a dedicated γ-ray analysis of bright 2WHSP sources (previous version
of 3HSP) with FOM ≥ 0.16, using archival Fermi-LAT Pass 8 observations integrated
over 7.2 years of observations. By applying the position of 2WHSP sources as seeds for
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the data analysis, ≈ 85 sources were identified at the > 5σ (TS > 25) level, and another
65 at a less significant (10 < TS < 25) level. In total, 150 new γ-ray detections without
FGL counterparts yet were found, the new detections are named first Brazil ICRANet
gamma-ray blazar catalog (1BIGB).
The success of 1BIGB catalog demonstrates the potential of HSP catalogs for the
detection and identification of γ-ray and VHE sources. With the more complete 3HSP
catalog, for sure, there will be more γ-ray sources found in future. In fact, there will be a
new γ-ray catalog, 2BIGB, in near future, with extra 120 new γ-ray detections, which is
not in any Fermi catalogs before, above 10 GeV from HSPs. Conclusively, applying γ-ray
analysis at a more precise position, proposed by multi-wavelength data, leads to 270 new
γ-ray sources found.
5.2.2 Counterpart for Fermi catlaogs
Since HSPs are the dominant population in the extragalactic VHE sky, there were
supposed that the majority of the non-associated Fermi sources may be HSP blazars as
well. With thorough analysis, there were 26 HSPs proposed in table 5.1 may be the
counterpart for Fermi 3FHL and 3FGL. All the 26 sources have no association in the
catalogs yet. In future, as there will be more and more γ-ray detection from Fermi and
more and more HSPs found, HSP catalog will play a more crucial role in associated for
Fermi sources.
5.3 Prediction of the HE flux
In this section, the relationship between the Synchrotron emission and Inverse Comp-
ton emission for the HSPs are being discussed. To investigate the relation between two
peaks, there were calculated the ratio between Fermi fluxes and synchrotron peak fluxes.
There were applied de-absorbed Fermi 3FHL photon fluxes (10-1000 GeV fluxes) and
FL8Y flux (1-100 GeV fluxes) to compare with synchrotron peak fluxes.
Given that the TeV photons are extremely easily absorbed by the extragalactic back-
ground from galaxies and quasars (EBL absorption), photon fluxes from 3FHL need to be
calibrated with EBL absorption. There were applied the EBL correction for 10-1000 GeV
fluxes with the optical depth template by [43] assuming no any extra emission or contri-
bution from EBL (See Appendix E for more details). Figure 5.5 illustrates the flux ratio
between 1-100 GeV (FL8Y) and synchrotron peak fluxes ratio with respect to synchrotron
peak frequencies, and Figure 5.6 is the same plot but the γ-ray flux is between 1-1000
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Source R.A. Dec. 3FGL 3FHL
3HSPJ015624.5−242003 29.10228 −24.33438 J0156.5−2423 J0156.2−2419
3HSPJ023246.2+063742 38.19263 6.62851 J0232.6+0646 —
3HSPJ025111.5−183112 42.79803 −18.52021 J0251.1−1829 J0251.2−1830
3HSPJ025857.5+055243 44.73981 5.87889 J0258.9+0552 J0258.9+0554
3HSPJ040111.2−535458 60.29668 −53.91626 J0401.0−5359 J0401.0−5355
3HSPJ043837.0−732921 69.65448 −73.48933 J0437.7−7330 J0438.0−7328
3HSPJ072547.8−054832 111.4495 −5.809 J0725.7−0550 J0725.7−0548
3HSPJ074710.0−073724 116.79181 −7.62359 J0747.4−0734 —
3HSPJ091926.2−220042 139.85933 −22.01187 J0919.5−2200 —
3HSPJ101620.6−424722 154.08614 −42.78961 J1016.6−4244 J1016.2−4245
3HSPJ102432.3−454426 156.13491 −45.74081 J1024.4−4545 J1024.5−4543
3HSPJ105224.5+081410 163.10221 8.23599 J1052.0+0816 —
3HSPJ114600.8−063854 176.50357 −6.64859 J1146.1−0640 J1145.9−0637
3HSPJ115514.8−111122 178.81193 −11.18959 J1155.3−1112 —
3HSPJ122014.5−245948 185.06058 −24.99685 J1220.0−2502 J1220.1−2459
3HSPJ122327.4+082030 185.8646 8.34183 J1223.3+0818 —
3HSPJ124021.2−714857 190.08841 −1.81605 J1240.3−7149 J1240.5−7148
3HSPJ141046.0+740511 212.69171 74.08647 J1410.9+7406 J1410.8+7406
3HSPJ154439.8−112741 236.16406 −11.46805 J1544.6−1125 —
3HSPJ194333.7−053353 295.89084 −5.56492 J1944.0−0535 —
3HSPJ210415.9+211808 316.06635 21.30228 J2104.7+2113 J2104.5+2117
3HSPJ211522.0+121802 318.84169 12.30074 J2115.2+1215 J2115.2+1218
3HSPJ214239.7−202819 325.66579 −20.472 J2142.6−2029 J2142.5−2029
3HSPJ214429.5−563848 326.12322 −56.64697 J2144.6−5640 —
3HSPJ224531.8−173358 341.38274 −17.56637 — J2245.5−1734
3HSPJ230848.7+542611 347.20309 54.43645 J2309.0+5428 J2308.8+5424
Table 5.1: Fermi sources without association
GeV from Fermi 3FGL.
Both Figures imply that there is an anti-correlation between γ-ray photon flux Syn-
chrotron flux ratio and νpeak. The red triangles represent the average ratio in each νpeak
bins, and the errors here are the 1σ standard deviation of the sources in every bins. Green
lines are the best fitting for all the sources, and most of the sources are within 1σ standard
deviation. The 1σ error is ≈ 0.3 in log, meaning that the deviation of the data is around
a factor of 2 of the average value. Note that in Figure 5.6, some of the points are much
higher than the mean value and fitted line, indicating that those sources might undergo
strong variability due to flaring stage. Since there were applied the average value for both
γ-ray photon fluxes and synchrotron peak fluxes, those obviously high ratios may imply
extra components from γ-ray or VHE, as what have expected in a hadronic model for
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Figure 5.5: FGL flux-peak flux ratio w.r.t. νpeak
Figure 5.6: FHL flux-peak flux ratio w.r.t. νpeak
blazars.
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log(
F1−100 GeV
νpeakfνpeak
) = −0.233× log(νpeak) + 6.061
log(
F10−1000 GeV
νpeakfνpeak
) = −0.153× log(νpeak) + 4.072
(5.1)
As there are still some of the sources without γ-ray flux or VHE flux yet, the expected
γ-ray emission from these sources could be estimated from the anti-correlation. The ratio
between the photon flux and νpeakfνpeak could be obtained with equation 5.1 Given that
the deviation of the whole sample is only a factor of 2 of the mean value, there were
predicted the HE fluxes for around 120 bright radio sources. The estimated Fermi photon
fluxes between 1-100 GeV and 10-1000 GeV are shown in Table G.4. The estimated value
may be useful for future γ-ray analysis.
5.4 Relation with VHE sources
Blazars have been considered as likely neutrino sources for quite some time [79]. [102]
have suggested that blazars of the HSP type, where particles are accelerated to the high-
est energies, may be good candidates for neutrino emission and presented evidence for an
association between HSP blazars and neutrinos detected by the IceCube South Pole Neu-
trino Observatory1. The first neutrino event catalog was published in [32]. [111] further
modeled the HE SED of six HSPs selected by [102] as most probable neutrino sources and
predicted their neutrino fluxes. All six predicted fluxes were consistent, within the errors,
with the observed neutrino fluxes from IceCube, especially for two sources (MKN421 and
H1914−194).
[103] have recently cross-matched two VHE catalogs and the 2WHSP with the most
recent IceCube neutrino lists [70] at that time, measuring the number of neutrino events
with at least one γ-ray counterpart. In all three catalogs, they observed a positive fluctu-
ation with respect to the mean random expectation at a significance level between 0.4 and
1.3%, with a p-value of 0.7% for 2WHSP sources with FOM >∼ 1. The chance probability
for 2WHSP FOM≈1 cross-matched with neutrino event randomly is 0.71 (average 12.7
random events out of 18 events); that is, only ≈ 6or7 neutrino have ”real” counterpart.
[103] suggested 6 HBLs (1ES 1011+496, MKN421, H2356-309, PG 1553+113, 1H1914-
194, and 1ES0414+009) which could be most probably counterparts of 5 neutrino events
(id 9 10 17 22 41).
[103] concluded that HSPs are most promising counterparts for neutrino events among
1http://icecube.wisc.edu
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blazars. All HBLs considered to be the most probable counterparts of IceCube neutrinos
are 2WHSP sources, which strongly suggests that strong, VHE γ-ray HBLs are so far
the most promising blazar counterparts of astrophysical neutrinos. At least part of the
neutrino are from HSPs, and 3HSP provide a seed for future neutrino survey.
Apart from that, [119] have presented evidence of a direct connection between HSP,
very high energy neutrinos, and ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) by correlating
the same catalogs used by [103] with UHECRs from the Pierre Auger Observatory [4, 137]
and the Telescope Array [5]. A maximal excess of 80 cosmic rays (41.9 expected) was
observed for 2FHL HBL. The chance probability for this to happen is 1.6 × 10−5, which
translates to 5.5× 10−4 (3.26σ) after compensation for trials.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusions
This thesis was dedicated to the construction and to the scientific exploitation of 3HSP,
the largest catalog of high synchrotron peaked Blazars (HSPs) (Chapter 2) catalog, which
is an extention of the 2WHSP[30] and 1WHSP catalogs[14] (“W” stands for WISE here).
Current, and virtually final version of the 3HSP catalog contains 2012 HSPs or HSP
candidates, with 1633 of them also in the 2WHSP catalog and 999 of them having Fermi
γ-ray counterparts. In the early fase of this work, the 2WHSP catalog was built from
cross-matching among various radio catalogs (NVSS, First, and SUMSS), X-ray catalogs
(3XMM, XMM slew, RASS, WGA, Chandra, XRT, BMW), and allWISE survey. We
then applied slopes criteria, obtained from three well-known HSPs, and selected sources
only with νpeak> 10
15 Hz [97, 1]. To increase the completeness of the catalog, we checked
extra good HSP candidates from Fermi 2FHL[8] and TeVCat1, resulting in 1691 sources
in the 2WHSP catalog.
Although relatively large, the 2WHSP catalog is not complete either in radio or in X-
ray, and we need to add more HSPs or HSP candidates to the catalog. This has motivated
further work into a new catalog, the 3HSP, dedicated to the selection of new HSPs and
HSP candidates and aiming to improve the description of the HSP population. For the
3HSP catalog, We started from cross-matching NVSS and RASS catalogs and applying
radio to X-ray flux ratio cut ≥ 9 × 10−11. After removing those NVSS-RASS matched
sources which are already in 2WHSP, there remains ≈ 4000 pre-selected candidates. To
reduce the number of sources to be examined, we further cross-matched these 4000 sources
with 5BZCat[82], 3FHL[135], and XMMOM[105] catalogs, individually. Apart from that,
we also carefully reviewed every hard-photon-index Fermi 3FHL and FL8Y sources. The
1http://tevcat.uchicago.edu
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procedures led to the selection of around 380 new HSPs/HSP candidates to the catalog.
Combining with the 2WHSP sources, there are 2012 sources in the 3HSP catalog in total.
The entire list of the 3HSP catalog is given in Table G.5.
Providing good candidates for high energy and very high energy (VHE) observations
is the main motivation for building the 3HSP catalog (Chapter 5). The 3HSP catalog has
been already used as a seed for HE or VHE observations, and several new detections from
HE or VHE has been proposed according to the position of 3HSP sources. For example,
a subsample of 3HSP sources with no or weak X-ray detections have been proposed
for Swift XRT observations, and 97% of the sources observed have been detected by
Swift XRT (See section 2.4.2). Moreover, a new VHE counterpart, PGC 2402248 (3HSP
J073326.7+515355), was detected by MAGIC recently[86], showing that the 3HSP does
contribute potential VHE candidates for future surveys. The 1BIGB catalog[13] is another
successful example that demonstrated the presence of new gamma-ray sources found based
on 3HSP sources. Therefore, with multi-frequency based catalogs, like 3HSP, it is more
efficient to find more VHE sources/detections, as 3HSP could “point out” the possible
location of VHE sources that were not known before. We note that some of the 3HSP
sources are proposed to be the counterpart of unassociated Fermi sources, see Table 5.1.
The thesis also explored the intrinsic properties of HSP blazars with a complete 3HSP
subsample (Chapter 3). As the data suggests, 3HSP subsample, which is flux-limited (cut)
in radio and X-rays, is actually complete when νpeak is larger than 10
16 Hz (See logN-logS,
V/Vmax, and cumulative νpeak distribution); the subsample includes ≈ 900 sources. The
loss of some low νpeak sources may result from the slop criteria applied during the selection
processes or extremely faint X-ray emissions; the νpeak of these sources are on the threshold
of the selection. It is possible to obtain the genuine statistical properties of HSPs with
this largest ever and the most complete subsample of the 3HSP catalog. Especially, 88%
of sources in 3HSP have estimated redshift, suggesting robust results for the statistical
properties which depend on that (like the Luminosity function and V/Vmax ) The new
statistics indeed bring important new elements for long-lasting debates and controversy
related to blazar population studies. The redshift estimations have been obtained mainly
according to the optical spectra (either from SDSS or literature on NED/ADS). However,
when no spectroscopic z was available, we estimated the photo-z with elliptical galaxy
template from Coleman, Wu & Weedman (1980)[31] if the host galaxy features could be
distinguished from the non-thermal emission on SED (Section 2.4.1) . Our results indicate
that HSP blazars evolve negatively (See V/Vmax and luminosity function for different z or
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luminosity subsamples and section 3.5 for detail); they are less abundant or less luminous
in the recent past. The negative evolution will make the finding of high luminous source
more difficult and less amount of sources with fainter flux in a sample. The V/Vmax,
luminosity function, and logN-logS for high νpeak sources in this thesis could represent
the intrinsic statistical of HSPs under de-evolution process. The “blazar sequences” is
suggested to be a selection effect due to the evolution given that the high luminosity and
high νpeak sources are not easy to be found. In our radio luminosity function, slopes of
that for different νpeak subsamples of blazars are almost the same, which deviates from
what is expected with a true sequence.
The current version of 3HSP may miss some good faint HSP blazars when the sensitiv-
ity of the available surveys is not sufficient to guarantee radio and X-ray matches. In ad-
dition, some VHE/neutrino detections have not been associated with any lower-frequency
sources yet. A new tool, VOU-Blazars, has been developed to find more blazars candi-
dates and to illustrate all the possible blazar counterparts in a large area immediately
for VHE/neutrino detections at arbitrary postion (Chapter 4). The alpha version of the
VOU-Blazars can be downloaded from the link https://github.com/ecylchang/VOU_
Blazars. With the tool, all the interesting radio or X-ray sources with UV counterparts
or Gamma-ray counterparts may not be missed anymore as it could return good blazars
candidates from all available lists of radio and X-ray emitters after dedicated examination.
In the future, with the help of VOU-Blazars, expectations are that more and more HSP
blazars will be found, contributing to the identification of the VHE sources that might be
discovered by current and future Cherenkov telescopes.
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Appendix A
Extra output examples from
VOU-Blazar
First of all, there were illustrated the radio-X-ray source maps for each cases.
Figure A.1: Radio-X-ray source map examples.
The example output of first phase are shown in following figures.
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Figure A.2: Other output examples from first phase
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Figure A.3: Other output examples from first phase
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Figure A.4: Other output examples from first phase
Figure A.5: Other output examples from first phase
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Appendix B
Extinction
The blue light and UV light from an astronomical object will be scattered and absorbed
by interstellar medium, causing the object seems redder than it is. In VOU-Blazars, the
reddening of a object is estimated by absorbion template from Fitzpatrick 1999 [49] in
UV and from CCM [26] in other bands. There were assumed RV =
AV
E(B−V) = 3.1, which is
the average oberved value all over the sky. AV is estimated from nH value with according
to Burstein and Heiles 1978 [24], assuming constant gas-to-dust ratio.
Note that
fλ = f
o
λ exp
−τλ
Aλ = −2.5 log(fλ
foλ
) = 1.086 τλ
E(B− V) = AB − AV = 1.086 (−τB − τV)
Aλ − AV
AB − AV =
E(λ− V)
E(B− V)
(B.1)
where τλ is the optical depth at λ, and f
o
λ is the observed flux density in case of only
absorption situation.
Thus
Aλ = [
E(λ− V)
E(B− V)] E(B− V) + AV
Aλ
E(B− V) = [
E(λ− V)
E(B− V)] + RV
(B.2)
And the intrinsic magnitude will be
mde−absorbed = mo − Aλ (B.3)
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Appendix C
Slope criteria V.S. flux ratio
convertion
With C1 = − log( νr
νW1
) and C2 = − log(νW2
νx
),
[αr−W1 × C1] + [αW2−x × C2] = log( Fr
FW1
) + log(
FW2
Fx
) = log(
Fr
Fx
) + log(
FW2
FW1
) (C.1)
Assuming FW1
FW2
= (νW2
νW1
)−0.3 and C3 = log(νW2
νW1
)
[αr−W1 × C1] + [αW2−x × C2] = log( Fr
Fx
)− 0.3× C3 (C.2)
Thus,
log(
Fr
Fx
) = [αr−W1 × C1] + [αW2−x × C2] + 0.3× C3
log(
Fx
Fr
) = −[αr−W1 × C1 + αW2−x × C2 + 0.3× C3]
(C.3)
According to slope criteria,
0.05 < α1.4GHz−3.4µm < 0.45
0.4 < α4.6µm−1keV < 1.1,
(C.4)
Therefore,
0.45 C1 + 1.1 C2 + 0.3 C3 < αr−W1×C1 + αW2−x × C2 + 0.3 C3 < 0.05 C1 + 0.4 C2 + 0.3 C3
−[0.05 C1 + 0.4 C2 + 0.3 C3] < log(Fx
Fr
) < −[0.45 C1 + 1.1 C2 + 0.3 C3]
(C.5)
Note that assuming X-ray slope α = 0.9 and for RASS sample,
Fr [Jy] = Fr [erg cm
−2 s−1]× 1023
F0.1−2.4keV = F1keV × 2.418× 1017 × CONV
(C.6)
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where CONV = (2.4)
−α+1−(0.1)−α+1
−α+1
So,
2.418× 1017 × CONV × 10−23 × 10−AA < (Fx
Fr
) < 2.418× 1017 × CONV × 10−23 × 10−BB
(C.7)
where AA = 0.05 C1 + 0.4 C2 + 0.3 C3 and BB = 0.45 C1 + 1.1 C2 + 0.3 C3
andFx
Fr
is in unit of erg cm−2 s−1 Jy−1
With the trehold value from the slope criteria in equation C.4, there were obtained
6.457× 10−12 < (Fx
Fr
)[erg cm−2 s−1 Jy−1] < 1.691× 10−7
0.198 < αrx < 0.734
(C.8)
However, equation C.8 is not consistent with Figure 3.10 and in reality, the average
α1.4GHz−3.4µm is 0.3. Only few sources in 3HSP are with extremely low α1.4GHz−3.4µm
as 0.05. Thus, there were adjusted the slope criteria with the following equation when
converting that into Fx
Fr
ratio
0.3 < α1.4GHz−3.4µm < 0.6
0.3 < α4.6µm−1keV < 1.2,
(C.9)
and the correspondint flux ratio between X-ray and radio becomes
1.490× 10−11 < (Fx
Fr
)[erg cm−2 s−1 Jy−1] < 2.063× 10−9
0.43 < αrx < 0.69
(C.10)
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Appendix D
Converting the X-ray Flux / γ-ray
Photon Flux to Flux Density
The X-ray intensity usually are observed in a relatively wide band (like RASS between
0.1-2.4 keV or Swift between 0.3-10 keV). To convert the X-ray flux to flux density, there
were assumed X-ray spectrum following the power law relation Fx−ray ∝ ν−α and X-ray
spectral slope α = 0.9. That is, the flux density at 1 keV is
Flux1keV = K× 1 keV−α = K× (2.418× 1017)−α (D.1)
Taking RASS for example, according to the calculus rule, the retrieved flux from band
0.1 keV to 2.4 keV is
Flux0.1−2.4keV =
∫ 2.4
0.1
K× (2.418× 1017 × N)−αdN
=
K(2.418× 1017)−α+1
−α + 1 [(2.4)
−α+1 − (0.1)−α+1]
= Flux1keV × (2.418× 1017)[(2.4)
−α+1 − (0.1)−α+1
−α− 1 ]
(D.2)
where, N is in keV, and let CONV= (bandu)
−α+1−(bandl)−α+1
−α+1 , bandu and bandl are the upper
limit and lower limit of the frequency in keV of the intergral flux. Therefore, the flux
density at 1keV coverted from intergrated flux is
Flux1keV =
Fluxintergrated
CONV × 2.418× 1017 (D.3)
and the flux density at N keV is
FluxN keV =
Fluxintergrated
CONV × 2.418× 1017 × N
−α (D.4)
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Thus, the flux at N keV is
N keV × FluxN keV = Fluxintergrated
CONV × 2.418× 1017 × N
−α × (N× 2.418× 1017)
=
Fluxintergrated
CONV
× N−α+1
(D.5)
In γ-ray the processes are very similar as that in X-ray, Photon are supposed to obey
the power law like the Equation D.6.
N(E) =
dN
dE
= N0(
E
E0
)−Γ = K× E−Γ (D.6)
where Γ is the photon index, N(E) = number of photon with energy E per square centime-
ter per second (photon flux at E), E0 = the pivot energy = 30 GeV here, and N0 = number
of photon per square centimeter per second at pivot energy. The units of N(E) and N0
are ph cm−2 s−1 MeV−1.
The photon flux at N GeV could be converted following
N GeV × FluxN GeV[ph cm−2 s−1] = Fluxintergrated
CONV
× N−Γ+1 (D.7)
and the energy flux at N GeV is
N GeV × FluxN GeV[erg cm−2 s−1] = Fluxintergrated
CONV
× N−Γ+1 × (1.602× 10−19 × 107)× (N× 109)
=
Fluxintergrated
CONV
× N−Γ+2 × 1.602× 10−3
(D.8)
Note that the intergrated energy flux coud be obtained by
Fluxintergrated[erg cm
−2 s−1] = 1.602× 10−3 × PH[E
Γ+2
2 − EΓ+22
Γ + 2
][
Γ + 1
EΓ+12 − EΓ+12
] (D.9)
where PH is the intergral photon flux in unit of ph cm−2 s−1, E1 and E2 are the energy
range for the intergral flux in GeV.
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Appendix E
EBL Absorption
To estimatd the intrinsic TeV spectrum of a source before being absorbed by the
extragalactic background, there were assumed the spectrum of each source following a
break power law rule (Equation E.1).
N(E) = Nbreak E
Γ1
break E
−Γ1 if E ≤ Ebreak
= Nbreak E
Γ1
break (
EΓ2break
EΓ1break
) E−Γ2 if E > Ebreak
(E.1)
where Ebreak = 200 GeV, Γ1 is the γ-ray photon index, and Γ2 = Γ1 + 0.5 is the TeV
photon index.
The γ-ray photon indexes here are obtained from the Fermi 3FHL catalog [135]. If
the sources were not in 3FHL, the photon indexes of them were assumed to be 1.8.
Note that the EBL emission is depend on the redshifts, and for the sources without
redshift measurement, they were assumed 0.3 in this section. The assumed redshift value
is different then that of in section 3.4 and 3.3 since for a source already be observed or
detected by Fermi will have average redshift around 0.3.
Based on the optical depth model from [43], the observed fluxes for a soruce with
redshift z at a given energy E are absorbed by the factor ABS=exp−τ(z,E), where ABS
is the absorbed fator, τ(z,E) is the optical depth. Therefore, taking 3FHL fluxes for
example (10 GeV to 1000 GeV), the de-absorpted fluxes could be calculated with
de− absorbed flux =
∫ 1000GeV
10GeV
ABS(z,E)× N(E) dE (E.2)
ratio between the observed fluxe and de-absorbed flux is
de− absorbed ratio =
∫ 1000GeV
10GeV
ABS(z,E)× N(E) dE∫ 1000GeV
10GeV
N(E) dE
(E.3)
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Appendix F
Details of the luminosity function
and V/Vmax
The estimation of the statistical properties, such as the logN-logS,V/Vmax, and lu-
minosity function of a population of sources, requires the availability of flux-limited and
complete samples. It is neccessary to take into account the incompleteness resulting from
the fact that the only existing all sky X-ray survey is not sufficiently deep to ensure the
detection of all radio and IR faint HSP blazars. Thus, there were applied radio-X-ray cut-
ted subsample or radio-γ-ray subsample to estimate the statistic for 3HSP, and the RASS
coverage were considered to calibrate the number count for X-ray selected subsample.
For each source in the 3HSP X-ray selected subsample, there were calculated a contri-
bution ni to the total density, as given by ni = 1/Ai deg
−2, where the parameter Ai is the
sky area covered by RASS with sensitivity sufficient to detect the source in consideration.
The logN-logS value is then the sum of the density contribution of all sources in a given
flux/luminosity bin Nbin =
∑
ni. This approach is applied to estimate the logN-logS
of HSP blazars with respect to the radio and X-ray flux density and cummulative νpeak
distribution in Figure 3.17. For γ-ray logN-logS, given that the sensitivity for Fermi is
almost the same in the whole sky out of the Galactic region, there were counted the source
for γ-ray selected sample without area calibration.
To obtained the V/Vmax value or luminosity function for a sources, maximum avali-
able z (Zmax) is neccessary. The Zmax is calculated by assuming a source with fix
luminosity whose flux value is the flux limit (either specifyingarbitary or by defalut of
the catalog applied) instead of the observed flux, and then estimating the corresponding
maximum redshift with that luminosity and the flux limit. That is, the maximum distant
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is defined with a source could be detected with current instruments. If there were more
than one flux limit applied, the maximum available redshift is then defined as the smaller
one between the two limit redshifts estimated according to the flux limits. When the
Zmax is smaller than the actual redshfit, Zmax is set to the same value as the redshift.
The comoving distant is then estimated using r = DL(z)/(1 + z), and the comoving
maximum volume will be Vmax = (1/3) × AREA × STR × rmax3, where AREA is the
sky coverage degrees, STR is steradian per degrees which is 4pi/41252.96, and DL is
the luminosity distant. Note that for X-ray selected subsample, the flux limits is not
the same in the whole sky, and there were divided the sky with respect to every X-
ray flux limit bins. For a given source in X-ray-radio cutted subsample, the Vmax =∑
(1/3)×AREA∗×STR×r∗max3, where AREA∗ is the corresponding area for a certain flux
limit,
∑
AREA∗ = AREA(= 34110.5 degrees2 for |b| > 10o), and r∗max3 is the comoving
maximum distant for the AREA∗withsamefluxlimit.
Figure F.1: Fermi limit applied in V/Vmax and luminosity function. The red line is the
applied limit.
In γ-ray, the thing is simplier as there is no need to divide the volume according to
the sensitivity in Fermi and flux limit. The γ-ray flux limit is assumed to be the same
every where in the sky but depend on the photon index of observed object. Relationship
between Γ and Fermi flux limit is shown in Figure F.1.
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Appendix G
The 3HSP Tables
G.1 Extreme 3HSP sources
Table G.1: The extreme synchrotron peak sources. The sources marked with * are dis-
cussed in the text and shown in Figure 5.1 to 5.3.
Source log νpeak log νpeakfνpeak BZCat TeVCat
Hz erg cm−2 s−1
3HSPJ003322.4−203908 17.9 −11.9 –
3HSPJ003552.6+595004 18.2 −10.3 5BZB 1ES0033+595
3HSPJ004013.8+405004 >17.5 −11.5 5BZU
3HSPJ011501.7−340027 17.9 −11.6 5BZB
3HSPJ012308.6+342048 18.0 −10.8 5BZB
3HSPJ012340.3+421017 17.8 −11.7 5BZG
3HSPJ013803.7−215530 >17.5 −12.0 –
3HSPJ015657.9−530159 18.3 −11.1 5BZB
3HSPJ020412.9−333340 17.9 −11.7 5BZB
3HSPJ021216.8−022155 17.8 −11.7 –
3HSPJ022539.7−190035 17.8 −12.9 –
3HSPJ023248.5+201717∗ 18.5 −11.0 5BZG 1ES0229+200
3HSPJ032056.3+042448 17.9 −11.7 –
3HSPJ032356.5−010833 >17.5 −11.9 5BZB
3HSPJ034923.1−115927 17.9 −11.0 5BZB 1ES0347−121
3HSPJ035154.5−370344 17.9 −11.9 5BZB
3HSPJ035257.4−683117∗ 18.1 −11.0 –
3HSPJ035726.0−031759 >17.5 −12.1 –
3HSPJ040324.5−242947 18.0? −11.8 5BZB
3HSPJ041238.4−392629 17.8 −12.2 –
3HSPJ041855.8+132451 17.8 −12.1 –
3HSPJ044127.4+150455 17.8 −11.5 5BZB
3HSPJ050419.5−095632 17.9 −11.6 –
3HSPJ050709.3−385948 >17.5 −12.2 –
3HSPJ050756.1+673724 17.9 −10.7 5BZB 1ES0502+675
3HSPJ050938.1−040045 17.8 −11.4 5BZB
3HSPJ055040.5−321616 18.1 −10.7 5BZG PKS0548−322
3HSPJ055716.8−061706 17.8 −11.4 –
3HSPJ064710.0−513547 17.9 −11.2 –
3HSPJ071030.0+590820 18.1 −10.7 5BZB RGBJ0710+591
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Table G.1: continued.
Source log νpeak log νpeakfνpeak BZCat TeVCat
Hz erg cm−2 s−1
3HSPJ073326.7+515355 17.9 −11.2 –
3HSPJ081917.5−075626 18.0 −11.5 5BZB
3HSPJ083251.4+330011 18.0 −12.0 5BZB
3HSPJ084452.2+280410 17.9 −12.3 –
3HSPJ084712.9+113350 17.8 −11.2 5BZB RBS0723
3HSPJ094620.2+010451 17.9 −11.8 5BZB
3HSPJ102212.6+512400 18.2 −11.7 5BZG
3HSPJ104651.4−253545 >18.0 −11.2 5BZB
3HSPJ110804.9+164820 17.9 −12.7 –
3HSPJ111939.5−304720 17.8 −12.1 5BZB
3HSPJ113032.0−780105 17.9 −11.3 –
3HSPJ113209.2−473853 >17.5 −11.6 –
3HSPJ113630.1+673704 18.1 −11.1 5BZB RXJ1136.5+6737
3HSPJ122208.7+030718 >17.5 −11.8 –
3HSPJ122514.2+721447 >17.5 −11.8 5BZB
3HSPJ125341.2−393159 17.9 −11.3 5BZG
3HSPJ125708.3+264925 >17.5 −12.3 –
3HSPJ132239.2+494336 >17.5 −12.1 –
3HSPJ132541.8−022809 17.9 −12.0 5BZB
3HSPJ133102.9+565541 17.8 −12.1 5BZG
3HSPJ133529.7−295038 17.8 −11.8 5BZB
3HSPJ140027.0−293936 >17.5 −12.1 –
3HSPJ140121.1+520928 >17.5 −12.0 5BZB
3HSPJ141427.0+035752 17.9 −11.9 –
3HSPJ142238.8+580155 17.8 −11.3 5BZB
3HSPJ142832.6+424020 18.1 −10.7 5BZB H1426+428
3HSPJ143342.7−730438∗ >18.0 −11.3 –
3HSPJ150842.6+270908 17.8 −11.4 5BZB
3HSPJ151041.1+333504 >17.5 −11.5 5BZG
3HSPJ151618.7−152344 18.0 −11.7 5BZB
3HSPJ153646.7+013800 >18.0 −11.7 5BZB
3HSPJ154439.8−112741 18.4 −11.8 –
3HSPJ155210.2+315909 17.8 −12.3 5BZG
3HSPJ160519.0+542059 17.9 −12.0 5BZB
3HSPJ161414.0+544251 17.8 −12.6 –
3HSPJ161632.9+375603 18.0 −12.0 5BZG
3HSPJ165352.2+394536∗ 17.9 −10.2 5BZB Markarian501
3HSPJ174357.8+193509 17.8 −11.3 5BZG 1ES1741+196
3HSPJ182419.0+430949 17.8 −11.7 –
3HSPJ184847.1+424539 17.8 −11.5 5BZB
3HSPJ192325.3−250208 17.8 −12.0 –
3HSPJ194333.7−053353 >17.5 −11.8 –
3HSPJ194356.2+211822 18.1 −11.0 – HESSJ1943+213
3HSPJ204008.2−711459 17.8 −11.2 –
3HSPJ205528.2−002116 >18.0 −10.9 5BZB
3HSPJ214410.0−195559 18.0 −12.4 –
3HSPJ215015.5−141049 17.8 −11.3 5BZG
3HSPJ215305.3−004230∗ >18.0 −11.4 5BZB
3HSPJ225147.5−320612 >18.0 −11.3 5BZU
3HSPJ231305.8−600522 17.8 −12.3 –
3HSPJ231347.8−692330 17.8 −11.8 –
3HSPJ234753.2+543630 >17.5 −11.3 –
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G.2 3HSP sources with de-absorbed 3FHL flux
Table G.2: The table with de-EBL absorption flux. For sources without estimated red-
shift, there were assigned average value 0.3 to estimated the de-EBL absorbtion flux.
Source Z 3FHL 3FHL Flux de-EBL Flux Γ
ph cm−2 s−1 ph cm−2 s−1
3HSPJ000132.7−415525 — J0001.9−4155 4.323E−11 6.271E−11 1.782
3HSPJ000215.1−672653 >0.52 J0002.1−6728 5.009E−11 8.515E−11 1.811
3HSPJ000319.5−524727 0.37 J0003.3−5248 4.156E−11 7.32E−11 1.601
3HSPJ000835.3−233927 0.147 J0008.4−2339 7.46E−11 7.687E−11 2.739
3HSPJ000922.7+503028 0.25 J0009.4+5030 2.219E−10 3.737E−10 1.43
3HSPJ000949.7−431650 0.23 J0009.7−4319 2.419E−11 2.794E−11 2.204
3HSPJ001356.0−185406 0.094 J0013.8−1855 3.109E−11 3.452E−11 1.944
3HSPJ001411.4−502234 0.010? J0014.0−5024 3.026E−11 3.095E−11 1.498
3HSPJ001442.0+580201 0.35 J0014.7+5801 5.674E−11 7.62E−11 2.001
3HSPJ001540.1+555144 0.15 J0015.7+5551 5.216E−11 6.618E−11 1.697
3HSPJ001827.7+294730 0.100? J0018.6+2946 5.058E−11 5.988E−11 1.68
3HSPJ002200.0−514024 0.25 J0021.8−5140 6.679E−11 6.941E−11 2.856
3HSPJ002200.9+000657 0.306 J0022.0+0006 3.481E−11 8.843E−11 1.011
3HSPJ002635.6−460109 0.25 J0026.5−4602 2.461E−11 3.876E−11 1.543
3HSPJ002928.6+205333 0.367 J0029.4+2052 2.643E−11 5.612E−11 1.363
3HSPJ003020.4−164712 0.237 J0030.2−1648 5.981E−11 8.84E−11 1.625
3HSPJ003119.7+072453 — J0031.2+0727 3.738E−11 4.234E−11 2.39
3HSPJ003334.3−192132 >0.506 J0033.5−1921 4.384E−10 6.836E−10 1.916
3HSPJ003514.7+151504 >0.64 J0035.2+1514 1.434E−10 1.957E−10 2.231
3HSPJ003552.6+595004 0.467? J0035.9+5950 6.094E−10 9.659E−10 1.855
3HSPJ004013.8+405004 0.24 J0040.3+4049 2.475E−11 4.449E−11 1.3
3HSPJ004123.0+375855 0.38 J0041.5+3759 2.822E−11 4.214E−11 1.849
3HSPJ004141.2−160747 0.43 J0041.7−1608 2.08E−11 2.345E−11 2.564
3HSPJ004334.1−044300 >0.48 J0043.4−0443 2.83E−11 3.07E−11 2.805
3HSPJ004519.2+212740 >0.35 J0045.3+2127 2.577E−10 4.04E−10 1.733
3HSPJ004752.0+544745 0.26 J0047.9+5448 3.489E−11 5.122E−11 1.686
3HSPJ004755.2+394857 0.252 J0047.9+3947 8.365E−11 1.02E−10 2.074
3HSPJ004859.1+422351 0.37 J0049.0+4224 2.646E−11 3.58E−11 2.012
3HSPJ005116.6−624204 >0.3 J0051.2−6242 2.363E−10 3.096E−10 1.982
3HSPJ005446.7−245528 >0.12 J0054.7−2456 1.338E−10 1.578E−10 1.807
3HSPJ005542.7+450701 0.46 J0055.8+4507 2.108E−11 2.132E−11 3.752
3HSPJ005620.0−093630 0.1 J0056.3−0936 9.371E−11 1.093E−10 1.744
3HSPJ005758.3+632639 0.18 J0057.9+6325 6.088E−11 8.632E−11 1.533
3HSPJ005916.9−015017 0.114 J0059.3−0152 4.135E−11 4.63E−11 2.001
3HSPJ005931.4−351049 0.31 J0059.4−3513 2.88E−11 2.883E−11 4.643
3HSPJ010250.9−200158 0.270? J0102.8−2001 2.436E−11 3.29E−11 1.865
3HSPJ010325.8+533713 0.15 J0103.5+5337 7.374E−11 7.796E−11 2.477
3HSPJ010956.5−402050 0.313 J0109.9−4020 3.129E−11 6.975E−11 1.17
3HSPJ011501.7−340027 0.482 J0114.9−3359 3.326E−11 9.277E−11 1.249
3HSPJ011546.1+251953 0.375 J0115.8+2519 1.069E−10 1.423E−10 2.047
3HSPJ011555.4−274431 >0.7 J0115.9−2746 2.263E−11 7.823E−11 1.284
3HSPJ011904.6−145858 0.29 J0119.0−1458 4.268E−11 7.265E−11 1.507
3HSPJ012152.6−391544 0.3 J0121.9−3917 2.092E−11 2.973E−11 1.819
3HSPJ012308.6+342048 0.27 J0123.0+3422 6.24E−11 8.174E−11 1.93
3HSPJ012338.3−231058 0.404 J0123.6−2309 7.772E−11 1.436E−10 1.586
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Table G.2: continued.
Source Z 3FHL 3FHL Flux de-EBL Flux Γ
ph cm−2 s−1 ph cm−2 s−1
3HSPJ012713.9+032300 — J0127.2+0325 7.025E−11 9.459E−11 1.922
3HSPJ013107.2+612033 — J0131.1+6120 2.533E−10 3.436E−10 1.907
3HSPJ013113.8+554512 0.036 J0131.1+5546 3.317E−11 3.32E−11 3.543
3HSPJ013309.2−453524 — J0133.1−4533 2.202E−11 3.041E−11 1.872
3HSPJ013428.1+263843 >0.26 J0134.4+2638 7.789E−11 9.714E−11 2.033
3HSPJ013632.5+390559 — J0136.5+3906 8.329E−10 1.334E−9 1.622
3HSPJ013750.4+581411 — J0137.9+5815 1.652E−10 1.932E−10 2.276
3HSPJ013801.1+224808 0.26 J0138.0+2248 3.786E−11 6.822E−11 1.352
3HSPJ014347.3−584551 — J0143.8−5846 1.807E−10 4.482E−10 1.023
3HSPJ014648.5−520233 0.098 J0146.8−5203 3.292E−11 3.476E−11 2.303
3HSPJ014820.3+520204 0.24 J0148.2+5201 1.014E−10 1.257E−10 2.011
3HSPJ014833.7+012901 0.940? J0148.6+0127 3.357E−11 4.615E−11 2.383
3HSPJ015044.5−545004 0.28 J0150.6−5450 1.562E−11 2.352E−11 1.682
3HSPJ015239.5+014717 0.08 J0152.6+0147 1.249E−10 1.393E−10 1.83
3HSPJ015307.3+751742 — J0152.8+7517 4.987E−11 5.935E−11 2.221
3HSPJ015325.8+711506 0.02 J0153.5+7115 4.447E−11 4.518E−11 2.155
3HSPJ015402.7+082351 0.681? J0154.0+0823 1.636E−10 2.204E−10 2.282
3HSPJ015624.5−242003 — J0156.2−2419 2.9E−11 4.329E−11 1.733
3HSPJ015646.0−474417 0.22 J0156.9−4744 2.449E−11 2.548E−11 2.786
3HSPJ015657.9−530159 0.25 J0156.7−5302 8.736E−11 1.419E−10 1.488
3HSPJ015934.3+104705 0.195 J0159.5+1047 8.967E−11 9.404E−11 2.656
3HSPJ020020.9−410935 0.500? J0200.1−4109 5.055E−11 7.553E−11 1.974
3HSPJ020421.5+241750 0.18 J0204.3+2417 3.436E−11 3.51E−11 2.97
3HSPJ020838.1+352312 0.318 J0208.6+3522 3.804E−11 5.836E−11 1.719
3HSPJ020917.0+444946 0.27 J0209.2+4448 4.135E−11 5.844E−11 1.776
3HSPJ020921.6−522922 0.12 J0209.3−5229 2.191E−10 2.645E−10 1.72
3HSPJ021230.4−350330 0.393? J0212.4−3503 3.046E−11 4.759E−11 1.795
3HSPJ021252.8+224452 0.459 J0213.0+2242 3.494E−11 5.98E−11 1.744
3HSPJ021358.6−695137 0.34 J0213.9−6950 4.574E−11 8.411E−11 1.494
3HSPJ021417.9+514451 0.049 J0214.5+5145 4.238E−11 4.818E−11 1.349
3HSPJ021517.8+755452 0.15 J0215.2+7555 1.99E−11 3.027E−11 1.23
3HSPJ021632.0+231450 0.288 J0216.4+2315 3.486E−11 4.061E−11 2.271
3HSPJ021650.8−663642 >0.673 J0217.0−6636 6.738E−11 7.149E−11 3.142
3HSPJ021900.4+244520 — J0219.0+2445 3.942E−11 6.541E−11 1.568
3HSPJ021905.4−172512 0.128 J0219.1-1723 3.453E−11 3.969E−11 1.943
3HSPJ022304.5+682154 0.23 J0222.9+6821 4.843E−11 7.288E−11 1.573
3HSPJ022314.2−111738 >0.2 J0223.0−1119 3.991E−11 4.078E−11 3.011
3HSPJ022638.8−444122 >0.68 J0226.7−4440 3.127E−11 5.476E−11 1.896
3HSPJ022716.5+020200 0.45 J0227.3+0200 4.746E−11 7.844E−11 1.78
3HSPJ023109.2−575505 0.032 J0231.0−5755 3.687E−11 3.807E−11 2.025
3HSPJ023248.5+201717 0.139 J0232.8+2017 4.857E−11 6.399E−11 1.54
3HSPJ023340.9+065611 0.31 J0233.5+0657 2.694E−11 3.337E−11 2.126
3HSPJ023430.6+804337 0.5 J0233.9+8042 2.157E−11 5.414E−11 1.369
3HSPJ023536.6−293843 0.35 J0235.5−2938 2.32E−11 4.523E−11 1.436
3HSPJ023734.0−360328 0.411 J0237.6−3602 3.314E−11 7.905E−11 1.306
3HSPJ023832.4−311657 0.233 J0238.4−3117 1.229E−10 1.591E−10 1.885
3HSPJ024115.4−304140 0.3 J0241.0−3037 2.704E−11 2.788E−11 3.038
3HSPJ024121.7+654311 0.18 J0241.3+6543 9.896E−11 1.221E−10 1.878
3HSPJ024440.2−581954 0.26 J0244.4−5819 7.699E−11 1.346E−10 1.398
3HSPJ025037.9+171208 1.1 J0250.5+1712 6.623E−11 1.643E−10 1.755
3HSPJ025047.5+562935 0.27 J0250.7+5631 4.825E−11 5.218E−11 2.567
3HSPJ025111.5−183112 0.5 J0251.2−1830 3.463E−11 5.092E−11 1.999
3HSPJ025857.5+055243 — J0258.9+0554 3.078E−11 3.105E−11 3.609
3HSPJ030326.3−240711 0.266 J0303.4−2407 6.378E−10 8.255E−10 1.95
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Table G.2: continued.
Source Z 3FHL 3FHL Flux de-EBL Flux Γ
ph cm−2 s−1 ph cm−2 s−1
3HSPJ030416.3−283218 0.400? J0304.3−2833 2.872E−11 3.658E−11 2.169
3HSPJ030433.9−005404 0.511 J0304.5−0055 2.679E−11 4.722E−11 1.758
3HSPJ030515.0−160816 0.31 J0305.2−1609 4.735E−11 5.742E−11 2.182
3HSPJ031034.6−501631 0.26 J0310.6−5017 8.134E−11 9.009E−11 2.426
3HSPJ031235.6−222117 0.28 J0312.5−2221 5.018E−11 5.252E−11 2.829
3HSPJ031250.2+361519 0.071 J0312.8+3614 3.285E−11 3.735E−11 1.644
3HSPJ031423.9+061956 0.620? J0314.3+0620 3.34E−11 8.466E−11 1.478
3HSPJ031612.7+090443 0.372? J0316.2+0905 2.219E−10 3.036E−10 1.993
3HSPJ031614.3−643731 — J0316.2−6439 6.364E−11 9.488E−11 1.735
3HSPJ031614.9−260757 0.443 J0316.5−2610 5.133E−11 6.518E−11 2.22
3HSPJ031951.7+184534 0.19 J0319.8+1845 1.069E−10 1.276E−10 2.01
3HSPJ032009.2−704533 0.37 J0319.2−7045 2.331E−11 2.361E−11 3.55
3HSPJ032159.9+233611 — J0322.0+2336 1.452E−10 2.197E−10 1.71
3HSPJ032343.6−011146 >0.44 J0323.6−0109 7.348E−11 1.1E−10 1.912
3HSPJ032523.5−563544 0.6 J0325.4−5635 5.323E−11 7.572E−11 2.13
3HSPJ032541.0−164616 0.291 J0325.6−1646 1.62E−10 2.662E−10 1.565
3HSPJ032613.9+022514 0.147 J0326.3+0226 1.044E−10 1.131E−10 2.297
3HSPJ032852.6−571605 >0.48 J0329.2−5714 2.836E−11 3.675E−11 2.21
3HSPJ033118.4−615528 0.21 J0331.3−6157 3.898E−11 4.337E−11 2.314
3HSPJ033349.0+291631 — J0333.7+2916 1.25E−10 1.38E−10 2.5
3HSPJ033356.7+653656 0.16 J0333.9+6537 1.109E−10 1.299E−10 1.991
3HSPJ033415.4−372542 >0.39 J0334.2−3726 1.953E−10 2.319E−10 2.341
3HSPJ033513.8−445943 — J0335.1−4459 7.016E−11 9.751E−11 1.86
3HSPJ033623.7−034738 0.162 J0336.4−0348 2.295E−11 3.525E−11 1.28
3HSPJ033812.5−244350 0.251 J0338.1−2443 3.041E−11 6.092E−11 1.146
3HSPJ033829.2+130215 — J0338.5+1302 1.879E−10 2.618E−10 1.855
3HSPJ033859.5−284619 0.27 J0338.9−2848 5.946E−11 8.933E−11 1.666
3HSPJ033913.6−173600 0.066 J0339.2−1736 6.029E−11 6.441E−11 2.026
3HSPJ034819.8+603508 0.4 J0348.3+6035 6.282E−11 8.073E−11 2.149
3HSPJ034923.1−115927 0.188 J0349.3−1159 5.822E−11 7.384E−11 1.826
3HSPJ034957.8+064126 0.26 J0350.0+0640 3.36E−11 5.943E−11 1.38
3HSPJ035028.3−514454 0.32 J0350.4−5143 2.039E−11 3.179E−11 1.697
3HSPJ035051.3−281632 0.47 J0350.8−2814 3.52E−11 5.429E−11 1.897
3HSPJ035257.4−683117 0.087 J0353.0−6832 6.1E−11 7.2E−11 1.606
3HSPJ035305.0−362308 0.31 J0352.9−3622 4.862E−11 6.9E−11 1.838
3HSPJ035308.4+825631 0.069? J0353.4+8256 2.483E−11 2.963E−11 1.362
3HSPJ035309.5+565430 — J0353.1+5655 4.658E−11 5.969E−11 2.032
3HSPJ035726.0−031759 0.3 J0357.3−0316 3.403E−11 4.252E−11 2.089
3HSPJ035923.4−023501 0.34 J0359.4−0235 3.899E−11 5.03E−11 2.07
3HSPJ040111.2−535458 0.59 J0401.0−5355 2.484E−11 6.115E−11 1.479
3HSPJ040254.4+643509 0.31 J0402.9+6433 2.562E−11 3.851E−11 1.739
3HSPJ040324.5−242947 0.357 J0403.2−2428 2.329E−11 5.6E−11 1.174
3HSPJ040928.5+320245 0.28 J0409.4+3201 3.307E−11 3.588E−11 2.564
3HSPJ041458.1−533943 — J0414.6−5339 4.793E−11 5.213E−11 2.579
3HSPJ041652.4+010523 0.287 J0416.8+0105 1.032E−10 1.425E−10 1.851
3HSPJ042011.0−601505 0.33 J0420.2−6015 2.122E−11 3.116E−11 1.809
3HSPJ042013.4+401121 0.14 J0420.2+4011 4.165E−11 5.134E−11 1.743
3HSPJ042218.3+195054 0.516 J0422.3+1949 4.426E−11 1.016E−10 1.476
3HSPJ042525.3+632001 0.27 J0425.4+6319 8.955E−11 1.443E−10 1.552
3HSPJ042958.9−305935 0.21 J0429.9−3100 2.431E−11 3.075E−11 1.89
3HSPJ043145.0+740326 — J0431.8+7403 7.782E−11 7.903E−11 3.343
3HSPJ043307.5+322840 — J0433.1+3227 5.489E−11 8.409E−11 1.69
3HSPJ043344.1−572613 — J0433.7−5725 4.193E−11 4.242E−11 3.473
3HSPJ043440.9+092348 0.21 J0434.7+0921 8.981E−11 1.071E−10 2.055
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Source Z 3FHL 3FHL Flux de-EBL Flux Γ
ph cm−2 s−1 ph cm−2 s−1
3HSPJ043837.0−732921 0.15 J0438.0−7328 4.518E−11 6.151E−11 1.505
3HSPJ043932.2−320052 0.4 J0439.5−3200 4.446E−11 8.365E−11 1.558
3HSPJ044018.6−245933 0.600? J0440.3−2457 4.145E−11 5.638E−11 2.209
3HSPJ044050.3+275046 0.2 J0440.8+2749 8.476E−11 8.62E−11 3.114
3HSPJ044127.4+150455 0.109 J0441.6+1504 3.885E−11 4.495E−11 1.828
3HSPJ044240.6+614039 0.18 J0442.6+6142 4.58E−11 5.61E−11 1.9
3HSPJ044837.6−163243 0.350? J0448.7−1632 1.053E−10 1.089E−10 3.067
3HSPJ044924.6−435008 >0.19 J0449.4−4350 1.273E−9 1.521E−9 2.006
3HSPJ045148.6+572141 0.31 J0451.9+5720 3.125E−11 4.044E−11 2.025
3HSPJ045804.8+115143 0.2 J0458.0+1151 2.949E−11 4.562E−11 1.426
3HSPJ050021.4+523801 0.12 J0500.3+5238 7.434E−11 8.549E−11 1.907
3HSPJ050043.9+190317 0.25 J0500.6+1903 3.562E−11 3.613E−11 3.293
3HSPJ050141.1+304825 0.31 J0501.6+3047 3.994E−11 4.46E−11 2.464
3HSPJ050335.4−111506 >0.4 J0503.5−1114 2.508E−11 6.141E−11 1.26
3HSPJ050339.5+451659 0.25 J0503.6+4518 6.718E−11 1.039E−10 1.574
3HSPJ050534.7+041554 0.424 J0505.5+0415 8.338E−11 1.069E−10 2.179
3HSPJ050558.7+611335 0.27 J0506.0+6113 5.183E−11 8.575E−11 1.507
3HSPJ050639.9−085801 0.28 J0506.7−0858 4.455E−11 5.019E−11 2.383
3HSPJ050650.1+032358 0.32 J0506.9+0323 4.117E−11 6.694E−11 1.633
3HSPJ050657.7−543503 >0.26 J0506.9−5434 1.178E−10 1.609E−10 1.824
3HSPJ050727.2−334635 0.390? J0507.4−3347 3.792E−11 5.169E−11 2.021
3HSPJ050756.1+673724 0.340? J0508.0+6737 4.983E−10 8.421E−10 1.612
3HSPJ050957.2−641741 — J0509.9−6418 5.74E−11 7.101E−11 2.114
3HSPJ051631.2+735108 0.251 J0516.3+7350 4.613E−11 6.029E−11 1.9
3HSPJ052145.9+211251 0.108 J0521.7+2112 1.237E−9 1.456E−9 1.753
3HSPJ052542.4−601340 0.45 J0525.6−6013 7.862E−11 1.57E−10 1.551
3HSPJ052846.0−592003 1.130? J0528.6−5920 3.857E−11 4.759E−11 2.707
3HSPJ052902.5+093435 0.3 J0529.2+0935 4.952E−11 6.136E−11 2.11
3HSPJ053629.0−334302 >0.34 J0536.4−3342 1.774E−10 2.728E−10 1.749
3HSPJ053748.9−571830 1.180? J0537.8−5718 2.604E−11 4.975E−11 2.025
3HSPJ053810.3−390842 0.27 J0538.2−3908 2.246E−11 2.739E−11 2.105
3HSPJ054030.0+582338 — J0540.5+5823 8.094E−11 1.323E−10 1.591
3HSPJ054106.9−485410 0.6 J0541.1−4855 2.595E−11 2.616E−11 4.136
3HSPJ054357.2−553207 0.273 J0543.9−5532 2.881E−10 3.537E−10 2.092
3HSPJ054906.8+325803 0.25 J0549.1+3258 3.938E−11 5.588E−11 1.728
3HSPJ055026.5−435703 0.4 J0550.4−4356 3.397E−11 4.408E−11 2.128
3HSPJ055040.5−321616 0.069 J0550.5−3215 3.147E−11 3.575E−11 1.63
3HSPJ055333.1−203418 >0.38 J0553.5−2034 5.267E−11 6.532E−11 2.211
3HSPJ055716.8−061706 0.29 J0557.3−0616 2.941E−11 5.28E−11 1.43
3HSPJ055806.4−383831 0.302 J0558.1−3838 7.465E−11 8.319E−11 2.461
3HSPJ055940.9+304228 0.3 J0559.6+3045 4.178E−11 4.623E−11 2.491
3HSPJ055959.3+640958 0.32 J0559.5+6409 2.144E−11 3.207E−11 1.763
3HSPJ060014.9+124343 0.12 J0600.3+1245 1.137E−10 1.277E−10 2.018
3HSPJ060200.4+531600 0.052 J0602.0+5316 8.705E−11 9.145E−11 2.049
3HSPJ060251.2−401845 — J0602.7−4019 8.993E−11 9.897E−11 2.517
3HSPJ060408.6−481725 0.23 J0604.2−4816 6.021E−11 9.579E−11 1.47
3HSPJ060635.7−472954 0.037 J0606.3−4730 2.618E−11 2.721E−11 2.002
3HSPJ060915.0−024754 0.23 J0609.2−0247 1.193E−10 1.219E−10 3.067
3HSPJ061106.5+432357 0.28 J0611.2+4325 7.767E−11 1.159E−10 1.698
3HSPJ061740.9−171557 — J0617.6−1715 1.054E−10 1.183E−10 2.428
3HSPJ062040.0+264331 0.14 J0620.6+2645 6.0E−11 7.042E−11 1.909
3HSPJ062046.1−503350 0.25 J0620.9−5033 2.257E−11 2.644E−11 2.192
3HSPJ062636.7−425805 0.27 J0626.5−4259 5.011E−11 5.086E−11 3.31
3HSPJ063059.5−240646 >1.239 J0630.9−2406 5.224E−10 2.223E−9 1.408
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Source Z 3FHL 3FHL Flux de-EBL Flux Γ
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3HSPJ064007.1−125314 0.11 J0640.0−1254 8.691E−11 1.106E−10 1.477
3HSPJ064435.7+603851 0.33 J0644.4+6038 3.458E−11 4.61E−11 1.99
3HSPJ064443.7−285116 0.35 J0644.6−2854 3.942E−11 4.514E−11 2.414
3HSPJ064710.0−513547 0.22 J0647.0−5138 2.842E−11 3.059E−11 2.511
3HSPJ064847.6+151624 0.179 J0648.7+1517 2.678E−10 3.303E−10 1.877
3HSPJ064933.5−313920 — J0649.5−3138 8.719E−11 1.349E−10 1.674
3HSPJ065035.3+205555 0.3 J0650.6+2055 9.192E−11 1.258E−10 1.89
3HSPJ065046.4+250259 0.203? J0650.7+2503 4.454E−10 7.589E−10 1.259
3HSPJ065105.4+401338 0.18 J0651.1+4015 3.308E−11 3.439E−11 2.725
3HSPJ065610.6+423702 0.059 J0656.2+4235 2.751E−11 3.185E−11 1.394
3HSPJ065845.0+063711 0.23 J0658.5+0636 2.878E−11 3.758E−11 1.859
3HSPJ065932.9−674350 0.43 J0659.5−6743 1.826E−11 4.753E−11 1.244
3HSPJ070014.3+130424 0.21 J0700.1+1303 4.761E−11 5.816E−11 1.988
3HSPJ070132.1+250953 0.33 J0701.5+2512 2.224E−11 5.082E−11 1.213
3HSPJ070610.8+024449 0.22 J0706.1+0247 2.681E−11 4.975E−11 1.183
3HSPJ070631.6+374436 — J0706.5+3744 1.879E−10 2.63E−10 1.847
3HSPJ070858.2+224135 — J0708.9+2240 6.904E−11 8.886E−11 2.022
3HSPJ070912.5−152703 0.1 J0709.1−1525 6.821E−11 8.387E−11 1.529
3HSPJ070947.9−300905 — J0709.7−3008 2.874E−11 3.651E−11 2.049
3HSPJ071030.0+590820 0.12 J0710.4+5908 1.006E−10 1.518E−10 1.022
3HSPJ072113.9−022054 0.38 J0721.1−0223 3.558E−11 6.789E−11 1.513
3HSPJ072259.6−073134 0.17 J0723.0−0732 5.527E−11 7.582E−11 1.576
3HSPJ072529.5−050336 0.1 J0725.5−0504 2.011E−11 2.442E−11 1.577
3HSPJ072547.8−054832 — J0725.7−0548 5.402E−11 7.168E−11 1.952
3HSPJ072659.5+373423 0.35 J0726.7+3735 2.485E−11 2.559E−11 3.133
3HSPJ073026.0+330722 0.11 J0730.4+3307 4.129E−11 4.873E−11 1.752
3HSPJ073049.5−660218 0.106 J0730.8−6602 7.24E−11 8.687E−11 1.664
3HSPJ073326.7+515355 0.09 J0733.4+5152 3.482E−11 4.392E−11 1.345
3HSPJ073706.0−824840 0.23 J0737.5−8247 6.786E−11 9.003E−11 1.823
3HSPJ073927.3−672136 0.53 J0739.7−6720 2.183E−11 5.456E−11 1.406
3HSPJ074405.3+743358 0.314 J0744.1+7435 7.824E−11 1.017E−10 2.021
3HSPJ074627.0−022549 — J0746.3−0225 8.674E−11 1.079E−10 2.099
3HSPJ074642.3−475455 — J0746.6−4755 8.821E−11 1.078E−10 2.145
3HSPJ074716.2+851208 0.28 J0747.6+8513 5.417E−11 7.974E−11 1.721
3HSPJ074722.1+090548 0.28 J0747.4+0904 2.577E−11 3.726E−11 1.753
3HSPJ074724.7−492633 — J0747.7−4927 2.5E−11 2.524E−11 3.561
3HSPJ075936.1+132117 >0.7 J0759.6+1322 4.986E−11 1.012E−10 1.746
3HSPJ080102.1+644449 0.200? J0801.3+6443 1.935E−11 2.048E−11 2.589
3HSPJ080204.8+100637 >0.57 J0802.1+1006 2.297E−11 3.99E−11 1.826
3HSPJ080215.8−094210 — J0802.2−0943 6.988E−11 1.007E−10 1.794
3HSPJ080312.1−033600 0.365 J0803.2−0336 7.333E−11 1.736E−10 1.236
3HSPJ080457.7−062426 0.27 J0804.9−0623 5.941E−11 6.945E−11 2.232
3HSPJ080526.6+753424 0.12 J0805.5+7534 1.701E−10 1.907E−10 2.029
3HSPJ080625.9+593106 0.300? J0806.5+5930 3.501E−11 4.135E−11 2.244
3HSPJ080938.9+345537 0.083 J0809.7+3457 3.763E−11 4.467E−11 1.538
3HSPJ080949.1+521858 0.137 J0809.8+5218 5.032E−10 5.642E−10 2.086
3HSPJ081003.2−752723 >0.47 J0811.0−7529 2.804E−10 3.764E−10 2.129
3HSPJ081201.8+023732 0.2 J0811.9+0237 7.324E−11 9.657E−11 1.763
3HSPJ081231.2+282056 0.47 J0812.5+2821 2.8E−11 2.965E−11 2.965
3HSPJ081338.0−035716 0.33 J0813.7−0353 3.0E−11 4.75E−11 1.689
3HSPJ081421.2+294021 0.32 J0814.5+2941 2.182E−11 2.487E−11 2.394
3HSPJ081627.1−131152 >0.37 J0816.4−1311 2.708E−10 4.269E−10 1.753
3HSPJ081750.9+324340 0.32 J0817.8+3243 2.898E−11 2.944E−11 3.372
3HSPJ081917.5−075626 0.37 J0819.4−0756 3.728E−11 9.03E−11 1.188
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Source Z 3FHL 3FHL Flux de-EBL Flux Γ
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3HSPJ082021.9−280159 — J0820.2−2803 2.609E−11 5.137E−11 1.325
3HSPJ082051.1+235345 0.402 J0820.9+2353 2.403E−11 4.188E−11 1.655
3HSPJ082627.8−640415 — J0826.3−6403 7.143E−11 1.296E−10 1.436
3HSPJ082706.1−070845 0.247? J0826.9−0709 4.435E−11 6.98E−11 1.537
3HSPJ082814.2+415351 0.225 J0828.3+4153 1.67E−11 2.504E−11 1.566
3HSPJ084121.6−355505 — J0841.3−3554 1.987E−10 2.573E−10 2.008
3HSPJ084701.5−233701 0.061 J0847.0−2337 1.555E−10 1.6E−10 2.389
3HSPJ084712.9+113350 0.198 J0847.2+1134 8.025E−11 1.399E−10 1.202
3HSPJ084839.6+050618 — J0848.7+0508 3.971E−11 7.181E−11 1.441
3HSPJ085036.1+345522 0.145 J0850.6+3454 3.646E−11 4.511E−11 1.752
3HSPJ085310.5−365820 — J0853.1−3657 1.022E−10 1.181E−10 2.315
3HSPJ085409.8+440830 0.23 J0854.3+4408 2.501E−11 2.728E−11 2.451
3HSPJ085410.1+275421 0.494 J0854.1+2752 1.722E−11 4.672E−11 1.29
3HSPJ085659.2+513554 0.77 J0856.8+5136 1.316E−11 5.593E−11 1.18
3HSPJ085802.8−313038 0.34 J0858.0−3131 4.626E−11 9.128E−11 1.404
3HSPJ090133.8+671316 0.55 J0901.5+6712 1.996E−11 3.184E−11 1.921
3HSPJ090534.9+135806 >0.34 J0905.5+1357 1.429E−10 1.733E−10 2.222
3HSPJ090900.6+231112 0.223 J0908.9+2311 1.116E−10 1.207E−10 2.486
3HSPJ091037.0+332924 0.350? J0910.5+3329 1.362E−10 2.348E−10 1.599
3HSPJ091211.2+275927 >0.56 J0912.2+2800 3.453E−11 3.654E−11 3.062
3HSPJ091230.6+155527 0.212 J0912.4+1555 2.986E−11 4.517E−11 1.508
3HSPJ091300.2−210320 0.198 J0912.9−2103 1.35E−10 1.87E−10 1.646
3HSPJ091322.3+813305 0.639? J0913.4+8132 3.525E−11 8.186E−11 1.574
3HSPJ091552.3+293324 >0.19 J0915.9+2933 2.151E−10 2.395E−10 2.267
3HSPJ092057.4−225721 0.32 J0920.9−2256 3.289E−11 4.503E−11 1.92
3HSPJ092542.8+595816 >0.7 J0925.8+5958 2.896E−11 4.239E−11 2.15
3HSPJ093037.5+495025 0.187 J0930.4+4952 3.405E−11 4.625E−11 1.655
3HSPJ093514.7−173658 0.29 J0935.2−1735 5.635E−11 7.101E−11 2.053
3HSPJ093623.1−211039 >0.53 J0936.4−2109 3.78E−11 5.37E−11 2.079
3HSPJ093754.7−143350 0.27 J0937.8−1434 3.398E−11 3.978E−11 2.227
3HSPJ094022.4+614826 0.21 J0940.5+6149 2.467E−11 4.447E−11 1.193
3HSPJ094620.2+010451 0.577 J0946.2+0104 5.574E−11 7.109E−11 2.324
3HSPJ094709.5−254059 0.0 J0947.2−2541 1.015E−10 1.21E−10 2.217
3HSPJ095224.1+750213 0.181 J0952.3+7502 3.306E−11 5.157E−11 1.335
3HSPJ095302.6−084018 >0.37 J0953.0−0840 3.509E−10 4.695E−10 2.034
3HSPJ095304.3−765801 0.25 J0953.3−7659 3.352E−11 4.589E−11 1.799
3HSPJ095409.8+491459 0.410? J0954.2+4912 4.914E−11 1.034E−10 1.439
3HSPJ095419.6−251958 0.32 J0954.2−2520 3.235E−11 4.167E−11 2.047
3HSPJ095805.9−031740 0.43 J0957.9−0318 3.753E−11 5.084E−11 2.073
3HSPJ100234.4+221614 0.4 J1002.6+2216 3.05E−11 5.094E−11 1.709
3HSPJ100656.4+345445 0.612 J1006.9+3455 3.206E−11 4.587E−11 2.129
3HSPJ101015.9−311908 0.14 J1010.2−3119 1.085E−10 1.48E−10 1.45
3HSPJ101244.2+422957 0.365 J1012.6+4228 4.599E−11 7.021E−11 1.795
3HSPJ101504.1+492600 >0.2 J1015.0+4926 1.085E−9 1.309E−9 2.001
3HSPJ101620.6−424722 0.25 J1016.2−4245 5.548E−11 5.992E−11 2.543
3HSPJ102243.7−011302 0.22 J1022.7−0113 8.185E−11 9.568E−11 2.142
3HSPJ102339.7+300057 0.433 J1023.8+3002 2.586E−11 4.082E−11 1.826
3HSPJ102356.1−433601 >0.32 J1023.8−4335 2.286E−10 3.175E−10 1.893
3HSPJ102432.3−454426 0.37 J1024.5−4543 3.746E−11 3.912E−11 2.981
3HSPJ102634.3−854314 0.0 J1027.0−8543 1.332E−10 1.949E−10 1.767
3HSPJ102658.5−174858 0.114? J1027.0−1749 1.677E−10 1.94E−10 1.854
3HSPJ102703.4+060933 0.449 J1026.9+0608 3.103E−11 5.421E−11 1.707
3HSPJ102724.9+631752 >0.58 J1027.5+6317 4.741E−11 7.134E−11 2.029
3HSPJ103040.3−203036 0.28 J1030.6−2029 9.675E−11 1.118E−10 2.286
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3HSPJ103118.5+505335 0.16 J1031.3+5053 1.541E−10 2.109E−10 1.537
3HSPJ103332.1−503528 0.24 J1033.4−5033 8.052E−11 8.517E−11 2.669
3HSPJ103346.3+370824 0.448 J1033.7+3707 2.273E−11 4.541E−11 1.548
3HSPJ103438.4−464403 0.33 J1034.8−4645 2.281E−11 2.53E−11 2.521
3HSPJ103744.2+571155 >0.33 J1037.6+5711 3.579E−10 3.909E−10 2.598
3HSPJ104058.3+134150 >0.7 J1040.9+1341 2.37E−11 5.291E−11 1.653
3HSPJ104149.1+390119 0.21 J1041.7+3900 1.897E−11 1.965E−11 2.818
3HSPJ104202.9−412929 0.25 J1042.2−4128 2.879E−11 4.477E−11 1.565
3HSPJ104303.8+005420 0.4 J1042.8+0055 3.79E−11 6.406E−11 1.693
3HSPJ104651.4−253545 0.25 J1046.7−2532 3.199E−11 3.411E−11 2.626
3HSPJ104756.9−373730 — J1047.9−3738 3.125E−11 4.57E−11 1.768
3HSPJ105125.3+394325 0.497 J1051.4+3942 5.052E−11 6.712E−11 2.173
3HSPJ105344.1+492956 0.14 J1053.6+4930 5.147E−11 6.941E−11 1.481
3HSPJ105534.3−012616 0.33 J1055.6−0125 4.417E−11 9.343E−11 1.301
3HSPJ105750.7−275410 0.091 J1057.8−2753 4.595E−11 5.347E−11 1.693
3HSPJ105837.7+562811 0.143 J1058.6+5628 3.102E−10 3.722E−10 1.843
3HSPJ110021.0+401927 0.225? J1100.3+4020 6.663E−11 7.262E−11 2.446
3HSPJ110124.7+410847 0.38 J1101.4+4107 3.36E−11 6.34E−11 1.527
3HSPJ110337.6−232930 0.186 J1103.6−2328 8.018E−11 1.312E−10 1.264
3HSPJ110427.3+381231 0.03 J1104.4+3812 5.935E−9 6.219E−9 1.763
3HSPJ110748.0+150210 0.250? J1107.8+1501 5.82E−11 6.44E−11 2.414
3HSPJ110916.1+241120 0.350? J1109.3+2412 3.863E−11 4.705E−11 2.222
3HSPJ110938.5+373611 0.398 J1109.7+3735 3.027E−11 7.452E−11 1.251
3HSPJ111037.6+713356 — J1110.4+7134 3.533E−11 5.318E−11 1.719
3HSPJ111706.2+201407 0.138 J1117.0+2014 1.639E−10 2.098E−10 1.625
3HSPJ111715.2−533813 — J1117.2−5338 7.359E−11 7.745E−11 2.808
3HSPJ111757.2+535554 >0.44 J1118.0+5355 8.212E−11 1.113E−10 2.082
3HSPJ111939.5−304720 0.412 J1119.8−3047 2.599E−11 4.35E−11 1.721
3HSPJ112048.0+421212 >0.35 J1120.8+4212 3.167E−10 5.087E−10 1.697
3HSPJ112349.1+722959 0.38 J1123.7+7231 2.663E−11 4.409E−11 1.696
3HSPJ112453.8+493409 0.36 J1124.9+4933 8.616E−11 1.1E−10 2.118
3HSPJ112508.6−210105 0.24 J1125.1−2102 6.405E−11 7.542E−11 2.157
3HSPJ112551.9−074220 0.279 J1125.9−0743 2.83E−11 4.513E−11 1.588
3HSPJ113032.0−780105 0.23 J1130.5−7801 1.034E−10 1.456E−10 1.697
3HSPJ113046.1−313807 0.151 J1130.7−3137 2.01E−11 3.23E−11 1.097
3HSPJ113209.2−473853 0.21 J1132.2−4737 2.807E−11 4.032E−11 1.608
3HSPJ113626.4+700927 0.045 J1136.5+7009 1.739E−10 1.877E−10 1.701
3HSPJ113630.1+673704 0.134 J1136.4+6737 8.759E−11 1.031E−10 1.874
3HSPJ113650.1+255052 0.155 J1136.8+2549 4.696E−11 6.138E−11 1.635
3HSPJ113755.6−171042 0.6 J1137.8−1710 4.638E−11 5.078E−11 2.86
3HSPJ114023.4+152809 0.24 J1140.5+1528 4.595E−11 6.339E−11 1.762
3HSPJ114118.6+680429 0.57 J1141.4+6805 3.325E−11 9.693E−11 1.309
3HSPJ114600.8−063854 0.37 J1145.9−0637 5.792E−11 9.754E−11 1.659
3HSPJ115034.7+415439 >0.32 J1150.5+4154 2.72E−10 3.563E−10 2.013
3HSPJ115124.6+585917 >0.3 J1151.5+5858 1.084E−10 1.389E−10 2.032
3HSPJ115404.5−001009 0.254 J1154.1−0010 9.547E−11 1.172E−10 2.059
3HSPJ115520.5−341719 — J1155.5−3418 4.32E−11 7.931E−11 1.42
3HSPJ115633.2−225004 — J1156.6−2247 3.926E−11 4.2E−11 2.681
3HSPJ120317.8−392620 — J1203.3−3924 5.816E−11 1.147E−10 1.323
3HSPJ120416.6−071009 0.184 J1204.2−0709 9.277E−11 1.196E−10 1.772
3HSPJ120837.1+612106 0.275 J1208.1+6120 1.852E−11 2.023E−11 2.519
3HSPJ121300.8+512935 0.796? J1213.0+5128 2.379E−11 4.633E−11 1.846
3HSPJ121323.1−261807 0.278 J1213.2−2618 4.362E−11 5.901E−11 1.876
3HSPJ121603.2−024304 0.359? J1216.0−0242 2.765E−11 3.595E−11 2.077
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Table G.2: continued.
Source Z 3FHL 3FHL Flux de-EBL Flux Γ
ph cm−2 s−1 ph cm−2 s−1
3HSPJ121945.7−031423 0.299 J1219.7−0312 6.483E−11 1.039E−10 1.619
3HSPJ122014.5−245948 0.48 J1220.1−2459 3.183E−11 4.293E−11 2.129
3HSPJ122019.8−371414 0.28 J1220.4−3714 4.252E−11 4.377E−11 3.032
3HSPJ122121.9+301037 0.18 J1221.3+3010 5.723E−10 8.345E−10 1.472
3HSPJ122337.0−303250 0.26 J1223.5−3033 2.939E−11 4.398E−11 1.652
3HSPJ122358.0+795328 0.29 J1223.6+7953 2.781E−11 3.413E−11 2.12
3HSPJ122424.1+243623 0.218 J1224.4+2436 1.561E−10 2.09E−10 1.774
3HSPJ122536.8−344721 0.31 J1225.4−3447 2.254E−11 3.404E−11 1.731
3HSPJ122644.2+063853 0.583 J1226.7+0635 4.352E−11 6.396E−11 2.065
3HSPJ123014.0+251807 0.135? J1230.2+2517 2.256E−10 2.387E−10 2.425
3HSPJ123123.9+142124 0.256 J1231.4+1422 5.251E−11 6.746E−11 1.949
3HSPJ123131.3+641418 0.163 J1231.6+6415 4.177E−11 6.427E−11 1.281
3HSPJ123143.5+284749 0.236 J1231.7+2847 2.248E−10 2.776E−10 2.014
3HSPJ123235.9−372056 0.25 J1232.5−3720 5.175E−11 7.562E−11 1.673
3HSPJ123444.2−043622 — J1234.8−0435 3.456E−11 5.098E−11 1.753
3HSPJ123623.0+390000 0.389 J1236.3+3858 2.638E−11 4.628E−11 1.63
3HSPJ124021.2−714857 0.21 J1240.5−7148 8.698E−11 9.379E−11 2.479
3HSPJ124149.3−145558 >0.44 J1241.8−1455 3.996E−11 5.029E−11 2.238
3HSPJ124232.3+763417 0.48 J1243.2+7634 1.771E−11 3.23E−11 1.687
3HSPJ124312.7+362743 >0.31 J1243.2+3627 3.234E−10 4.721E−10 1.788
3HSPJ124700.7+442318 0.600? J1247.0+4421 4.46E−11 8.394E−11 1.756
3HSPJ124919.3−280834 0.15 J1249.2−2809 3.311E−11 3.388E−11 2.86
3HSPJ124946.7+370747 0.286? J1249.8+3708 6.536E−11 8.209E−11 2.055
3HSPJ125341.2−393159 0.179 J1253.6−3934 3.442E−11 3.858E−11 2.211
3HSPJ125346.9+032630 0.066 J1253.7+0328 5.393E−11 6.355E−11 1.39
3HSPJ125359.3+624257 0.3 J1253.9+6242 2.427E−11 3.881E−11 1.625
3HSPJ125433.2+221103 >0.42 J1254.4+2210 3.775E−11 4.413E−11 2.421
3HSPJ125615.9−14637 0.058 J1256.2−1146 1.013E−10 1.06E−10 2.148
3HSPJ125820.8+612045 0.224 J1258.3+6121 1.737E−11 1.742E−11 3.949
3HSPJ125949.8−374858 0.23 J1259.9−3749 5.413E−11 8.203E−11 1.56
3HSPJ130420.9−435310 — J1304.3−4353 3.085E−10 3.909E−10 2.055
3HSPJ130737.9−425938 — J1307.6−4259 2.255E−10 3.396E−10 1.718
3HSPJ131012.1−115749 0.14 J1310.3−1158 5.052E−11 5.684E−11 2.081
3HSPJ131106.4+003509 0.418? J1311.0+0033 5.948E−11 7.376E−11 2.252
3HSPJ131146.0+395317 0.159? J1311.7+3954 1.84E−11 2.281E−11 1.799
3HSPJ131248.7−235047 0.29 J1312.7−2350 1.107E−10 1.367E−10 2.104
3HSPJ131503.3−423649 0.105 J1315.0−4237 7.41E−11 9.075E−11 1.579
3HSPJ131532.6+113331 0.36 J1315.6+1134 3.763E−11 3.89E−11 3.09
3HSPJ131552.9−073302 — J1315.9−0732 7.286E−11 1.068E−10 1.764
3HSPJ131921.2+775822 0.21 J1319.9+7758 4.029E−11 5.752E−11 1.621
3HSPJ131931.7+140533 0.573 J1319.5+1404 3.552E−11 3.706E−11 3.219
3HSPJ132358.3+140559 0.32 J1323.9+1405 6.262E−11 7.351E−11 2.292
3HSPJ132840.6−472749 — J1328.5−4728 1.201E−10 1.582E−10 1.971
3HSPJ133025.8+700138 0.23 J1330.5+7002 4.163E−11 6.43E−11 1.522
3HSPJ133529.7−295038 0.510? J1335.3−2950 2.419E−11 7.806E−11 1.154
3HSPJ134029.8+441004 0.54 J1340.5+4410 3.279E−11 4.844E−11 2.026
3HSPJ134105.1+395945 0.172 J1341.2+3959 3.576E−11 4.474E−11 1.815
3HSPJ134706.8−295842 — J1347.0−2959 3.257E−11 4.227E−11 2.003
3HSPJ135120.8+111453 >0.51 J1351.3+1115 1.1E−10 1.41E−10 2.26
3HSPJ135340.2−663957 — J1353.6−6640 1.243E−10 2.926E−10 1.091
3HSPJ135345.1−393710 0.37 J1353.8−3936 2.823E−11 3.272E−11 2.395
3HSPJ140449.6+655431 0.363 J1404.8+6555 3.06E−11 4.454E−11 1.869
3HSPJ140450.8+040202 >0.37 J1404.9+0401 4.532E−11 8.255E−11 1.557
3HSPJ140609.5−250809 — J1406.2−2508 3.309E−11 6.044E−11 1.427
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Table G.2: continued.
Source Z 3FHL 3FHL Flux de-EBL Flux Γ
ph cm−2 s−1 ph cm−2 s−1
3HSPJ140630.0−393509 0.37 J1406.7−3932 2.899E−11 4.089E−11 1.932
3HSPJ140659.1+164207 >0.54 J1406.6+1645 3.162E−11 6.85E−11 1.558
3HSPJ141046.0+740511 — J1410.8+7406 5.496E−11 7.844E−11 1.811
3HSPJ141133.3−072253 0.32 J1411.5−0724 1.996E−11 4.185E−11 1.291
3HSPJ141208.2+383521 0.45 J1412.0+3835 2.377E−11 2.969E−11 2.265
3HSPJ141612.1−241813 0.136 J1416.1−2417 4.151E−11 4.833E−11 1.924
3HSPJ141756.6+254325 0.24 J1418.0+2543 6.722E−11 9.647E−11 1.684
3HSPJ141826.3−023333 >0.356 J1418.4−0233 4.443E−10 6.097E−10 1.967
3HSPJ141828.6+354249 0.47 J1418.4+3542 1.733E−10 2.095E−10 2.369
3HSPJ141900.3+773229 >0.27 J1419.0+7731 5.973E−11 7.796E−11 1.938
3HSPJ141927.4+044513 >0.7 J1419.4+0444 3.536E−11 3.886E−11 2.918
3HSPJ142238.8+580155 0.638 J1422.6+5801 4.439E−11 8.939E−11 1.712
3HSPJ142725.9−182303 0.36 J1427.4−1824 5.153E−11 5.716E−11 2.557
3HSPJ142832.6+424020 0.129 J1428.5+4240 1.761E−10 2.247E−10 1.589
3HSPJ143342.7−730438 0.23 J1433.5−7304 1.937E−11 3.529E−11 1.245
3HSPJ143441.4+664026 0.35 J1434.8+6641 2.837E−11 5.92E−11 1.353
3HSPJ143657.7+563925 0.381? J1436.9+5639 7.595E−11 1.122E−10 1.868
3HSPJ143917.4+393242 0.344 J1439.3+3931 6.772E−11 1.005E−10 1.811
3HSPJ143950.8−395518 — J1439.9−3955 4.046E−11 7.022E−11 1.499
3HSPJ143959.4−234140 0.25 J1440.2−2343 3.632E−11 4.044E−11 2.385
3HSPJ144037.8−384654 0.27 J1440.6−3846 1.084E−10 1.326E−10 2.097
3HSPJ144052.9+061016 0.396? J1440.9+0610 5.866E−11 6.423E−11 2.663
3HSPJ144127.9−193552 — J1441.3−1934 5.065E−11 5.407E−11 2.696
3HSPJ144236.4−462301 0.103 J1442.5−4621 3.305E−11 4.301E−11 1.346
3HSPJ144248.2+120040 0.16 J1442.8+1200 7.436E−11 8.789E−11 1.953
3HSPJ144334.4+251558 0.529 J1443.5+2515 2.679E−11 4.017E−11 1.994
3HSPJ144357.1−390839 0.065 J1443.9−3908 5.535E−10 6.0E−10 1.892
3HSPJ144506.2−032612 >0.31 J1445.0−0326 1.227E−10 1.597E−10 2.012
3HSPJ144656.8−265658 0.32 J1447.0−2657 3.034E−11 5.941E−11 1.376
3HSPJ144800.5+360831 >0.28 J1447.9+3608 1.941E−10 2.373E−10 2.115
3HSPJ145127.7+635419 0.65 J1451.2+6355 3.767E−11 1.345E−10 1.194
3HSPJ145427.1+512433 >0.39 J1454.5+5124 2.006E−10 2.368E−10 2.358
3HSPJ145543.6−760052 — J1455.4−7559 2.993E−11 3.108E−11 2.945
3HSPJ145741.7−464210 0.16 J1457.8−4642 2.941E−11 5.109E−11 0.978
3HSPJ150316.5+165117 0.39 J1503.3+1651 2.175E−11 3.877E−11 1.613
3HSPJ150340.6−154113 >0.38 J1503.7−1541 1.319E−10 2.175E−10 1.702
3HSPJ150525.4−824231 0.39 J1505.8−8241 2.85E−11 5.589E−11 1.494
3HSPJ150644.4+081400 0.376? J1506.7+0813 1.335E−10 1.721E−10 2.116
3HSPJ150716.4+172103 0.565 J1507.2+1722 5.281E−11 5.515E−11 3.2
3HSPJ150842.6+270908 0.27 J1508.7+2708 3.681E−11 5.672E−11 1.626
3HSPJ150947.9+555617 0.2 J1509.8+5556 4.538E−11 5.474E−11 2.002
3HSPJ151148.5−051346 — J1511.8−0513 7.573E−11 1.134E−10 1.727
3HSPJ151212.7−225508 0.315 J1512.1−2254 7.681E−11 9.04E−11 2.277
3HSPJ151556.1+242620 0.228 J1515.9+2423 2.119E−11 2.945E−11 1.719
3HSPJ151747.5+652523 0.702 J1517.7+6525 1.375E−10 2.612E−10 1.817
3HSPJ151803.5−273131 0.14 J1518.0−2731 1.08E−10 1.248E−10 1.968
3HSPJ151838.8+404500 0.065 J1518.5+4044 3.064E−11 3.117E−11 2.637
3HSPJ152048.8−034851 — J1520.7−0348 1.568E−10 1.997E−10 2.043
3HSPJ152810.8−673056 — J1528.4−6730 2.908E−11 3.941E−11 1.909
3HSPJ153202.2+301628 0.065 J1531.9+3016 3.272E−11 3.658E−11 1.685
3HSPJ153311.2+185429 0.305 J1533.2+1855 5.466E−11 8.485E−11 1.678
3HSPJ153324.2+341640 >0.41 J1533.2+3416 2.715E−11 2.975E−11 2.674
3HSPJ153447.2+371554 0.143 J1534.9+3716 3.647E−11 3.928E−11 2.322
3HSPJ153500.7+532037 >0.59 J1534.9+5320 2.023E−11 6.663E−11 1.225
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Table G.2: continued.
Source Z 3FHL 3FHL Flux de-EBL Flux Γ
ph cm−2 s−1 ph cm−2 s−1
3HSPJ153941.2−112835 0.22 J1539.7−1127 5.929E−11 6.805E−11 2.207
3HSPJ154015.9+815505 — J1540.1+8154 1.059E−10 1.504E−10 1.82
3HSPJ154150.0+141437 0.223 J1541.7+1413 2.433E−11 2.527E−11 2.811
3HSPJ154203.0−291509 >0.49 J1542.1−2915 4.566E−11 8.069E−11 1.735
3HSPJ154458.8−664146 0.23 J1544.9−6641 7.29E−11 9.167E−11 1.95
3HSPJ154546.5−233928 0.121 J1545.7−2338 3.272E−11 4.089E−11 1.613
3HSPJ154604.2+081913 >0.35 J1546.1+0818 7.83E−11 1.082E−10 1.946
3HSPJ154712.1−280221 0.28 J1547.2−2802 3.869E−11 7.214E−11 1.353
3HSPJ154849.7−225102 0.192 J1548.7−2250 1.73E−10 2.18E−10 1.854
3HSPJ154946.3−304501 — J1549.7−3045 3.762E−11 4.564E−11 2.166
3HSPJ154952.0−065907 0.29 J1549.9−0659 1.114E−10 1.488E−10 1.922
3HSPJ155053.2−082246 0.27 J1550.8−0822 2.414E−11 3.897E−11 1.549
3HSPJ155333.5−311830 >0.21 J1553.6−3119 1.061E−10 1.164E−10 2.381
3HSPJ155424.1+201125 0.273 J1554.2+2010 2.358E−11 4.062E−11 1.452
3HSPJ155543.0+111124 0.360? J1555.7+1111 2.71E−9 4.563E−9 1.645
3HSPJ160005.3−252439 0.26 J1559.9−2526 3.276E−11 3.441E−11 2.763
3HSPJ160339.4+500955 0.4 J1603.8+5010 2.532E−11 3.129E−11 2.241
3HSPJ160620.8+563017 0.45 J1606.2+5629 3.083E−11 4.371E−11 2.013
3HSPJ161046.4−664901 0.11 J1610.6−6649 4.767E−10 5.876E−10 1.595
3HSPJ162330.5+085724 0.533 J1623.4+0858 2.604E−11 2.789E−11 2.939
3HSPJ162625.8+351341 0.498 J1626.2+3515 2.255E−11 5.963E−11 1.319
3HSPJ162646.0+630048 0.2 J1626.4+6257 2.349E−11 2.679E−11 2.189
3HSPJ162712.9+314956 0.58 J1627.3+3148 2.727E−11 5.045E−11 1.76
3HSPJ163043.1+522138 — J1630.7+5221 8.786E−11 9.855E−11 2.43
3HSPJ163213.8+580052 0.32 J1632.2+5801 1.831E−11 2.995E−11 1.627
3HSPJ163751.0−344915 — J1637.8−3448 1.726E−10 2.125E−10 2.127
3HSPJ164011.0+062826 0.31 J1640.1+0629 2.292E−11 4.866E−11 1.252
3HSPJ164014.9+685234 0.26 J1640.3+6850 2.225E−11 2.285E−11 3.035
3HSPJ164328.9−064619 0.082 J1643.5−0646 3.588E−11 4.362E−11 1.421
3HSPJ164339.4+331647 0.42 J1643.7+3317 3.054E−11 3.27E−11 2.826
3HSPJ165139.9+721824 0.24 J1651.6+7219 4.286E−11 6.832E−11 1.494
3HSPJ165249.9+402310 >0.31 J1652.7+4024 3.324E−11 5.48E−11 1.597
3HSPJ165352.2+394536 0.03 J1653.8+3945 1.917E−9 2.034E−9 1.62
3HSPJ165655.1−201056 0.23 J1656.9−2010 1.098E−10 1.482E−10 1.785
3HSPJ170238.5+311543 0.32 J1702.6+3113 5.893E−11 6.508E−11 2.528
3HSPJ170409.5+123421 0.400? J1704.2+1234 2.187E−11 2.419E−11 2.616
3HSPJ170433.8−052840 0.3 J1704.5−0527 1.098E−10 1.961E−10 1.458
3HSPJ171248.7+293116 >0.42 J1712.8+2932 5.069E−11 5.701E−11 2.563
3HSPJ171405.4−202752 0.09 J1714.0−2028 7.259E−11 8.509E−11 1.653
3HSPJ171553.2+884415 0.48 J1713.6+8844 1.9E−11 3.604E−11 1.641
3HSPJ171921.4+120721 0.34 J1719.3+1206 5.469E−11 8.603E−11 1.714
3HSPJ172504.3+115215 >0.18 J1725.0+1152 4.786E−10 5.749E−10 1.959
3HSPJ172818.6+501310 0.055 J1728.3+5013 2.918E−10 3.127E−10 1.888
3HSPJ173605.2+203301 — J1736.0+2032 6.299E−11 7.527E−11 2.209
3HSPJ174357.8+193509 0.08 J1744.0+1935 8.083E−11 9.083E−11 1.787
3HSPJ174459.5−172639 0.0 J1744.9−1726 1.678E−10 2.564E−10 1.694
3HSPJ174537.7+395130 0.267 J1745.6+3950 1.986E−11 3.226E−11 1.532
3HSPJ174837.6−085440 0.33 J1748.5−0854 5.178E−11 1.018E−10 1.391
3HSPJ175615.9+552218 >0.657 J1756.3+5522 5.44E−11 8.878E−11 1.969
3HSPJ175713.0+703337 0.407 J1757.1+7031 2.7E−11 5.876E−11 1.397
3HSPJ180002.0+281045 0.44 J1800.2+2813 2.722E−11 3.758E−11 2.048
3HSPJ180732.1+642926 0.239 J1807.1+6429 2.247E−11 2.928E−11 1.883
3HSPJ180845.6+241905 0.45 J1808.7+2420 2.244E−11 4.075E−11 1.66
3HSPJ180925.4+204131 >0.28 J1809.4+2041 3.768E−11 4.722E−11 2.051
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Table G.2: continued.
Source Z 3FHL 3FHL Flux de-EBL Flux Γ
ph cm−2 s−1 ph cm−2 s−1
3HSPJ181118.0+034113 — J1811.3+0341 1.001E−10 1.532E−10 1.692
3HSPJ182020.9+362343 0.33 J1820.4+3623 5.479E−11 7.847E−11 1.852
3HSPJ182338.5−345412 — J1823.6−3454 2.103E−10 3.455E−10 1.583
3HSPJ182419.0+430949 0.487 J1824.5+4310 2.877E−11 5.182E−11 1.709
3HSPJ182854.7−241735 0.05 J1828.9−2416 5.259E−11 5.811E−11 1.579
3HSPJ182924.2+540259 — J1829.4+5402 7.353E−11 8.814E−11 2.2
3HSPJ183806.7−600032 0.18 J1838.1−6000 3.06E−11 3.901E−11 1.789
3HSPJ183849.1+480234 0.300? J1838.8+4802 2.567E−10 3.811E−10 1.742
3HSPJ184121.7+290940 0.18 J1841.3+2909 8.213E−11 1.036E−10 1.816
3HSPJ184147.0+321839 0.24 J1841.7+3217 9.893E−11 1.088E−10 2.425
3HSPJ184229.8−584157 0.33 J1842.4−5841 4.943E−11 1.085E−10 1.255
3HSPJ184425.3+154645 0.11 J1844.4+1547 1.54E−10 1.619E−10 2.395
3HSPJ184822.5+653657 0.364 J1848.4+6538 2.039E−11 3.719E−11 1.546
3HSPJ184847.1+424539 0.4 J1848.9+4247 3.316E−11 4.936E−11 1.877
3HSPJ184919.4−164723 0.16 J1849.2−1647 7.044E−11 9.113E−11 1.682
3HSPJ185024.0+263153 0.22 J1850.4+2631 2.578E−11 4.014E−11 1.479
3HSPJ190411.8+362658 0.13 J1904.1+3627 6.354E−11 7.109E−11 2.071
3HSPJ191052.1+285624 0.33 J1910.8+2856 6.193E−11 8.264E−11 1.988
3HSPJ191129.7−190824 0.16 J1911.5−1908 8.021E−11 9.542E−11 1.931
3HSPJ191401.8+443832 0.28 J1914.0+4438 3.769E−11 5.658E−11 1.687
3HSPJ191803.5+033031 0.23 J1917.9+0331 4.844E−11 7.267E−11 1.579
3HSPJ191809.6+375313 — J1918.1+3752 2.966E−11 5.561E−11 1.391
3HSPJ192242.2−745356 0.36 J1922.6−7452 4.408E−11 6.863E−11 1.758
3HSPJ192325.3−250208 0.65 J1923.4−2502 4.282E−11 7.327E−11 1.904
3HSPJ192502.2+281542 0.16 J1925.0+2815 6.457E−11 7.837E−11 1.866
3HSPJ192519.0+370535 0.26 J1925.4+3706 3.206E−11 3.283E−11 3.084
3HSPJ192649.8+615442 — J1926.9+6154 1.76E−10 2.36E−10 1.93
3HSPJ193109.2+093716 — J1931.1+0937 4.525E−10 5.689E−10 2.074
3HSPJ193320.2+072621 0.17 J1933.3+0726 1.274E−10 1.57E−10 1.853
3HSPJ193412.7−241920 — J1934.2−2419 2.6E−11 2.917E−11 2.429
3HSPJ193656.1−471950 0.265 J1936.9−4720 1.259E−10 1.6E−10 1.995
3HSPJ194247.4+103326 — J1942.7+1033 4.385E−10 5.824E−10 1.95
3HSPJ194356.2+211822 0.22 J1943.9+2117 1.239E−10 1.96E−10 1.45
3HSPJ194422.3−452331 0.21 J1944.4−4523 4.503E−11 6.787E−11 1.509
3HSPJ194455.1−214319 0.28 J1944.9−2143 8.789E−11 1.461E−10 1.525
3HSPJ194934.1+090653 — J1949.5+0906 8.336E−11 1.023E−10 2.136
3HSPJ195500.6−160338 0.23 J1955.0−1605 7.269E−11 1.002E−10 1.74
3HSPJ195502.8−564028 0.2 J1955.0−5640 3.912E−11 5.996E−11 1.444
3HSPJ195547.8+021512 — J1955.7+0214 3.869E−11 6.171E−11 1.629
3HSPJ195800.4+243806 — J1958.1+2437 5.601E−11 1.021E−10 1.43
3HSPJ195814.9−301111 0.119 J1958.3−3011 1.275E−10 1.463E−10 1.911
3HSPJ195945.6−472519 — J1959.7−4725 1.762E−10 1.95E−10 2.489
3HSPJ195959.8+650854 0.047 J1959.9+6508 8.427E−10 8.929E−10 1.903
3HSPJ200112.8+435252 — J2001.2+4353 5.212E−10 6.039E−10 2.307
3HSPJ200204.1−573645 — J2002.1−5736 3.174E−11 3.78E−11 2.219
3HSPJ200227.2−711936 0.21 J2002.5−7119 2.971E−11 5.462E−11 1.133
3HSPJ200245.3+630233 — J2002.6+6304 2.28E−11 3.674E−11 1.613
3HSPJ200505.9+700439 — J2005.1+7004 7.426E−11 1.067E−10 1.799
3HSPJ200925.3−484953 0.071 J2009.4−4849 3.876E−10 4.287E−10 1.807
3HSPJ201428.6−004722 0.231 J2014.4−0047 4.38E−11 6.32E−11 1.652
3HSPJ201431.0+064852 0.341 J2014.5+0648 6.295E−11 1.231E−10 1.417
3HSPJ201503.8+162227 0.25 J2015.0+1622 2.812E−11 4.498E−11 1.514
3HSPJ201525.0−143203 0.31 J2015.3−1431 2.757E−11 3.187E−11 2.329
3HSPJ201619.5+495324 — J2016.3+4953 5.411E−11 6.002E−11 2.479
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Table G.2: continued.
Source Z 3FHL 3FHL Flux de-EBL Flux Γ
ph cm−2 s−1 ph cm−2 s−1
3HSPJ202143.8−722611 0.29 J2022.2−7223 1.794E−11 3.655E−11 1.257
3HSPJ202429.3−084804 — J2024.4−0847 5.817E−11 7.57E−11 1.997
3HSPJ202630.7+764448 0.29 J2026.2+7644 3.13E−11 5.472E−11 1.468
3HSPJ202658.4+334308 0.24 J2027.0+3343 3.82E−11 5.465E−11 1.69
3HSPJ203024.0−503413 0.53 J2030.2−5037 2.539E−11 6.298E−11 1.413
3HSPJ203027.9−143917 0.43 J2030.5−1439 4.063E−11 4.472E−11 2.673
3HSPJ203031.6+223439 — J2030.4+2236 2.451E−11 2.678E−11 2.555
3HSPJ203057.1+193612 0.27 J2031.0+1936 8.637E−11 1.048E−10 2.118
3HSPJ203451.0−420038 0.29 J2034.9−4200 4.557E−11 6.686E−11 1.745
3HSPJ203649.4−332830 0.23 J2036.9−3328 7.537E−11 1.162E−10 1.526
3HSPJ203923.5+521950 0.053 J2039.4+5219 5.756E−11 6.499E−11 1.467
3HSPJ204008.2−711459 0.161 J2040.3−7116 1.044E−10 1.246E−10 1.923
3HSPJ204150.2−373339 0.098 J2041.9−3734 2.848E−11 3.643E−11 1.365
3HSPJ204201.9−731913 0.31 J2041.7−7319 3.765E−11 7.312E−11 1.366
3HSPJ204206.0+242652 0.104 J2042.0+2428 5.663E−11 6.833E−11 1.63
3HSPJ205242.5+081040 0.53 J2052.5+0810 2.433E−11 6.279E−11 1.376
3HSPJ205350.7+292314 0.23 J2053.8+2922 1.482E−10 1.634E−10 2.395
3HSPJ205456.8+001537 0.151 J2055.0+0014 3.828E−11 4.263E−11 2.164
3HSPJ205528.2−002116 0.44 J2055.4−0022 4.646E−11 9.868E−11 1.468
3HSPJ205642.6+494005 0.1 J2056.7+4940 2.349E−10 2.597E−10 2.009
3HSPJ205846.7−144304 0.078 J2058.8−1442 2.706E−11 2.811E−11 2.37
3HSPJ210338.3−623225 — J2103.7−6232 9.772E−11 1.214E−10 2.104
3HSPJ210415.9+211808 0.36 J2104.5+2117 3.028E−11 6.215E−11 1.391
3HSPJ210421.9−021238 >0.45 J2104.2−0212 3.667E−11 4.54E−11 2.287
3HSPJ210844.7−025034 0.15 J2108.8−0251 2.568E−11 4.045E−11 1.143
3HSPJ210936.1+395513 — J2109.6+3954 7.476E−11 1.113E−10 1.737
3HSPJ211011.1−861847 0.31 J2111.0−8618 6.584E−11 9.177E−11 1.871
3HSPJ211243.0+081835 0.27 J2112.7+0819 7.028E−11 7.758E−11 2.458
3HSPJ211522.0+121802 0.28 J2115.2+1218 3.729E−11 7.563E−11 1.237
3HSPJ211614.5+333920 0.12 J2116.2+3339 3.104E−10 3.352E−10 2.228
3HSPJ211754.9−324328 0.215 J2118.0−3243 3.58E−11 4.672E−11 1.826
3HSPJ212743.0+361305 >0.876 J2127.7+3612 1.469E−10 2.323E−10 2.132
3HSPJ213103.2−274657 >0.38 J2131.0−2746 1.185E−10 2.026E−10 1.652
3HSPJ213135.4−091523 0.449 J2131.5−0914 9.186E−11 1.566E−10 1.738
3HSPJ213151.5−251558 >0.86 J2131.8−2515 3.676E−11 1.06E−10 1.53
3HSPJ213349.1+664704 — J2133.9+6647 7.692E−11 9.63E−11 2.084
3HSPJ213852.7−205347 0.29 J2138.7−2055 2.247E−11 4.234E−11 1.362
3HSPJ214226.4+365949 0.24 J2142.3+3659 3.684E−11 4.167E−11 2.301
3HSPJ214239.7−202819 0.53 J2142.5−2029 2.971E−11 6.44E−11 1.548
3HSPJ214247.6+195810 0.38 J2142.7+1959 2.396E−11 5.174E−11 1.365
3HSPJ214530.1+100605 0.37 J2145.5+1007 2.267E−11 3.579E−11 1.751
3HSPJ214552.2+071927 0.237 J2145.8+0718 2.463E−11 2.464E−11 5.094
3HSPJ214636.9−134400 >0.42 J2146.5−1343 2.256E−10 5.274E−10 1.339
3HSPJ215015.5−141049 0.22 J2150.2−1412 5.949E−11 8.888E−11 1.559
3HSPJ215123.2+415633 0.15 J2151.5+4155 6.224E−11 6.393E−11 2.796
3HSPJ215305.3−004230 0.341 J2153.1−0041 3.871E−11 5.122E−11 2.02
3HSPJ215601.6+181837 >0.36 J2156.0+1818 6.82E−11 1.291E−10 1.49
3HSPJ215852.0−301332 0.117 J2158.8−3013 2.374E−9 2.738E−9 1.881
3HSPJ215910.9−284116 0.271 J2159.2−2840 3.852E−11 5.811E−11 1.661
3HSPJ215936.1−461953 0.4 J2159.6−4619 3.081E−11 5.401E−11 1.645
3HSPJ220941.6−045110 0.255 J2209.7−0451 4.521E−11 7.932E−11 1.379
3HSPJ221108.3−000302 0.362 J2211.0−0003 4.419E−11 5.899E−11 2.029
3HSPJ222028.7+281355 0.15 J2220.5+2813 3.021E−11 3.98E−11 1.597
3HSPJ222129.2−522527 >0.34 J2221.5−5226 1.34E−10 1.689E−10 2.124
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Table G.2: continued.
Source Z 3FHL 3FHL Flux de-EBL Flux Γ
ph cm−2 s−1 ph cm−2 s−1
3HSPJ223928.8−243944 0.115 J2239.5−2439 2.178E−11 2.351E−11 2.211
3HSPJ224017.7−524113 0.25 J2240.3−5240 6.026E−11 6.834E−11 2.308
3HSPJ224340.3−123059 0.226 J2243.7−1232 5.59E−11 6.958E−11 1.968
3HSPJ224354.7+202103 — J2243.9+2020 4.884E−10 7.146E−10 1.767
3HSPJ224531.8−173358 0.43 J2245.5−1734 2.636E−11 2.726E−11 3.176
3HSPJ224642.0−520640 0.098 J2246.6−5207 4.116E−11 5.18E−11 1.425
3HSPJ224753.2+441315 — J2247.9+4413 9.313E−11 1.282E−10 1.878
3HSPJ224938.4−594422 0.29 J2249.6−5943 2.071E−11 2.365E−11 2.345
3HSPJ225005.7+382437 0.119 J2250.0+3825 1.27E−10 1.616E−10 1.536
3HSPJ225619.1−712115 0.4 J2256.0−7119 2.809E−11 3.69E−11 2.102
3HSPJ225818.9−552537 0.479 J2258.6−5525 2.344E−11 4.01E−11 1.765
3HSPJ230012.3+405225 0.34 J2300.0+4054 3.741E−11 5.991E−11 1.687
3HSPJ230436.7+370507 — J2304.7+3705 1.087E−10 1.357E−10 2.091
3HSPJ230722.0−120517 0.32 J2307.4−1205 3.335E−11 3.47E−11 2.954
3HSPJ230848.7+542611 — J2308.8+5424 5.073E−11 6.417E−11 2.059
3HSPJ230940.8−363248 — J2309.7−3633 4.359E−11 6.886E−11 1.641
3HSPJ231347.8−692330 0.53 J2313.2−6922 2.142E−11 5.038E−11 1.466
3HSPJ231357.3+144423 0.162 J2314.0+1445 8.701E−11 1.179E−10 1.574
3HSPJ231731.9−453359 >0.59 J2317.3−4532 3.96E−11 4.05E−11 3.561
3HSPJ231905.9−420648 0.054 J2319.1−4206 2.222E−11 2.427E−11 1.723
3HSPJ232136.9−161928 — J2321.6−1618 4.035E−11 7.538E−11 1.396
3HSPJ232240.3−422042 0.09 J2322.4−4222 1.82E−11 2.164E−11 1.589
3HSPJ232244.0+343613 0.094 J2322.6+3436 6.473E−11 7.662E−11 1.64
3HSPJ232254.4−491630 >0.38 J2322.8−4916 8.639E−11 1.62E−10 1.535
3HSPJ232352.0+421058 0.059? J2323.8+4210 2.696E−10 2.846E−10 2.064
3HSPJ232444.6−404049 >0.24 J2324.7−4040 1.897E−10 2.256E−10 2.125
3HSPJ232914.2+375414 0.21 J2329.2+3755 9.919E−11 1.152E−10 2.144
3HSPJ232938.2+610114 — J2329.7+6101 6.479E−11 7.086E−11 2.549
3HSPJ233920.8−740435 — J2339.2−7404 4.875E−11 8.02E−11 1.581
3HSPJ234054.2+801515 0.274 J2340.8+8015 2.19E−10 2.879E−10 1.929
3HSPJ234333.5+343950 0.36 J2343.6+3439 6.57E−11 1.002E−10 1.79
3HSPJ234704.8+514217 0.044 J2347.0+5142 3.316E−10 3.541E−10 1.787
3HSPJ234753.2+543630 0.4 J2347.9+5435 7.071E−11 1.018E−10 1.933
3HSPJ235034.3−300604 0.23 J2350.5−3006 4.704E−11 5.604E−11 2.101
3HSPJ235116.1−760015 0.25 J2351.5−7559 3.569E−11 4.775E−11 1.847
3HSPJ235612.1+403644 0.331 J2356.2+4035 4.34E−11 5.699E−11 2.023
3HSPJ235729.9−171802 >0.85 J2357.4−1717 4.665E−11 1.262E−10 1.576
3HSPJ235825.1+382856 0.24 J2358.5+3829 4.211E−11 4.415E−11 2.747
3HSPJ235836.8−180717 >0.39 J2358.4−1808 4.868E−11 6.518E−11 2.053
3HSPJ235907.8−303740 0.165 J2359.1−3038 8.177E−11 8.956E−11 2.287
3HSPJ235919.5−204756 0.096 J2359.3−2049 3.056E−11 3.21E−11 2.34
G.3 3HSP sources proposed to SWIFT
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Table G.3: XRT proposed sources which have been observed. The XRT flux are obtained
from Swift DeepSky pipeline.
Source RA XRT Dec XRT Exposure CRTs Slope Flux XRT
Deg. Deg. second s−1 erg cm−2 s−1
3HSPJ000835.3−233927 2.14831 -23.65755 4617.5 0.148 1.253 1.298E−12
3HSPJ000949.7−431650 2.46013 -43.28014 2570.8 0.0065 0.8 8.47E−14
3HSPJ002928.6+205333 7.37099 20.89353 2324.9 0.0551 1.555 3.639E−13
3HSPJ003322.4−203908 8.3432 −20.6516 6384.3 0.111 0.99 1.229E−12
3HSPJ004334.1−044300 10.89192 −4.71715 5523.4 0.095 1.452 7.538E−13
3HSPJ010250.9−200158 15.7128 −20.03222 4165.1 0.0421 1.379 3.03E−13
3HSPJ011501.7−340027 18.75718 −34.00714 5331.8 0.218 0.929 2.649E−12
3HSPJ012338.3−231058 20.90928 −23.18286 7332.6 0.372 1.002 4.025E−12
3HSPJ012657.2+330730 21.73847 33.12438 5085.8 0.0506 1.122 5.675E−13
3HSPJ021205.7−255758 33.02414 −25.96668 1039.0 0.0464 0.8 6.07E−13
3HSPJ021358.6−695137 33.49224 −69.86088 8634.4 0.0893 1.2 9.233E−13
3HSPJ022048.4−084250 35.20046 −8.71334 1426.3 0.0177 0.8 2.524E−13
3HSPJ023340.9+065611 38.42109 6.93666 7745.7 0.109 1.228 1.178E−12
3HSPJ023536.6−293843 38.90185 −29.64542 6350.2 0.0275 1.382 1.996E−13
3HSPJ024151.3−160333 40.46337 −16.05822 3035.4 0.0149 0.8 2.033E−13
3HSPJ025707.8+335730 44.28288 33.95854 3979.0 0.0703 1.334 7.108E−13
3HSPJ030103.7+344101 45.26552 34.68342 8005.3 0.0944 1.117 1.231E−12
3HSPJ030246.3−192425 45.69382 −19.4062 5098.9 0.0185 0.648 2.82E−13
3HSPJ032647.3−340447 51.69664 −34.07978 8517.4 0.0435 1.477 2.761E−13
3HSPJ033832.0−570448 54.63128 −57.08106 988.9 0.0378 0.8 5.022E−13
3HSPJ035305.0−362308 58.27112 −36.38512 3161.5 0.135 1.608 7.217E−13
3HSPJ035856.1−305447 59.73467 −30.91226 4142.0 0.0779 1.388 5.377E−13
3HSPJ042026.3−651400 65.11018 −65.23338 4017.2 0.0281 1.129 2.871E−13
3HSPJ042900.1−323641 67.2508 −32.61072 7182.2 0.0601 1.43 4.139E−13
3HSPJ043726.9−462500 69.36357 −46.41618 5209.5 0.0234 0.836 2.913E−13
3HSPJ044328.3−415156 70.86903 −41.86408 4380.8 0.368 1.37 2.714E−12
3HSPJ050419.5−095632 76.08155 −9.94259 5363.2 0.202 0.919 2.845E−12
3HSPJ052645.4−151900 81.68932 −15.31698 7397.4 0.0257 2.029 1.119E−13
3HSPJ053626.8−254748 84.11115 −25.79687 4173.3 0.0384 1.611 2.097E−13
3HSPJ053645.3−255841 84.18811 −25.97804 7210.2 0.0164 0.968 1.859E−13
3HSPJ054903.4−215001 87.26313 −21.83326 8135.0 0.0214 1.128 2.174E−13
3HSPJ055716.8−061706 89.31975 −6.28499 4451.2 0.233 1.069 3.957E−12
3HSPJ062040.0+264331 95.16643 26.72582 3974.5 0.109 1.314 2.026E−12
3HSPJ062337.8−525756 95.90668 −52.96554 8709.1 0.0208 1.167 2.192E−13
3HSPJ064443.7−285116 101.18293 −28.85395 3906.9 0.0322 1.513 3.25E−13
3HSPJ065932.9−674350 104.88699 −67.73083 6973.9 0.107 1.264 1.179E−12
3HSPJ073329.5+351542 113.37313 35.2617 4534.4 0.0557 1.755 3.148E−13
3HSPJ074734.5+612650 116.89297 61.44714 4548.3 0.00658 0.8 9.687E−14
3HSPJ075212.5+040901 118.05327 4.14941 3663.3 0.0377 1.102 4.062E−13
3HSPJ075936.1+132117 119.90127 13.35473 4187.1 0.112 1.697 5.945E−13
3HSPJ080102.1+644449 120.25725 64.74688 10908.8 0.0342 1.187 3.489E−13
3HSPJ080135.9+463824 120.39997 46.63893 3457.1 0.034 0.627 5.614E−13
3HSPJ080625.9+593106 121.60669 59.51938 5498.4 0.0084 0.8 1.214E−13
3HSPJ081231.2+282056 123.12985 28.34886 2179.6 0.00653 0.8 9.001E−14
3HSPJ082706.1−070845 126.77537 −7.14598 4707.9 0.22 1.097 2.46E−12
3HSPJ082904.8+175415 127.27094 17.90411 4968.5 0.103 1.329 8.664E−13
3HSPJ083010.9+523027 127.54496 52.50736 1855.3 0.0465 1.121 5.053E−13
3HSPJ083955.1+121702 129.9797 12.28471 5449.4 0.00848 0.8 1.24E−13
3HSPJ090953.2+310603 137.47212 31.10064 6218.0 0.186 1.156 1.751E−12
3HSPJ091037.0+332924 137.6544 33.49031 8157.1 0.0413 1.832 1.676E−13
3HSPJ093239.3+104235 143.16587 10.70928 721.5 0.0492 0.8 6.838E−13
3HSPJ095409.8+491459 148.54015 49.24972 3642.1 0.0414 1.762 1.752E−13
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Table G.3: continued.
Source RA XRT Dec XRT Exposure CRTs Slope Flux XRT
Deg. Deg. second s−1 erg cm−2 s−1
3HSPJ095622.6−095514 149.09445 −9.92124 8875.3 0.00592 0.8 8.744E−14
3HSPJ095849.8+703959 149.70704 70.66598 3778.2 0.0198 0.8 2.919E−13
3HSPJ100612.2+644011 151.55085 64.66981 7435.8 0.0356 1.533 2.332E−13
3HSPJ101244.2+422957 153.18458 42.49885 3982.4 0.128 1.205 1.123E−12
3HSPJ101616.8+410812 154.07096 41.1366 4252.3 0.0949 1.088 9.317E−13
3HSPJ103346.3+370824 158.44343 37.13982 7041.5 0.116 1.195 1.044E−12
3HSPJ104028.9+094753 160.12092 9.79804 3847.5 0.0516 0.926 6.296E−13
3HSPJ104651.4−253545 161.71541 −25.59613 4507.4 0.232 0.908 3.247E−12
3HSPJ105534.3−012616 163.89286 −1.43764 1147.7 0.125 1.676 7.282E−13
3HSPJ105707.4+551032 164.28122 55.17559 1474.9 0.0208 0.8 2.654E−13
3HSPJ110021.0+401927 165.08768 40.32364 3862.3 0.0349 0.8 4.528E−13
3HSPJ110357.2+261118 165.9878 26.18864 626.7 0.0386 0.8 5.036E−13
3HSPJ111717.5+000633 169.32132 0.10873 852.9 0.197 1.053 2.292E−12
3HSPJ112059.7+014456 170.249 1.74901 5611.4 0.00533 0.8 7.601E−14
3HSPJ112349.1+722959 170.95496 72.50002 3625.0 0.115 1.076 1.218E−12
3HSPJ112410.5−371002 171.04431 −37.16775 5939.5 0.0617 0.822 1.007E−12
3HSPJ113046.1−313807 172.69206 −31.63515 4574.9 0.0783 0.984 9.978E−13
3HSPJ113105.2−094406 172.77191 −9.73534 1547.5 0.0831 0.8 1.151E−12
3HSPJ114222.6−130643 175.59364 −13.11174 5507.5 0.00513 0.8 7.137E−14
3HSPJ115520.5−341719 178.83618 −34.28967 4846.9 0.0298 1.641 2.131E−13
3HSPJ115633.2−225004 179.13856 −22.8348 5732.6 0.018 1.644 1.079E−13
3HSPJ121158.6+224233 182.99424 22.70933 16810.4 0.247 0.979 2.861E−12
3HSPJ121510.9+073204 183.79561 7.53521 3892.1 0.177 1.076 1.782E−12
3HSPJ121603.2−024304 184.01393 −2.7177 8098.3 0.00229 0.8 3.095E−14
3HSPJ122307.2+110038 185.77973 11.01015 9430.9 0.0382 1.411 2.802E−13
3HSPJ123123.9+142124 187.8507 14.35616 4927.4 0.0219 0.8 2.996E−13
3HSPJ123131.3+641418 187.88151 64.23831 5093.5 0.216 1.119 2.147E−12
3HSPJ123417.1−385635 188.57005 −38.94371 3493.0 0.0052 0.8 7.978E−14
3HSPJ124141.4+344030 190.4227 34.67544 6118.9 0.21 1.238 1.781E−12
3HSPJ125134.8−295843 192.89532 −29.97827 3295.2 0.082 1.198 8.806E−13
3HSPJ130145.6+405624 195.4403 40.94022 7373.8 0.0459 1.645 2.373E−13
3HSPJ130903.9−040611 197.26622 −4.10288 4249.2 0.0215 0.686 3.135E−13
3HSPJ131012.1−115749 197.55192 −11.96239 7033.2 0.0432 1.453 3.126E−13
3HSPJ131155.7+085340 197.98198 8.89513 12146.3 0.0771 0.979 8.804E−13
3HSPJ131234.6−185901 198.14546 −18.98203 1469.7 0.00701 0.8 1.075E−13
3HSPJ132614.9+293330 201.56366 29.55842 5858.7 0.0933 1.261 7.637E−13
3HSPJ133529.7−295038 203.87335 −29.84436 8770.8 0.171 1.023 2.027E−12
3HSPJ133612.1+231958 204.05023 23.33276 5551.5 0.0408 1.4 2.825E−13
3HSPJ135328.0+560056 208.3662 56.01613 8468.2 0.0379 1.014 3.98E−13
3HSPJ140022.0−400823 210.09188 −40.13941 2885.0 0.066 1.224 6.857E−13
3HSPJ140630.0−393509 211.62501 −39.58556 4570.9 0.0933 1.182 1.036E−12
3HSPJ141029.5+282055 212.6233 28.34928 4758.3 0.00953 0.8 1.255E−13
3HSPJ142421.1+370552 216.08763 37.09803 12190.3 0.0402 1.155 3.641E−13
3HSPJ144446.0+474257 221.19132 47.71691 10454.8 0.0107 1.257 9.041E−14
3HSPJ144506.2−032612 221.27625 −3.43617 3963.8 0.517 1.202 5.565E−12
3HSPJ144941.8−091000 222.4246 −9.1665 6580.2 0.0257 1.539 2.02E−13
3HSPJ145543.6−760052 223.93161 −76.01459 2318.6 0.0337 0.8 5.566E−13
3HSPJ145827.3+483245 224.61297 48.54707 7948.9 0.0626 1.263 5.328E−13
3HSPJ150842.6+270908 227.178 27.15287 7934.8 0.29 0.82 4.018E−12
3HSPJ151041.1+333504 227.67022 33.58561 3551.8 0.0402 1.028 4.269E−13
3HSPJ151845.7+061356 229.68977 6.23271 4414.4 0.279 1.123 2.881E−12
3HSPJ152646.6−153026 231.69337 −15.50662 5459.2 0.00858 0.8 1.387E−13
3HSPJ153646.7+013800 234.19482 1.63402 5817.5 0.107 0.72 1.667E−12
3HSPJ153941.2−112835 234.92128 −11.47528 5905.1 0.0575 1.853 3.825E−13
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Table G.3: continued.
Source RA XRT Dec XRT Exposure CRTs Slope Flux XRT
Deg. Deg. second s−1 erg cm−2 s−1
3HSPJ154203.0−291509 235.51295 −29.25205 3173.5 0.279 1.35 2.912E−12
3HSPJ154604.2+081913 236.51734 8.32099 6480.4 0.0233 1.563 1.479E−13
3HSPJ155424.1+201125 238.60073 20.19078 3447.4 0.3 1.215 2.873E−12
3HSPJ161327.1−190836 243.36147 −19.14174 4320.8 0.0139 0.8 2.408E−13
3HSPJ161632.9+375603 244.13671 37.93515 4500.1 0.0682 0.892 8.262E−13
3HSPJ163658.4−124836 249.24333 −12.80891 3740.6 0.0298 1.079 4.532E−13
3HSPJ170052.6+332431 255.22019 33.40895 4970.5 0.0205 0.8 2.732E−13
3HSPJ171105.8+120812 257.77395 12.13747 9581.3 0.00291 0.8 4.458E−14
3HSPJ174459.5−172639 266.24936 −17.44393 7288.9 0.357 1.484 5.131E−12
3HSPJ174702.5+493801 266.76086 49.6331 9881.9 0.154 1.039 1.716E−12
3HSPJ175713.0+703337 269.30555 70.56058 5385.5 0.151 1.109 1.627E−12
3HSPJ175949.1+703718 269.95444 70.62206 3716.4 0.00499 0.8 7.109E−14
3HSPJ180002.0+281045 270.00842 28.17979 9274.2 0.114 1.228 1.159E−12
3HSPJ180408.8+004222 271.03637 0.70702 6299.6 0.315 0.926 5.494E−12
3HSPJ180845.6+241905 272.19038 24.31877 8840.6 0.0429 1.01 6.157E−13
3HSPJ182833.5−592054 277.14088 −59.34822 4945.3 0.143 1.172 1.598E−12
3HSPJ184121.7+290940 280.34123 29.16215 3790.5 0.0794 1.401 9.135E−13
3HSPJ184822.5+653657 282.09422 65.61626 5409.4 0.0581 1.115 6.569E−13
3HSPJ185024.0+263153 282.6 26.53142 4280.3 0.0364 1.712 3.108E−13
3HSPJ194333.7−053353 295.89115 −5.56443 9181.0 0.0702 0.776 1.142E−12
3HSPJ194422.3−452331 296.09393 −45.39208 4762.2 0.0981 1.605 6.378E−13
3HSPJ195814.9−301111 299.56251 −30.18696 10007.6 0.544 1.135 6.677E−12
3HSPJ202429.3−084804 306.12292 −8.80096 4286.5 0.0711 1.5 5.173E−13
3HSPJ202803.6+720514 307.01625 72.0886 6441.0 0.00343 0.8 6.473E−14
3HSPJ204006.6−462017 310.02617 −46.3389 5652.9 0.118 1.279 1.016E−12
3HSPJ204150.2−373339 310.45892 −37.56121 3656.5 0.264 1.145 2.721E−12
3HSPJ205846.7−144304 314.69526 −14.71751 2885.3 0.0365 1.523 2.468E−13
3HSPJ210123.0−454949 315.34547 −45.82983 3457.1 0.148 1.098 1.565E−12
3HSPJ210721.1−145418 316.83864 −14.90519 502.2 0.0553 0.8 8.059E−13
3HSPJ213151.5−251558 322.96488 −25.26639 4948.0 0.28 1.335 2.337E−12
3HSPJ214552.2+071927 326.46795 7.32485 4833.8 0.156 1.008 1.931E−12
3HSPJ214625.7−474837 326.60724 −47.81105 4401.8 0.0662 1.122 6.53E−13
3HSPJ215305.3−004230 328.27247 −0.70873 4436.6 0.2 0.856 3.042E−12
3HSPJ215601.6+181837 329.00713 18.31029 5057.4 0.0579 1.552 4.369E−13
3HSPJ223812.7−394018 339.55288 −39.6725 3158.0 0.0571 1.009 6.142E−13
3HSPJ224910.7−130002 342.29448 −13.00103 8632.2 0.233 1.046 2.678E−12
3HSPJ225147.5−320612 342.94841 −32.10335 2970.9 0.381 1.013 4.067E−12
3HSPJ230344.5−043856 345.93563 −4.64845 6962.3 0.0208 1.282 1.914E−13
3HSPJ231952.8−011626 349.96929 −1.27346 933.5 0.0665 0.8 9.422E−13
3HSPJ232305.0−174802 350.77082 −17.8014 8035.6 0.0191 0.829 2.492E−13
3HSPJ235955.3+314600 359.97941 31.7664 9293.0 0.0599 1.501 4.552E−13
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Source R.A. Dec.
3HSPJ004147.0−470136 10.44593 −47.02693
3HSPJ013309.2−453524 23.28867 −45.59002
3HSPJ013507.0+025542 23.77936 2.9285
3HSPJ034254.1−370737 55.72578 −37.12708
3HSPJ044240.6+614039 70.66938 61.67769
3HSPJ050601.6−382055 76.50697 −38.34876
3HSPJ071745.0−552021 109.43775 −55.33945
3HSPJ081201.8+023732 123.00779 2.62586
3HSPJ091322.3+813305 138.34319 81.55136
3HSPJ104857.6+500945 162.24008 50.16256
3HSPJ105750.7−275410 164.46153 −27.90304
3HSPJ105929.0−191221 164.87112 −19.20611
3HSPJ114930.3+243926 177.37647 24.65744
3HSPJ140108.7−232235 210.28655 −23.37653
3HSPJ143211.6+764355 218.04843 76.73221
3HSPJ144236.4−462301 220.65167 −46.38385
3HSPJ152559.4−242813 231.49755 −24.47033
3HSPJ152913.5+381217 232.30653 38.20488
3HSPJ153324.2+341640 233.35114 34.27789
3HSPJ155053.2−082246 237.72195 −8.37966
3HSPJ155432.5−121325 238.63577 −12.22366
3HSPJ160618.4+134532 241.57667 13.7591
3HSPJ162646.0+630048 246.69184 63.01353
3HSPJ164220.3+221143 250.58469 22.19551
3HSPJ164339.4+331647 250.91444 33.27996
3HSPJ164419.9+454644 251.08335 45.77892
3HSPJ165517.9−224045 253.82481 −22.67933
3HSPJ174929.9+463135 267.37472 46.52661
3HSPJ181403.4+382810 273.51432 38.46949
3HSPJ183200.9+382137 278.00408 38.36029
3HSPJ185813.4+432451 284.55597 43.41443
3HSPJ193412.7−241920 293.55322 −24.32236
3HSPJ194455.1−214319 296.22986 −21.72203
3HSPJ195547.8+021512 298.94942 2.25357
3HSPJ200204.1−573645 300.51749 −57.61264
3HSPJ215214.1−120541 328.05884 −12.09483
3HSPJ224340.3−123059 340.91792 −12.51647
3HSPJ232039.8−630918 350.16606 −63.15504
3HSPJ235917.0+021520 359.82104 2.25566
Table G.4: XRT proposed sources without observation yet
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G.4 Estimated γ-ray flux for 3HSP sources without
Fermi detection
Table G.5: Bright sources with estimated Fermi flux. The estimated flux are obtained
from the equation 5.1.
Source log νpeak log νpeakfνpeak est-Flux FL8Y est-Flux 3FHL
Hz erg cm−2 s−1 ph cm−2 s−1 ph cm−2 s−1
3HSPJ000513.7−261438 15.4 −12.6 7.411E−11 1.323E−11
3HSPJ003539.6−181651 15.4 −11.9 3.714E−10 6.63E−11
3HSPJ004927.8+395003 16.4 −12.4 6.866E−11 1.475E−11
3HSPJ005040.9−254122 15.4 −12.2 1.862E−10 3.323E−11
3HSPJ011004.8+414950 15.9 −11.9 2.84E−10 5.562E−11
3HSPJ011009.7+042420 16.5? −12.7 3.261E−11 7.139E−12
3HSPJ014918.2+203029 >15.0 −12.1 2.905E−10 4.815E−11
3HSPJ021515.2−161738 16.4 −12.1 1.37E−10 2.944E−11
3HSPJ022104.9+063939 16.1 −12.3 1.015E−10 2.064E−11
3HSPJ022657.2+082730 15.9 −12.4 8.98E−11 1.759E−11
3HSPJ031421.9−095453 16.5? −12.2 1.031E−10 2.258E−11
3HSPJ033612.8−213128 16.6 −12.3 7.763E−11 1.731E−11
3HSPJ034054.7+782258 15.7 −12.2 1.585E−10 2.991E−11
3HSPJ034402.4+730114 16.4 −11.9 2.171E−10 4.666E−11
3HSPJ035154.5−370344 17.9 −11.9 9.702E−11 2.754E−11
3HSPJ041422.6−035017 16.1 −12.7 4.042E−11 8.217E−12
3HSPJ042850.8−380550 15.1 −12.7 6.916E−11 1.168E−11
3HSPJ044139.2−105735 15.6 −12.2 1.672E−10 3.097E−11
3HSPJ050833.3+053109 15.6 −11.7 5.287E−10 9.795E−11
3HSPJ051439.1−001104 15.4 −12.3 1.479E−10 2.64E−11
3HSPJ062445.0−323055 16.6 −12.4 6.166E−11 1.375E−11
3HSPJ063257.9+591541 16.9 −12.3 6.608E−11 1.558E−11
3HSPJ063331.0−162951 15.2 −11.4 1.308E−9 2.249E−10
3HSPJ064326.7+421418 17.2 −11.6 2.819E−10 7.028E−11
3HSPJ065751.3−284306 15.4 −12.0 2.95E−10 5.267E−11
3HSPJ071959.8+632228 15.3 −12.7 6.211E−11 1.088E−11
3HSPJ074709.4+062306 15.8 −12.0 2.38E−10 4.576E−11
3HSPJ075329.5+535111 15.1 −12.1 2.753E−10 4.649E−11
3HSPJ080610.6+020327 15.3 −12.1 2.473E−10 4.333E−11
3HSPJ082253.2+701357 15.5 −11.7 5.579E−10 1.015E−10
3HSPJ083713.3−185941 15.4 −12.3 1.479E−10 2.64E−11
3HSPJ084018.8−191028 15.3 −11.6 7.82E−10 1.37E−10
3HSPJ090051.6−154130 15.7 −12.2 1.585E−10 2.991E−11
3HSPJ091925.6+110659 15.9 −12.5 7.133E−11 1.397E−11
3HSPJ093848.5+441644 16.5? −12.9 2.058E−11 4.505E−12
3HSPJ094340.7+444215 16.5 −12.6 4.105E−11 8.988E−12
3HSPJ100444.7+375211 16.4 −12.2 1.088E−10 2.338E−11
3HSPJ102004.7−120959 15.2 −12.5 1.039E−10 1.787E−11
3HSPJ102523.0+040229 16.2 −12.3 9.623E−11 1.993E−11
3HSPJ102839.3+170210 16.3 −12.3 9.12E−11 1.924E−11
3HSPJ103655.9−195423 16.2 −12.5 6.072E−11 1.257E−11
3HSPJ103838.1+675516 16.7 −12.2 9.262E−11 2.104E−11
3HSPJ105929.0−191221 15.3 −11.8 4.934E−10 8.646E−11
3HSPJ110356.1+002236 15.7 −12.4 9.998E−11 1.887E−11
3HSPJ110858.4−014931 16.7 −12.0 1.468E−10 3.335E−11
3HSPJ111112.5+584657 16.5? −12.8 2.59E−11 5.671E−12
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Table G.5: continued.
Source log νpeak log νpeakfνpeak est-Flux FL8Y est-Flux 3FHL
Hz erg cm−2 s−1 ph cm−2 s−1 ph cm−2 s−1
3HSPJ115709.5+282200 16.6 −12.3 7.763E−11 1.731E−11
3HSPJ115904.3+210209 16.6 −12.2 9.773E−11 2.18E−11
3HSPJ120106.1−000701 16.5 −12.4 6.507E−11 1.424E−11
3HSPJ121017.7+022343 16.0? −12.4 8.51E−11 1.698E−11
3HSPJ121919.3+303937 15.7 −12.6 6.308E−11 1.191E−11
3HSPJ122107.7+474228 16.8 −12.2 8.778E−11 2.032E−11
3HSPJ122340.1+124203 15.9 −12.6 5.666E−11 1.11E−11
3HSPJ125408.1−280931 15.7 −11.8 3.98E−10 7.512E−11
3HSPJ125639.3+060907 16.5 −12.5 5.168E−11 1.132E−11
3HSPJ125908.6+412937 16.4 −12.3 8.643E−11 1.857E−11
3HSPJ130058.5−231215 15.6 −11.6 6.656E−10 1.233E−10
3HSPJ130531.2+385522 16.4 −12.2 1.088E−10 2.338E−11
3HSPJ130931.4−224425 16.2 −12.5 6.072E−11 1.257E−11
3HSPJ131330.1+020105 15.7 −12.2 1.585E−10 2.991E−11
3HSPJ133155.3−125816 15.1 −12.9 4.363E−11 7.367E−12
3HSPJ134223.4−313557 15.7 −11.9 3.162E−10 5.967E−11
3HSPJ134853.4+075647 16.1 −12.0 2.026E−10 4.118E−11
3HSPJ140150.2−294149 16.3 −12.2 1.148E−10 2.422E−11
3HSPJ140923.5+593940 15.6 −12.3 1.328E−10 2.46E−11
3HSPJ140954.8−104857 15.1 −12.3 1.737E−10 2.933E−11
3HSPJ141140.5+340424 16.4 −12.5 5.453E−11 1.172E−11
3HSPJ142421.1+370552 17.0 −12.3 6.263E−11 1.504E−11
3HSPJ143005.0+412707 16.6 −12.4 6.166E−11 1.375E−11
3HSPJ143824.0+085724 16.0? −12.7 4.265E−11 8.511E−12
3HSPJ150826.6+014645 16.2 −12.8 3.043E−11 6.302E−12
3HSPJ150901.9+724354 15.3 −12.1 2.473E−10 4.333E−11
3HSPJ151641.5+291810 16.0 −12.1 1.698E−10 3.388E−11
3HSPJ152559.4−242813 16.5? −12.1 1.298E−10 2.842E−11
3HSPJ153623.0+122211 15.6 −12.6 6.656E−11 1.233E−11
3HSPJ153646.7+013800 >18.0 −11.7 1.457E−10 4.215E−11
3HSPJ154418.7+045821 16.3 −12.1 1.445E−10 3.049E−11
3HSPJ160740.6+254113 17.0? −11.7 2.493E−10 5.989E−11
3HSPJ161004.0+671026 17.5? −11.9 1.203E−10 3.17E−11
3HSPJ162839.0+252756 16.7 −12.1 1.166E−10 2.649E−11
3HSPJ163920.6+560902 15.3 −12.6 7.82E−11 1.37E−11
3HSPJ164438.6−015202 15.7 −12.2 1.585E−10 2.991E−11
3HSPJ164549.6+792129 16.5 −12.1 1.298E−10 2.842E−11
3HSPJ165221.1+493253 17.1 −12.3 5.935E−11 1.452E−11
3HSPJ165746.7+675527 15.3 −12.2 1.964E−10 3.442E−11
3HSPJ170622.7+063847 16.3 −12.4 7.244E−11 1.528E−11
3HSPJ171105.8+120812 15.7 −12.4 9.998E−11 1.887E−11
3HSPJ172658.2+263436 16.5 −12.3 8.191E−11 1.793E−11
3HSPJ173328.9+451950 16.4 −12.6 4.332E−11 9.309E−12
3HSPJ175156.8+655117 15.2 −12.7 6.554E−11 1.127E−11
3HSPJ180408.8+004222 17.1 −11.2 7.472E−10 1.829E−10
3HSPJ184430.8+544144 15.2 −11.9 4.135E−10 7.113E−11
3HSPJ195755.0−241950 15.5 −11.9 3.52E−10 6.401E−11
3HSPJ205637.0+221845 16.0 −12.3 1.071E−10 2.138E−11
3HSPJ210451.0+050320 15.7 −11.8 3.98E−10 7.512E−11
3HSPJ210721.1−145418 17.2 −12.1 8.915E−11 2.222E−11
3HSPJ211207.4−144412 16.6 −12.1 1.23E−10 2.744E−11
3HSPJ211349.6+082501 15.1 −12.2 2.187E−10 3.692E−11
3HSPJ211353.7+133017 17.7 −12.0 8.581E−11 2.347E−11
3HSPJ211355.6−015540 15.4 −12.2 1.862E−10 3.323E−11
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Table G.5: continued.
Source log νpeak log νpeakfνpeak est-Flux FL8Y est-Flux 3FHL
Hz erg cm−2 s−1 ph cm−2 s−1 ph cm−2 s−1
3HSPJ212307.2−103648 16.6 −12.1 1.23E−10 2.744E−11
3HSPJ212839.9−194152 16.9 −12.3 6.608E−11 1.558E−11
3HSPJ213306.3−281536 15.1 −12.1 2.753E−10 4.649E−11
3HSPJ214410.0−195559 18.0 −12.4 2.908E−11 8.409E−12
3HSPJ214442.0−181800 16.7 −12.2 9.262E−11 2.104E−11
3HSPJ214453.3−185725 15.8 −12.7 4.749E−11 9.13E−12
3HSPJ220146.9−145439 15.7 −12.4 9.998E−11 1.887E−11
3HSPJ220451.3−181536 16.7 −11.9 1.848E−10 4.199E−11
3HSPJ221109.8−002327 15.6 −12.6 6.656E−11 1.233E−11
3HSPJ224819.4−003642 16.0 −12.8 3.388E−11 6.76E−12
3HSPJ230344.5−043856 15.9 −12.3 1.13E−10 2.214E−11
3HSPJ231952.8−011626 16.7 −12.2 9.262E−11 2.104E−11
3HSPJ233250.6+452936 15.4 −12.1 2.344E−10 4.183E−11
3HSPJ233404.0+084725 16.5? −12.2 1.031E−10 2.258E−11
3HSPJ233653.7−232626 16.6 −12.4 6.166E−11 1.375E−11
G.5 Whole 3HSP table
Table G.6: The 3HSP sources.
Source 2WHSP Log νpeak flag Z flag γ-ray counterpart FOM
3HSPJ000116.3+293534 Yes 16.0 2 0.58 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ000117.0−315043 Yes 15.5 2 0.45 4 – 0.1
3HSPJ000132.7−415525 Yes 15.8 1 — 0 3FGLJ0002.2−4152 0.4
3HSPJ000158.1−115047 Yes 16.2 1 0.53 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ000215.1−672653 Yes 15.8 1 0.52 3 3FGLJ0002.0−6722 0.32
3HSPJ000236.0−081532 Yes 16.0 1 0.39 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ000319.5−524727 Yes 16.9 1 0.37 5 3FGLJ0003.2−5246 0.25
3HSPJ000513.7−261438 Yes 15.4 1 0.32 1 – 0.05
3HSPJ000552.9−284503 Yes 15.4 1 0.57 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ000626.8+013610 Yes 16.4 1 0.787 2 3FGLJ0006.2+0135 0.05
3HSPJ000701.5+510500 Yes 15.6 1 0.47 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ000835.3−233927 Yes 17.0 1 0.147 1 3FGLJ0008.6−2340 0.4
3HSPJ000922.7+503028 Yes 15.1 1 0.25 5 3FGLJ0009.3+5030 0.32
3HSPJ000949.7−431650 Yes 15.3 1 0.23 4 FL8YJ0009.8−4317 0.2
3HSPJ000957.2+134058 Yes 16.3 1 0.43 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ001011.7+334851 Yes 15.4 1 — 0 – 0.25
3HSPJ001042.6−130817 Yes 15.5 1 0.53 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ001253.8−162656 Yes 15.8 1 0.35 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ001328.8+094930 Yes 17.3 1 0.29 5 J001328.8+094929 0.32
3HSPJ001356.0−185406 Yes 17.4 1 0.094 1 3FGLJ0013.9−1853 1.0
3HSPJ001411.4−502234 Yes 17.5 1 0.01 2 3FGLJ0014.0−5025 0.5
3HSPJ001442.0+162126 Yes 16.5 2 0.56 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ001442.0+580201 – 16.0 2 0.35 5 3FGLJ0014.7+5802 0.4
3HSPJ001527.9+353639 Yes 16.7 1 0.43 5 FL8YJ0015.3+3537 0.2
3HSPJ001540.1+555144 – 15.9 1 0.15 5 3FGLJ0015.7+5552 1.26
3HSPJ001541.8+121845 Yes 16.3 1 0.35 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ001827.7+294730 Yes 17.1 1 0.1 2 3FGLJ0018.4+2947 0.79
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Source 2WHSP Log νpeak flag Z flag γ-ray counterpart FOM
3HSPJ001916.2+053148 Yes 16.0 2 0.467 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ002200.0−514024 Yes 15.7 1 0.25 1 3FGLJ0022.1−5141 1.26
3HSPJ002200.9+000657 Yes 16.3 1 0.306 1 FL8YJ0022.0+0006 0.32
3HSPJ002209.5−670510 Yes 16.0 2 0.3 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ002254.9−341347 Yes 15.2 1 — 0 – 0.06
3HSPJ002259.0−244022 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 – 0.16
3HSPJ002611.6−073115 – 15.7 1 0.5 5 FL8YJ0026.1−0732 0.16
3HSPJ002635.6−460109 Yes 16.4 1 0.25 5 3FGLJ0026.7−4603 0.4
3HSPJ002928.6+205333 Yes 16.4 1 0.367 1 FL8YJ0029.4+2051 0.1
3HSPJ003020.4−164712 Yes 15.6 1 0.237 1 3FGLJ0030.2−1646 0.4
3HSPJ003119.7+072453 – 15.1 1 — 0 3FGLJ0031.3+0724 0.25
3HSPJ003120.5−233401 Yes 16.1 1 0.3 4 3FGLJ0031.2−2320 0.16
3HSPJ003120.7+051333 Yes 16.3 1 0.22 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ003222.5−472536 Yes 16.6 1 0.44 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ003322.4−203908 Yes 17.9 1 0.073 1 – 0.25
3HSPJ003333.2+502956 Yes 16.4 1 0.45 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ003334.3−192132 Yes 15.6 1 0.506 3 3FGLJ0033.6−1921 1.26
3HSPJ003358.8+390631 Yes 16.6 1 0.58 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ003514.7+151504 Yes 15.1 1 0.64 3 3FGLJ0035.2+1513 0.79
3HSPJ003532.8−131714 Yes 15.5 1 — 0 – 0.13
3HSPJ003539.6−181651 Yes 15.4 1 0.327 1 – 0.25
3HSPJ003552.6+595004 – 18.2 1 0.467 2 3FGLJ0035.9+5949 10.0
3HSPJ003631.6−031326 Yes 16.5 2 0.317 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ003736.2−230225 Yes 16.5 2 0.36 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ003908.2−222001 Yes 16.7 1 0.064 1 3FGLJ0039.0−2218 0.25
3HSPJ004013.8+405004 Yes 17.5 3 0.24 5 3FGLJ0040.3+4049 0.63
3HSPJ004040.8−232200 Yes 16.1 1 0.18 5 – 0.2
3HSPJ004123.0+375855 – 15.3 1 0.38 1 FL8YJ0041.4+3800 0.2
3HSPJ004141.2−160747 – 16.3 1 0.43 5 FL8YJ0041.7−1607 0.06
3HSPJ004143.2+083318 Yes 17.2 1 0.5 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ004147.0−470136 Yes 17.0 3 0.15 1 J004146.9−470136 0.32
3HSPJ004202.3−143600 Yes 16.2 1 0.5 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ004208.0+364112 Yes 16.3 1 0.33 5 3FGLJ0041.9+3639 0.32
3HSPJ004322.8+180846 Yes 16.5 1 0.322 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ004332.5+754518 Yes 16.0 1 0.27 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ004334.1−044300 Yes 16.5 1 0.48 3 3FGLJ0043.5−0444 0.32
3HSPJ004348.6−111606 Yes 15.7 1 0.264 1 3FGLJ0043.7−1117 0.5
3HSPJ004501.5+051215 Yes 16.1 1 0.27 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ004519.2+212740 Yes 15.8 1 0.35 3 3FGLJ0045.3+2126 1.0
3HSPJ004554.7−172328 Yes 16.0 2 0.096 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ004603.2+401346 Yes 15.2 1 0.67 5 – 0.02
3HSPJ004715.1−811135 Yes 16.6 1 0.3 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ004752.0+544745 – 16.5 1 0.26 5 3FGLJ0047.9+5447 0.2
3HSPJ004755.2+394857 Yes 16.1 1 0.252 1 3FGLJ0048.0+3950 0.25
3HSPJ004859.1+422351 Yes 16.3 1 0.37 5 3FGLJ0049.0+4224 0.16
3HSPJ004927.8+395003 Yes 16.4 1 0.19 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ004929.9−241844 Yes 16.4 1 0.49 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ004938.8−415137 Yes 16.3 1 0.38 5 3FGLJ0049.4−4149 0.2
3HSPJ005015.4−461811 Yes 16.1 1 0.33 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ005040.9−254122 Yes 15.4 1 0.777 2 – 0.13
3HSPJ005048.5−342850 Yes 16.1 1 0.32 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ005116.6−624204 Yes 15.8 1 0.3 3 3FGLJ0051.2−6241 0.79
3HSPJ005235.4−574636 Yes 16.1 1 0.256 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ005347.7−664517 – 17.0 2 0.31 5 FL8YJ0053.0−6643 0.32
3HSPJ005410.0+473611 Yes 16.7 1 0.5 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ005425.4−361131 Yes 16.2 1 0.31 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ005446.7−245528 Yes 15.7 1 0.12 3 3FGLJ0054.8−2455 1.0
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Source 2WHSP Log νpeak flag Z flag γ-ray counterpart FOM
3HSPJ005459.9−351917 – 15.1 1 0.057 2 – 0.08
3HSPJ005542.7+450701 – 15.0 3 0.46 5 FL8YJ0055.7+4507 0.06
3HSPJ005553.5+121733 Yes 16.1 1 0.29 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ005620.0−093630 Yes 15.9 1 0.1 1 3FGLJ0056.3−0935 0.5
3HSPJ005758.3+632639 – 16.8 1 0.18 5 FL8YJ0057.9+6326 0.5
3HSPJ005808.2−002417 – 16.2 1 0.6 4 – 0.03
3HSPJ005813.7−142929 Yes 16.7 1 0.3 4 – 0.08
3HSPJ005816.7+172313 Yes 17.4 1 0.42 5 J005816.6+172312 0.2
3HSPJ005916.9−015017 Yes 17.7 1 0.114 1 3FGLJ0059.2−0152 0.4
3HSPJ005931.4−351049 – 16.3 1 0.31 4 FL8YJ0059.5−3512 0.2
3HSPJ010010.7−023451 Yes 16.8 1 0.199 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ010116.2+273057 Yes 15.9 1 0.5 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ010142.0−545547 – 16.0 1 0.28 5 FL8YJ0101.7−5455 0.06
3HSPJ010250.9−200158 Yes 16.3 1 0.27 2 FL8YJ0102.7−2001 0.13
3HSPJ010325.8+533713 – 16.5 1 0.15 5 3FGLJ0103.4+5336 0.32
3HSPJ010353.2+351322 Yes 15.7 1 0.45 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ010501.8+503320 Yes 16.6 1 0.26 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ010528.1−171222 Yes 16.8 1 0.147 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ010547.1+393922 Yes 16.3 1 0.45 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ010956.5−402050 Yes 16.5 1 0.313 1 3FGLJ0109.9−4020 0.25
3HSPJ011004.8+414950 Yes 15.9 1 0.096 1 – 0.25
3HSPJ011009.7+042420 Yes 16.5 2 0.393 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ011049.9−125503 Yes 17.2 1 0.23 1 3FGLJ0110.9−1254 0.5
3HSPJ011130.1+053627 Yes 17.0 2 0.346 1 3FGLJ0111.5+0535 0.25
3HSPJ011231.3−750617 Yes 15.8 1 0.3 5 3FGLJ0112.9−7506 0.13
3HSPJ011232.7−320141 Yes 16.4 1 0.48 4 – 0.1
3HSPJ011314.3−190807 Yes 15.1 1 — 0 – 0.06
3HSPJ011501.7−340027 Yes 17.9 1 0.482 1 FL8YJ0114.9−3400 0.5
3HSPJ011533.3−030333 Yes 16.0 2 0.536 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ011546.1+251953 Yes 15.7 1 0.375 1 3FGLJ0115.8+2519 0.4
3HSPJ011555.4−274431 Yes 17.2 1 0.7 3 3FGLJ0116.2−2744 0.25
3HSPJ011637.0−281146 Yes 16.6 1 0.32 4 FL8YJ0116.5−2813 0.13
3HSPJ011724.3−222759 Yes 17.0 2 0.116 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ011746.9−244333 Yes 16.6 1 0.279 1 FL8YJ0117.5−2442 0.16
3HSPJ011823.2+324325 Yes 16.3 1 0.112 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ011828.7−511527 Yes 16.7 1 0.248 2 – 0.1
3HSPJ011831.4−142957 Yes 15.4 1 0.42 3 – 0.25
3HSPJ011904.6−145858 Yes 16.1 1 0.29 4 3FGLJ0118.9−1457 0.4
3HSPJ012048.3+212853 Yes 15.2 1 0.259 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ012152.6−391544 – 16.7 1 0.3 5 3FGLJ0121.8−3917 0.2
3HSPJ012203.7−300509 – 17.0 2 0.44 5 FL8YJ0122.1−3004 0.16
3HSPJ012308.6+342048 Yes 18.0 1 0.27 1 3FGLJ0122.8+3423 3.16
3HSPJ012338.3−231058 Yes 17.3 1 0.404 1 3FGLJ0123.7−2312 1.58
3HSPJ012340.3+421017 Yes 17.8 1 0.186 1 – 0.4
3HSPJ012430.5+324946 Yes 16.5 2 0.36 5 – 0.2
3HSPJ012443.7−314342 Yes 17.4 1 0.4 4 – 0.1
3HSPJ012523.5−292047 Yes 16.0 1 0.63 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ012629.5−350505 Yes 15.5 2 0.48 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ012652.1+003308 Yes 16.7 1 0.67 4 – 0.05
3HSPJ012657.2+330730 Yes 16.8 1 0.45 5 FL8YJ0127.1+3310 0.16
3HSPJ012713.9+032300 Yes 15.5 1 — 0 3FGLJ0127.2+0325 0.32
3HSPJ012722.1+211442 Yes 16.3 1 0.35 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ012750.8−001346 Yes 15.6 1 0.44 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ012917.9−034402 Yes 16.5 2 0.43 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ013025.7−212838 – 15.1 1 0.3 5 FL8YJ0130.5−2130 0.13
3HSPJ013107.2+612033 – 16.5 1 — 0 3FGLJ0131.2+6120 1.58
3HSPJ013113.8+554512 – 15.1 1 0.036 1 3FGLJ0131.3+5548 0.25
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Source 2WHSP Log νpeak flag Z flag γ-ray counterpart FOM
3HSPJ013241.1−080404 – 15.9 1 0.149 1 3FGLJ0132.5−0802 0.4
3HSPJ013309.2−453524 Yes 15.8 1 — 0 FL8YJ0133.2−4533 0.1
3HSPJ013312.1−351916 Yes 16.0 3 0.174 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ013314.1−435850 Yes 15.4 1 0.0 0 2FGLJ0133.4−4408 0.2
3HSPJ013428.1+263843 Yes 15.7 1 0.26 3 3FGLJ0134.5+2638 0.79
3HSPJ013507.0+025542 Yes 16.4 1 0.372 1 FL8YJ0135.1+0255 0.06
3HSPJ013523.6−272813 Yes 17.0 1 0.248 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ013548.7−201346 Yes 15.4 1 0.37 1 – 0.25
3HSPJ013626.6+302011 Yes 15.6 1 0.33 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ013632.5+390559 Yes 16.1 1 — 0 3FGLJ0136.5+3905 3.16
3HSPJ013750.4+581411 – 16.2 1 — 0 3FGLJ0137.8+5813 2.0
3HSPJ013801.1+224808 – 15.5 2 0.26 4 FL8YJ0138.0+2247 0.25
3HSPJ013803.7−215530 Yes 17.5 3 0.25 5 – 0.2
3HSPJ013834.5+245837 Yes 16.9 1 0.55 4 – 0.06
3HSPJ014040.8−075849 Yes 16.6 1 0.36 4 FL8YJ0140.6−0758 0.2
3HSPJ014347.1−012609 Yes 16.0 2 0.6 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ014347.3−584551 Yes 16.7 1 — 0 3FGLJ0143.7−5845 1.26
3HSPJ014357.9−651227 Yes 16.0 1 0.36 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ014522.8+045129 Yes 15.2 1 0.35 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ014557.6−282620 Yes 16.1 1 0.64 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ014558.0+213504 Yes 17.0 2 0.274 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ014620.2−024253 Yes 16.5 2 0.529 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ014648.5−520233 – 15.0 1 0.098 1 3FGLJ0147.0−5204 0.2
3HSPJ014715.8−000818 Yes 16.9 1 0.473 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ014748.7+203715 Yes 16.5 2 0.33 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ014753.6−602811 Yes 16.3 1 0.38 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ014820.3+520204 – 15.0 3 0.24 5 3FGLJ0148.3+5200 0.5
3HSPJ014833.7+012901 – 15.4 1 0.94 2 3FGLJ0148.6+0128 0.1
3HSPJ014918.2+203029 Yes 15.0 3 — 0 – 0.16
3HSPJ015044.5−545004 Yes 15.8 1 0.28 5 3FGLJ0150.5−5447 0.16
3HSPJ015219.8+364017 Yes 16.3 1 0.21 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ015239.5+014717 Yes 15.9 1 0.08 1 3FGLJ0152.6+0148 1.26
3HSPJ015307.3+751742 Yes 15.9 1 — 0 3FGLJ0152.8+7517 0.63
3HSPJ015313.1−110627 Yes 16.0 2 0.32 4 – 0.13
3HSPJ015325.8+711506 – 15.0 1 0.02 1 3FGLJ0153.4+7114 1.26
3HSPJ015402.7+082351 Yes 15.1 1 0.681 2 3FGLJ0154.0+0824 0.79
3HSPJ015553.6+053309 Yes 15.2 1 — 0 – 0.02
3HSPJ015608.2+054510 Yes 15.5 1 0.43 5 – 0.02
3HSPJ015624.5−242003 – 15.7 1 — 0 3FGLJ0156.5−2423 0.25
3HSPJ015646.0−474417 Yes 15.4 1 0.22 4 3FGLJ0156.9−4742 0.32
3HSPJ015657.9−530159 Yes 18.3 1 0.25 5 3FGLJ0157.0−5301 1.58
3HSPJ015700.6−323529 Yes 16.9 1 0.33 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ015721.5−215852 Yes 17.1 1 0.47 4 – 0.13
3HSPJ015743.9+003605 Yes 16.5 2 0.5 5 – 0.02
3HSPJ015809.9+251540 Yes 16.6 1 0.158 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ015934.3+104705 Yes 15.7 1 0.195 1 3FGLJ0159.4+1046 0.5
3HSPJ015953.5+004815 Yes 16.4 1 0.652 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ015958.1−364313 Yes 15.8 1 0.53 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ020020.9−410935 – 15.5 1 0.5 2 3FGLJ0200.3−4108 0.16
3HSPJ020106.1+003400 Yes 17.0 1 0.298 1 FL8YJ0201.1+0035 0.4
3HSPJ020110.9−434655 Yes 15.8 1 0.45 5 FL8YJ0201.1−4348 0.08
3HSPJ020121.7−225925 Yes 15.9 1 0.18 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ020226.4+084913 – 16.0 1 0.35 5 3FGLJ0202.3+0851 0.13
3HSPJ020239.7−313338 Yes 15.5 1 0.55 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ020252.2−022320 Yes 16.7 1 0.25 5 3FGLJ0203.1−0227 0.16
3HSPJ020314.0−323512 Yes 16.1 1 0.35 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ020356.0−244454 Yes 16.2 1 0.52 5 – 0.06
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Source 2WHSP Log νpeak flag Z flag γ-ray counterpart FOM
3HSPJ020412.9−333340 Yes 17.9 1 0.617 1 FL8YJ0204.0−3333 0.4
3HSPJ020416.4−314457 – 16.4 1 0.31 5 FL8YJ0204.3−3139 0.03
3HSPJ020421.5+241750 – 15.1 1 0.18 5 3FGLJ0204.2+2420 0.08
3HSPJ020430.0−213725 Yes 15.2 1 — 0 – 0.05
3HSPJ020441.6+004957 – 16.3 1 0.626 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ020615.8−095717 – 15.0 2 0.166 1 FL8YJ0206.0−0957 0.06
3HSPJ020838.1+352312 Yes 16.3 1 0.318 1 3FGLJ0208.6+3522 0.16
3HSPJ020917.0+444946 Yes 16.8 1 0.27 5 3FGLJ0209.5+4449 0.63
3HSPJ020921.6−522922 Yes 16.4 1 0.12 4 3FGLJ0209.4−5229 1.26
3HSPJ021205.7−255758 Yes 16.2 1 0.38 5 FL8YJ0212.3−2559 0.16
3HSPJ021216.8−022155 Yes 17.8 1 0.25 1 FL8YJ0212.2−0219 0.4
3HSPJ021230.4−350330 – 16.5 2 0.393 2 3FGLJ0212.8−3504 0.2
3HSPJ021252.8+224452 Yes 15.2 1 0.459 1 3FGLJ0213.0+2245 0.63
3HSPJ021358.6−695137 – 17.2 1 0.34 5 FL8YJ0213.8−6950 0.25
3HSPJ021409.8−473235 Yes 16.4 1 0.28 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ021411.9−353733 Yes 16.8 1 0.4 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ021417.9+514451 Yes 17.3 1 0.049 1 3FGLJ0214.4+5143 1.26
3HSPJ021502.9+032536 Yes 16.5 2 0.31 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ021515.2−161738 Yes 16.4 1 0.283 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ021517.8+755452 – 15.1 1 0.15 5 FL8YJ0215.2+7555 0.13
3HSPJ021552.3−402343 Yes 16.5 1 0.24 4 – 0.1
3HSPJ021616.6−481626 Yes 17.2 1 0.169 1 – 0.2
3HSPJ021632.0+231450 Yes 16.2 1 0.288 1 FL8YJ0216.5+2313 0.32
3HSPJ021650.8−663642 Yes 15.3 1 0.673 3 3FGLJ0217.0−6635 0.5
3HSPJ021729.3−642306 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 – 0.03
3HSPJ021900.4+244520 – 15.5 2 — 0 3FGLJ0219.0+2440 0.5
3HSPJ021905.4−172512 Yes 16.6 1 0.128 1 FL8YJ0219.1−1723 0.32
3HSPJ021915.4−493453 Yes 15.7 1 0.42 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ021931.2−642151 Yes 16.0 1 0.3 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ022006.3−391835 Yes 15.5 1 — 0 – 0.03
3HSPJ022048.4−084250 Yes 15.5 1 0.525 2 FL8YJ0220.8−0841 0.2
3HSPJ022104.9+063939 Yes 16.1 1 0.27 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ022211.4−213735 Yes 15.4 1 — 0 – 0.05
3HSPJ022304.5+682154 – 15.7 1 0.23 5 3FGLJ0223.3+6820 0.4
3HSPJ022314.2−111738 Yes 15.7 1 0.2 3 3FGLJ0222.9−1117 0.25
3HSPJ022539.7−190035 Yes 17.8 1 0.4 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ022540.7−561812 Yes 17.7 1 0.32 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ022638.8−444122 Yes 16.5 1 0.68 3 3FGLJ0226.5−4442 0.63
3HSPJ022657.2+082730 Yes 15.9 1 0.4 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ022716.5+020200 Yes 17.6 1 0.45 1 3FGLJ0227.2+0201 0.63
3HSPJ022855.8−292716 Yes 16.7 1 0.54 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ022941.1−412051 Yes 15.4 1 — 0 – 0.16
3HSPJ022948.2−512351 Yes 15.7 1 0.38 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ023005.9+194921 Yes 16.3 1 0.53 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ023109.2−575505 Yes 15.4 1 0.032 1 3FGLJ0230.6−5757 0.2
3HSPJ023231.1−251606 Yes 16.6 1 0.5 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ023237.5+313128 Yes 17.1 1 0.51 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ023241.9−112020 – 16.1 1 0.209 1 FL8YJ0232.5−1119 0.1
3HSPJ023246.2+063742 – 16.1 1 0.079 1 3FGLJ0232.6+0646 0.5
3HSPJ023248.5+201717 Yes 18.5 1 0.139 1 3FGLJ0232.8+2016 2.0
3HSPJ023340.9+065611 Yes 16.9 1 0.31 5 FL8YJ0233.5+0655 0.25
3HSPJ023410.2−062825 – 15.0 1 0.7 3 3FGLJ0234.2−0629 0.03
3HSPJ023430.6+804337 Yes 16.6 1 0.5 5 FL8YJ0234.0+8041 0.25
3HSPJ023536.6−293843 Yes 16.6 1 0.35 4 FL8YJ0235.6−2939 0.1
3HSPJ023605.5−215543 Yes 16.3 1 0.38 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ023734.0−360328 Yes 16.1 1 0.411 1 3FGLJ0237.5−3603 0.63
3HSPJ023800.6−390504 Yes 15.7 1 0.21 5 3FGLJ0238.3−3904 0.2
151
Source 2WHSP Log νpeak flag Z flag γ-ray counterpart FOM
3HSPJ023813.6−092431 Yes 16.7 1 0.419 1 – 0.05
3HSPJ023832.4−311657 Yes 16.3 1 0.233 1 3FGLJ0238.4−3117 2.0
3HSPJ023853.8+255406 – 16.7 1 0.38 5 3FGLJ0239.0+2555 0.1
3HSPJ023905.5+132720 – 15.0 1 — 0 – 0.1
3HSPJ023927.2+132738 – 15.0 3 0.5 5 3FGLJ0239.4+1326 0.04
3HSPJ024115.4−304140 Yes 16.3 1 0.3 4 3FHLJ0241.0−3037 0.25
3HSPJ024121.7+654311 – 15.6 1 0.18 5 3FGLJ0241.3+6542 0.4
3HSPJ024151.3−160333 Yes 15.8 1 0.37 5 FL8YJ0241.8−1603 0.16
3HSPJ024302.9+004627 Yes 16.3 1 0.409 1 – 0.05
3HSPJ024440.2−581954 Yes 17.5 1 0.26 1 3FGLJ0244.8−5818 1.58
3HSPJ024507.8+184308 Yes 17.0 3 0.43 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ024641.8−334342 – 17.6 1 0.65 5 FL8YJ0246.6−3348 0.16
3HSPJ024743.3−481545 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 – 0.1
3HSPJ024751.6−225002 Yes 17.1 1 0.55 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ024752.1+004106 Yes 17.0 2 0.393 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ025018.9−212939 Yes 17.0 1 0.498 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ025024.5+454200 Yes 17.1 1 0.21 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ025037.9+171208 Yes 16.2 1 1.1 1 3FGLJ0250.6+1713 0.63
3HSPJ025047.5+562935 – 16.4 1 0.27 5 3FGLJ0250.6+5630 0.32
3HSPJ025056.8−324313 Yes 15.4 1 — 0 – 0.32
3HSPJ025057.2−122613 Yes 15.4 1 — 0 – 0.1
3HSPJ025111.5−183112 – 17.1 1 0.5 5 3FGLJ0251.1−1829 0.05
3HSPJ025211.5+320432 Yes 16.2 1 0.2 5 – 0.32
3HSPJ025347.1−103135 Yes 16.6 1 0.38 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ025426.3+160202 Yes 15.3 1 0.31 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ025434.3−454326 Yes 15.1 1 — 0 – 0.06
3HSPJ025448.1−125801 Yes 15.3 1 — 0 – 0.25
3HSPJ025707.8+335730 Yes 16.4 1 0.29 5 FL8YJ0257.0+3358 0.2
3HSPJ025756.1−271212 Yes 16.5 1 0.68 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ025857.5+055243 – 15.2 1 — 0 3FGLJ0258.9+0552 0.2
3HSPJ030036.9−361743 Yes 16.6 1 0.36 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ030103.7+344101 Yes 15.8 1 0.246 1 J030103.7+344100 0.13
3HSPJ030208.9+004626 Yes 16.6 1 0.63 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ030246.3−192425 Yes 15.5 1 — 0 – 0.5
3HSPJ030313.7−705026 Yes 16.6 1 0.33 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ030326.3−240711 Yes 15.7 1 0.266 1 3FGLJ0303.4−2407 3.98
3HSPJ030330.1+055430 Yes 15.8 1 0.196 1 FL8YJ0303.3+0554 0.4
3HSPJ030416.3−283218 Yes 17.7 1 0.4 2 3FGLJ0304.3−2836 0.5
3HSPJ030433.9−005404 Yes 15.9 1 0.511 1 FL8YJ0304.5−0055 0.16
3HSPJ030515.0−160816 – 17.0 1 0.31 5 3FGLJ0305.2−1607 0.2
3HSPJ030544.1+403510 Yes 16.7 1 0.24 5 J030544.1+403509 0.2
3HSPJ030718.6−205158 Yes 16.3 1 0.25 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ030816.8−285105 – 15.7 1 0.29 5 3FGLJ0308.4−2852 0.13
3HSPJ030926.0−395927 Yes 16.0 1 0.24 5 FL8YJ0309.4−4000 0.1
3HSPJ031034.6−501631 Yes 16.2 1 0.26 5 3FGLJ0310.4−5015 0.4
3HSPJ031103.2−440227 Yes 17.4 1 0.35 5 FL8YJ0311.4−4401 0.4
3HSPJ031205.3+312115 Yes 16.2 1 0.32 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ031234.1−322317 – 15.3 1 0.067 1 FL8YJ0312.4−3221 0.32
3HSPJ031235.6−222117 Yes 17.3 1 0.28 5 3FGLJ0312.7−2222 0.25
3HSPJ031250.2+361519 Yes 16.3 1 0.071 1 3FGLJ0312.7+3613 0.4
3HSPJ031311.5+244533 Yes 15.4 1 0.35 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ031421.9−095453 Yes 16.5 2 0.29 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ031423.9+061956 Yes 16.3 1 0.62 2 FL8YJ0314.3+0620 0.5
3HSPJ031432.6−090446 Yes 16.6 1 0.4 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ031527.1−264400 – 15.0 2 0.42 5 FL8YJ0315.4−2643 0.05
3HSPJ031612.7+090443 Yes 15.3 1 0.372 2 3FGLJ0316.1+0904 1.26
3HSPJ031614.3−643731 Yes 16.4 1 — 0 3FGLJ0316.2−6436 0.4
152
Source 2WHSP Log νpeak flag Z flag γ-ray counterpart FOM
3HSPJ031614.9−260757 Yes 15.9 1 0.443 1 3FGLJ0316.1−2611 0.79
3HSPJ031615.1−224723 Yes 16.8 1 0.24 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ031633.7−221612 Yes 16.7 1 0.228 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ031746.6+201106 Yes 15.7 1 0.29 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ031749.7+010514 Yes 16.5 2 0.436 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ031855.5+190816 Yes 15.9 1 0.43 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ031916.7+190420 – 16.0 1 0.43 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ031951.7+184534 Yes 17.3 1 0.19 1 3FGLJ0319.8+1847 1.0
3HSPJ032009.2−704533 Yes 17.0 3 0.37 5 FL8YJ0319.4−7045 0.2
3HSPJ032038.0+112452 Yes 17.0 2 0.35 5 J032037.9+112451 0.1
3HSPJ032056.3+042448 Yes 17.9 1 0.46 5 FL8YJ0321.3+0424 0.4
3HSPJ032102.2−040851 Yes 15.9 1 0.45 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ032127.3−531055 Yes 17.1 1 0.5 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ032159.9+233611 Yes 15.6 1 — 0 3FGLJ0322.0+2335 0.79
3HSPJ032228.3−504539 Yes 16.5 1 0.53 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ032343.6−011146 Yes 15.1 1 0.44 3 3FGLJ0323.6−0109 0.4
3HSPJ032350.7+071737 Yes 17.0 2 0.31 1 – 0.32
3HSPJ032356.5−010833 Yes 17.5 3 0.392 1 1FGLJ0323.7−0106 0.25
3HSPJ032523.5−563544 Yes 16.5 1 0.6 1 3FGLJ0325.2−5634 0.32
3HSPJ032541.0−164616 Yes 15.6 1 0.291 1 3FGLJ0325.6−1648 1.26
3HSPJ032613.9+022514 Yes 15.9 1 0.147 1 3FGLJ0326.2+0225 1.0
3HSPJ032647.3−340447 Yes 16.2 1 0.51 5 FL8YJ0326.7−3404 0.2
3HSPJ032852.6−571605 Yes 17.3 1 0.48 3 FL8YJ0328.8−5715 0.25
3HSPJ033050.0−240611 – 16.5 2 0.43 5 FL8YJ0330.8−2407 0.16
3HSPJ033118.4−615528 Yes 15.7 1 0.21 5 3FGLJ0331.3−6155 0.32
3HSPJ033202.3−703948 Yes 16.6 1 0.24 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ033223.7+822645 – 15.7 1 — 0 FL8YJ0333.2+8227 0.13
3HSPJ033312.2−361946 Yes 17.5 1 0.308 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ033349.0+291631 Yes 15.2 1 — 0 3FGLJ0333.6+2916 1.26
3HSPJ033356.7+653656 – 15.2 1 0.16 5 3FGLJ0333.9+6538 0.63
3HSPJ033415.4−372542 – 15.0 1 0.39 3 3FGLJ0334.3−3726 1.58
3HSPJ033513.8−445943 – 15.3 1 — 0 3FGLJ0335.3−4459 0.4
3HSPJ033612.8−213128 Yes 16.6 1 0.35 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ033623.7−034738 Yes 17.3 1 0.162 1 FL8YJ0336.4−0348 0.25
3HSPJ033812.5−244350 Yes 16.5 2 0.251 1 3FGLJ0338.1−2443 0.13
3HSPJ033829.2+130215 Yes 15.8 1 — 0 3FGLJ0338.5+1303 0.63
3HSPJ033832.0−570448 Yes 16.6 1 0.3 5 FL8YJ0338.8−5706 0.4
3HSPJ033851.9−532425 Yes 16.0 1 0.37 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ033859.5−284619 – 16.3 1 0.27 5 FL8YJ0338.9−2848 0.13
3HSPJ033913.6−173600 – 15.6 1 0.066 1 3FGLJ0339.2−1738 0.5
3HSPJ034054.7+782258 Yes 15.7 1 0.31 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ034254.1−370737 Yes 17.1 1 0.201 1 – 0.32
3HSPJ034323.5−761448 Yes 15.1 1 0.22 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ034402.4+730114 Yes 16.4 1 0.28 5 – 0.25
3HSPJ034424.9+343017 – 15.7 1 — 0 FL8YJ0344.4+3432 0.04
3HSPJ034427.3−523557 Yes 15.6 1 — 0 – 0.13
3HSPJ034609.4−420505 Yes 16.5 2 0.47 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ034656.9−133830 Yes 15.4 1 — 0 – 0.32
3HSPJ034819.8+603508 – 17.5 2 0.4 5 3FGLJ0348.4+6039 0.79
3HSPJ034923.1−115927 Yes 17.9 1 0.188 1 3FGLJ0349.2−1158 2.0
3HSPJ034957.8+064126 – 17.6 1 0.26 5 FL8YJ0350.0+0640 0.32
3HSPJ035028.3−514454 – 17.6 1 0.32 5 FL8YJ0350.4−5144 0.4
3HSPJ035051.3−281632 Yes 17.5 1 0.47 5 3FGLJ0351.0−2816 0.16
3HSPJ035154.5−370344 Yes 17.9 1 0.165 1 – 0.25
3HSPJ035257.4−683117 Yes 18.1 1 0.087 1 3FGLJ0353.0−6831 2.0
3HSPJ035305.0−362308 Yes 16.8 1 0.31 5 3FGLJ0353.0−3622 0.32
3HSPJ035308.4+825631 Yes 16.4 1 0.069 2 FL8YJ0353.5+8257 0.32
153
Source 2WHSP Log νpeak flag Z flag γ-ray counterpart FOM
3HSPJ035309.5+565430 – 16.4 1 — 0 3FGLJ0352.9+5655 0.5
3HSPJ035513.2−184308 – 15.0 3 0.28 5 FL8YJ0355.1−1841 0.16
3HSPJ035532.7−485134 Yes 16.7 1 0.47 5 – 0.02
3HSPJ035610.8−132905 – 15.7 1 0.35 5 FL8YJ0356.1−1328 0.1
3HSPJ035726.0−031759 – 17.5 3 0.3 5 FL8YJ0357.3−0319 0.16
3HSPJ035732.9−680932 – 16.6 1 0.089 1 FL8YJ0358.0−6807 0.08
3HSPJ035807.2−545139 Yes 15.4 1 — 0 – 0.1
3HSPJ035856.1−305447 Yes 16.7 1 0.65 2 FL8YJ0359.0−3053 0.25
3HSPJ035923.4−023501 – 15.5 2 0.34 5 FL8YJ0359.4−0236 0.08
3HSPJ040111.2−535458 – 16.8 1 0.59 5 3FGLJ0401.0−5359 0.13
3HSPJ040126.3−080159 Yes 16.4 1 0.147 2 – 0.1
3HSPJ040128.7+815311 Yes 16.7 2 0.215 1 – 0.25
3HSPJ040254.4+643509 – 15.3 1 0.31 5 FL8YJ0402.9+6433 0.1
3HSPJ040324.5−242947 – 18.0 2 0.357 1 FL8YJ0403.4−2432 0.32
3HSPJ040905.0−053235 Yes 16.7 1 0.346 1 – 0.05
3HSPJ040928.5+320245 – 16.5 2 0.28 5 3FGLJ0409.4+3158 0.79
3HSPJ041112.3−394143 Yes 16.6 1 0.7 3 J041112.2−394143 0.4
3HSPJ041238.4−392629 Yes 17.8 1 0.5 5 J041238.3−392629 0.13
3HSPJ041422.6−035017 Yes 16.1 1 0.36 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ041458.1−533943 Yes 16.9 1 — 0 FL8YJ0414.7−5339 0.63
3HSPJ041645.2−552529 Yes 15.5 2 0.33 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ041652.4+010523 Yes 16.5 1 0.287 1 3FGLJ0416.8+0104 3.16
3HSPJ041855.8+132451 Yes 17.8 1 0.27 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ041949.3+843835 Yes 16.3 1 0.5 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ042011.0−601505 – 16.2 1 0.33 5 3FGLJ0420.4−6013 0.16
3HSPJ042013.4+401121 – 16.1 1 0.14 5 FL8YJ0420.1+4011 0.25
3HSPJ042026.3−651400 Yes 15.3 1 — 0 – 0.32
3HSPJ042132.9−062903 Yes 17.0 1 0.39 1 – 0.25
3HSPJ042218.3+195054 Yes 17.5 1 0.516 1 3FGLJ0421.6+1950 0.32
3HSPJ042301.2−522716 Yes 15.2 1 — 0 – 0.06
3HSPJ042307.9−315958 Yes 16.1 1 0.58 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ042344.8−543150 Yes 15.5 2 0.29 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ042525.3+632001 – 17.5 2 0.27 5 3FGLJ0425.2+6319 0.25
3HSPJ042733.3−183010 Yes 17.5 1 0.22 5 – 0.32
3HSPJ042850.8−380550 – 15.1 1 0.15 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ042900.1−323641 Yes 16.4 1 0.34 4 FL8YJ0429.4−-3239 0.25
3HSPJ042958.9−305935 – 15.8 1 0.21 5 3FGLJ0430.1−3103 0.32
3HSPJ043046.3+030337 Yes 15.9 1 0.43 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ043145.0+740326 Yes 15.5 1 — 0 3FGLJ0431.6+7403 0.32
3HSPJ043154.9−653635 Yes 15.9 1 0.33 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ043307.5+322840 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 3FGLJ0433.1+3228 0.4
3HSPJ043332.8−104232 Yes 16.1 1 0.29 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ043344.1−572613 – 15.0 1 — 0 3FGLJ0434.0−5726 0.1
3HSPJ043440.9+092348 – 16.1 1 0.21 5 3FGLJ0434.6+0921 0.79
3HSPJ043517.7−262122 Yes 16.5 1 0.31 4 FL8YJ0435.4−2624 0.32
3HSPJ043726.9−462500 Yes 15.3 1 — 0 – 0.32
3HSPJ043837.0−732921 – 15.6 1 0.15 5 3FGLJ0437.7−7330 0.04
3HSPJ043837.4+311939 Yes 15.1 1 — 0 – 0.32
3HSPJ043932.2−320052 – 15.4 1 0.4 5 3FGLJ0439.6−3159 0.13
3HSPJ044018.6−245933 Yes 17.1 1 0.6 2 3FGLJ0440.3−2500 0.25
3HSPJ044050.3+275046 – 15.3 1 0.2 5 3FGLJ0440.8+2751 0.32
3HSPJ044127.4+150455 Yes 17.8 1 0.109 1 FL8YJ0441.5+1505 0.63
3HSPJ044139.2−105735 Yes 15.6 1 0.155 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ044230.2−001829 Yes 16.3 1 0.449 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ044240.6+614039 Yes 17.0 2 0.18 5 FL8YJ0442.7+6142 0.32
3HSPJ044328.3−415156 Yes 16.9 1 0.3 4 FL8YJ0443.3−4152 1.0
3HSPJ044458.3−583630 Yes 15.9 1 0.36 5 – 0.05
154
Source 2WHSP Log νpeak flag Z flag γ-ray counterpart FOM
3HSPJ044627.1−434632 Yes 15.2 1 — 0 – 0.2
3HSPJ044757.9−354938 Yes 16.8 1 0.6 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ044837.6−163243 Yes 17.1 1 0.35 2 3FGLJ0448.6-1632 0.63
3HSPJ044855.0−101855 Yes 16.1 1 0.58 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ044917.0−422342 Yes 16.1 1 0.38 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ044924.6−435008 Yes 15.5 1 0.19 3 3FGLJ0449.4−4350 10.0
3HSPJ045039.2−160212 Yes 16.2 1 — 0 – 0.1
3HSPJ045107.5−232533 Yes 16.9 1 0.36 5 – 0.25
3HSPJ045148.6+572141 – 15.7 1 0.31 5 3FGLJ0451.7+5722 0.4
3HSPJ045215.3+210303 Yes 16.7 1 0.31 5 FL8YJ0452.0+2059 0.13
3HSPJ045249.4−000151 Yes 16.7 1 0.33 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ045658.5−080530 Yes 15.7 1 0.39 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ045741.6+062221 Yes 15.4 1 0.32 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ045744.2−014932 Yes 15.2 1 — 0 – 0.1
3HSPJ045804.8+115143 – 15.0 2 0.2 5 FL8YJ0458.0+1152 0.1
3HSPJ045823.5−864408 Yes 16.6 1 0.22 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ045834.7+085643 Yes 17.1 1 0.27 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ045936.9−541707 – 17.2 1 0.5 5 FL8YJ0459.6−5413 0.08
3HSPJ050021.4+523801 – 17.6 1 0.12 5 3FGLJ0500.3+5237 0.79
3HSPJ050043.9+190317 – 15.5 2 0.25 5 FL8YJ0500.6+1904 0.1
3HSPJ050130.0+020400 – 16.1 1 0.58 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ050141.1+304825 – 16.6 1 0.31 5 3FGLJ0501.8+3046 0.32
3HSPJ050240.7−120429 Yes 16.4 1 0.45 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ050244.8−450455 Yes 15.6 1 0.31 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ050305.8+653401 – 17.0 2 0.25 5 3FGLJ0503.5+6538 0.79
3HSPJ050319.0−390022 Yes 16.8 1 0.156 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ050335.4−111506 Yes 16.9 1 0.4 3 FL8YJ0503.5−1117 0.25
3HSPJ050339.5+451659 – 15.7 1 0.25 5 3FGLJ0503.4+4522 0.4
3HSPJ050419.5−095632 Yes 17.9 1 0.32 4 J050419.5−095631 0.5
3HSPJ050534.7+041554 Yes 15.8 1 0.424 1 3FGLJ0505.5+0416 0.5
3HSPJ050552.0−814358 Yes 15.6 1 0.37 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ050558.7+611335 Yes 15.8 1 0.27 5 3FGLJ0505.9+6114 0.2
3HSPJ050559.6−292630 Yes 15.5 1 0.44 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ050601.6−382055 Yes 16.2 1 0.182 1 FL8YJ0505.8−3818 0.2
3HSPJ050639.9−085801 Yes 15.3 1 0.28 5 3FGLJ0507.5−0906 0.16
3HSPJ050643.0−234419 Yes 16.7 1 0.45 4 – 0.08
3HSPJ050650.1+032358 – 15.8 1 0.32 5 3FGLJ0506.9+0321 0.16
3HSPJ050657.7−543503 Yes 16.1 1 0.26 3 3FGLJ0506.9−5435 1.0
3HSPJ050709.3−385948 Yes 17.5 3 0.55 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ050727.2−334635 Yes 17.7 1 0.39 2 FL8YJ0507.4−3346 0.32
3HSPJ050756.1+673724 Yes 17.9 1 0.34 2 3FGLJ0508.0+6736 3.98
3HSPJ050813.1−280742 Yes 16.7 1 0.26 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ050833.3+053109 Yes 15.6 1 — 0 – 0.4
3HSPJ050912.8−731755 Yes 16.2 1 — 0 – 0.2
3HSPJ050938.1−040045 Yes 17.8 1 0.304 1 3FGLJ0509.7−0400 0.79
3HSPJ050939.8−251403 Yes 16.5 2 0.264 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ050957.2−641741 – 17.4 1 — 0 3FGLJ0509.7−6418 0.79
3HSPJ051304.4−022034 Yes 15.9 1 0.29 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ051427.0−341225 Yes 16.7 1 0.4 2 – 0.13
3HSPJ051439.1−001104 Yes 15.4 1 0.28 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ051533.1−012355 – 15.6 1 0.25 5 3FGLJ0515.5−0123 0.4
3HSPJ051631.2+735108 Yes 16.2 1 0.251 1 3FGLJ0516.3+7351 0.25
3HSPJ051845.4−572055 Yes 17.0 1 0.4 4 – 0.08
3HSPJ052026.1−555430 Yes 15.4 1 0.37 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ052041.9+653351 Yes 17.4 1 0.4 5 – 0.2
3HSPJ052133.6−295748 Yes 16.1 1 0.45 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ052145.9+211251 Yes 15.1 1 0.108 1 3FGLJ0521.7+2113 5.01
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3HSPJ052343.3−814201 Yes 16.4 1 0.28 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ052437.9+754000 Yes 16.1 1 0.5 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ052439.7−261554 Yes 17.2 1 0.26 4 – 0.16
3HSPJ052542.4−601340 Yes 16.2 1 0.45 5 3FGLJ0525.6−6013 0.04
3HSPJ052643.1−180813 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 – 0.16
3HSPJ052645.4−151900 Yes 15.7 1 0.21 5 FL8YJ0526.8−1519 0.79
3HSPJ052846.0−592003 – 15.2 1 1.13 2 3FGLJ0529.2−5917 0.25
3HSPJ052902.5+093435 Yes 17.7 1 0.3 5 3FGLJ0529.1+0933 0.63
3HSPJ053138.3+073039 – 15.7 1 0.5 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ053547.3−315342 Yes 16.2 1 0.5 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ053626.8−254748 Yes 15.9 1 — 0 FL8YJ0536.5−2548 0.03
3HSPJ053629.0−334302 Yes 16.0 1 0.34 3 3FGLJ0536.4−3347 1.0
3HSPJ053629.8−752412 Yes 16.1 1 0.56 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ053645.3−255841 Yes 17.2 1 0.32 5 J053645.2−255841 0.05
3HSPJ053737.4−233700 Yes 15.1 1 0.43 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ053737.6−140440 Yes 16.0 1 0.2 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ053748.9−571830 – 15.1 1 1.18 2 3FGLJ0537.4−5717 0.4
3HSPJ053809.7+031556 Yes 15.9 1 0.42 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ053810.3−390842 Yes 17.7 1 0.27 4 3FGLJ0538.4−3909 0.32
3HSPJ053949.5−102938 Yes 16.5 1 0.4 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ054030.0+582338 Yes 16.3 1 — 0 3FGLJ0540.4+5823 1.26
3HSPJ054106.9−485410 – 16.6 1 0.6 5 FL8YJ0541.1−4854 0.06
3HSPJ054357.2−553207 Yes 16.9 1 0.273 1 3FGLJ0543.9−5531 1.58
3HSPJ054449.1−193814 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 – 0.1
3HSPJ054504.4+065810 Yes 15.3 1 — 0 – 0.1
3HSPJ054655.2−685134 Yes 17.2 1 0.25 5 – 0.2
3HSPJ054656.7−220457 Yes 15.8 2 0.28 1 FL8YJ0546.8−2206 0.1
3HSPJ054746.5−460709 Yes 16.3 1 0.43 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ054903.4−215001 – 15.7 1 0.35 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ054906.8+325803 – 15.0 3 0.25 5 FL8YJ0549.0+3257 0.25
3HSPJ055026.5−435703 – 15.0 2 0.4 5 FL8YJ0550.4−4356 0.06
3HSPJ055040.5−321616 Yes 18.1 1 0.069 1 3FGLJ0550.6−3217 3.98
3HSPJ055102.0−472429 Yes 16.1 1 — 0 – 0.2
3HSPJ055333.1−203418 – 15.3 1 0.38 3 3FGLJ0553.5−2036 0.32
3HSPJ055411.0−275729 Yes 17.0 2 0.231 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ055716.8−061706 Yes 17.8 1 0.29 5 FL8YJ0557.3−0615 0.79
3HSPJ055734.3−685340 Yes 15.2 1 — 0 – 0.06
3HSPJ055806.4−383831 Yes 16.6 1 0.302 1 3FGLJ0558.1−3838 1.26
3HSPJ055940.9+304228 – 15.4 1 0.3 5 3FGLJ0559.8+3042 0.13
3HSPJ055959.3+640958 Yes 16.9 1 0.32 5 FL8YJ0559.8+6409 0.25
3HSPJ060014.9+124343 – 16.0 2 0.12 5 FL8YJ0600.3+1244 0.63
3HSPJ060200.4+531600 Yes 16.3 1 0.052 1 3FGLJ0602.2+5314 1.0
3HSPJ060251.2−401845 – 15.1 1 — 0 3FGLJ0602.8−4016 0.63
3HSPJ060408.6−481725 Yes 16.5 1 0.23 4 3FGLJ0604.1−4817 0.63
3HSPJ060433.7−403754 Yes 16.4 1 0.28 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ060450.0+833133 Yes 16.3 1 0.39 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ060635.7−472954 – 15.0 1 0.037 1 3FGLJ0606.4−4729 0.5
3HSPJ060714.3−251859 Yes 17.5 1 0.275 1 FL8YJ0607.2−2518 0.2
3HSPJ060736.4−742336 Yes 16.2 1 0.48 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ060915.0−024754 – 15.4 1 0.23 5 3FGLJ0609.4−0248 0.79
3HSPJ061104.1+682956 Yes 16.2 1 0.5 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ061106.5+432357 – 16.0 2 0.28 5 3FGLJ0611.2+4323 0.06
3HSPJ061518.2−782829 Yes 16.3 1 0.112 1 – 0.2
3HSPJ061610.2−173305 Yes 17.5 2 0.55 4 FL8YJ0616.1−1732 0.2
3HSPJ061702.7+434033 – 15.0 3 0.26 5 FL8YJ0617.0+4340 0.16
3HSPJ061740.9−171557 – 15.3 1 — 0 FL8YJ0617.6−1715 0.4
3HSPJ061742.8−171908 – 16.4 1 0.16 5 3FGLJ0617.6−1717 0.06
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3HSPJ061841.8−173101 – 16.2 1 0.5 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ061949.5+573548 Yes 16.9 1 0.45 5 – 0.25
3HSPJ062040.0+264331 Yes 16.9 1 0.14 5 3FGLJ0620.4+2644 0.63
3HSPJ062046.1−503350 – 15.0 1 0.25 5 FL8YJ0620.7−5034 0.06
3HSPJ062149.6−341149 Yes 17.7 1 0.529 1 FL8YJ0621.7−3412 0.79
3HSPJ062337.8−525756 Yes 16.0 1 0.29 4 FL8YJ0623.9−5300 0.08
3HSPJ062445.0−323055 Yes 16.6 1 0.252 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ062550.3+485806 Yes 16.1 1 0.4 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ062626.2−171046 Yes 16.6 1 0.7 3 FL8YJ0626.4−1712 0.32
3HSPJ062636.7−425805 Yes 15.5 1 0.27 5 3FGLJ0626.6−4259 0.13
3HSPJ062753.3−151957 Yes 17.3 1 0.29 5 3FGLJ0627.9−1517 0.4
3HSPJ063015.0−201236 Yes 16.4 1 0.22 5 J063014.9−201236 0.32
3HSPJ063059.5−240646 Yes 15.1 1 1.239 3 3FGLJ0630.9−2406 1.26
3HSPJ063257.9+591541 Yes 16.9 1 0.28 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ063331.0−162951 – 15.2 1 — 0 – 0.79
3HSPJ063359.7+584035 – 15.0 3 0.29 5 FL8YJ0633.8+5840 0.08
3HSPJ063841.4−261744 Yes 15.6 1 — 0 – 0.13
3HSPJ064007.1−125314 Yes 17.1 1 0.11 5 3FGLJ0640.0−1252 2.51
3HSPJ064050.3+243319 – 16.4 1 0.27 5 FL8YJ0640.8+2432 0.16
3HSPJ064326.7+421418 – 17.2 1 0.089 1 – 0.5
3HSPJ064435.7+603851 – 15.5 1 0.33 5 3FGLJ0644.6+6035 0.1
3HSPJ064443.7−285116 Yes 16.1 1 0.35 4 3FGLJ0644.6−2853 0.25
3HSPJ064710.0−513547 Yes 17.9 1 0.22 5 3FGLJ0647.0−5134 1.26
3HSPJ064813.9+160656 – 16.9 1 0.35 5 3FGLJ0648.1+1606 0.32
3HSPJ064827.4+711313 Yes 15.1 1 — 0 – 0.1
3HSPJ064847.6+151624 Yes 16.6 1 0.179 1 3FGLJ0648.8+1516 1.58
3HSPJ064850.4−694522 Yes 17.1 1 0.28 5 – 0.32
3HSPJ064933.5−313920 Yes 16.8 1 — 0 3FGLJ0649.6−3138 0.79
3HSPJ065010.3−514421 – 15.0 3 0.31 5 FL8YJ0650.2−5144 0.2
3HSPJ065035.3+205555 – 16.7 1 0.3 5 3FGLJ0650.5+2055 0.4
3HSPJ065046.4+250259 Yes 16.7 1 0.203 2 3FGLJ0650.7+2503 3.98
3HSPJ065105.4+401338 Yes 15.2 1 0.18 5 3FGLJ0651.3+4014 0.32
3HSPJ065200.5−480859 Yes 15.9 1 — 0 3FGLJ0652.0−4808 0.16
3HSPJ065610.6+423702 – 15.8 1 0.059 1 3FGLJ0656.4+4232 0.32
3HSPJ065635.5+421524 – 16.5 2 0.45 5 FL8YJ0656.6+4218 0.16
3HSPJ065751.3−284306 Yes 15.4 1 0.25 5 – 0.2
3HSPJ065845.0+063711 – 15.5 1 0.23 5 3FGLJ0658.6+0636 0.16
3HSPJ065932.9−674350 Yes 17.4 1 0.43 5 FL8YJ0659.5−6743 0.2
3HSPJ070014.3+130424 – 15.1 1 0.21 5 3FGLJ0700.2+1304 0.25
3HSPJ070132.1+250953 – 17.0 2 0.33 5 FL8YJ0701.4+2512 0.5
3HSPJ070315.8+680831 – 15.6 1 0.27 5 FL8YJ0703.1+6809 0.08
3HSPJ070610.8+024449 – 16.0 1 0.22 5 FL8YJ0706.1+0246 0.4
3HSPJ070631.6+374436 Yes 15.4 1 — 0 3FGLJ0706.5+3744 0.5
3HSPJ070858.2+224135 – 15.3 1 — 0 3FGLJ0708.9+2239 1.0
3HSPJ070912.5−152703 – 16.9 1 0.1 5 FL8YJ0709.2−1527 2.51
3HSPJ070947.9−300905 – 16.4 1 — 0 FL8YJ0709.7−3008 0.2
3HSPJ071030.0+590820 Yes 18.1 1 0.12 1 3FGLJ0710.3+5908 3.98
3HSPJ071218.8+571948 Yes 17.6 1 0.095 2 FL8YJ0712.4+5721 0.16
3HSPJ071223.5+331333 – 16.8 1 0.41 5 FL8YJ0712.6+3311 0.08
3HSPJ071525.2−513738 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 – 0.25
3HSPJ071625.6+750700 Yes 16.1 1 — 0 – 0.05
3HSPJ071745.0−552021 Yes 15.4 1 0.35 5 FL8YJ0717.7−5519 0.16
3HSPJ071908.6−705403 Yes 16.4 1 0.33 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ071959.8+632228 Yes 15.3 1 — 0 – 0.04
3HSPJ072113.9−022054 – 16.9 1 0.38 5 3FGLJ0721.5−0221 0.4
3HSPJ072259.6−073134 – 16.3 1 0.17 5 3FGLJ0723.2−0728 0.63
3HSPJ072314.0+584120 Yes 17.2 1 0.26 5 FL8YJ0723.4+5842 0.13
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3HSPJ072348.3+205130 Yes 16.1 1 0.21 5 3FGLJ0723.7+2050 0.25
3HSPJ072406.2+535114 Yes 15.2 1 — 0 – 0.32
3HSPJ072529.5−050336 – 16.3 1 0.1 5 FL8YJ0725.5−0504 0.4
3HSPJ072547.8−054832 – 16.4 1 — 0 3FGLJ0725.7−0550 0.25
3HSPJ072659.5+373423 Yes 15.7 1 0.35 4 FL8YJ0727.0+3735 0.1
3HSPJ073026.0+330722 Yes 15.4 1 0.11 1 3FGLJ0730.5+3307 0.5
3HSPJ073049.5−660218 Yes 15.6 1 0.106 1 3FGLJ0730.5−6606 0.63
3HSPJ073124.2−584122 Yes 15.1 1 0.33 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ073152.7+280433 Yes 16.5 1 0.248 1 FL8YJ0731.8+2804 0.4
3HSPJ073326.7+515355 Yes 17.9 1 0.09 5 3FGLJ0733.5+5153 1.26
3HSPJ073329.5+351542 Yes 16.3 1 0.177 1 FL8YJ0733.1+3522 0.2
3HSPJ073518.5+034735 Yes 15.3 1 — 0 – 0.2
3HSPJ073522.0+514641 Yes 16.7 1 0.45 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ073701.8+284646 Yes 15.7 1 0.272 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ073706.0−824840 – 15.7 1 0.23 5 3FGLJ0737.8−8245 0.32
3HSPJ073927.3−672136 – 17.0 1 0.53 5 FL8YJ0739.9−6721 0.25
3HSPJ074221.1−813136 – 15.0 3 0.43 5 3FGLJ0742.4−8133 0.1
3HSPJ074322.0−563254 Yes 15.6 1 0.38 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ074405.3+743358 Yes 16.5 1 0.314 1 3FGLJ0744.3+7434 0.79
3HSPJ074419.8−621100 Yes 16.6 1 0.38 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ074439.9−011430 Yes 16.0 1 0.48 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ074627.0−022549 – 15.3 1 — 0 3FGLJ0746.4−0225 0.32
3HSPJ074642.3−475455 Yes 15.4 1 — 0 3FGLJ0746.6−4756 1.0
3HSPJ074709.4+062306 Yes 15.8 1 — 0 – 0.2
3HSPJ074710.0−073724 – 15.5 1 0.32 5 3FGLJ0747.4−0734 0.03
3HSPJ074716.2+851208 Yes 17.1 1 0.28 5 3FGLJ0746.9+8511 0.32
3HSPJ074722.1+090548 Yes 17.2 1 0.28 5 3FGLJ0747.4+0904 0.4
3HSPJ074724.7−492633 Yes 15.8 1 — 0 3FGLJ0747.5−4927 0.5
3HSPJ074734.5+612650 Yes 15.5 2 0.32 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ074914.0+231316 – 15.5 1 0.175 1 FL8YJ0749.2+2313 0.1
3HSPJ074929.5+745144 Yes 16.1 1 0.607 2 FL8YJ0749.6+7450 0.25
3HSPJ075109.5+291335 Yes 15.8 1 0.185 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ075125.1+173050 Yes 17.2 1 0.187 1 – 0.2
3HSPJ075212.5+040901 Yes 15.5 1 — 0 – 0.4
3HSPJ075329.5+535111 Yes 15.1 1 0.26 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ075523.1+372619 Yes 17.2 1 0.605 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ075722.7+182929 Yes 16.3 2 0.26 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ075936.1+132117 Yes 16.3 1 0.7 3 FL8YJ0759.6+1321 0.4
3HSPJ080004.0+621015 Yes 15.8 1 0.48 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ080015.5+561107 Yes 16.0 1 0.38 5 FL8YJ0800.3+5610 0.13
3HSPJ080056.5+073235 – 15.4 1 0.44 5 FL8YJ0800.8+0732 0.1
3HSPJ080102.1+644449 Yes 16.4 1 0.2 2 FL8YJ0801.1+6444 0.16
3HSPJ080135.9+463824 Yes 16.0 1 0.369 1 J080135.8+463824 0.13
3HSPJ080204.8+100637 – 15.5 2 0.57 3 3FGLJ0802.0+1005 0.4
3HSPJ080215.8−094210 – 15.4 1 — 0 3FGLJ0802.3−0941 0.32
3HSPJ080312.1−033600 Yes 15.6 1 0.365 1 3FGLJ0803.3−0339 0.13
3HSPJ080323.0+481617 Yes 15.7 1 0.501 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ080457.7−062426 Yes 16.9 1 0.27 4 3FGLJ0805.0−0622 0.32
3HSPJ080508.9+685600 Yes 15.1 1 — 0 – 0.1
3HSPJ080526.6+753424 Yes 16.3 1 0.12 1 3FGLJ0805.4+7534 1.58
3HSPJ080610.6+020327 Yes 15.3 1 0.23 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ080625.9+593106 Yes 15.3 1 0.3 2 3FGLJ0806.6+5933 0.25
3HSPJ080938.9+345537 Yes 16.6 1 0.083 1 3FGLJ0809.6+3456 0.32
3HSPJ080949.1+521858 Yes 15.7 1 0.137 1 3FGLJ0809.8+5218 2.51
3HSPJ081003.2−752723 – 15.1 1 0.47 3 3FHLJ0811.0−7529 0.4
3HSPJ081012.0−703047 Yes 16.3 1 — 0 FL8YJ0809.9−7026 0.06
3HSPJ081201.8+023732 Yes 16.7 1 0.2 5 3FGLJ0812.0+0237 0.63
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3HSPJ081231.2+282056 Yes 15.7 1 0.47 1 FL8YJ0812.6+2821 0.1
3HSPJ081240.8+650911 Yes 16.5 1 0.23 5 3FGLJ0813.3+6509 0.25
3HSPJ081258.3+153152 Yes 17.0 2 0.525 1 – 0.32
3HSPJ081305.6+714314 Yes 16.8 1 0.58 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ081338.0−035716 – 17.6 1 0.33 5 3FGLJ0813.5−0356 0.32
3HSPJ081343.5−754758 Yes 15.9 1 0.32 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ081421.2+294021 – 16.1 1 0.32 4 3FGLJ0814.5+2943 0.25
3HSPJ081435.3+183028 Yes 16.2 1 0.342 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ081539.8+655004 – 16.5 2 0.47 5 FL8YJ0815.4+6552 0.1
3HSPJ081602.9−121553 Yes 16.1 1 0.31 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ081627.1−131152 Yes 16.6 1 0.37 3 3FGLJ0816.4−1311 2.0
3HSPJ081750.9+324340 – 15.1 1 0.32 4 3FGLJ0818.0+3237 0.1
3HSPJ081915.3+064221 Yes 16.0 2 0.68 4 – 0.03
3HSPJ081917.5−075626 Yes 18.0 1 0.37 4 FL8YJ0819.4−0756 0.63
3HSPJ081941.8+053023 – 16.6 1 0.37 5 FL8YJ0819.5+0532 0.1
3HSPJ082021.9−280159 – 15.9 1 — 0 FL8YJ0820.2−2801 0.4
3HSPJ082030.8−031413 Yes 16.6 1 0.45 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ082051.1+235345 – 15.6 1 0.402 1 FL8YJ0820.9+2353 0.2
3HSPJ082130.2+213721 Yes 16.1 1 0.67 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ082253.2+701357 Yes 15.5 1 0.168 2 – 0.4
3HSPJ082314.5−632930 Yes 16.1 1 0.23 4 FL8YJ0823.2−6329 0.16
3HSPJ082320.5+112551 Yes 17.1 1 0.44 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ082355.6+394747 Yes 17.2 1 0.53 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ082406.5+613619 Yes 15.2 1 0.401 1 – 0.25
3HSPJ082427.8+624937 Yes 15.6 1 0.097 2 – 0.06
3HSPJ082555.2+401332 Yes 16.6 1 0.406 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ082627.8−640415 Yes 16.7 1 — 0 3FGLJ0826.3−6400 1.58
3HSPJ082706.1−070845 Yes 16.3 1 0.247 2 3FGLJ0827.2−0711 0.5
3HSPJ082707.0+084121 Yes 17.0 2 0.41 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ082707.1−310923 – 15.0 1 — 0 – 0.2
3HSPJ082801.1+231217 – 16.2 1 0.5 4 FL8YJ0828.0+2308 0.08
3HSPJ082814.2+415351 Yes 17.0 1 0.225 1 FL8YJ0828.4+4153 0.2
3HSPJ082904.8+175415 Yes 16.4 1 0.089 1 FL8YJ0829.1+1755 0.32
3HSPJ083010.9+523027 Yes 17.1 1 0.205 1 FL8YJ0830.0+5231 0.1
3HSPJ083015.1−094455 Yes 16.9 1 0.5 5 – 0.32
3HSPJ083117.3+513350 Yes 17.1 1 0.57 5 – 0.02
3HSPJ083133.0+174630 – 15.0 3 0.3 4 FL8YJ0831.5+1747 0.13
3HSPJ083251.4+330011 Yes 18.0 1 0.671 1 – 0.2
3HSPJ083357.0+472653 Yes 16.4 1 0.494 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ083417.5+182501 Yes 15.0 1 0.33 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ083713.3−185941 Yes 15.4 1 — 0 – 0.1
3HSPJ083724.6+145820 Yes 16.7 1 0.278 1 FL8YJ0837.3+1458 2.0
3HSPJ083918.7+361855 Yes 15.4 1 0.335 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ083952.6−054547 Yes 15.8 1 — 0 – 0.16
3HSPJ083955.1+121702 Yes 16.0 1 0.336 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ084018.8−191028 Yes 15.3 1 — 0 – 0.5
3HSPJ084121.6−355505 – 15.9 1 — 0 3FGLJ0841.3-3554 2.0
3HSPJ084225.5+025252 – 15.5 1 0.425 1 FL8YJ0842.4+0252 0.08
3HSPJ084310.2+503410 Yes 16.4 1 0.439 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ084345.8−194808 Yes 15.5 2 0.55 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ084452.2+280410 Yes 17.9 1 0.453 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ084701.5−233701 Yes 16.5 1 0.061 1 3FGLJ0846.9−2336 0.4
3HSPJ084712.9+113350 Yes 17.8 1 0.198 1 3FGLJ0847.1+1134 1.26
3HSPJ084827.9+811147 Yes 16.0 3 0.175 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ084839.6+050618 – 17.2 1 — 0 FL8YJ0848.7+0508 0.16
3HSPJ085036.1+345522 – 15.4 1 0.145 1 3FGLJ0850.2+3500 0.25
3HSPJ085102.9+054905 Yes 15.8 1 0.48 1 – 0.1
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3HSPJ085242.9+430254 Yes 16.7 1 0.53 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ085310.5−365820 – 15.3 1 — 0 3FGLJ0853.0−3654 2.0
3HSPJ085315.8+072229 Yes 15.9 1 0.49 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ085406.5+482324 Yes 15.3 2 0.114 2 – 0.03
3HSPJ085409.8+440830 Yes 15.9 1 0.23 4 3FGLJ0854.2+4408 0.4
3HSPJ085410.1+275421 – 16.1 1 0.494 1 FL8YJ0854.0+2753 0.04
3HSPJ085440.1+162902 Yes 16.2 1 0.58 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ085549.3+423710 – 16.6 1 0.517 1 – 0.05
3HSPJ085627.2+602040 Yes 16.0 2 0.24 1 – 0.05
3HSPJ085659.2+513554 Yes 16.5 2 0.77 4 3FHLJ0856.8+5136 0.03
3HSPJ085730.1+062727 Yes 16.2 1 0.338 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ085749.8+013530 Yes 15.4 1 0.281 1 FL8YJ0857.6+0139 0.25
3HSPJ085802.8−313038 – 17.0 2 0.34 5 3FGLJ0858.1−3130 0.32
3HSPJ085834.3−071839 Yes 15.6 1 — 0 – 0.1
3HSPJ085910.2+834500 Yes 17.0 3 0.33 1 – 0.32
3HSPJ085920.5+004712 Yes 16.4 1 0.57 2 FL8YJ0859.8+0053 0.25
3HSPJ085930.6+621730 Yes 16.3 1 0.38 4 3FGLJ0859.1+6219 0.1
3HSPJ085958.4+560239 Yes 16.5 2 0.6 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ085958.6+294424 Yes 17.0 2 0.481 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ090038.6+674223 – 15.1 1 — 0 3FGLJ0900.0+6754 0.05
3HSPJ090051.6−154130 Yes 15.7 1 0.28 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ090132.0−043001 Yes 15.7 1 0.38 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ090133.8+671316 – 16.5 2 0.55 5 FL8YJ0901.5+6711 0.06
3HSPJ090200.1+431001 Yes 15.4 2 0.646 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ090314.6+405559 – 16.6 1 0.188 1 FL8YJ0903.5+4058 0.1
3HSPJ090317.9+344339 Yes 16.8 2 0.61 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ090416.8+725945 Yes 16.0 2 0.25 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ090523.0−053146 Yes 15.6 1 0.7 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ090534.9+135806 Yes 15.2 1 0.34 3 3FGLJ0905.5+1358 1.0
3HSPJ090802.2−095937 Yes 17.3 1 0.054 1 J090802.2−095936 0.32
3HSPJ090809.1−072708 Yes 16.4 1 0.22 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ090812.1+603540 Yes 16.2 2 0.294 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ090849.6+444604 Yes 16.9 2 0.348 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ090858.6−211854 Yes 15.7 1 0.33 5 2FGLJ0908.7−2119 0.25
3HSPJ090900.6+231112 Yes 15.2 1 0.223 1 3FGLJ0909.0+2310 0.32
3HSPJ090953.2+310603 Yes 17.0 1 0.272 1 FL8YJ0909.7+3105 0.5
3HSPJ091003.8−181612 – 16.5 2 0.45 5 FL8YJ0910.0−1815 0.08
3HSPJ091037.0+332924 Yes 15.0 1 0.35 2 3FGLJ0910.5+3329 1.58
3HSPJ091211.2+275927 – 15.1 1 0.56 3 3FGLJ0912.4+2800 0.1
3HSPJ091222.9−251825 Yes 16.5 2 0.33 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ091230.6+155527 Yes 17.1 1 0.212 1 3FGLJ0912.7+1556 0.2
3HSPJ091256.8+520947 Yes 17.7 2 0.411 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ091300.2−210320 Yes 17.1 1 0.198 1 3FGLJ0912.9−2104 1.58
3HSPJ091322.3+813305 Yes 17.0 2 0.639 2 FL8YJ0913.4+8134 0.16
3HSPJ091326.7+782923 Yes 16.1 1 0.47 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ091408.2−015945 Yes 15.9 1 — 0 FL8YJ0914.2−0202 0.08
3HSPJ091429.7+684508 – 15.0 3 0.45 5 FL8YJ0914.4+6844 0.1
3HSPJ091522.5−203625 Yes 15.6 1 — 0 – 0.1
3HSPJ091552.3+293324 Yes 15.4 1 0.19 3 3FGLJ0915.8+2933 1.58
3HSPJ091552.9+473820 Yes 16.5 2 0.407 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ091651.9+523828 Yes 15.9 1 0.19 1 FL8YJ0916.7+5238 0.4
3HSPJ091714.6−034314 Yes 16.6 1 0.308 1 3FGLJ0917.3−0344 0.2
3HSPJ091925.6+110659 Yes 15.9 1 0.425 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ091926.2−220042 Yes 15.8 1 0.45 5 3FGLJ0919.5−2200 0.08
3HSPJ092015.5+391013 Yes 17.0 1 0.607 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ092057.4−225721 Yes 17.7 1 0.32 4 3FGLJ0921.0−2258 0.4
3HSPJ092113.0+684902 Yes 15.4 1 — 0 – 0.06
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3HSPJ092252.0+755403 Yes 16.4 1 0.4 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ092339.0+052649 Yes 16.0 2 0.27 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ092401.0+053345 Yes 16.8 1 0.57 1 3FGLJ0924.2+0534 0.25
3HSPJ092405.8+530033 Yes 16.5 2 0.64 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ092542.8+595816 Yes 15.8 1 0.7 3 3FGLJ0925.6+5959 0.08
3HSPJ092637.3−131233 Yes 16.7 1 0.138 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ092702.3+513733 Yes 16.7 1 0.413 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ092818.4+042109 Yes 16.1 1 0.3 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ092837.4+404845 – 15.4 1 0.55 3 3FGLJ0928.5+4048 0.2
3HSPJ093004.0+494331 Yes 17.4 1 0.573 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ093037.5+495025 Yes 17.5 1 0.187 1 3FGLJ0930.0+4951 1.0
3HSPJ093056.8+393335 Yes 17.0 2 0.639 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ093239.3+104235 Yes 16.2 1 0.361 1 FL8YJ0932.7+1041 0.2
3HSPJ093303.4+045235 Yes 16.6 1 0.378 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ093321.9+213211 Yes 16.1 1 0.43 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ093430.1−172120 Yes 17.7 1 0.25 1 FL8YJ0934.5−1720 0.5
3HSPJ093514.7−173658 – 15.2 1 0.29 5 3FGLJ0935.1−1736 0.16
3HSPJ093623.1−211039 – 16.2 1 0.53 3 3FGLJ0936.3−2114 0.08
3HSPJ093754.7−143350 – 15.1 1 0.27 5 3FGLJ0937.9−1435 0.2
3HSPJ093848.5+441644 Yes 16.5 2 0.615 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ093904.5+491622 Yes 16.3 1 0.403 1 – 0.05
3HSPJ093938.5−031503 Yes 15.6 1 — 0 – 0.13
3HSPJ094022.4+614826 Yes 16.3 1 0.21 1 3FGLJ0941.0+6151 0.32
3HSPJ094223.2+284414 – 15.7 1 0.366 1 FL8YJ0942.2+2841 0.03
3HSPJ094309.4+135132 Yes 16.0 2 0.569 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ094340.7+444215 Yes 16.5 1 0.48 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ094355.5−070950 Yes 17.6 1 0.433 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ094432.3+573535 Yes 15.9 1 0.717 2 – 0.06
3HSPJ094502.0−044833 Yes 16.2 1 0.43 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ094537.1−301333 Yes 16.1 1 0.43 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ094606.1+215138 Yes 16.7 1 0.489 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ094620.2+010451 Yes 17.9 1 0.577 1 3FGLJ0946.2+0103 0.32
3HSPJ094630.6+105202 Yes 16.9 1 0.161 1 FL8YJ0946.5+1051 0.16
3HSPJ094709.5−254059 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 3FGLJ0947.1−2542 0.79
3HSPJ094933.9+480826 Yes 16.8 1 0.728 1 – 0.02
3HSPJ095040.9+383044 Yes 16.5 2 0.5 4 – 0.04
3HSPJ095127.8+010210 Yes 15.5 1 0.5 2 – 0.1
3HSPJ095202.2−171443 Yes 16.2 1 0.45 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ095214.7+393615 Yes 16.5 1 0.58 4 FL8YJ0952.1+3932 0.13
3HSPJ095224.1+750213 Yes 17.6 1 0.181 1 FL8YJ0952.3+7503 0.2
3HSPJ095249.5+071330 – 15.3 1 0.31 5 3FGLJ0952.8+0711 0.1
3HSPJ095302.6−084018 Yes 15.3 1 0.37 3 3FGLJ0953.0−0839 1.0
3HSPJ095304.3−765801 Yes 16.1 1 0.25 5 3FGLJ0953.1−7657 0.4
3HSPJ095409.8+491459 Yes 16.3 1 0.41 2 3FGLJ0954.2+4913 0.2
3HSPJ095419.6−251958 – 15.0 2 0.32 5 FL8YJ0954.2−2520 0.08
3HSPJ095507.9+355100 Yes 17.7 1 0.557 2 FL8YJ0955.1+3551 0.32
3HSPJ095518.4−294611 Yes 15.1 1 — 0 – 0.2
3HSPJ095549.6+101429 Yes 15.8 1 0.373 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ095622.6−095514 Yes 15.8 1 0.31 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ095628.2−095719 Yes 17.3 1 0.161 1 FL8YJ0956.5−0957 0.32
3HSPJ095649.5+015601 Yes 17.0 2 0.65 4 – 0.04
3HSPJ095800.5+473734 Yes 15.3 1 0.485 1 2FGLJ0957.7+4735 0.03
3HSPJ095805.9−031740 Yes 16.6 1 0.43 4 3FGLJ0958.3−0318 0.2
3HSPJ095813.0−675242 Yes 16.3 1 0.21 5 3FGLJ0958.4−6752 0.5
3HSPJ095849.0+013219 Yes 17.4 1 0.42 4 – 0.08
3HSPJ095849.8+703959 Yes 16.2 1 0.31 5 FL8YJ0958.8+7039 0.05
3HSPJ095904.2−074413 Yes 15.1 1 — 0 – 0.13
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3HSPJ095929.8+212321 Yes 16.5 1 0.36 1 3FGLJ0959.7+2124 0.25
3HSPJ095947.7−113725 Yes 16.3 1 0.45 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ100008.9−000319 Yes 17.4 1 0.63 5 – 0.02
3HSPJ100202.3+340836 Yes 16.4 1 0.412 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ100234.4+221614 Yes 17.3 1 0.4 4 3FGLJ1002.3+2220 0.32
3HSPJ100313.9+705912 Yes 15.0 2 — 0 – 0.04
3HSPJ100316.6+434401 Yes 15.0 1 0.48 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ100326.6+020455 – 15.9 1 0.48 4 FL8YJ1003.4+0205 0.1
3HSPJ100342.8−213809 – 17.0 2 0.17 5 FL8YJ1003.6−2138 0.2
3HSPJ100408.1+144909 Yes 17.0 1 0.712 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ100444.7+375211 Yes 16.4 1 0.44 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ100520.4+240504 Yes 16.5 1 0.476 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ100612.2+644011 Yes 15.9 1 0.39 4 FL8YJ1006.5+6441 0.16
3HSPJ100652.8−075545 Yes 15.2 1 0.4 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ100656.4+345445 Yes 15.0 1 0.612 1 3FGLJ1006.7+3453 0.13
3HSPJ100811.4+470521 Yes 17.4 1 0.343 1 – 0.5
3HSPJ101015.9−311908 Yes 16.8 1 0.14 1 3FGLJ1010.2−3120 1.58
3HSPJ101244.2+422957 Yes 16.9 1 0.365 1 3FGLJ1012.7+4229 0.32
3HSPJ101258.3+393238 Yes 15.7 1 0.17 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ101312.4+083209 Yes 16.5 1 0.602 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ101436.6−210142 Yes 16.3 1 0.45 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ101504.1+492600 Yes 16.4 1 0.2 3 3FGLJ1015.0+4925 3.98
3HSPJ101514.2−113803 Yes 17.2 2 0.151 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ101616.8+410812 Yes 17.3 1 0.27 1 – 0.2
3HSPJ101619.3−040705 Yes 15.5 1 0.48 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ101620.6−424722 – 15.5 1 0.25 5 3FGLJ1016.6−4244 0.2
3HSPJ101659.7+213316 Yes 16.3 1 — 0 – 0.02
3HSPJ101706.6+520247 Yes 15.8 1 0.379 1 FL8YJ1017.4+5204 0.06
3HSPJ101717.9−154933 Yes 15.8 1 0.53 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ101724.3+253956 – 15.0 2 0.417 1 FL8YJ1017.5+2535 0.05
3HSPJ101834.0+312833 Yes 17.0 3 0.161 1 – 0.2
3HSPJ101858.3+215958 Yes 15.8 1 0.572 2 – 0.06
3HSPJ102004.7−120959 Yes 15.2 1 — 0 – 0.06
3HSPJ102100.3+162554 Yes 16.1 1 0.556 2 FL8YJ1021.1+1625 0.2
3HSPJ102123.5−300220 Yes 16.4 1 0.29 4 – 0.08
3HSPJ102128.9+380644 Yes 16.2 1 0.467 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ102212.6+512400 Yes 18.2 1 0.142 1 – 0.4
3HSPJ102243.7−011302 Yes 17.1 1 0.22 4 3FGLJ1022.8−0113 1.0
3HSPJ102251.2+452141 Yes 16.5 2 0.58 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ102339.7+300057 Yes 16.0 1 0.433 1 3FGLJ1023.7+3000 0.13
3HSPJ102345.5−055523 Yes 17.6 1 0.423 1 – 0.05
3HSPJ102356.1−433601 Yes 15.9 1 0.32 3 3FGLJ1023.9−4335 2.0
3HSPJ102404.8−161935 Yes 15.7 1 0.44 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ102432.3−454426 – 17.0 1 0.37 5 3FGLJ1024.4−4545 0.16
3HSPJ102519.0−104106 Yes 16.0 1 0.6 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ102523.0+040229 Yes 16.2 1 0.208 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ102634.3−854314 Yes 15.0 1 — 0 3FGLJ1026.4−8542 0.63
3HSPJ102658.5−174858 Yes 15.7 1 0.114 2 3FGLJ1026.9−1750 0.79
3HSPJ102703.4+060933 Yes 16.5 1 0.449 1 3FGLJ1027.0+0609 0.2
3HSPJ102704.3+671618 Yes 15.7 1 0.27 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ102724.9+631752 Yes 15.5 1 0.58 3 3FGLJ1027.7+6316 0.13
3HSPJ102732.3+352622 Yes 17.2 1 0.47 4 – 0.1
3HSPJ102827.6+055515 Yes 16.0 1 0.234 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ102839.3+170210 Yes 16.3 1 0.169 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ103040.3−203036 Yes 15.2 1 0.28 5 3FGLJ1030.4−2030 0.1
3HSPJ103118.5+505335 Yes 16.9 1 0.16 4 3FGLJ1031.2+5053 2.0
3HSPJ103137.8−260716 Yes 17.0 3 0.25 5 – 0.2
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3HSPJ103317.9+422236 – 15.8 1 0.211 1 FL8YJ1033.5+4222 0.08
3HSPJ103332.1-503528 – 15.7 1 0.24 5 3FGLJ1033.4−5035 0.5
3HSPJ103335.8−143627 Yes 15.9 1 0.367 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ103346.3+370824 Yes 17.1 1 0.448 1 FL8YJ1033.7+3707 0.13
3HSPJ103438.4−464403 – 17.1 1 0.33 5 FL8YJ1034.7−4645 0.25
3HSPJ103655.9−195424 Yes 16.2 1 0.3 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ103744.2+571155 Yes 15.5 1 0.33 3 3FGLJ1037.5+5711 1.58
3HSPJ103838.1+675516 Yes 16.7 1 0.5 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ103931.1+545548 Yes 17.7 1 0.617 2 – 0.05
3HSPJ104028.9+094753 Yes 16.7 1 0.304 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ104058.3+134150 Yes 16.8 1 0.7 3 3FGLJ1040.8+1342 0.32
3HSPJ104108.5−120330 Yes 15.4 1 0.31 5 3FGLJ1040.9−1205 0.05
3HSPJ104144.4+594257 Yes 15.9 1 0.425 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ104149.1+390119 Yes 16.5 1 0.21 1 3FGLJ1041.8+3901 0.13
3HSPJ104202.9−412929 – 15.3 1 0.25 5 3FGLJ1042.1−4126 0.16
3HSPJ104303.8+005420 Yes 17.1 1 0.4 4 FL8YJ1042.8+0054 0.32
3HSPJ104516.2+275133 Yes 15.4 1 0.7 3 – 0.1
3HSPJ104549.8−414310 Yes 16.4 1 0.26 4 – 0.2
3HSPJ104551.1−400041 Yes 16.3 1 0.243 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ104603.0+754040 Yes 16.4 1 0.52 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ104651.4−253545 Yes 18.0 3 0.25 1 3FGLJ1046.9−2531 1.26
3HSPJ104654.5−002835 Yes 15.4 1 0.74 5 – 0.01
3HSPJ104705.8+673758 – 15.0 2 0.5 5 FL8YJ1047.2+6741 0.03
3HSPJ104745.8+543741 Yes 15.8 1 0.54 2 – 0.05
3HSPJ104756.9−373730 Yes 15.9 1 — 0 3FGLJ1047.8−3737 0.25
3HSPJ104810.9+855958 Yes 16.0 2 0.23 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ104857.6+500945 Yes 17.2 1 0.403 1 FL8YJ1049.6+5012 0.08
3HSPJ104920.7+431525 Yes 16.5 2 0.5 4 – 0.05
3HSPJ104938.7+274212 – 16.4 1 0.144 1 FL8YJ1049.8+2741 0.05
3HSPJ105040.2+331004 Yes 16.7 1 0.63 4 – 0.05
3HSPJ105125.3+394325 Yes 16.8 1 0.497 1 3FGLJ1051.4+3941 0.25
3HSPJ105224.5+081409 – 16.8 1 0.223 1 3FGLJ1052.0+0816 0.25
3HSPJ105344.1+492956 Yes 15.8 1 0.14 1 3FGLJ1053.7+4929 0.32
3HSPJ105437.8+202740 Yes 16.7 1 0.225 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ105451.4+162607 Yes 15.8 1 0.505 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ105526.7+634234 Yes 15.4 1 — 0 – 0.04
3HSPJ105534.3−012616 Yes 16.2 1 0.33 4 FL8YJ1055.5−0126 0.25
3HSPJ105606.6+025213 Yes 17.7 1 0.236 1 – 0.63
3HSPJ105707.4+551032 Yes 15.7 1 0.7 3 FL8YJ1057.2+5510 0.08
3HSPJ105723.0+230318 Yes 16.9 1 0.379 1 – 0.32
3HSPJ105750.7−275410 Yes 16.3 1 0.091 1 3FGLJ1057.6−2754 0.32
3HSPJ105757.6+293714 Yes 16.9 1 0.57 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ105833.7+593218 Yes 17.4 2 0.591 1 – 0.01
3HSPJ105837.7+562811 Yes 15.1 1 0.143 1 3FGLJ1058.6+5627 2.0
3HSPJ105929.0−191221 Yes 15.3 1 0.222 1 – 0.32
3HSPJ110021.0+401927 Yes 16.2 1 0.225 2 3FGLJ1100.5+4020 0.5
3HSPJ110021.0+421053 Yes 16.0 1 0.323 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ110124.7+410847 Yes 15.6 1 0.38 4 3FGLJ1101.5+4106 0.13
3HSPJ110253.0−014906 Yes 16.6 1 0.56 5 FL8YJ1102.8−0148 0.08
3HSPJ110312.8+440116 Yes 15.5 2 0.411 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ110337.6−232930 Yes 17.3 1 0.186 1 3FGLJ1103.5−2329 5.01
3HSPJ110339.1−402402 Yes 15.5 1 0.22 5 – 0.25
3HSPJ110356.1+002236 Yes 15.7 1 0.275 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ110357.2+261118 Yes 17.1 1 0.712 2 FL8YJ1104.0+2610 0.13
3HSPJ110424.9+423454 Yes 17.0 1 0.453 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ110427.3+381231 Yes 16.3 1 0.03 1 3FGLJ1104.4+3812 39.81
3HSPJ110530.6+311436 Yes 15.4 1 0.42 2 – 0.05
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3HSPJ110600.3+375445 Yes 16.5 2 0.64 5 – 0.02
3HSPJ110651.8+650604 Yes 16.5 2 0.73 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ110748.0+150210 Yes 15.6 1 0.25 2 3FGLJ1107.8+1502 0.32
3HSPJ110804.9+164820 Yes 17.9 1 0.476 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ110858.4−014931 Yes 16.7 1 0.106 1 – 0.2
3HSPJ110916.1+241120 – 15.7 1 0.35 2 3FGLJ1109.4+2411 0.2
3HSPJ110938.5+373611 – 15.0 2 0.398 1 3FGLJ1109.6+3734 0.13
3HSPJ111008.3−392615 Yes 15.8 1 0.29 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ111037.6+713356 Yes 15.2 1 — 0 3FGLJ1110.0+7134 0.2
3HSPJ111112.5+584657 Yes 16.5 2 0.642 2 – 0.03
3HSPJ111130.8+345203 Yes 17.1 1 0.68 3 – 0.32
3HSPJ111158.9+485701 Yes 16.1 1 0.44 4 FL8YJ1111.8+4858 0.06
3HSPJ111207.9+260803 Yes 16.1 1 0.45 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ111224.5+175121 Yes 16.9 1 0.42 1 3FGLJ1112.6+1749 0.25
3HSPJ111603.4+371036 Yes 15.7 1 0.269 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ111644.6+402635 – 15.7 1 0.202 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ111706.2+201407 Yes 15.9 1 0.138 1 3FGLJ1117.0+2014 2.0
3HSPJ111709.7+585921 Yes 16.0 1 0.081 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ111715.2−533813 – 15.9 1 — 0 3FGLJ1117.2−5338 0.2
3HSPJ111717.3+580124 Yes 16.0 2 0.75 5 – 0.01
3HSPJ111717.5+000633 Yes 17.3 1 0.451 1 J111717.5+000633 0.4
3HSPJ111757.2+535554 Yes 15.6 1 0.44 3 3FGLJ1117.9+5355 0.4
3HSPJ111806.8−813619 Yes 16.5 1 0.35 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ111810.8−164339 Yes 16.1 1 0.4 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ111939.5−304720 Yes 17.8 1 0.412 1 3FGLJ1119.7−3046 0.16
3HSPJ112048.0+421212 Yes 16.2 1 0.35 3 3FGLJ1120.8+4212 1.0
3HSPJ112059.7+014456 Yes 16.1 1 0.368 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ112211.6+431647 Yes 16.3 1 0.435 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ112313.2−090425 Yes 16.5 2 0.37 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ112318.0−323218 Yes 17.0 2 0.34 2 FL8YJ1123.2−3233 0.25
3HSPJ112349.1+722959 Yes 17.2 1 0.38 5 3FGLJ1123.6+7231 0.25
3HSPJ112405.3+204553 – 15.3 1 0.54 3 FL8YJ1124.1+2044 0.16
3HSPJ112410.5−371002 Yes 15.3 1 — 0 – 0.06
3HSPJ112414.7+234032 Yes 17.2 1 0.68 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ112453.8+493409 Yes 16.9 1 0.36 4 3FGLJ1124.9+4932 0.25
3HSPJ112502.8−265402 Yes 16.1 1 0.44 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ112503.6+214300 – 16.0 1 0.36 4 FL8YJ1124.9+2143 0.16
3HSPJ112508.6−210105 Yes 15.4 1 0.24 5 3FGLJ1125.0−2101 0.4
3HSPJ112551.9−074220 Yes 15.7 1 0.279 1 3FGLJ1125.8−0745 0.25
3HSPJ112611.9−203724 Yes 17.1 1 0.35 4 J112611.8−203723 0.2
3HSPJ112635.6−425212 Yes 16.7 1 0.29 5 – 0.2
3HSPJ112727.2+290829 Yes 16.5 2 0.57 4 – 0.04
3HSPJ112912.5−101349 Yes 15.5 1 — 0 FL8YJ1129.1−1014 0.08
3HSPJ112946.2+585057 Yes 15.4 1 0.75 4 – 0.02
3HSPJ113032.0−780105 Yes 17.9 1 0.23 5 3FGLJ1130.7−7800 1.0
3HSPJ113046.1−313807 Yes 16.9 1 0.151 1 FL8YJ1130.7−3137 0.25
3HSPJ113105.2−094406 Yes 16.4 1 0.33 5 FL8YJ1131.0−0944 0.25
3HSPJ113209.2−473853 Yes 17.5 3 0.21 5 3FGLJ1132.0−4736 0.5
3HSPJ113302.9+184704 Yes 16.7 1 0.716 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ113405.9+483904 Yes 16.5 1 0.749 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ113444.6−172901 Yes 17.6 1 0.571 1 FL8YJ1134.8−1730 0.16
3HSPJ113459.5+213456 Yes 16.7 2 0.602 1 – 0.02
3HSPJ113626.4+700927 Yes 16.8 1 0.045 1 3FGLJ1136.6+7009 3.16
3HSPJ113630.1+673704 Yes 18.1 1 0.134 1 3FGLJ1136.6+6736 1.58
3HSPJ113641.1+234726 Yes 15.4 1 0.38 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ113650.1+255052 – 15.2 1 0.155 1 3FGLJ1136.9+2551 0.2
3HSPJ113755.6−171042 Yes 17.7 1 0.6 1 FL8YJ1137.9−1708 0.79
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3HSPJ113900.7+553035 Yes 16.8 1 0.63 4 – 0.08
3HSPJ113921.8+312930 Yes 16.5 2 0.509 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ113922.3+612644 Yes 15.4 1 0.53 5 – 0.01
3HSPJ114023.4+152809 Yes 16.2 1 0.24 1 3FGLJ1140.4+1529 0.5
3HSPJ114117.5+064123 Yes 17.0 3 0.672 2 – 0.08
3HSPJ114118.6+680429 Yes 15.3 1 0.57 5 3FGLJ1141.2+6805 0.03
3HSPJ114141.8−140754 Yes 16.4 1 0.32 5 3FGLJ1141.6−1406 0.25
3HSPJ114221.7+334201 Yes 15.8 1 0.409 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ114222.6−130643 Yes 15.3 1 0.33 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ114352.6+155821 Yes 16.6 1 0.67 2 – 0.08
3HSPJ114523.3+334744 Yes 16.5 2 0.51 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ114535.1−034001 Yes 16.9 1 0.167 1 – 0.25
3HSPJ114600.8−063854 – 16.3 1 0.37 5 3FGLJ1146.1−0640 0.13
3HSPJ114708.9−323003 Yes 16.7 1 0.37 4 – 0.2
3HSPJ114746.4+673906 Yes 16.4 1 0.78 5 – 0.01
3HSPJ114747.9−211640 Yes 16.8 1 0.35 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ114755.0+220539 Yes 16.3 2 0.276 1 – 0.2
3HSPJ114830.4−074508 Yes 15.2 1 — 0 – 0.2
3HSPJ114930.3+243926 Yes 17.1 1 0.402 1 3FGLJ1149.5+2443 0.5
3HSPJ115017.0+101652 Yes 17.5 1 0.284 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ115031.7−381832 Yes 15.8 1 0.3 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ115034.7+415439 Yes 15.6 1 0.32 3 3FGLJ1150.5+4155 0.63
3HSPJ115124.6+585917 – 15.0 1 0.3 3 3FGLJ1151.4+5858 1.0
3HSPJ115244.8+340638 Yes 16.5 2 0.705 2 – 0.03
3HSPJ115257.6+241345 Yes 17.6 2 0.175 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ115404.5−001009 Yes 16.6 1 0.254 1 3FGLJ1154.2−0010 0.25
3HSPJ115514.8−111122 – 17.3 1 0.47 5 3FGLJ1155.3−1112 0.05
3HSPJ115518.2+092641 Yes 15.3 1 0.47 4 – 0.06
3HSPJ115520.5−341719 Yes 15.5 1 — 0 3FGLJ1155.4−3417 0.5
3HSPJ115522.0−135110 Yes 15.3 1 0.47 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ115531.3+060855 Yes 16.7 1 0.368 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ115633.2−225004 Yes 15.3 1 — 0 3FGLJ1156.7−2250 0.16
3HSPJ115646.5+423807 Yes 16.2 1 0.172 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ115653.1+241246 Yes 16.2 1 0.145 1 – 0.2
3HSPJ115709.5+282200 Yes 16.6 1 0.3 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ115803.7−033337 Yes 16.5 2 0.37 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ115853.2+081943 Yes 16.1 1 0.29 1 3FGLJ1158.9+0818 0.13
3HSPJ115904.3+210209 Yes 16.6 1 0.35 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ115912.6−143154 – 16.5 2 0.48 5 FL8YJ1158.9−1430 0.08
3HSPJ120055.1−143039 – 16.2 1 0.48 5 3FGLJ1200.9−1432 0.08
3HSPJ120106.1−000701 Yes 16.5 1 0.165 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ120136.0−060734 Yes 15.4 1 — 0 – 0.08
3HSPJ120205.7+283326 Yes 17.0 1 0.379 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ120317.8−392620 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 3FGLJ1203.5−3925 0.4
3HSPJ120412.1+114555 Yes 16.6 1 0.296 1 3FGLJ1204.0+1144 0.5
3HSPJ120416.6−071009 – 15.0 1 0.184 1 3FGLJ1204.3−0708 0.79
3HSPJ120440.3+503927 Yes 15.1 1 0.7 5 – 0.01
3HSPJ120444.8−032144 Yes 16.6 1 0.7 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ120454.1+533037 Yes 17.3 1 0.402 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ120543.2+582933 Yes 16.3 1 0.4 2 – 0.04
3HSPJ120711.4−174605 – 17.3 1 0.7 3 – 0.25
3HSPJ120744.6+314851 Yes 16.8 1 0.67 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ120804.3+301549 – 15.0 3 0.33 4 FL8YJ1208.0+3017 0.13
3HSPJ120818.0−293759 Yes 16.4 1 0.249 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ120837.1+612106 – 15.6 1 0.275 1 FL8YJ1208.4+6121 0.13
3HSPJ120850.6+452951 Yes 17.5 2 0.654 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ120905.1−462948 Yes 15.4 1 — 0 FL8YJ1209.1−4629 0.08
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3HSPJ120938.2+021017 Yes 16.2 1 0.291 2 – 0.1
3HSPJ121017.7+022343 Yes 16.0 2 0.383 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ121026.5+392908 Yes 17.7 1 0.617 1 – 0.25
3HSPJ121038.3−252713 Yes 16.6 1 0.47 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ121128.9−072239 Yes 16.3 1 0.28 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ121158.6+224233 Yes 17.6 1 0.453 1 FL8YJ1212.0+2242 0.5
3HSPJ121300.8+512935 Yes 16.0 1 0.796 2 3FGLJ1212.6+5135 0.13
3HSPJ121323.1−261807 Yes 17.7 1 0.278 1 3FGLJ1213.1−2619 1.0
3HSPJ121407.5+290328 Yes 16.6 1 0.469 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ121510.9+073204 Yes 16.3 1 0.137 1 FL8YJ1215.1+0731 0.5
3HSPJ121603.2−024304 Yes 15.9 1 0.359 2 FL8YJ1216.1−0242 0.13
3HSPJ121606.2+092909 – 15.9 1 0.094 1 FL8YJ1216.1+0930 0.16
3HSPJ121618.3+205957 Yes 16.8 2 0.607 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ121815.7+322344 Yes 17.0 1 0.63 1 – 0.02
3HSPJ121902.9+402442 Yes 15.7 1 0.5 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ121919.3+303937 Yes 15.7 1 0.243 1 – 0.05
3HSPJ121945.7−031423 Yes 16.0 1 0.299 1 3FGLJ1219.7−0314 0.32
3HSPJ122012.1−000306 Yes 15.8 1 0.7 3 – 0.1
3HSPJ122014.5−245948 – 17.0 3 0.48 5 3FGLJ1220.0−2502 0.32
3HSPJ122019.8−371414 Yes 16.0 1 0.28 5 3FGLJ1220.1−3715 0.32
3HSPJ122033.6+033807 Yes 15.7 1 0.8 5 – 0.01
3HSPJ122044.5+690525 Yes 17.0 2 0.36 5 3FGLJ1218.5+6912 0.2
3HSPJ122107.7+474228 Yes 16.8 1 0.21 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ122114.4+352239 Yes 16.7 1 0.51 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ122121.9+301037 Yes 16.8 1 0.18 1 3FGLJ1221.3+3010 3.16
3HSPJ122147.5−135158 Yes 15.0 1 0.26 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ122158.0+493413 Yes 16.5 1 0.598 1 – 0.02
3HSPJ122208.7+030718 Yes 17.5 3 0.503 1 – 0.32
3HSPJ122211.4+354058 Yes 15.3 1 0.57 3 – 0.1
3HSPJ122239.3−345841 Yes 16.0 1 — 0 – 0.1
3HSPJ122304.9+453444 Yes 17.0 1 0.43 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ122307.2+110038 Yes 16.4 1 0.5 4 FL8YJ1223.1+1059 0.1
3HSPJ122327.4+082030 – 15.1 1 — 0 3FGLJ1223.3+0818 0.06
3HSPJ122337.0−303250 Yes 16.3 1 0.26 5 3FGLJ1223.3−3028 0.4
3HSPJ122340.1+124203 Yes 15.9 1 0.34 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ122352.1+302726 Yes 16.7 1 0.63 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ122353.0+465048 Yes 15.5 1 0.25 1 FL8YJ1223.8+4650 0.06
3HSPJ122358.0+795328 – 15.1 1 0.29 5 3FGLJ1222.7+7952 0.04
3HSPJ122401.0+223939 – 15.6 1 0.482 1 FL8YJ1224.1+2239 0.06
3HSPJ122424.1+243623 Yes 16.1 1 0.218 1 3FGLJ1224.5+2436 1.26
3HSPJ122514.2+721447 Yes 17.5 3 0.114 1 – 0.32
3HSPJ122525.2−155317 Yes 16.2 1 0.34 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ122536.8−344721 – 16.3 1 0.31 5 3FGLJ1225.4−3448 0.2
3HSPJ122644.2+063853 Yes 15.9 1 0.583 1 3FGLJ1226.8+0638 0.5
3HSPJ122809.1−022136 Yes 16.8 1 0.323 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ122820.5+155655 Yes 15.8 1 0.232 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ122903.0−140251 Yes 16.1 1 0.47 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ122944.5+164004 Yes 16.8 1 0.682 2 – 0.1
3HSPJ123014.0+251807 Yes 15.0 1 0.135 2 3FGLJ1230.3+2519 3.98
3HSPJ123123.9+142124 Yes 15.4 1 0.256 1 3FGLJ1231.8+1421 0.32
3HSPJ123131.3+641418 Yes 16.4 1 0.163 1 3FGLJ1231.5+6414 0.32
3HSPJ123143.5+284749 – 15.0 1 0.236 1 3FGLJ1231.7+2847 0.79
3HSPJ123204.9−105600 – 16.3 1 0.19 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ123235.9−372056 – 16.3 1 0.25 5 3FGLJ1232.5−3720 0.1
3HSPJ123305.1+170133 – 16.1 1 0.24 4 3FGLJ1232.3+1701 0.32
3HSPJ123353.4+145925 Yes 16.1 1 0.52 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ123402.3+281502 Yes 16.4 1 0.424 1 – 0.1
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3HSPJ123417.1−385635 Yes 16.2 1 0.236 1 – 0.4
3HSPJ123444.2−043622 – 15.0 3 — 0 3FGLJ1234.7−0437 0.2
3HSPJ123511.1−140323 Yes 17.0 1 0.4 1 – 0.32
3HSPJ123554.7+055213 Yes 16.3 1 0.682 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ123623.0+390000 – 15.1 1 0.389 1 3FGLJ1236.6+3901 0.1
3HSPJ123705.6+302005 Yes 17.3 1 0.33 2 – 0.13
3HSPJ123739.0+625842 Yes 16.0 1 0.297 1 3FGLJ1237.9+6258 0.25
3HSPJ123800.1+263553 Yes 16.8 1 0.21 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ123826.0+443137 Yes 16.0 1 0.312 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ123922.6+413251 Yes 16.0 3 0.16 2 – 0.13
3HSPJ124021.2−714857 – 17.4 1 0.21 5 3FGLJ1240.3−7149 0.79
3HSPJ124112.0+495548 Yes 17.7 1 0.225 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ124141.4+344030 Yes 17.2 1 0.54 1 FL8YJ1241.6+3438 0.4
3HSPJ124148.2+063601 Yes 16.2 1 0.51 3 3FGLJ1241.9+0639 0.2
3HSPJ124149.3−145558 Yes 15.1 1 0.44 3 3FGLJ1241.6−1456 0.63
3HSPJ124232.3+763417 Yes 16.6 1 0.48 5 3FHLJ1243.2+7634 0.1
3HSPJ124312.7+362743 Yes 16.1 1 0.31 3 3FGLJ1243.1+3627 3.16
3HSPJ124430.7+351003 Yes 16.5 2 0.65 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ124700.7+442318 Yes 16.2 1 0.6 2 3FGLJ1247.0+4421 0.2
3HSPJ124816.6+074258 Yes 17.2 1 0.57 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ124919.3−280834 Yes 16.0 1 0.15 5 3FGLJ1249.1−2808 0.32
3HSPJ124946.7+370747 – 15.6 1 0.286 2 3FGLJ1249.7+3705 0.13
3HSPJ125015.5+315559 Yes 16.4 1 0.6 3 J125015.4+315559 0.16
3HSPJ125117.8+103907 Yes 15.6 1 0.245 1 3FGLJ1251.3+1041 0.25
3HSPJ125134.8−295843 Yes 17.0 1 0.48 1 – 0.2
3HSPJ125300.9+382625 Yes 16.9 1 0.372 1 – 0.2
3HSPJ125341.2−393159 Yes 17.9 1 0.179 1 FL8YJ1253.6−3934 1.0
3HSPJ125346.9+032630 – 15.7 1 0.066 1 3FGLJ1253.7+0327 0.4
3HSPJ125359.3+624257 Yes 16.4 1 0.3 4 3FGLJ1254.1+6240 0.1
3HSPJ125408.1−280931 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 – 0.32
3HSPJ125433.2+221103 – 15.1 1 0.42 3 3FGLJ1254.5+2210 0.5
3HSPJ125445.4+470132 Yes 16.5 1 0.4 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ125447.0+175623 Yes 16.6 1 0.57 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ125447.6−142150 Yes 16.3 1 0.55 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ125449.2+570452 Yes 15.3 1 0.84 2 – 0.03
3HSPJ125509.8+280417 Yes 16.8 1 0.69 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ125528.6+091100 Yes 17.2 1 0.7 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ125548.0+141108 Yes 16.4 1 0.6 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ125615.9−114637 – 15.7 1 0.058 1 3FGLJ1256.3−1146 0.63
3HSPJ125639.3+060907 Yes 16.5 1 0.423 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ125708.3+264925 Yes 17.5 3 0.375 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ125723.9+483232 Yes 15.3 2 0.727 2 – 0.03
3HSPJ125731.9+241240 Yes 16.9 1 0.14 1 FL8YJ1257.6+2413 0.63
3HSPJ125820.8+612045 – 15.3 1 0.224 1 3FGLJ1258.0+6120 0.1
3HSPJ125822.8+062827 Yes 16.1 1 0.542 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ125848.0−044744 Yes 16.7 1 0.586 1 FL8YJ1258.7−0452 0.5
3HSPJ125908.6+412937 Yes 16.4 1 0.278 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ125949.8−374858 – 15.0 1 0.23 5 3FGLJ1259.8−3749 0.16
3HSPJ130058.5−231215 – 15.6 1 0.129 1 – 0.5
3HSPJ130145.6+405624 Yes 15.7 1 0.649 3 FL8YJ1301.6+4057 0.25
3HSPJ130255.2+505617 Yes 17.3 1 0.688 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ130420.9−435310 Yes 15.5 1 — 0 3FGLJ1304.3−4353 2.0
3HSPJ130531.2+385522 Yes 16.4 1 0.376 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ130619.7−023642 Yes 16.5 2 0.73 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ130630.9+192244 Yes 17.6 1 0.314 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ130711.9+115316 Yes 16.0 1 0.085 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ130713.3−034430 Yes 15.5 1 0.27 5 J130713.3−034430 0.16
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3HSPJ130737.9−425938 Yes 15.9 1 — 0 3FGLJ1307.6−4300 3.16
3HSPJ130750.6+124828 Yes 16.2 1 0.58 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ130903.9−040611 Yes 15.3 1 0.39 1 – 0.5
3HSPJ130931.4−224425 Yes 16.2 1 0.38 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ131012.1−115749 Yes 15.9 1 0.14 1 3FGLJ1310.2−1159 0.32
3HSPJ131106.4+003509 Yes 15.0 1 0.418 2 3FGLJ1311.0+0036 0.2
3HSPJ131146.0+395317 – 15.3 1 0.159 2 FL8YJ1311.8+3953 0.04
3HSPJ131155.7+085340 Yes 17.1 1 0.469 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ131234.6−185901 Yes 15.8 1 0.48 4 FL8YJ1312.5−1901 0.06
3HSPJ131248.7−235047 Yes 15.3 1 0.29 5 3FGLJ1312.7−2349 0.16
3HSPJ131330.1+020105 Yes 15.7 1 0.356 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ131440.6−090148 Yes 17.0 2 0.43 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ131503.3−423649 Yes 17.6 1 0.105 1 3FGLJ1314.7−4237 2.51
3HSPJ131532.6+113331 Yes 16.9 1 0.36 4 3FGLJ1315.4+1130 0.4
3HSPJ131552.9−073302 – 15.2 1 — 0 3FGLJ1315.7−0732 1.26
3HSPJ131639.8+205514 Yes 16.3 1 0.255 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ131654.5+301454 Yes 16.3 1 0.55 4 FL8YJ1316.6+3013 0.08
3HSPJ131719.9+543512 Yes 15.9 1 0.394 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ131921.2+775822 – 16.5 2 0.21 5 3FGLJ1319.6+7759 0.32
3HSPJ131931.7+140533 – 15.2 1 0.573 1 3FGLJ1319.3+1402 0.32
3HSPJ132001.1+344445 Yes 16.4 1 0.88 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ132057.4+222516 – 16.0 1 0.234 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ132140.6−343752 Yes 16.0 1 0.142 1 – 0.2
3HSPJ132231.4+134430 Yes 16.8 1 0.377 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ132239.2+494336 Yes 17.5 3 0.33 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ132244.2+664942 Yes 15.7 1 0.47 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ132301.0+043951 Yes 16.8 1 0.224 1 3FGLJ1322.9+0435 0.25
3HSPJ132358.3+140559 Yes 15.8 1 0.32 4 3FGLJ1323.9+1405 0.16
3HSPJ132527.5−280521 Yes 15.5 1 — 0 – 0.08
3HSPJ132531.7+662102 Yes 16.7 1 0.21 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ132541.8−022809 Yes 17.9 1 0.8 2 J132541.8−022809 0.2
3HSPJ132556.0+080928 Yes 16.5 2 0.46 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ132614.9+293330 Yes 16.3 1 0.431 1 3FGLJ1326.1+2931 0.32
3HSPJ132617.7+122958 Yes 16.8 1 0.204 1 FL8YJ1326.2+1231 0.25
3HSPJ132635.9+254958 Yes 16.8 1 0.698 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ132744.9−082936 Yes 16.2 1 0.5 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ132833.5+114520 Yes 17.3 1 0.49 2 FL8YJ1328.7+1144 0.2
3HSPJ132840.6−472749 Yes 15.4 1 — 0 3FGLJ1328.5−4728 0.32
3HSPJ132845.8+720402 Yes 15.8 1 0.25 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ132949.0+071418 Yes 15.3 2 0.582 1 – 0.02
3HSPJ133021.5+444120 Yes 15.6 1 0.31 4 3FGLJ1330.0+4437 0.16
3HSPJ133025.8+700138 Yes 15.0 1 0.23 5 3FGLJ1330.6+7002 0.16
3HSPJ133040.6+565520 Yes 15.4 1 0.41 4 – 0.05
3HSPJ133044.2+470359 Yes 16.3 1 0.69 5 – 0.01
3HSPJ133046.0+113940 Yes 17.6 2 0.53 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ133102.9+565541 Yes 17.8 1 0.27 1 FL8YJ1331.0+5653 0.16
3HSPJ133105.7−002221 Yes 16.1 1 0.243 1 – 0.05
3HSPJ133155.3−125816 – 15.1 1 0.53 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ133302.1−125916 – 15.8 1 0.1 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ133325.9+623541 Yes 16.1 1 0.48 4 – 0.06
3HSPJ133529.7−295038 Yes 17.8 1 0.51 2 3FGLJ1335.4−2949 0.32
3HSPJ133612.1+231958 Yes 16.1 1 0.267 1 FL8YJ1336.2+2319 0.16
3HSPJ133647.2+602048 Yes 16.5 2 0.32 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ133806.3−093114 Yes 15.0 1 — 0 – 0.03
3HSPJ133844.6+412231 Yes 17.0 1 0.469 1 – 0.02
3HSPJ133922.1+474212 Yes 16.3 1 0.54 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ133937.8+183059 Yes 16.3 1 0.11 1 – 0.13
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3HSPJ134029.8+441004 Yes 17.2 1 0.54 1 3FGLJ1340.6+4412 0.25
3HSPJ134042.0−041006 Yes 15.2 1 0.25 5 3FGLJ1340.6−0408 0.2
3HSPJ134105.1+395945 Yes 17.7 1 0.172 1 3FGLJ1341.0+3955 0.5
3HSPJ134223.4−313557 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 – 0.25
3HSPJ134240.3+093911 Yes 15.5 1 0.43 4 3FGLJ1342.7+0945 0.08
3HSPJ134249.7+035846 Yes 16.0 1 0.57 4 – 0.05
3HSPJ134251.0−353142 Yes 16.1 2 0.125 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ134347.4+002023 Yes 16.8 1 0.242 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ134428.2+045029 Yes 17.4 2 0.472 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ134525.1+231038 Yes 16.1 1 0.32 1 – 0.05
3HSPJ134545.0+702903 Yes 16.0 1 0.6 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ134621.3+080837 Yes 16.5 2 0.56 4 – 0.05
3HSPJ134706.8−295842 Yes 15.3 1 — 0 3FGLJ1346.9−2958 0.63
3HSPJ134853.4+075647 Yes 16.1 1 0.25 1 – 0.2
3HSPJ134951.1+421647 Yes 17.0 1 0.289 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ135043.8−310927 Yes 15.4 1 — 0 – 0.2
3HSPJ135117.4−153015 – 15.0 2 0.25 5 3FGLJ1351.8−1524 0.16
3HSPJ135120.8+111453 Yes 16.0 1 0.51 3 3FGLJ1351.4+1115 0.4
3HSPJ135126.9−000116 Yes 15.2 1 — 0 – 0.02
3HSPJ135132.9−263318 Yes 15.5 1 — 0 – 0.25
3HSPJ135159.6+041212 Yes 15.8 1 0.257 1 – 0.05
3HSPJ135206.8+425237 Yes 16.5 2 0.57 4 – 0.05
3HSPJ135328.0+560056 Yes 16.4 1 0.404 1 FL8YJ1353.4+5600 0.2
3HSPJ135340.2−663957 Yes 15.6 1 — 0 3FGLJ1353.5−6640 1.0
3HSPJ135345.1−393710 Yes 16.1 1 0.37 5 FL8YJ1353.7−3937 0.16
3HSPJ135406.6+532744 Yes 17.6 1 0.472 1 – 0.05
3HSPJ135537.4+251508 Yes 17.3 1 0.546 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ135650.1−071336 Yes 17.2 1 0.3 4 – 0.08
3HSPJ135712.9−014600 Yes 17.0 2 0.547 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ135758.2+055128 Yes 15.8 1 — 0 – 0.02
3HSPJ135856.2+365424 Yes 16.6 1 0.47 4 – 0.03
3HSPJ135908.8+332206 Yes 15.7 1 0.442 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ135922.6−020010 Yes 16.8 1 0.57 4 – 0.08
3HSPJ140022.0−400823 Yes 16.4 1 0.27 5 FL8YJ1400.1−4010 0.16
3HSPJ140027.0−293936 Yes 17.5 3 0.48 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ140108.7−232235 Yes 15.4 1 0.34 3 – 0.32
3HSPJ140121.1+520928 Yes 17.5 3 0.482 1 – 0.2
3HSPJ140150.2−294149 Yes 16.3 1 0.094 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ140203.8+674104 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 – 0.13
3HSPJ140245.0+632020 Yes 16.5 2 0.34 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ140350.2+243304 Yes 15.8 1 0.34 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ140449.6+655431 Yes 16.5 1 0.363 1 3FGLJ1404.8+6554 0.25
3HSPJ140450.8+040202 Yes 15.6 1 0.37 3 3FGLJ1404.8+0401 0.79
3HSPJ140519.6+305351 Yes 15.5 1 0.34 1 – 0.05
3HSPJ140550.2+231113 Yes 16.3 1 0.53 4 – 0.04
3HSPJ140609.5−250809 Yes 15.0 1 — 0 3FGLJ1406.0−2508 0.2
3HSPJ140630.0−393509 Yes 17.1 1 0.37 4 FL8YJ1406.6−3934 0.2
3HSPJ140630.1+123620 Yes 17.0 2 0.45 4 – 0.2
3HSPJ140635.8−005548 Yes 16.4 1 0.255 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ140641.4+481824 Yes 16.0 1 0.098 2 – 0.06
3HSPJ140642.7+530833 Yes 16.1 1 0.458 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ140653.5+272606 Yes 16.7 1 0.203 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ140659.1+164207 Yes 17.2 1 0.54 3 3FGLJ1406.6+1644 0.32
3HSPJ140705.2+104810 Yes 15.7 1 0.33 4 – 0.06
3HSPJ140710.3+380335 Yes 16.6 1 0.83 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ140711.4−184215 – 16.2 1 0.33 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ140713.0−070939 Yes 16.6 1 0.45 5 – 0.08
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3HSPJ140734.0+120941 Yes 16.6 1 0.72 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ140848.1+221433 Yes 16.7 2 0.291 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ140919.1+135240 Yes 16.6 2 0.58 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ140923.5+593940 Yes 15.6 1 0.496 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ140954.8−104857 Yes 15.1 1 — 0 – 0.1
3HSPJ141003.9+051557 Yes 15.4 1 0.544 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ141012.3+113547 Yes 16.5 1 0.52 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ141027.0+275954 Yes 16.3 1 0.63 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ141029.5+282055 Yes 15.9 1 0.521 1 3FGLJ1410.4+2821 0.25
3HSPJ141030.8+610012 Yes 17.1 1 0.384 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ141046.0+740511 – 15.1 1 — 0 3FGLJ1410.9+7406 0.08
3HSPJ141133.3−072253 – 16.7 1 0.32 5 3FGLJ1411.4−0724 0.08
3HSPJ141136.3−024033 Yes 16.0 2 0.28 5 – 0.02
3HSPJ141140.5+340424 Yes 16.4 1 0.421 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ141208.2+383521 – 16.1 1 0.45 4 FL8YJ1412.0+3837 0.03
3HSPJ141324.6+484535 Yes 15.6 1 0.66 5 – 0.0
3HSPJ141358.4+764455 Yes 15.3 1 0.18 5 – 0.79
3HSPJ141409.2+343058 Yes 15.7 1 0.275 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ141427.0+035752 Yes 17.9 1 0.669 2 – 0.25
3HSPJ141446.2+163907 Yes 16.5 2 0.65 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ141457.7−002058 – 15.3 1 0.139 1 – 0.05
3HSPJ141612.1−241813 – 15.9 1 0.136 1 3FGLJ1416.1−2417 0.13
3HSPJ141706.5+624638 Yes 17.0 2 0.323 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ141750.0+593527 Yes 15.5 1 0.629 2 – 0.03
3HSPJ141756.6+254325 Yes 17.6 1 0.24 1 3FGLJ1417.8+2540 1.58
3HSPJ141821.7+355355 – 16.2 1 0.33 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ141826.3−023333 Yes 15.5 1 0.356 3 3FGLJ1418.4−0233 2.0
3HSPJ141828.6+354249 – 15.4 1 0.47 5 3FGLJ1418.5+3543 0.13
3HSPJ141839.7+243332 Yes 16.0 2 0.7 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ141900.3+773229 Yes 16.0 1 0.27 3 3FGLJ1418.9+7731 0.4
3HSPJ141905.0+133346 Yes 16.3 1 0.45 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ141927.4+044513 – 15.0 1 0.7 3 3FGLJ1419.5+0449 0.16
3HSPJ142041.6+554449 Yes 16.5 2 0.72 5 – 0.02
3HSPJ142227.4+233740 Yes 16.4 1 0.726 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ142238.8+580155 Yes 17.8 1 0.638 1 3FGLJ1422.8+5801 1.0
3HSPJ142320.6+053000 Yes 16.3 1 0.543 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ142412.3−175008 – 15.6 1 0.082 1 3FGLJ1424.3−1753 0.25
3HSPJ142421.1+370552 Yes 17.0 1 0.29 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ142422.9+343356 Yes 16.6 1 0.576 1 – 0.2
3HSPJ142452.6−143101 Yes 15.9 1 0.42 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ142508.1+664938 Yes 16.0 1 — 0 – 0.04
3HSPJ142526.1−011825 – 15.0 1 0.4 4 FL8YJ1425.4−0120 0.05
3HSPJ142645.5+241523 Yes 16.2 1 0.44 4 – 0.16
3HSPJ142659.5−255833 Yes 17.0 1 0.31 4 – 0.25
3HSPJ142710.5+054130 Yes 16.2 1 0.36 4 – 0.2
3HSPJ142723.0+590730 Yes 16.5 2 0.73 5 – 0.02
3HSPJ142725.9−182303 – 15.0 2 0.36 5 FL8YJ1427.4−1823 0.13
3HSPJ142739.5−252102 Yes 16.0 3 0.318 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ142745.8+390832 Yes 15.8 1 0.165 1 – 0.05
3HSPJ142829.8+743002 Yes 16.7 1 0.31 5 FL8YJ1428.9+7428 0.06
3HSPJ142832.6+424020 Yes 18.1 1 0.129 1 3FGLJ1428.5+4240 3.98
3HSPJ142904.6+120410 Yes 16.5 2 0.7 3 – 0.13
3HSPJ142918.1−013854 Yes 17.1 1 0.5 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ143005.0+412707 Yes 16.6 1 0.663 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ143109.5+271020 Yes 16.0 1 0.2 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ143117.4+110833 Yes 16.2 1 0.48 4 – 0.08
3HSPJ143211.6+764355 Yes 16.0 1 0.53 5 FL8YJ1432.5+7647 0.08
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3HSPJ143327.6+244117 Yes 16.0 1 0.33 4 – 0.1
3HSPJ143342.7−730438 Yes 18.0 3 0.23 5 J143342.7−730437 1.0
3HSPJ143441.4+664026 – 15.4 1 0.35 5 3FGLJ1434.6+6640 0.08
3HSPJ143554.9+395729 Yes 15.5 1 0.755 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ143657.7+563925 Yes 16.8 1 0.381 2 3FGLJ1436.8+5639 0.5
3HSPJ143803.2−031511 Yes 16.2 1 0.27 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ143824.0+085724 Yes 16.0 2 0.58 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ143825.5+120418 Yes 17.1 1 0.848 1 FL8YJ1438.8+1203 0.16
3HSPJ143917.4+393242 Yes 15.9 1 0.344 1 3FGLJ1439.2+3931 1.26
3HSPJ143921.2−124312 Yes 16.1 1 0.29 5 – 0.2
3HSPJ143924.4+390411 Yes 15.5 1 0.17 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ143932.0+064015 Yes 17.0 2 0.3 5 – 0.2
3HSPJ143950.8−395518 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 3FGLJ1440.0−3955 0.5
3HSPJ143959.4−234140 – 16.2 1 0.25 5 FL8YJ1440.0−2343 0.25
3HSPJ144037.8−384654 Yes 17.3 1 0.27 4 3FGLJ1440.4−3845 1.26
3HSPJ144052.9+061016 – 15.1 1 0.396 2 3FGLJ1440.9+0610 0.5
3HSPJ144110.2+010216 Yes 16.1 1 0.43 5 – 0.02
3HSPJ144127.9−193552 – 15.0 2 — 0 FL8YJ1441.3−1934 0.1
3HSPJ144201.5+064230 Yes 17.0 1 0.693 2 – 0.04
3HSPJ144236.4−462301 Yes 15.8 1 0.103 1 FL8YJ1442.6−4623 0.2
3HSPJ144248.2+120040 Yes 17.7 1 0.16 1 3FGLJ1442.8+1200 1.26
3HSPJ144334.4+251558 – 15.3 1 0.529 1 FL8YJ1443.6+2515 0.06
3HSPJ144357.1−390839 Yes 15.7 1 0.065 1 3FGLJ1444.0−3907 3.16
3HSPJ144434.9+633606 Yes 17.4 1 0.297 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ144436.9−250931 Yes 16.3 1 0.33 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ144446.0+474257 Yes 16.1 1 0.581 2 – 0.03
3HSPJ144503.7+080202 Yes 17.0 2 0.55 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ144506.2−032612 Yes 17.2 1 0.31 3 3FGLJ1445.0−0328 1.26
3HSPJ144644.8−182925 Yes 15.6 1 — 0 3FGLJ1446.8−1831 0.1
3HSPJ144656.8−265658 – 17.6 1 0.32 5 FL8YJ1447.0−2658 1.0
3HSPJ144743.6+460916 Yes 15.8 1 0.68 4 – 0.03
3HSPJ144800.5+360831 Yes 15.1 1 0.28 3 3FGLJ1448.0+3608 0.63
3HSPJ144941.8−091000 Yes 16.0 1 0.21 5 FL8YJ1449.7−0910 0.13
3HSPJ145021.3−273052 Yes 16.1 1 0.33 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ145044.4−065005 Yes 16.1 1 0.45 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ145127.7+635419 Yes 17.0 3 0.65 1 3FGLJ1451.2+6355 0.2
3HSPJ145224.5−414950 – 16.3 1 0.26 5 FL8YJ1452.0−4148 0.13
3HSPJ145301.9+255953 Yes 15.8 1 0.66 4 – 0.03
3HSPJ145400.8−120154 Yes 15.3 1 — 0 – 0.25
3HSPJ145427.1+512433 – 15.3 1 0.39 3 3FGLJ1454.5+5124 0.5
3HSPJ145508.2+192015 Yes 16.8 2 0.115 1 J145508.2+192014 0.13
3HSPJ145543.6−760052 Yes 16.0 1 — 0 FL8YJ1455.6−7600 0.32
3HSPJ145550.3+635906 Yes 15.7 1 0.39 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ145603.6+504826 Yes 17.1 1 0.479 2 FL8YJ1456.0+5050 0.4
3HSPJ145631.5+635035 Yes 16.1 1 0.29 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ145707.4+185438 Yes 16.6 2 0.373 1 – 0.05
3HSPJ145741.7−464210 – 15.5 2 0.16 5 FL8YJ1457.8−4642 0.63
3HSPJ145820.7+412101 Yes 15.5 1 0.17 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ145827.3+483245 Yes 17.2 1 0.541 2 – 0.25
3HSPJ145948.6+314112 Yes 16.7 1 0.636 2 – 0.02
3HSPJ150020.2−020122 Yes 16.4 1 0.273 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ150106.6+422235 Yes 16.2 1 0.298 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ150235.4−052823 Yes 16.5 2 0.53 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ150316.5+165117 – 15.0 2 0.39 4 FL8YJ1503.3+1651 0.1
3HSPJ150340.6−154113 Yes 17.6 1 0.38 3 3FGLJ1503.7−1540 1.0
3HSPJ150355.9+655941 Yes 17.0 2 0.52 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ150425.6−004742 Yes 16.0 1 0.35 5 – 0.05
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3HSPJ150426.7+302405 Yes 16.5 2 0.45 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ150507.0+012129 Yes 16.9 2 0.641 1 – 0.01
3HSPJ150525.4−824231 Yes 16.5 2 0.39 5 3FGLJ1504.5−8242 0.16
3HSPJ150604.4+102232 Yes 16.0 2 0.67 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ150637.1−054004 Yes 17.1 1 0.518 1 FL8YJ1506.4−0540 0.2
3HSPJ150644.4+081400 Yes 15.3 1 0.376 2 3FGLJ1506.6+0811 0.5
3HSPJ150651.2+553209 Yes 16.6 1 0.68 5 – 0.01
3HSPJ150653.8+021904 Yes 16.5 2 0.22 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ150654.7−215925 Yes 15.4 1 0.13 2 – 0.2
3HSPJ150708.2+454334 Yes 16.0 2 0.356 1 – 0.02
3HSPJ150714.3+550420 Yes 15.4 1 0.474 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ150716.4+172103 Yes 15.7 1 0.565 1 3FGLJ1507.4+1725 0.1
3HSPJ150826.6+014645 Yes 16.2 1 0.507 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ150842.6+270908 Yes 17.8 1 0.27 1 3FGLJ1508.6+2709 0.79
3HSPJ150858.3+315438 Yes 16.0 2 0.58 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ150901.9+724354 Yes 15.3 1 — 0 – 0.16
3HSPJ150947.9+555617 – 15.0 1 0.2 4 3FGLJ1509.7+5556 0.25
3HSPJ151041.1+333504 Yes 17.5 3 0.114 1 J151041.0+333503 0.63
3HSPJ151136.8−165326 Yes 16.1 1 0.36 2 J151136.8−165326 0.2
3HSPJ151148.5−051346 Yes 17.1 1 — 0 3FGLJ1511.8−0513 1.26
3HSPJ151154.8+562936 Yes 17.0 2 0.56 1 – 0.02
3HSPJ151212.7−225508 Yes 15.5 1 0.315 1 3FGLJ1512.2−2255 0.32
3HSPJ151234.5+162840 Yes 17.5 1 0.187 1 – 0.05
3HSPJ151324.1−075451 Yes 16.8 2 0.04 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ151402.9+312612 Yes 16.5 1 0.57 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ151428.0−252053 Yes 15.9 1 0.42 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ151433.7+190319 Yes 15.7 1 0.36 4 – 0.08
3HSPJ151444.0−772254 – 16.3 1 — 0 FL8YJ1514.4−7719 0.25
3HSPJ151549.8−305817 Yes 15.4 1 — 0 – 0.2
3HSPJ151556.1+242620 Yes 16.3 1 0.228 1 FL8YJ1515.9+2423 0.05
3HSPJ151618.7−152344 Yes 18.0 1 0.33 5 J151618.7−152344 0.4
3HSPJ151641.5+291810 Yes 16.0 1 0.13 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ151747.5+652523 Yes 16.3 1 0.702 1 3FGLJ1517.6+6524 1.58
3HSPJ151802.4+651057 Yes 16.5 1 0.55 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ151803.5−273131 Yes 15.3 1 0.14 5 3FGLJ1518.0−2732 0.63
3HSPJ151826.6+075222 Yes 15.9 1 0.41 1 FL8YJ1518.4+0750 0.13
3HSPJ151838.8+404500 – 16.1 1 0.065 1 FL8YJ1518.6+4044 0.08
3HSPJ151845.7+061356 Yes 17.2 1 0.102 1 FL8YJ1518.6+0613 0.63
3HSPJ151915.8+553645 Yes 15.9 1 0.52 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ152039.3−054641 Yes 16.1 1 0.13 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ152048.8−034851 – 15.1 1 — 0 3FGLJ1520.8−0348 0.5
3HSPJ152110.6+104054 Yes 15.6 1 0.4 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ152213.8−074818 Yes 15.3 1 0.4 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ152316.0+583515 Yes 16.0 1 0.35 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ152418.5−414655 Yes 15.5 1 — 0 – 0.32
3HSPJ152559.4−242813 Yes 16.5 2 0.097 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ152603.1−083146 – 15.5 1 0.35 5 3FGLJ1525.8−0834 0.1
3HSPJ152624.8−070223 Yes 15.5 1 0.26 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ152625.0+575855 Yes 16.5 2 0.77 5 – 0.02
3HSPJ152646.6−153026 Yes 15.9 1 0.21 4 FL8YJ1526.7−1529 0.25
3HSPJ152810.8−673056 – 16.1 1 — 0 FL8YJ1528.4−6729 1.26
3HSPJ152835.7+200420 – 16.2 1 0.52 5 FL8YJ1528.5+2003 0.1
3HSPJ152913.5+381217 Yes 15.8 1 0.27 4 FL8YJ1529.2+3811 0.2
3HSPJ153103.7−861226 Yes 15.5 1 — 0 – 0.32
3HSPJ153120.7+564907 Yes 16.8 1 0.62 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ153152.3+262053 Yes 16.6 1 0.6 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ153202.2+301628 Yes 16.0 1 0.065 1 3FGLJ1532.0+3018 0.32
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3HSPJ153211.5+482024 Yes 16.5 2 0.747 2 – 0.03
3HSPJ153305.8+524758 Yes 16.0 2 0.476 1 – 0.02
3HSPJ153311.2+185429 Yes 17.2 1 0.305 1 3FGLJ1533.2+1852 0.63
3HSPJ153324.2+341640 Yes 15.5 1 0.41 3 3FGLJ1533.5+3416 0.32
3HSPJ153447.2+371554 – 15.3 1 0.143 1 3FGLJ1535.0+3721 0.32
3HSPJ153500.7+532037 Yes 17.1 1 0.59 3 3FGLJ1534.4+5323 0.63
3HSPJ153529.6−313346 Yes 15.6 1 0.27 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ153544.8+155850 Yes 16.1 1 — 0 – 0.02
3HSPJ153623.0+122211 Yes 15.6 1 0.362 1 – 0.05
3HSPJ153646.7+013800 Yes 18.0 3 0.311 1 – 0.4
3HSPJ153651.0+394506 Yes 16.0 1 0.63 5 – 0.01
3HSPJ153737.0+340148 Yes 17.2 1 0.327 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ153941.2−112835 Yes 15.7 1 0.22 5 3FGLJ1539.8−1128 0.63
3HSPJ153955.2−181436 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 – 0.2
3HSPJ154015.9+815505 Yes 16.1 1 — 0 3FGLJ1540.1+8155 1.26
3HSPJ154150.0+141437 – 15.0 1 0.223 1 3FGLJ1541.6+1414 0.13
3HSPJ154203.0−291509 Yes 16.7 1 0.49 3 FL8YJ1541.9−2915 0.79
3HSPJ154347.1+163153 Yes 16.7 1 0.28 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ154418.7+045821 Yes 16.3 1 0.326 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ154433.1+322148 Yes 15.5 1 0.32 4 FL8YJ1544.9+3218 0.08
3HSPJ154439.3−112804 – 18.4 1 — 0 3FGLJ1544.6−1125 0.32
3HSPJ154458.8−664146 – 17.3 1 0.23 5 3FGLJ1545.0−6641 0.63
3HSPJ154512.4+091133 Yes 17.0 2 0.365 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ154534.6−001928 Yes 16.3 1 0.6 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ154546.5−233928 – 16.2 1 0.121 1 FL8YJ1545.7−2336 0.16
3HSPJ154604.2+081913 Yes 15.1 1 0.35 3 3FGLJ1546.0+0818 0.4
3HSPJ154625.0−285723 Yes 16.0 2 0.4 4 J154625.0−285723 0.13
3HSPJ154712.1−280221 Yes 15.8 1 0.28 4 3FGLJ1547.1−2801 0.16
3HSPJ154819.1−025903 Yes 15.5 1 — 0 – 0.06
3HSPJ154827.3−211106 Yes 16.4 1 0.44 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ154849.7−225102 Yes 16.2 1 0.192 1 3FGLJ1548.8−2250 1.26
3HSPJ154902.0+482157 Yes 16.5 2 0.63 4 – 0.05
3HSPJ154918.6+423500 Yes 16.0 1 0.49 4 FL8YJ1549.3+4235 0.06
3HSPJ154939.7+195355 Yes 17.0 2 0.748 2 – 0.03
3HSPJ154943.0−292349 Yes 16.2 1 0.38 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ154946.3−304501 Yes 16.3 1 — 0 3FGLJ1549.9−3044 0.16
3HSPJ154952.0−065907 Yes 16.3 1 0.29 5 3FGLJ1549.7−0658 0.4
3HSPJ154954.5+582607 Yes 17.0 2 0.35 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ155053.2−082246 Yes 15.7 1 0.27 5 FL8YJ1550.8−0822 0.32
3HSPJ155210.2+315909 Yes 17.8 1 0.584 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ155214.4+601710 Yes 16.5 2 0.5 5 – 0.02
3HSPJ155333.5−311830 – 15.3 1 0.21 3 3FGLJ1553.5−3118 1.0
3HSPJ155412.0+241426 Yes 16.8 1 0.301 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ155424.1+201125 Yes 17.4 1 0.273 1 3FGLJ1554.4+2010 0.63
3HSPJ155432.5−121325 Yes 16.7 1 0.33 5 FL8YJ1554.4−1215 0.16
3HSPJ155533.4+780929 Yes 15.8 1 — 0 – 0.06
3HSPJ155543.0+111124 Yes 15.6 1 0.36 2 3FGLJ1555.7+1111 7.94
3HSPJ155703.0+244218 Yes 16.0 2 0.438 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ155720.8+094321 Yes 17.0 3 0.201 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ155812.9+004452 Yes 16.6 1 0.59 4 – 0.1
3HSPJ155850.3−034552 Yes 15.7 1 0.5 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ155900.6+451657 Yes 16.7 1 0.53 4 – 0.06
3HSPJ155941.9+634415 Yes 15.9 1 0.55 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ160005.3−252439 Yes 16.4 1 0.26 5 3FGLJ1559.8−2525 0.2
3HSPJ160135.4+161239 Yes 16.7 1 0.528 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ160218.0+305109 Yes 15.5 1 0.47 3 FL8YJ1602.2+3051 0.25
3HSPJ160258.8+421203 Yes 17.0 3 0.466 1 – 0.32
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3HSPJ160307.9−244949 Yes 16.8 1 — 0 – 0.1
3HSPJ160339.4+500955 – 16.5 1 0.4 4 FL8YJ1603.8+5009 0.1
3HSPJ160446.5+334521 Yes 17.2 1 0.177 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ160519.0+542059 Yes 17.9 1 0.212 1 FL8YJ1605.5+5424 0.2
3HSPJ160533.1+091745 Yes 15.8 1 0.205 2 – 0.13
3HSPJ160618.4+134532 Yes 16.0 1 0.29 1 J160618.4+134532 0.32
3HSPJ160620.8+563017 Yes 16.0 3 0.45 1 3FGLJ1606.1+5630 0.06
3HSPJ160740.6+254113 Yes 17.0 2 0.534 1 – 0.4
3HSPJ161003.3+451641 – 16.3 1 0.596 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ161004.0+671026 Yes 17.5 2 0.27 4 – 0.25
3HSPJ161046.4−664901 Yes 15.9 1 0.11 5 3FGLJ1610.8−6649 2.0
3HSPJ161139.7+852541 – 15.0 2 0.22 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ161140.1+234519 Yes 16.1 1 0.65 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ161204.8−043815 Yes 16.5 2 0.7 3 – 0.16
3HSPJ161327.1−190836 Yes 15.5 1 0.31 5 FL8YJ1613.4−1907 0.1
3HSPJ161414.0+544251 Yes 17.8 1 0.45 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ161443.9-085120 Yes 16.7 1 0.5 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ161608.4+224107 – 16.0 1 0.33 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ161632.9+375603 Yes 18.0 1 0.2 1 – 0.2
3HSPJ161737.7−104734 Yes 15.6 1 — 0 – 0.16
3HSPJ161757.9+602416 Yes 15.8 1 0.75 5 – 0.02
3HSPJ161946.5+193416 Yes 16.6 1 0.52 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ162007.8+323027 Yes 16.4 1 0.778 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ162044.3+343511 Yes 16.4 1 0.36 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ162115.2−003140 Yes 16.3 1 0.414 2 J162115.1−003140 0.16
3HSPJ162142.3+454828 Yes 16.3 1 0.389 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ162259.2+440142 Yes 16.3 1 0.38 4 – 0.1
3HSPJ162330.5+085724 Yes 17.0 3 0.533 1 FL8YJ1623.4+0857 0.13
3HSPJ162332.3+284129 Yes 15.2 1 0.377 2 – 0.1
3HSPJ162458.6+220330 Yes 16.5 2 0.68 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ162625.8+351341 Yes 16.0 1 0.498 1 3FGLJ1626.1+3512 0.2
3HSPJ162642.8+080314 Yes 16.5 1 0.25 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ162646.0+630048 Yes 17.1 1 0.2 5 FL8YJ1626.5+6257 0.2
3HSPJ162712.9+314956 – 15.0 2 0.58 1 FL8YJ1627.3+3148 0.04
3HSPJ162819.3+363010 Yes 16.7 1 0.77 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ162839.0+252756 Yes 16.7 1 0.22 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ162920.1+263352 Yes 16.1 1 0.65 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ162939.4+701449 Yes 16.0 1 — 0 – 0.04
3HSPJ162950.5+584050 Yes 15.5 1 — 0 – 0.04
3HSPJ162957.9+531105 Yes 16.4 1 0.345 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ163043.1+522138 – 15.3 1 — 0 3FGLJ1630.7+5222 0.4
3HSPJ163119.7+102404 Yes 15.8 1 0.42 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ163124.7+421702 Yes 16.5 1 0.47 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ163146.7+414632 – 15.7 1 0.58 5 FL8YJ1631.8+4143 0.05
3HSPJ163213.8+580052 – 15.4 1 0.32 5 FL8YJ1632.3+5801 0.13
3HSPJ163309.0+700550 Yes 15.9 1 — 0 – 0.03
3HSPJ163417.0+330520 Yes 17.0 3 — 0 – 0.02
3HSPJ163559.4+183158 Yes 15.4 1 0.3 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ163658.4−124836 Yes 17.5 1 0.24 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ163709.4+432600 – 15.3 1 0.343 1 FL8YJ1637.3+4326 0.16
3HSPJ163715.3+463948 Yes 16.5 2 0.67 5 – 0.02
3HSPJ163716.7+131438 Yes 15.8 1 0.559 2 3FGLJ1637.1+1314 0.1
3HSPJ163726.6+454749 – 15.4 1 0.192 1 FL8YJ1637.6+4548 0.16
3HSPJ163751.0−344915 – 15.0 1 — 0 3FGLJ1637.6−3449 0.79
3HSPJ163801.6+732615 Yes 16.0 1 — 0 3FGLJ1637.8+7325 0.13
3HSPJ163808.8+004222 – 15.7 1 0.35 5 FL8YJ1638.1+0041 0.13
3HSPJ163920.6+560902 Yes 15.3 1 — 0 – 0.05
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3HSPJ164011.0+062826 – 15.0 3 0.31 5 FL8YJ1640.2+0629 0.08
3HSPJ164014.9+685234 Yes 15.9 1 0.26 5 FL8YJ1640.2+6850 0.32
3HSPJ164213.9+654308 Yes 16.3 1 0.57 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ164220.3+221143 Yes 16.5 1 0.592 1 FL8YJ1642.4+2212 0.2
3HSPJ164319.2+213107 – 16.0 2 0.154 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ164328.9−064619 Yes 15.3 1 0.082 1 3FGLJ1643.6−0642 0.2
3HSPJ164339.4+331647 Yes 15.7 1 0.42 5 FL8YJ1643.7+3317 0.04
3HSPJ164345.6−111925 Yes 16.3 1 0.4 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ164419.9+454644 Yes 16.3 1 0.225 1 FL8YJ1644.1+4545 0.2
3HSPJ164438.6−015202 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 – 0.13
3HSPJ164549.6+792129 Yes 16.5 1 0.16 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ164651.7−132848 – 15.4 1 0.3 5 3FGLJ1646.9−1332 0.13
3HSPJ164702.6+385001 Yes 16.5 2 0.135 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ164720.9+132306 Yes 16.2 1 0.5 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ164845.1+800512 Yes 16.6 1 0.18 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ165139.9+721824 Yes 16.5 1 0.24 5 3FGLJ1651.6+7219 0.16
3HSPJ165221.1+493253 Yes 17.1 1 0.3 4 – 0.1
3HSPJ165249.9+402310 Yes 15.4 1 0.31 3 FL8YJ1652.8+4024 0.16
3HSPJ165352.2+394536 Yes 17.9 1 0.03 1 3FGLJ1653.9+3945 12.59
3HSPJ165419.6+470803 Yes 15.1 1 — 0 – 0.06
3HSPJ165431.0+651952 Yes 15.3 1 — 0 – 0.02
3HSPJ165504.1+660100 Yes 16.2 1 0.5 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ165517.9−224045 Yes 16.5 2 0.4 4 J165517.8−224045 0.32
3HSPJ165655.1−201056 Yes 16.2 1 0.23 4 3FGLJ1656.8−2010 0.79
3HSPJ165746.7+675527 Yes 15.3 1 — 0 – 0.13
3HSPJ165937.9+682618 – 16.2 1 0.05 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ170052.6+332431 Yes 16.5 2 0.383 1 – 0.05
3HSPJ170054.3+462853 Yes 16.5 2 0.365 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ170132.2+381103 Yes 16.0 2 0.6 5 – 0.02
3HSPJ170238.5+311543 Yes 15.4 1 0.32 4 3FGLJ1702.6+3116 0.1
3HSPJ170409.5+123421 – 16.4 1 0.4 2 3FGLJ1704.1+1234 0.25
3HSPJ170433.8−052840 Yes 16.2 1 0.3 5 3FGLJ1704.4−0528 0.25
3HSPJ170534.8+604215 Yes 15.9 1 0.28 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ170622.7+063847 Yes 16.3 1 0.45 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ170807.7+473223 Yes 15.4 1 — 0 – 0.05
3HSPJ170941.6+623918 Yes 15.8 1 0.63 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ171002.1+552033 Yes 16.3 1 0.53 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ171008.9+610223 Yes 16.3 1 — 0 – 0.06
3HSPJ171105.8+120812 Yes 15.7 1 0.43 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ171108.6+024404 Yes 16.8 1 0.46 5 J171108.5+024403 0.2
3HSPJ171116.6+572518 Yes 16.4 1 0.43 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ171248.7+293116 – 15.3 1 0.42 3 3FGLJ1712.6+2932 0.32
3HSPJ171405.4−202752 Yes 16.6 1 0.09 5 3FGLJ1714.1−2029 1.0
3HSPJ171419.7+371612 Yes 16.5 2 0.48 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ171427.3+560155 Yes 16.6 1 0.401 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ171531.4+205935 Yes 16.1 1 0.177 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ171553.2+884415 Yes 16.3 1 0.48 5 3FGLJ1711.6+8846 0.1
3HSPJ171610.1+433756 Yes 15.6 1 0.48 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ171622.9+480246 Yes 15.4 1 0.43 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ171841.4+360522 Yes 16.2 1 0.35 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ171902.3+552434 Yes 17.5 1 0.627 2 – 0.06
3HSPJ171921.4+120721 Yes 15.7 1 0.34 5 3FGLJ1719.3+1206 0.08
3HSPJ172034.9+100511 Yes 16.0 2 0.5 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ172504.3+115215 Yes 15.7 1 0.18 3 3FGLJ1725.0+1152 2.51
3HSPJ172658.2+263436 Yes 16.5 1 0.26 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ172818.6+501310 Yes 17.0 1 0.055 1 3FGLJ1728.3+5013 3.16
3HSPJ172838.3+704102 Yes 16.8 1 0.551 1 – 0.1
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3HSPJ172918.7+525559 Yes 16.1 1 0.349 1 – 0.25
3HSPJ173044.7+380454 Yes 16.1 1 0.22 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ173328.9+451950 Yes 16.4 1 0.317 1 – 0.05
3HSPJ173605.2+203301 Yes 16.8 1 — 0 3FGLJ1736.0+2033 0.5
3HSPJ173842.4+382102 Yes 16.5 2 0.31 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ174017.3+432450 Yes 16.7 1 0.48 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ174108.9−733814 Yes 16.2 1 0.29 5 – 0.25
3HSPJ174357.5+375310 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 – 0.05
3HSPJ174357.8+193509 Yes 17.8 1 0.08 1 3FGLJ1743.9+1934 1.0
3HSPJ174419.7+185218 Yes 15.8 1 0.39 5 FL8YJ1744.4+1851 0.2
3HSPJ174442.8+134802 – 16.2 1 0.23 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ174459.5−172639 – 16.4 1 — 0 3FGLJ1744.9−1725 1.26
3HSPJ174537.7+395130 – 16.2 1 0.267 1 3FGLJ1745.7+3952 0.13
3HSPJ174632.3+502810 – 16.5 2 0.43 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ174702.5+493801 Yes 17.7 1 0.46 1 FL8YJ1747.2+4937 0.2
3HSPJ174837.6−085440 – 17.0 2 0.33 5 FL8YJ1748.5−0854 0.04
3HSPJ174929.9+463135 Yes 16.3 1 0.53 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ175040.7+431131 Yes 15.9 1 — 0 – 0.06
3HSPJ175052.7+550750 Yes 15.2 1 0.29 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ175156.8+655117 Yes 15.2 1 0.42 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ175328.0+321848 Yes 17.6 1 0.5 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ175600.6+332924 Yes 15.2 1 — 0 – 0.03
3HSPJ175615.9+552218 Yes 16.9 1 0.657 3 3FGLJ1756.3+5523 0.79
3HSPJ175713.0+703337 Yes 17.3 1 0.407 1 3FGLJ1756.9+7032 0.32
3HSPJ175751.3−453506 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 – 0.25
3HSPJ175949.1+703718 Yes 15.5 1 — 0 FL8YJ1800.2+7038 0.1
3HSPJ175955.2+150109 Yes 17.5 2 0.6 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ180002.0+281045 Yes 17.1 1 0.44 5 FL8YJ1800.1+2812 0.2
3HSPJ180143.9+295055 Yes 17.0 2 0.45 5 FL8YJ1801.8+2948 0.13
3HSPJ180158.9+610938 Yes 15.6 1 — 0 – 0.13
3HSPJ180311.4+723504 Yes 15.1 1 — 0 – 0.04
3HSPJ180354.3+654825 Yes 16.0 1 0.085 2 FL8YJ1803.4+6548 0.04
3HSPJ180408.8+004222 Yes 17.1 1 0.087 1 – 1.26
3HSPJ180409.3+562122 Yes 16.6 1 0.55 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ180431.9+614112 Yes 15.1 1 0.27 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ180451.3+322026 Yes 16.3 1 0.31 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ180732.1+642926 – 15.0 1 0.239 1 3FGLJ1807.8+6427 0.08
3HSPJ180832.7+510407 Yes 15.4 1 0.29 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ180845.6+241905 Yes 17.3 1 0.45 5 FL8YJ1808.8+2419 0.1
3HSPJ180849.6+352042 – 15.0 2 0.22 5 3FGLJ1809.0+3517 0.08
3HSPJ180925.4+204131 Yes 15.0 1 0.28 3 3FGLJ1809.4+2040 0.63
3HSPJ181118.0+034113 Yes 15.8 1 — 0 3FGLJ1811.2+0340 1.0
3HSPJ181403.4+382810 Yes 15.9 1 0.35 5 FL8YJ1814.0+3828 0.16
3HSPJ182020.9+362343 Yes 16.3 1 0.33 5 3FGLJ1820.3+3625 0.16
3HSPJ182338.5−345412 Yes 16.6 1 — 0 3FGLJ1823.6−3453 2.51
3HSPJ182419.0+430949 Yes 17.8 1 0.487 1 3FGLJ1824.4+4310 0.4
3HSPJ182531.9+601922 Yes 16.2 1 0.25 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ182833.5−592054 Yes 17.7 1 — 0 – 0.32
3HSPJ182854.7−241735 – 16.2 1 0.05 5 3FGLJ1828.9−2417 0.32
3HSPJ182924.2+540259 – 15.0 1 — 0 3FGLJ1829.4+5402 0.32
3HSPJ183141.0+422130 Yes 15.9 1 0.6 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ183200.9+382137 Yes 15.6 1 0.22 5 FL8YJ1831.7+3822 0.13
3HSPJ183229.3+512128 Yes 15.1 1 — 0 – 0.03
3HSPJ183806.7−600032 Yes 15.5 1 0.18 5 3FGLJ1838.5−6006 0.2
3HSPJ183820.6−602522 Yes 15.9 2 0.121 1 FL8YJ1838.4−6022 0.2
3HSPJ183849.1+480234 Yes 16.0 1 0.3 2 3FGLJ1838.8+4802 1.58
3HSPJ184120.3+590608 Yes 16.5 1 0.53 1 – 0.06
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3HSPJ184121.7+290940 Yes 16.1 1 0.18 5 3FGLJ1841.2+2910 0.5
3HSPJ184147.0+321839 Yes 16.2 1 0.24 5 3FGLJ1841.7+3218 0.25
3HSPJ184207.4+521702 Yes 16.0 1 0.43 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ184229.8−584157 – 17.1 1 0.33 5 3FGLJ1842.3−5841 0.79
3HSPJ184425.3+154645 – 15.1 1 0.11 5 3FGLJ1844.3+1547 0.79
3HSPJ184430.8+544144 Yes 15.2 1 0.234 2 – 0.25
3HSPJ184445.6−324641 – 15.0 2 — 0 FL8YJ1844.8−3248 0.25
3HSPJ184514.1+555242 Yes 16.4 1 0.61 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ184642.6+561627 Yes 17.4 1 0.32 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ184822.5+653657 Yes 17.7 1 0.364 1 FL8YJ1848.5+6537 0.13
3HSPJ184847.1+424539 Yes 17.8 1 0.4 5 3FGLJ1848.9+4247 0.63
3HSPJ184919.4−164723 – 16.5 2 0.16 5 3FGLJ1849.3−1645 0.5
3HSPJ184951.6+745318 Yes 15.2 1 0.4 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ185024.0+263153 Yes 16.1 1 0.22 5 FL8YJ1850.5+2631 0.2
3HSPJ185352.0+671355 Yes 17.2 2 0.212 1 FL8YJ1853.9+6715 0.2
3HSPJ185550.8+805223 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 – 0.03
3HSPJ185813.4+432451 Yes 17.4 1 0.17 5 FL8YJ1858.3+4321 0.25
3HSPJ190411.8+362658 Yes 17.5 2 0.13 5 3FGLJ1904.5+3627 0.32
3HSPJ191052.1+285624 – 16.7 1 0.33 5 3FGLJ1910.8+2855 0.32
3HSPJ191129.7−190824 – 17.0 2 0.16 5 3FGLJ1911.4−1908 0.5
3HSPJ191251.1−124918 – 15.4 1 — 0 FL8YJ1912.7−1249 0.25
3HSPJ191401.8+443832 – 15.7 1 0.28 5 3FGLJ1913.9+4441 0.32
3HSPJ191803.5+033031 – 16.2 1 0.23 5 FL8YJ1918.0+0331 0.1
3HSPJ191809.6+375313 Yes 16.2 1 — 0 3FGLJ1918.0+3750 0.5
3HSPJ192024.9+693537 Yes 15.7 1 0.74 5 – 0.02
3HSPJ192157.6+581701 – 16.4 1 0.4 5 FL8YJ1921.7+5817 0.08
3HSPJ192242.2−745356 Yes 16.3 1 0.36 5 3FGLJ1923.2−7452 0.32
3HSPJ192325.3−250208 – 17.8 1 0.65 4 FL8YJ1923.4−2502 0.2
3HSPJ192502.2+281542 – 16.3 1 0.16 5 3FGLJ1924.9+2817 0.5
3HSPJ192519.0+370535 – 16.6 1 0.26 5 FL8YJ1925.4+3706 0.32
3HSPJ192527.1−722044 Yes 15.3 1 — 0 – 0.25
3HSPJ192649.8+615442 Yes 15.8 1 — 0 3FGLJ1926.8+6154 0.79
3HSPJ193109.2+093716 Yes 15.9 1 — 0 3FGLJ1931.1+0937 3.98
3HSPJ193320.2+072621 Yes 16.2 1 0.17 5 3FGLJ1933.4+0727 0.4
3HSPJ193412.7−241920 Yes 16.2 1 — 0 FL8YJ1934.3−2419 0.79
3HSPJ193419.6+600139 Yes 15.5 1 — 0 3FGLJ1934.2+6002 0.2
3HSPJ193517.5+751933 Yes 16.2 1 0.27 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ193656.1−471950 Yes 17.7 1 0.265 1 3FGLJ1936.9−4719 1.26
3HSPJ193804.5−380117 Yes 15.5 2 0.3 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ194247.4+103326 Yes 15.3 1 — 0 3FGLJ1942.7+1033 2.0
3HSPJ194333.7−053353 Yes 17.5 3 0.5 5 3FGLJ1944.0−0535 0.32
3HSPJ194356.2+211822 Yes 18.1 1 0.22 5 FL8YJ1944.0+2117 2.0
3HSPJ194422.3−452331 Yes 15.9 1 0.21 5 3FGLJ1944.1−4523 0.5
3HSPJ194455.1−214319 Yes 17.1 1 0.28 4 FL8YJ1944.8−2143 0.2
3HSPJ194615.2−520848 Yes 16.5 1 0.23 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ194934.1+090653 Yes 15.5 1 — 0 FL8YJ1949.5+0906 0.5
3HSPJ195021.8+604753 Yes 16.3 1 0.25 0 – 0.16
3HSPJ195134.8−154930 Yes 15.9 1 — 0 – 0.16
3HSPJ195500.6−160338 Yes 16.4 1 0.23 4 3FGLJ1955.0−1605 0.4
3HSPJ195502.8−564028 Yes 16.0 1 0.2 5 3FGLJ1954.9−5640 0.63
3HSPJ195547.8+021512 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 3FGLJ1955.9+0212 0.79
3HSPJ195755.0−241950 Yes 15.5 1 — 0 – 0.25
3HSPJ195800.4+243806 – 16.0 1 — 0 3FGLJ1958.1+2436 0.79
3HSPJ195812.6+694325 – 16.1 1 0.28 5 FL8YJ1957.9+6941 0.08
3HSPJ195814.9−301111 Yes 17.0 1 0.119 1 3FGLJ1958.2−3011 1.0
3HSPJ195945.6−472519 Yes 15.3 1 — 0 3FGLJ1959.8−4725 0.79
3HSPJ195959.8+650854 Yes 16.9 1 0.047 1 3FGLJ2000.0+6509 15.85
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3HSPJ200053.9−364226 Yes 16.1 1 — 0 – 0.13
3HSPJ200112.8+435252 Yes 15.1 1 — 0 3FGLJ2001.1+4352 3.98
3HSPJ200204.1−573645 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 FL8YJ2001.9−5737 0.4
3HSPJ200213.6−583736 Yes 15.9 1 0.35 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ200227.2−711936 – 16.5 2 0.21 5 FL8YJ2002.3−7119 0.25
3HSPJ200245.3+630233 Yes 16.3 1 — 0 3FGLJ2002.7+6303 0.16
3HSPJ200505.9+700439 Yes 16.6 1 — 0 3FGLJ2004.8+7003 0.32
3HSPJ200630.8+660412 Yes 15.2 1 — 0 – 0.13
3HSPJ200632.8+635549 Yes 15.4 1 0.29 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ200925.3−484953 Yes 15.4 1 0.071 1 3FGLJ2009.3−4849 10.0
3HSPJ201002.9−244737 Yes 15.9 1 0.32 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ201200.9−771219 Yes 16.7 1 0.33 5 J201200.9−771219 0.2
3HSPJ201213.7−523251 – 16.5 1 0.37 5 FL8YJ2012.2−5234 0.13
3HSPJ201428.6−004722 Yes 15.2 1 0.231 1 3FGLJ2014.3−0047 0.25
3HSPJ201431.0+064852 – 15.8 1 0.341 1 3FGLJ2014.5+0648 0.4
3HSPJ201503.8+162227 – 15.7 1 0.25 5 3FGLJ2014.9+1623 0.13
3HSPJ201525.0−143203 – 16.0 1 0.31 5 3FGLJ2015.3−1431 0.1
3HSPJ201619.5+495324 – 16.0 1 — 0 FL8YJ2016.3+4953 0.32
3HSPJ201924.7+712624 Yes 15.5 1 — 0 – 0.25
3HSPJ202143.8−722611 – 16.2 1 0.29 5 3FGLJ2022.2−7220 0.2
3HSPJ202429.3−084804 Yes 15.8 1 — 0 3FGLJ2024.4−0848 0.32
3HSPJ202630.7+764448 Yes 16.6 1 0.29 5 3FGLJ2026.3+7644 0.2
3HSPJ202658.4+334308 – 17.5 1 0.24 5 FL8YJ2027.1+3343 1.0
3HSPJ202803.6+720514 Yes 15.4 1 — 0 – 0.06
3HSPJ202830.2+764736 – 16.1 1 0.38 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ203024.0−503413 – 16.7 1 0.53 5 FL8YJ2030.4−5037 0.05
3HSPJ203027.9−143917 – 16.9 1 0.43 5 3FGLJ2030.5−1439 0.06
3HSPJ203031.6+223439 – 16.2 1 — 0 FL8YJ2030.5+2235 0.2
3HSPJ203057.1+193612 Yes 15.8 1 0.27 5 3FGLJ2031.0+1937 0.32
3HSPJ203156.0−345850 Yes 16.4 1 0.124 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ203451.0−420038 Yes 15.7 1 0.29 5 3FGLJ2034.6−4202 0.5
3HSPJ203508.6−471708 Yes 15.2 1 — 0 – 0.13
3HSPJ203649.4−332830 Yes 16.4 1 0.23 1 3FGLJ2036.6−3325 0.32
3HSPJ203844.9−263632 Yes 16.2 1 0.44 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ203856.7−185916 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 – 0.06
3HSPJ203923.5+521950 – 16.9 1 0.053 1 3FGLJ2039.5+5217 0.5
3HSPJ203941.1−422052 Yes 16.2 1 0.4 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ204006.6−462017 Yes 16.4 1 0.31 5 FL8YJ2040.1−4622 0.32
3HSPJ204008.2−711459 Yes 17.8 1 0.161 1 3FGLJ2040.2−7115 1.26
3HSPJ204150.2−373339 Yes 17.3 1 0.098 1 3FGLJ2041.7−3732 0.63
3HSPJ204201.9−731913 Yes 16.3 1 0.31 5 3FGLJ2041.9−7318 0.1
3HSPJ204206.0+242652 Yes 17.2 1 0.104 1 3FGLJ2042.1+2428 0.79
3HSPJ204600.5−343017 Yes 16.3 1 0.425 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ204735.0+793759 Yes 15.1 1 — 0 – 0.03
3HSPJ204735.9−290858 Yes 17.0 3 0.333 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ204921.7−003926 Yes 16.6 1 0.25 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ205242.5+081040 Yes 17.0 2 0.53 5 FL8YJ2052.5+0810 0.2
3HSPJ205253.9−261511 Yes 15.6 1 — 0 – 0.2
3HSPJ205350.7+292314 – 16.3 1 0.23 5 3FGLJ2053.9+2922 1.0
3HSPJ205456.8+001537 Yes 16.1 1 0.151 1 3FGLJ2055.0+0016 0.2
3HSPJ205528.2−002116 Yes 18.0 3 0.44 1 3FGLJ2055.2−0019 2.51
3HSPJ205637.0+221845 Yes 16.0 1 0.23 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ205642.6+494005 – 17.6 1 0.1 5 3FGLJ2056.7+4938 2.0
3HSPJ205846.7−144304 Yes 16.0 1 0.078 1 FL8YJ2058.8−1442 0.13
3HSPJ205938.5−003755 Yes 16.0 1 0.335 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ210050.6−430532 Yes 16.5 1 0.31 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ210123.0−454949 Yes 16.0 1 — 0 – 0.79
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3HSPJ210123.8+091324 Yes 15.9 1 0.29 5 FL8YJ2101.4+0912 0.32
3HSPJ210338.3−623225 Yes 15.0 1 — 0 3FGLJ2103.9−6233 1.0
3HSPJ210415.9+211808 Yes 15.9 1 0.36 5 3FGLJ2104.7+2113 0.2
3HSPJ210421.9−021238 Yes 15.5 1 0.45 3 3FGLJ2104.2−0211 0.4
3HSPJ210451.0+050320 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 – 0.32
3HSPJ210721.1−145418 Yes 17.2 1 0.3 4 – 0.16
3HSPJ210844.7−025034 Yes 15.8 1 0.15 1 3FGLJ2108.6−0250 0.32
3HSPJ210936.1+395513 – 16.3 1 — 0 FL8YJ2109.6+3954 0.25
3HSPJ211011.1−861847 Yes 15.5 1 0.31 5 3FGLJ2108.6−8619 0.2
3HSPJ211207.4−144412 Yes 16.6 1 0.28 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ211243.0+081835 Yes 15.9 1 0.27 5 3FGLJ2112.7+0819 0.25
3HSPJ211349.6+082501 Yes 15.1 1 0.23 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ211353.7+133017 Yes 17.7 1 0.307 2 – 0.2
3HSPJ211355.6−015540 Yes 15.4 1 0.42 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ211501.4−005641 Yes 15.9 1 0.226 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ211522.0+121802 – 15.4 1 0.28 5 3FGLJ2115.2+1215 0.25
3HSPJ211544.0−012545 Yes 16.6 1 0.33 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ211605.0+251200 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 – 0.06
3HSPJ211614.5+333920 – 15.0 1 0.12 5 3FGLJ2116.1+3339 0.79
3HSPJ211754.9−324328 Yes 15.7 1 0.215 1 3FGLJ2118.0−3241 0.13
3HSPJ212125.4−831914 Yes 16.0 1 0.62 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ212233.7+192527 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 – 0.08
3HSPJ212307.2−103648 – 16.6 1 0.023 2 – 0.16
3HSPJ212743.0+361305 Yes 15.3 1 0.876 3 3FGLJ2127.7+3612 0.63
3HSPJ212839.9−194152 Yes 16.9 1 0.24 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ212940.6+003527 Yes 16.0 2 0.426 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ213004.7−563222 Yes 15.3 1 — 0 – 0.06
3HSPJ213103.2−274657 Yes 16.2 1 0.38 3 3FGLJ2130.8−2745 0.63
3HSPJ213135.4−091523 Yes 16.3 1 0.449 1 3FGLJ2131.5−0915 0.63
3HSPJ213151.5−251558 Yes 16.9 1 0.86 3 3FGLJ2131.8−2516 0.63
3HSPJ213306.3−281536 Yes 15.1 1 — 0 – 0.16
3HSPJ213314.3+252859 – 15.2 1 0.294 1 3FGLJ2133.3+2533 0.16
3HSPJ213349.1+664704 – 15.4 1 — 0 3FGLJ2133.8+6648 0.25
3HSPJ213448.2−164205 Yes 16.3 1 — 0 – 0.05
3HSPJ213510.9+224307 Yes 16.5 1 0.45 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ213818.3−352204 Yes 15.5 1 — 0 – 0.06
3HSPJ213821.1+355823 – 16.3 1 0.25 5 FL8YJ2138.3+3556 0.25
3HSPJ213852.7−205347 Yes 17.0 1 0.29 1 FL8YJ2138.8−2055 0.4
3HSPJ214130.8+211526 Yes 16.2 1 0.22 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ214226.4+365949 Yes 16.8 1 0.24 5 FL8YJ2142.4+3659 0.63
3HSPJ214239.7−202819 – 16.4 1 0.53 5 3FGLJ2142.6−2029 0.05
3HSPJ214247.6+195810 – 16.2 1 0.38 5 3FGLJ2142.7+1957 0.25
3HSPJ214255.6−391312 Yes 15.0 2 — 0 – 0.05
3HSPJ214410.0−195559 Yes 18.0 1 0.38 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ214429.5−563848 – 16.8 1 0.48 5 3FGLJ2144.6−5640 0.06
3HSPJ214442.0−181800 Yes 16.7 1 0.23 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ214453.3−185725 Yes 15.8 1 0.38 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ214530.1+100605 – 16.0 1 0.37 4 3FGLJ2145.5+1007 0.16
3HSPJ214533.3−043439 Yes 16.6 1 0.07 1 J214533.3−043438 0.2
3HSPJ214552.2+071927 Yes 17.5 1 0.237 1 3FGLJ2145.7+0717 0.4
3HSPJ214609.6+850148 Yes 15.7 1 0.28 5 – 0.25
3HSPJ214625.7−474837 Yes 17.1 1 0.461 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ214636.9−134400 Yes 15.7 1 0.42 3 3FGLJ2146.6−1344 0.5
3HSPJ214924.0−563112 Yes 16.1 1 0.27 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ215006.3−044130 Yes 16.6 1 0.53 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ215006.8−245723 Yes 15.0 1 — 0 – 0.1
3HSPJ215015.5−141049 Yes 17.8 1 0.22 1 3FGLJ2150.2−1411 1.0
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3HSPJ215051.7+111916 – 16.1 1 0.495 1 FL8YJ2150.8+1119 0.13
3HSPJ215123.2+415633 – 15.7 1 0.15 5 3FGLJ2151.6+4154 0.4
3HSPJ215214.1−120541 Yes 16.3 1 0.121 1 FL8YJ2152.1−1206 0.2
3HSPJ215258.3+172459 Yes 15.3 1 0.283 2 – 0.05
3HSPJ215305.3−004230 Yes 18.0 3 0.341 1 3FGLJ2152.9−0045 0.79
3HSPJ215355.8−295444 Yes 17.5 1 0.68 4 – 0.1
3HSPJ215412.7+000423 – 16.3 1 0.217 1 – 0.01
3HSPJ215511.6−253754 Yes 16.0 2 0.46 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ215601.6+181837 Yes 15.7 1 0.36 3 3FGLJ2156.0+1818 0.4
3HSPJ215852.0−301332 Yes 15.4 1 0.117 1 3FGLJ2158.8−3013 25.12
3HSPJ215910.9−284116 – 15.5 1 0.271 1 3FGLJ2159.2−2841 0.1
3HSPJ215936.1−461953 – 15.9 1 0.4 5 FL8YJ2159.6−4619 0.13
3HSPJ220031.3+003541 Yes 16.9 1 0.098 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ220107.3−590640 Yes 16.3 1 0.21 5 FL8YJ2201.0−5906 0.32
3HSPJ220123.8+294934 Yes 15.6 1 0.24 5 FL8YJ2201.6+2953 0.08
3HSPJ220146.9−145439 Yes 15.7 1 0.38 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ220155.8−170700 Yes 17.7 1 0.169 1 FL8YJ2201.9−1707 0.2
3HSPJ220214.8+104130 – 16.3 1 0.362 1 – 0.08
3HSPJ220451.3−181536 Yes 16.7 1 0.26 5 – 0.25
3HSPJ220704.1+222231 – 16.0 1 0.558 1 FL8YJ2207.1+2222 0.08
3HSPJ220941.6−045110 Yes 15.6 1 0.255 5 3FGLJ2209.8−0450 0.2
3HSPJ221029.6+362159 Yes 16.9 1 0.37 5 FL8YJ2210.4+3624 0.2
3HSPJ221058.5+320341 – 16.6 1 0.32 5 FL8YJ2210.9+3202 0.13
3HSPJ221108.3−000302 Yes 16.3 1 0.362 1 FL8YJ2211.0−0003 0.2
3HSPJ221109.8−002327 Yes 15.6 1 0.448 1 – 0.05
3HSPJ221330.3−475425 – 15.0 1 — 0 3FGLJ2213.6−4755 0.16
3HSPJ221405.0+393857 Yes 16.2 1 — 0 – 0.16
3HSPJ221659.5−672800 – 16.0 1 0.27 5 FL8YJ2216.9−6725 0.04
3HSPJ221728.4−310620 Yes 17.0 1 0.46 1 – 0.25
3HSPJ221919.9−323033 Yes 15.0 2 0.27 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ222028.7+281355 Yes 15.8 1 0.15 5 3FGLJ2220.3+2812 0.2
3HSPJ222129.2−522527 Yes 15.7 1 0.34 3 3FGLJ2221.6−5225 1.26
3HSPJ222253.8−175321 Yes 16.1 1 0.29 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ222329.5+010226 – 15.1 1 0.51 3 3FGLJ2223.3+0103 0.2
3HSPJ222424.9+035458 Yes 15.6 1 0.3 5 3FGLJ2224.4+0351 0.1
3HSPJ222512.6+113600 Yes 15.5 1 0.4 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ222610.9−840622 Yes 16.5 1 0.3 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ222636.4+021037 Yes 16.3 1 0.35 5 FL8YJ2226.6+0210 0.2
3HSPJ222906.2−313020 Yes 16.7 1 0.65 5 – 0.03
3HSPJ223245.5−004032 Yes 16.9 1 0.505 1 – 0.1
3HSPJ223248.7−202226 Yes 17.5 1 0.31 5 3FGLJ2232.9−2021 0.4
3HSPJ223301.1+133601 Yes 17.0 3 0.214 1 FL8YJ2232.9+1335 0.79
3HSPJ223626.3+370713 Yes 15.7 1 0.2 5 FL8YJ2236.6+3706 0.32
3HSPJ223704.8+184055 – 15.1 1 0.5 4 FL8YJ2236.9+1840 0.03
3HSPJ223812.7−394018 Yes 17.2 1 0.25 1 – 0.2
3HSPJ223928.8−243944 – 16.4 1 0.115 1 3FHLJ2239.5−2439 0.08
3HSPJ224017.7−524113 – 15.0 2 0.25 5 FL8YJ2240.3−5241 0.13
3HSPJ224046.8+132602 – 16.2 1 0.66 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ224123.5+294247 – 17.0 2 0.48 5 FL8YJ2241.3+2943 0.2
3HSPJ224340.3−123059 Yes 16.5 2 0.226 1 3FGLJ2243.6−1230 0.5
3HSPJ224354.7+202103 Yes 15.1 1 — 0 3FGLJ2243.9+2021 1.58
3HSPJ224434.9−723314 Yes 16.3 1 0.55 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ224448.0−000619 Yes 15.8 1 0.7 3 FL8YJ2244.9−0008 0.13
3HSPJ224531.8−173358 – 15.3 1 0.43 5 3FHLJ2245.5−1734 0.05
3HSPJ224642.0−520640 Yes 17.7 1 0.098 1 3FGLJ2246.7−5205 1.26
3HSPJ224727.9−545206 Yes 16.5 2 0.28 4 – 0.08
3HSPJ224753.2+441315 Yes 16.3 1 — 0 3FGLJ2247.8+4413 0.79
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3HSPJ224819.3−003641 – 16.0 1 0.212 1 – 0.03
3HSPJ224820.7−003221 – 16.6 1 0.249 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ224833.3+322334 Yes 16.1 1 0.45 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ224910.7−130002 Yes 17.6 1 0.35 4 FL8YJ2249.4−1301 0.63
3HSPJ224938.4−594422 – 15.3 1 0.29 5 3FGLJ2249.3−5943 0.08
3HSPJ225005.7+382437 Yes 16.2 1 0.119 1 3FGLJ2250.1+3825 1.26
3HSPJ225147.5−320612 Yes 18.0 3 0.246 1 FL8YJ2251.7−3208 1.0
3HSPJ225240.8+162755 Yes 16.1 1 0.7 5 – 0.05
3HSPJ225354.2+140436 Yes 15.6 1 0.327 1 3FGLJ2254.0+1403 0.16
3HSPJ225441.8+293436 Yes 15.4 1 0.35 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ225613.3−330338 Yes 16.5 1 0.243 1 FL8YJ2255.9−3256 0.2
3HSPJ225619.1−712115 – 16.6 1 0.4 5 3FHLJ2256.0−7119 0.08
3HSPJ225636.0−554709 Yes 16.7 1 0.2 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ225818.9−552537 Yes 15.7 1 0.479 1 3FGLJ2258.3−5526 0.4
3HSPJ230012.3+405225 Yes 17.3 1 0.34 5 3FGLJ2300.0+4053 0.4
3HSPJ230039.7−533111 Yes 17.2 1 0.263 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ230327.4−520033 Yes 15.6 1 — 0 – 0.04
3HSPJ230329.8+032156 Yes 15.9 1 0.47 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ230344.5−043856 Yes 15.9 1 0.18 4 – 0.1
3HSPJ230436.7+370507 Yes 16.4 1 — 0 3FGLJ2304.6+3704 0.79
3HSPJ230525.7+294811 Yes 16.1 1 0.63 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ230526.9−674304 Yes 16.3 1 0.28 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ230634.9−110348 Yes 17.5 2 0.45 5 FL8YJ2306.6−1105 0.25
3HSPJ230717.3−423616 Yes 17.0 2 0.31 4 – 0.13
3HSPJ230722.0−120517 Yes 16.1 1 0.32 4 3FGLJ2307.4−1208 0.32
3HSPJ230814.8−160446 Yes 15.8 1 0.29 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ230846.8−221948 Yes 16.8 1 0.137 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ230848.7+542611 – 15.9 1 — 0 3FGLJ2309.0+5428 0.32
3HSPJ230940.8−363248 Yes 15.7 1 — 0 3FGLJ2309.6−3633 0.5
3HSPJ231011.8−105903 Yes 16.6 1 0.31 4 – 0.13
3HSPJ231023.3+311949 Yes 16.1 1 0.48 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ231027.5−371912 Yes 16.7 1 1.03 3 – 0.25
3HSPJ231041.7−434734 Yes 17.2 1 0.089 1 – 0.25
3HSPJ231118.9−094622 – 16.8 1 0.49 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ231305.8−600522 Yes 17.8 1 0.48 4 – 0.1
3HSPJ231306.4−550406 Yes 15.7 1 0.28 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ231323.5+402816 Yes 15.1 1 0.17 5 – 0.32
3HSPJ231347.8−692330 Yes 17.8 1 0.53 5 3FGLJ2312.9−6923 0.32
3HSPJ231357.3+144423 Yes 17.7 1 0.162 1 3FGLJ2314.0+1443 0.25
3HSPJ231608.5−252702 – 16.1 1 0.3 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ231731.9−453359 Yes 15.4 1 0.59 3 3FGLJ2317.3−4534 0.32
3HSPJ231752.7−144324 Yes 15.3 1 — 0 – 0.25
3HSPJ231827.1+070124 Yes 16.6 1 0.85 4 – 0.03
3HSPJ231905.9−420648 – 16.4 1 0.054 1 3FGLJ2319.2−4207 0.4
3HSPJ231943.4+161149 – 15.0 1 — 0 FL8YJ2319.7+1609 0.32
3HSPJ231952.8−011626 Yes 16.7 1 0.284 1 – 0.13
3HSPJ232012.1+414605 – 16.9 1 0.152 1 – 0.25
3HSPJ232039.8−630918 Yes 16.2 1 0.2 1 FL8YJ2321.0−6308 0.4
3HSPJ232110.9−121601 Yes 16.4 1 0.42 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ232136.9−161928 – 15.8 1 — 0 3FGLJ2321.6−1619 0.32
3HSPJ232240.3−422042 – 15.7 1 0.09 1 – 0.2
3HSPJ232244.0+343613 Yes 15.7 1 0.094 1 3FGLJ2322.5+3436 0.25
3HSPJ232254.4−491630 Yes 15.7 1 0.38 3 3FGLJ2322.9−4917 0.4
3HSPJ232305.0−174802 Yes 15.8 1 0.717 1 – 0.79
3HSPJ232352.0+421058 Yes 15.5 1 0.059 2 3FGLJ2323.9+4211 1.0
3HSPJ232444.6−404049 Yes 15.4 1 0.24 3 3FGLJ2324.7−4040 2.0
3HSPJ232520.2−201212 – 15.6 1 0.31 5 FL8YJ2325.2−2010 0.13
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3HSPJ232538.1+164642 Yes 15.4 1 0.25 5 3FGLJ2325.6+1650 0.2
3HSPJ232914.2+375414 Yes 16.4 1 0.21 5 3FGLJ2329.2+3754 0.5
3HSPJ232938.2+610114 – 16.1 1 — 0 3FGLJ2329.8+6102 1.0
3HSPJ233014.1−294550 – 15.0 2 0.297 1 FL8YJ2330.2−2948 0.04
3HSPJ233016.1−233641 Yes 15.3 1 0.32 5 FL8YJ2330.0−2329 0.08
3HSPJ233112.9−030130 Yes 16.9 1 0.35 4 FL8YJ2331.4−0259 0.1
3HSPJ233207.6−025245 Yes 15.3 1 — 0 – 0.1
3HSPJ233250.6+452936 Yes 15.4 1 0.32 5 – 0.16
3HSPJ233252.1−052142 Yes 16.5 2 0.4 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ233339.5−252710 Yes 16.5 2 0.4 2 – 0.16
3HSPJ233352.3−241659 Yes 17.2 1 0.45 5 – 0.06
3HSPJ233404.0+084725 Yes 16.5 2 0.34 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ233552.9−581015 – 16.3 1 0.35 5 FL8YJ2335.9−5811 0.08
3HSPJ233630.5−635634 Yes 15.1 1 — 0 – 0.16
3HSPJ233653.7−232626 Yes 16.6 1 0.12 2 – 0.08
3HSPJ233859.1+025109 Yes 17.3 1 0.041 1 3FGLJ2338.7+0251 0.08
3HSPJ233907.3+053426 Yes 15.8 1 0.74 2 – 0.08
3HSPJ233920.8−740435 Yes 16.8 1 — 0 3FGLJ2338.7−7401 0.25
3HSPJ234042.8+385511 Yes 15.6 1 0.35 5 3FGLJ2340.7+3847 0.13
3HSPJ234043.8−462112 Yes 16.9 1 0.3 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ234054.2+801515 – 15.1 1 0.274 1 3FGLJ2340.7+8016 0.63
3HSPJ234238.6+361838 Yes 16.3 1 0.35 5 – 0.13
3HSPJ234331.6+783143 Yes 15.6 1 — 0 – 0.16
3HSPJ234333.5+343950 Yes 17.3 1 0.36 1 3FGLJ2343.7+3437 0.63
3HSPJ234538.4−144928 Yes 16.6 1 0.224 1 – 0.2
3HSPJ234704.8+514217 Yes 17.7 1 0.044 1 3FGLJ2347.0+5142 1.58
3HSPJ234753.2+543630 – 17.5 3 0.4 5 3FGLJ2347.9+5436 1.0
3HSPJ234754.8−663045 Yes 16.4 1 0.28 5 – 0.08
3HSPJ234857.3−312217 Yes 16.1 1 0.5 5 – 0.02
3HSPJ235001.7+194151 Yes 16.5 2 0.517 1 – 0.04
3HSPJ235013.5+015146 Yes 16.2 1 0.47 5 – 0.1
3HSPJ235018.0−055927 Yes 17.4 1 0.515 1 – 0.2
3HSPJ235023.3−243602 Yes 16.0 3 0.19 1 – 0.16
3HSPJ235034.3−300604 Yes 15.7 1 0.23 1 3FGLJ2350.4−3004 0.13
3HSPJ235116.1−760015 Yes 15.5 1 0.25 5 3FGLJ2351.9−7601 0.13
3HSPJ235321.0−145857 Yes 17.0 2 0.5 5 J235320.9−145856 0.16
3HSPJ235604.0−002353 Yes 15.2 1 0.283 1 – 0.06
3HSPJ235612.1+403644 Yes 16.3 1 0.331 1 3FGLJ2356.0+4037 0.16
3HSPJ235725.1−171234 Yes 15.1 1 — 0 – 0.05
3HSPJ235729.9−171802 Yes 17.6 1 0.85 3 3FGLJ2357.4−1716 0.79
3HSPJ235825.1+382856 – 16.1 1 0.24 5 3FGLJ2358.5+3827 0.25
3HSPJ235836.8−180717 – 15.5 1 0.39 3 3FGLJ2358.6−1809 0.32
3HSPJ235907.8−303740 Yes 17.1 1 0.165 1 3FGLJ2359.3−3038 2.0
3HSPJ235917.0+021520 Yes 16.4 1 0.61 4 – 0.04
3HSPJ235919.5−204756 – 16.2 1 0.096 1 3FGLJ2359.5−2052 0.13
3HSPJ235921.3−131129 Yes 15.7 1 0.56 5 – 0.04
3HSPJ235955.3+314600 Yes 16.1 1 0.33 5 – 0.2
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Articles
H.1 Paper in preparation
Chang, Y.-L.; Arsioli, B.; Giommi, P.; and Padovani, P., The 3HSP catalog (Chaper 2)
Chang, Y.-L.; Brandt, C.; Giommi, P., The VOU-Blazars tool (Chapter 4)
Chang, Y.-L.; Giommi, P.; Arsioli, B.; Padovani, P., The statistical properties of HSPs
blazars (Chapter 3)
H.2 Paper already published
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